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Position Location in a TDMA Network Multilateration

Stephen Cable Multilateration is the use of range measurements from
multiple sources to determine position relative to the

Rockwell International locations of the sources. Multilateration is suited for
use in a tactical TDMA network for a variety of reasons.
including.

Introduction - .

a. It utilizes available propagation delay measurements
Many of the communications systems being developed to-
day for the tactical environment use some form of TDMA b. Position estimates can be calculated by each element
in order to share the communications resource among
the network elements. In addition, a time dependent c. It does not require fixed references
waveform (eg, JTIDS, Packet Radio, etc.) is often utilized
to increase jam resistanee. These systems require time d. It does not rely upon critical nodes.
synchronization within the network in order to be able
to successfully communicate. The timing measurements Given tihe TOT and TOA of the message, an estimate .*.

necesary to provide network synchronization can be ex- of the Line of sight range between the transmitter and --
tended to provide accurate range measurements between receiver can be computed. If the received message con-
network elements. These range measurements can be tains the absolute or relative position of the source (trans-
used to calculate the positions of all network elements mitter), the receiver can use this information, in conjunction
relative to some grid which has been established by the with the measured range and similar measurements from
network. The tactical value of a relative position Itoa- other sources, to estimate its position. Each range mea- .

tion function is well established for providing relative surement defines a circle of radius R (where R = measured
nagivation. targeting, resource mapping and alloeation, range) with its center at the source. According to the
routing and low probability of intercept information, measurement, the receiver ies somewhere on the circle.
The availability of range measurements, which could be In the horizontal case (ie, altitude assumed known) per-
used for position location, and the value of position Ioca- feet range measurements from three noncolinear sources
tion as a tactical tool motivated the development of the will generate three circles with a unique common inter-
position Location methods described in this paper. section which is the position of the receiver. However.

error-corrupted measurements will produce a set of circles ,...

The method for providing a relative position location with no common intersection or an incorrect common inter-
function is summarized below. As a part of the network section. This result is illustrated i t'figure I ? . four
initialization proems, a relative grid is established for sources and one receiver. Given tt -orrupted
the network. Each element in the network will be re- range measurements, the receiver Ad to calculate
sponsible for tracking its own position relative to that a position estimate which is in some ,e optimum.
grid. Accurate range measurements are obtained by ac-
curately controlling the time of transmission (TOT) and 3

by accurately measuring the time of aririval (TOA) ofmessages. The propagation delay measrm'ent obtained ,..--"
from the TOT and the TOA is multipied by the speedof propagation to obtain a range measurement. If the

transmitted message contains the position of the trams- a M M
mitter, the range measurement can be used along with % - ,o IA,,,m ET

similar range measurements from other sources to cal- /
culate an estimate of the receiver's position and the cut- .
rent network reference time. Periodically, these esti- 14
mates are used by a Kalman filter linear estimator to
develop and correct a state model of the dynamics of .
the unit and its internal time base. The rate at which
these models must be updated is a function of the mobility 0 u f T " um.
of the platform and its position location accuracy require- a - U r CMV o P D_
ments. By using these state models, each unit can track .
its estimated position and an estimate of the network - - =.f e ' " "
reference time. This information is then made available
to other units for use in their position location algorithms. Figure 1. Multilateration Measurements for Position
A hierarchiical structure is used to determine which po- Location. .

tential sources of position information should be utilized
by a particular user. This structure prevents the feedback By linearizing the problem using a Taylor's series expan- '
of errors which can result in an unstable condition. The sion and employing a weighted least square error criterion.
remainder of the paper will provide an overview of the this oroOlem can be efficiently solved by 9 microprocessor.
major concepts introduced above. will discuss some of this method requires an initial position estimate provided
the factors which determine accuracy, and will consider by previous measurements or by an initialization algorithm
the issues associated with actually implementing a position which is beyond the scope of this paper. The result of
location function. the linearization can be observed in figure 2a. The ith "

. ,.. .- •%" +•" •....... ........ - . . .. .. ....... •, ,,
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range measurement now constrains the solution to lie UM 2 IPA A

on the straight line which is tangent to the circle of radius '"' I
R(i) at the point where the line connecting the ith source ,I' .
and the estimated position intersects the circle. The n , 2 . 3

% weighted .east square error criterion is then used to solve ' ,, z-- .-
for an estimate. The weights take into account the rela-
tive accuracy of the position and time estimates of the '$ -'- AM. R TIMI MR n4 F-MUSA
sources. The variance of the error in the estimate is
also calculated based on the estimated variance of each 1oA- To.o .+,,.-= .J, 2 .,.
measurement. The final estimate derived from the iea- 30 TI PAUI M0SN1ASUMOW4r

surements of fIgure 1 is illustrated in figure 2b. . o.o ... -,- "." -O

CAN AL5O N WN(-
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Figure 3. Passive Mode Observation.

Upon reception of similar measurements from at least
I +three noncolinear sources, equation (1) can be linearized

______and an estimate of the clock offset and the error in the
unit's previous position estimate can be obtained.

S.M"(0 0.--..-..WSUA W4 MIT

Sl c..t ..Imo. In the active mode of operation. a unit must interrogate ...
...... ~ ~ the sources from which it desires to obtain position and
= .. ,€.,. time information. Upon reception of this interrogation.
.-- ,0. ,,. , the interrogated unit replies with a position report con-

taining the TOA of the interrogation and the position
Figure 2. Linearized Solution of utlateration of the source at the -time of the reply. The form of the

Problem. active mode range measurement is illustrated in figure 4.
The two transmissions of the active mode provide an in-

Thus. a network element provided with three range mea- dependent time measurement, Dt, and an independent
surements of adequate quality can compute an estimate pro eposition error measurement. Dp. From figure 4. Dr- and ".
of its relative position. Dp can be written as

Range Measurements Dt = at 1 + (m2- m.)/2 (2)

The accuracy and quantity of range measurements avail- Dp ER + (m2 ml)/2 n (3)
Sable to a unit is an important factor in the accuracy of p=E'.:-'.
the position location function. On the other hand, the
portion of the network capacity required to support posi- wher
tion location messages should be minimized. Thus, a range mi = ith TOA measurement error
measurement technique which fulfills both of these re-
quirements is desirable. There are two basic methods nce
(modes) of obtaining a range measurement for position n = errors introduced by incorrect source position
location and a clock offset measurement for time synch- estimate.
ronization. One method, a passive mode measurement, These equations show that clock offset and position errors
requires only the reception of a position report from the hee eqn how th ckfe nd p n

" source. The second method, an active mode measurement. have been decoupled in the active mode.

requires an interrogation of the source of position informa- ."'.'.
tion and a reply containing the information needed to LMc CO 1 2 "'C 3

calculate an active range measurement. A comparison '.
of these two modes reveals that the selection of the mea- SU,-OK 3

surement mode is dependent upon the operational require- - 3

ments a" the network environment of the unit. . r - 2 3

In the passive mode of operation, the unit estimates its if 10 it

position and clock offset utilizing passively received posi- oA, o. . , ,.. .-
tion reports. The form of the passive mode measurement - , ,,. ,-;.' -'4
is illustrated in figure 3. By including terms to indicate , 2 "OTO -

the sources of error, the equation for the measurement, D, . , ; I '

in figure 3 can be rewritten as ,,TOA2-b. A, . .OTs,1Z ,.; .4u. -:, 22.

D = (t 2 - t 3)*V-ER-n m (1) Mo"w
A CST f MwV 99IOUM.NCE CLOCK ANO I Sp C.OCK

where ;. .* M SOUPrsCLOCK ,4W oeIPUCIE CLOCK .- :

n = errors introduced by incorrect source position at •* ou ttm PmWmaIC . oc o AND ,.-. CLOCK

estimates

m s TOA measurement error. Figure 4. Active (RTT) Observation.

%0
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Analysis and simulation results indicate that the active Update -

S mode range measurements produce better performance
that is less dependent Upon the geometry of the sources s (new) = A s (old) + K (new) z~ (new) - HA s WWId)
than for the passive mode case. However, there are rea-
sorts for choosing to use the passive mode at the expense K (new) =C (ext) H T (H C (ext) H T , Rt (new)1I-
of degraded performance. In an operational scenario.
some units may be required to operate in a radio silent C (new) = C (ext) - K (new) H C (ext)
mode. At the same time, it may be important for these
units to include position information in their infrequent where

* transmissions. Such units would certainly operate in the
passive mode. Another important consideration is the s = state vector
amount of network traffic required for position location.
If network capacity is a problem and an adequate source A = state transition matrix
geometry is available. then assigning some units to the
passive mode can reduce the traf fic requirements. An- C = state vector error covariance matrix

P other solution to this problem is the use of a hybrid mode
employing active time measurements with passive position K = Kalman filter gain matrix
measurements. A discussion of the hybrid mode is beyond -
the scope of this paper. In an attempt to satisfy accuracy z = measured values

* requirements, capacity limitations and operational objec-
* tives. a typical network may include active mode unity, H =linear transformation from s to z
*passive mode units, and hybrid mode units.

* KamanFiltr f measurement error covartance matrix.

In order to successfully track the clock and the position These Kalman filter equations and the muLtilateration
of auni usng ois mesureent an toextapoate measurements provide the basis for tracking the relative

*time and position between sets of measurements, a state poionfnewrelm ts
*model of the clock and the dynamics of the unit must Networ-k Architecture

,be maintained. Thus, once position and time estimates
have been obtained from the solution to the linearized The ability of each network element to perform position

*multilateration equations, this new estimate must be location is dependent upon the existence of a common
combined with the previous estimates to update the state relative grid and the reception of an adequate number
model. A Kalman filter was selected to track the state of useable position reports. The network structure of
of the system. A Kalman filter provides improved per- the position location function should perform four major
formance over simpler fixed gain filters (eg a , - 0 tracker) tasks. Those tasks are:
and it provides the error covariance matrix necessary K : e x R w
to implement the covariance defined hierarchy described a. Support time synchronization in the network
below. The Kalman filter is defined by the state model
description of the system and the error-corpted ina- b. Establish a rectilinear coordinate grid for relative
surements which are available for updating the model.
For a ground, mobile network, a six-dimensional state navig

vector has been demonstrated to provide an adequate c. Ensure an adequate supply of position reports to sup-
state model. The six components are clock offset, clock port any unit attempting to perform position location
drift rate, x-direction position. y-direction position. x-
direction velocity, and y-direction velocity. This model d. Provide for stability and robustness of the position .

assumes that altitude is provided from an external mea- location function.
surement. independently from the position location func-
tion. A variant of the above state vector would use Due to the interrelationship between time synchronization
heading and velocity in place of velocity in the x and y and position location any network structure which per- .-
directions. The measurement used by the Kalman filter forms the last three tasks will support time synchroniza-
would be the solution to the linearized multdateration tion in the network. For applications where relative
equations and its associated covariance matrix. Platforms navigation is not required. the position location algorithms
exhibiting higher mobility, eg aircraft, would require an can provide time tracking only. The clock offset measure-
extended state vector and additional measurements from ments can be provided by active mode measurements
onboard navigation equipment in order to successfully without position or by passive mode measurements with
track the platform. a rough position estimate.

Given a measurement and its variance, a Kalman filter In conjunction with the network initialization procedure,
attempts to update the state model in a way such that the the position location network structure should define
trace of the covariance matrix of the state vector is mini- a relative rectilinear grid and. if possible, a geodetic
mized. The oasic Kalman filter equations are summarized grid. Some of the network elements are given the re-
below: sponsibility for establishing the grid. These elements

are:
Extrapolation

a. Master Unit (MU). An element whose relative osi-
e. Asold) ton is defined to be the origin of the grid.

C (ext) =A C (old)A T

%

drift r...........................................o,*x- .....-S

o .. *." *,* *%,
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b. Relative Position Reference (RPR). An element al accuracy requirements and the mobility of the 0-
which knows its position relative to the MU and one platform. The two basic sources of error. which are
other RPR. These are at least two RPR's in the net- a function of the update rate. are errors introduced
work. The ranges between the MU and the RPR's by state extrapolation and errors caused by combining
may be obtained through round-trip timing measure- position reports received at different times into one
ments. but some prior information must be available measurement. These errors increase as the mobility
to obtain an unambiguous estimate of their relative of the platform increases and decrease as the update
positions, rate increases. A highly mobile platform exhibits .

significant acceleration and higher order derivatives -
c. Absolute Position Reference (APR). An element of motion. These unmodeled states can cause diver- 0O

with an accurate estimate of its geodetic coordinates gence of the estimate unless they are compensated
obtained from some source other than the position for by age weighting or similar techniques. An anaJ-
location function. ysis of these errors was performed using the Kalman

filter error sensitivity analysis. From these results - I
During network initialization, the MU and RPR's define and given the accuracy requirement. the expected
a relative rectilinear grid. Given two APR's, the relative dynamics of the platform, and the conditions (source
grid can be mapped onto a geodetic grid through a co- error, GDOP, etc.) under which the accuracy is re-
ordinate transformation algorithm. Once the grid is es- quired. a minimum update rate can be selected. This
tablished, the loss of an MU. RPR. or APR does not disable interaction is illustrated in figure 5. where maximum
the position location capability of the network. An alter- update periods were selected for various platforms
nate master unit (AMU) is designated to assume the role and performance goals.
of the MU upon loss of the original master unit. This
feature enhances the survivability of the position location
function in the network.

The covariance defined hierarchy is used to select the.. ,
useable sources of position information from the set of . ..... I ..
all elements within iine of sight (LOS) of a particular '

element. Each element includes a quantized estimate
of the error variances of its position and time estimates , ,.
in its position report. These variances are provided by
the Kalman filter of each element. The position report .,.,, ,
also contains information indicating the number of relays
between that element and the MU. An element selects Figure 5. An Example of Update Rate vs. Platform
the sources with the most accurate position information Goals. ;
which are closer to the MU than it. In this manner, poi- Propaation Delay Measurement
tive feedback of errors is eliminated.

Performance Considerations The sources of error in the propagation delay mea-
surement include TOT errors, propagation effects.

The algorithm and network architecture introduced above and TOA errors. The sum of all these errors can

were the subject of an in-depth analysis to determine be lumped together and ealled the TOA measurement

the accuracy of the system and its impact upon network error. The impact of TOA measurement errors on
operation. This effort utilized an analysis of the state position accuracy is a function of the mode of the- a~nit (active or oa.sive), the number ot" sources used. "-"
model, a Kalman filter error sensitivity analysis program th r
and a Monte Carlo simulation to characterize the effects the dynamics of the unit, and the state moel use-
of various factors upon performance. It was found that by the Kalman flter. The effect of TOA uncertait-
the performance of the position loation function is a was characterized under various conditions using

complex function of the update rate. the mobility of the the anaivsis tools mentioned erlier. The uncertainty
in the T6A measurement increases the uncertant~v

platform. the TOA measurement accuracy. the pro@paa- of the measurement supplied to the Kalman filter.
tion effects. the quality and topology of the sources used. This increases the response time of the filter, making IU@
and several other factors. By characterizing the indivi- it more difficult to track mobile platforms. The anal-7
dual and cumulative effects of these factors, required it indiates to a obioe sga heai-
values for parameters. such as required update rate. re- yi indcas at a an ofponeesima unertaint
quired TOA estimator accuracy, etc.. which will provide
adequate accuracy for a given operational scenario can platform (eg, manpack), but the accuracy must in-

,b e determined. Te impact of three of the performane crease as the mobility increases in order to maintain
edeatrmined.rTed impactof threeofthe same accuracy and uodate rate.

factors is summarized below.:...Update Rate, Platform D namics Network Topology "O

A major impact of the position location function The topology of the network has a significant impact
upon a network is the portion of the communications on the position location accuracy of the units in the
capacity of the network which must be allocated network. A number of different network properties
to position location. Ideally. the minimum number determine the configuration and qualitv of sources
of position reports necessary to meet the performance available to an individual unit. Some of these orcoer-
goal should be used. This implies that the update rate ties are iisted in table 1.
of each unit should be as low as possible. The major
actors determining the update rate are the operation-

e _7t. -A



Table 1. Network Properties and Source Quality.

PROPERTY COMMENTS

Covariance defined hierarchy Determines quality and choice of sources

Number of units in net I Effects number pf sources available

Area of coverage Effects network connectivity

Location of MU, RPR and APR Effects source quality

Network dynamics Effects availability and quality of sources

Network terrain Effects network connectivity

The geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) is a inea- for much of the GDOP present in that mode. As
sure of the errors introduced by the geometry of a comparison between passive and active mode GDOP.
the sources. It is usually defined as consider the contours of equal GDOP plotted in fig-

ure 6 and figure 7. Obviously, for the source con-
2 2 2 figuration of the figures, the active mode should

'ax ay am provide better performance. This premise is borne
out by the simulation results recorded in figure ,

;Nnere for a unit traveling with constant velocity along the
path indicated in figure 6 and figure 7.

7"- variance of the solution for position in the
x-direction One response of a passive mode unit with poor per-

. a formance due to GDOP would be to switch to active %
" = variance of the solution for position in the mode operation. However, operational objectives

y-direction may force some units to operate in the passive mode.
In that case, it is the responsibility of the network

variance of the measurement error from to provide adequate sources of position information.?m sources. __.

Implementation Issues
As GDOP increases, the accuracy of a measurement
decreases. GDOP is a function of the method of The impact of the position location function can be identi-
range measurement. The correlation between time fled in three areas. These areas are: (1) network through-
and position errors in the passive mode accounts put, (2) hardware, and (3) software.

. - 0.-+

' /4-

Figure 6. GDOP Contours for Basic Position Location Figure '. GDOP Contours for Basic Position Location '--

Element (Passive). Element 'Active).

-.
. • °
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Hardware

_________ ________ __ _I_ _ ' " In general, the hardware would be impacted in the
following three areas:

a a. Accurate TOA estimator

b. Accurate TOT control

Figure 8. Simulation Results. C. In ereaSed memor-

The TOA estimator hardware is determined by the
Throughput type of waveform used. In some systems, a delay

lock loop is used to track the TOA of the incoming
The throughput or data distribution capability of signal. In a round. mobile environment, it is de-
the network is impacted in two ways. First, some sireable to detect the leading edge of the received
amount of overhead traffic is introduced into the multipath signal. Detection of the leading edge may
network to support the requirement for position re- require coherent averaging of the signal in order
ports. This traffic is in the form of overhead bits to increase the signal to noise ratio of the leading
added to existing messages and additional messages multipath component. The TOT can be controlled
created solely for the purpose of carrying position by retiming the signal immediately before modula-
information. Second, some of the processing time tion of the IF. A survey of TOA estimator and TOT
of the unit must be used to process position informa- control techniques indicates that the TOA estimator
tion. For some networks, processing delays can be- and TOT controler add to the complexity of the
come the limiting factor on throughput. Consequently, system, but their complexity is not unreasonable.
the amount of processing required for POSLOC could An algorithm supporting two modes of operation
have an adverse effect on network throughput. and coordinate conversion routines could be stored

in less than 8 k 16-bit words. Thus the hardware
In figure 9, the average bits/see of position informa- modifications required are feasible.
tion received by an average unit is plotted as a func-
tion of the number of units within LOS of that unit. Software
This is a realistic measure of network loading because
the position reports are not relayed w hen used solely The use of range measurements to provide time svn-
for computing position. Several plots are included chronization and position location requires a signi-
in figure 9, representing several network make-ups ficant amount of software. The software tasks would
and position locaton strategies. The important point include the following functions.
to note is that for less than 20 LOS units, all of the
scenarios require less than I kb/s of position informs- a. Position location algorithms
tion.

1. Multilateration solution
The amount of processing time required by the posi-
tion location algorithm can be estimated by deter- 2. Kalman filter
mining the time required for the floating point
operations. An estimate was done for a 16-bit pro- b. Interface with the operating system
cessor with a hardware multiply and divide. With
a 6-s update rate. approximately 3 percent of the c. Creation and transmission of position reports
processors capability would be used for position lo-
cation. Thus. this type of processor should be able d. Protocols for position reports. , -

O / to provide position location without seriously inereas-
ing node delay.

Ilk 
v" .S.
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Conclusion

In summary, usable position accuracies can be obtained
within a TDMA network. A position location algorithm
utilizing multilateration and a Kalman filter linear esti-
rnator can track the position and clock offset within each
network element. An analysis of this method shows that
performance is a complex function of a number of factors.
With the tools which have been developed for analyzing
performance, the obtainable accuracy can be predicted
or the parameters required to meet a performance goal
can be chosen, given a particular scenario. The cost of -'" -
implementing position location in terms of network

e throughput and hardware complexity should not be un- .-.. -

reasonable. Consequently, position location may be a
valuable. obtainable addition to a tactical data distri-
bution network.
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WHAT LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH SUGGEJTS This brief note will attempt to draw an

"BOUT DISTRIBUTE ARTIFICIAL T I LIGENCE extended analogy between natural language

Earl D. Sacerdoti communication and interprocess communication, .
Artificial intelligence Center thereby hopefully identifying 'a advance some of

SRI International
the gaps that must be filled as the processors that O

--] are communicating become increa ingly powerful.

Natural language commanication requi e. that a

dialogue participants know not only the structure

of language but also something about the subject A. 
-

matter under discussion and about the processes Commanications specialists have generally

through which concepts in the subject area may be concerned themselves with the format and content of

expressed by means of words, phrases, and sentences individual classes of Interprocess aessaes , rather

in the language. Similarly, a rich dialogue among than on the ongoing interaction (spanning many

distributed intelligent Processors will require instances of many classes of message) through which

that the processors have a (partial) knowledge base particular information la communicated. This ts

in common and that they employ and understand analogous to the lingusts' traditional concerns

common groundrules about how to convey portions of with the form and meaning of individual words and

that knowledge base within the available sentences. In contrast, Al researchers on language

communication protocols. Therefore, designers nf understanding view communication as an £ally=
distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) systems performed by two or sore cooperating parties. This
Might find useful concepts in the designs of viewpoint on language understanding systems-

artificial intelligence system for natural suggests that a crucial issue for DA] s a careful

language understanding. articulation of the processes that underlie

Computer science, as opposed to traditional participation in dialogue (as opposed to the

-nathemattos, views computation a structuring Of the individual Interprocess mssages

perfpormed wi- e -. e Zn a and commnication protocols).

analogous manner, natural language understanding Below we will characterize three kinds of

research in artificial intelligence, as opposed to knowledge that language understanding research

traditlonal 3inguisttos, is Increasingly concerned suggests must be available to a communicating

with communication as a 2 Performed Process. Then we will discuss the actl'viesti*
wih Oveie imue. . DAI systems of involved in Interpreting and .'espondlng to a

any power will certainly also have to view message..

interprocessor commumnicatlon as a arag= performed

over t ff eou.e, . The particular B. Knowled1 a bout = in _

perspective Of artlficial toell.gence on the Communication between people or processors :an -
*" problem of understanding natural language may help b e h ma ng• . ~be viewed as the incremen~tal sharing and building ',
.-*. us to artIculate some issues of importance that of their respettve knwledg base. Recent wor-

.*- Must be faced in developing distributed systems It cmputatoai.iuistIcs has .. ,onstrate ;n-

";hat display Intelligent behavlor, importance to each participant in a dialogue )f

having a very rich knowledge base that is much core

than a static description of he facts that ar.

The preparation of this paper was supported y currently true in the domain .)f dIscourse. The.
the Advanced Rosarch ProJects Ageney of the knowledge base Must encode a dynaml. invirnn_-n-
ePartent Of Defense. It was Prepared in cnsts, or

for which I apoloSIze to the reader. : wish to consisting Of Various actors. '3. ..3
bhank Barbara Gross and Peter art for their relatonsh:.ps and events. oroered :or part.a&I

helpful suggestions. ?lease don't expect them to
stand firmly behind the papers' conclusions. rdered) W It "espect to t£me. =us' ::scr-:.though. For that atter. don't expect me tol
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not only the environment as It truly is, but also D). Z Agg CM nat! o.

the knowledge and beliefs about the enviVonmet T aesterc neatosw aebe

that are held by each participant in the dialogue. describing, a third kind of knowledge is needed.

This Is knowledge about the "rules of the gamn of
C. L29LMI .AbaUZ =L comumwcating. In typical systems that perform ,

Natural language Is used for commication in interproceas communication this consists of no more

a dynamically changing context. An utterance in a then the encoding of routines that can either

* dialogue cannot typically be interpreted in create or interpret instance* of particular classes

isolation; it mot be analyzed within the context of messages. By analogy with natural language

In which i~t was produced. a interpretation is understanding systems , comunicating processes may

influenced by the current state of the environment, also have to know enough about the activity of

* by a history Of the Previous states, by the overall comunication Itself to determine when the focus of

structure and content of the dialogue, by knowing the commniciation is shifting, what the current*

who produced the utterance and for whom it was goals of the sender are that lie behind his current

intended, and by the preceding utterances !A the transmissions, and when (and why) the current -

dialogue. sequence of transmissions iS coherent as a whole.

This complex collection of required state The cues for these kinds of Information are often

* . forat~o reder geninecomrehesio ofencoded in subtle ways In natural language

natual ialoue eyon th curentstat ofthe dialogues. Human participants seem able to perform
naua tiaoeu deeytiod reqhre toren piate up theehue
art. 1t is, however, an extremely efficient means thdeuiosrqrdtopcuphseus%

*of communicating parsimoniously over a nmisy mdium ml.tagaeudrtadn ytm aebe

when there is euffliiet processing power available rather poor at this to date. By encoding the cues

on both sides of the commnications link. By each more explicitly for Interproceas communiation, the

*having all this knovledge about the subject doain eiimntfrhe ndvuapocsrso

and the current context of the interaction, perform complex deductions can be greatly reduced.

p rocessors can commnicate using may fever bits. This aspect of communication, then, appears to be

Furthermore, because the processors are continually one that am be Incorporated rather easily into DAI

engaged in augmenting and checking a shared.

*knowledge base, errorful transmissions are much

sore likely to be noticed, and a subdialogue E. IntereflL ne '*Ua

requesting confirmation of the suspicious mssage In analyzing and Interpreting messages

can be Initiated. expressed in natural language, a variety of kinds

Employing this state Information, then, may of information must be brought to bear. Firstly.

provide significant additional efficiency and there is knowledge about the syntax, how Individual

reliabili ty in the comunmications process. On the words are combined Into phrases and how phrases are

other hand, maintaining and exploiting this stt combined Into sentences. Secondly, there is

information Imposes a rery significant additional lexical knowledge, about the meanings of individual

computation load. Researchers exploring the words and the roles they can take in within larger

distribution of artificial intelligence phrases. Thirdly, there is knowledge About the

. -

caabilite il ndtotmapping between the phrases of the input and

between the Increased processing required and the descriptTona of objects in the internal . .

enriched comunication provided by his approach. rereseentation of the subject loman. (Str-tly

speaking, this '3 what philosophers mean when tney

refer to An anLQ. , although the term 13 lmos =0 5t

always 'ae ea391 ch in uc der sense in the 1.er.t.r.

9
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at artificial intelligence.) Fially, knowledge The complexity of the response derives mostly

about the current Itate is needed to refine the from the need to update and maintain the complex

descriptions of objects into designations of knzowledge about state information described in

*particular entities in the *real world." Section C above. The response must include:

While these types of knowledge are listed in a check for the validity of the current

order of increasing complexity and difficulty of tt f h te

use. they are not employed in a strictly linear ea check for cues that the sender of the
order. Since the analysis at each level affects message is shifting the focus of the

* ~~the confidence In the conclusions druwn at othermaiaio;-
a deterination of the overt actions to be

levels, the overall interpretation is UMsall built taken in response to the message;
up incrementally with many partial contributions Cadtriaino hte adudrwa

from all levels. conditions med when) a return message is
requested or required;

The esiger f a ystm tht ivolvs *the generation, if needed, of a return
interprocess commnmication typically builds in to message (which will involve encoding

the communicating processes knowledge of the first sufficient information f or the other
process to perform the some set Of tasks). -

two sorts described above. He worries about the

structure of -each message and about the values ansdstecsewt h ak fitrrtn
neanngs f te fildswithn tose essges.The messages, responding to messages will be easier for *.

other types of knowledge are "hard-wired' into his cmue-ocmue neatosta o aua

programs. and are typically extremely simple. Each augecm niton Nyrqrnge lct
messge ypicllyhas n uambiuou meaingindications of shifts of focus and, perhaps, an

Independent of its ordering within the overall epii niaino osadr ruepce

dialogue. assumptions, the response to messages can probably
be performed with tolerable efficiency.

This design of a comunication protocol is

appropriate for situations where the processing .Dl1f±M

cost of seeding or receiving each message must be ,-.

kept low. The use of the semantically oriented ~ I-~apa~TCH o h osil eeac
kinds of knowledge makes the processing f'or message o h A-apoc o t~lnug

transmission very much sore exensive. However, if Jnesadn to .hpoe of co.mcaio
proessng t te surc an det~mionisbetween processors in a distributed artificial

relatively cheap (and we expect this to be the case itliec ytm hl h rcsigrqie

*for DAI system ), the overall cost of the system to interpret a natural language is alst certainly

might be minimized by trading off higher processing far more than a DAT sysm needs , a simplified form

* reuirment fo lowr bndwdthsandhighr nise of this processing that perform all or most of theo

levelstasks performed in understanding natural language

my well be required. This suggests that designers

* .. .~azign~ a i~aaua.of DAT system might best design their
commurications protocols by narrowing down the

* We have, just sketched the (rather complex) capabilities required for natural language
process by which a message might be interpreted by o ictnrthrhabyuldgupfmte

a processor in a DAT system. Once the message is traditional, individual-sessage-oriented approach.
interpreted, it must then be reponded to. As might

be epecedthi is lsoa rthe comlexproess The key point I have tried to mkse is that, to
be epecedthi Is lsoa rthe comlexproess develop a robust distributed system that is able to

for a natural language understanding system, and communicate over a noisy. relatively narrow-

willproabl becompex or ~A sysem s wll, bandwidth channel, one Must ccOnslder not JUst the

10
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format amd content of the individual messages that

are used to communicate, but also the r-ole that

sequences of messages play in the overall process

of oomunicat-lon.(
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APPULCATI10111 OF THE CONTRACT NET FRAUEWJORM DISTRUIJYI SENS"N

Reld G. Smithi and Randall Davis
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Slamford. Cafenua.M 94305.

% ba l2 The Contreat Met Frework &otuisalmes And

distributed a- si- Sstem based On the Contract not The contract not framework includes a prolden-selaR
framework. In a departure from0~ ssestak poo* Sat,17]Smt 174,anxrvlti o
distribution Is viewed as a local mutual 0aelec Process. a the problem-eolving lIve of the standerd network
discussion carried on between a node with 0 astob coulunlcatlfis Protocol. Thie protocol* encodes t"
executed end a group at nodes that may be able to execute Independent Information that apecities the poseele actions.
the task. ThWO leads to the use Ot a Control0 I ormellm based and interactions of the ndeof the Problem solver and also
on a contract metaphor, in wfi~ct task distrldm Includes skots for the tak-dependent Information necessary
corresponds to contract neigotiation, tar the decisiona that guide the control. The toek-dependent

Infratio in the framework is encoded In a comm..o-
initeUdi-~axguae. understandable to asl nodes.

1 Distributed Problem Solvings Overview The problem-solving Prtocol uses an announcemenit.
bid - award sequence of contract ..fashox to solve the

Distributed problem solving is carried out in a Processor connection Problem. It view task distribution as an
architecture in which the individual nodes include memory as interactive process, one that that entails a diecusaion -. ~.

* well as processing capability. In such a pobe n' solver between a node with a took to be executed and noe that
cont"o is decentralized, the nodes are loosly Coupled (I.e., may be able to execute the task. The protocol define a set
they spend a tar greater percentage at time in computation of messages that haa so far Proven adequate tar both
than in communication with ~te nodes), they communicate control and data distribution.
via messages. and they cooperate in the solution ot a snl
overall problem. A contract net ia a collection of Interconnected

processor nodes whose Interactions awe governed by a
* ~.A framework tar distributed problem solving has been problem-solving protocol based on the contract metaphor.

-. developed that specifies mecherais far communications. Each node In the net operates asynchronouly end with
- .control, and knowledge organization. The framework Is based relative autonomy. The execution of ant individual task is

on the human model at experts that com-laete to solve handled as a contract. A node that genr~ates a task
problems by transfer at messages and use a contract advertises existence of that task to the other node. in the
negotiation process to distribute taoks to be executed net with a task annweement, then acta as t manager of
concurrently. In the distributed problem-solving context, the that task for Its duration. In the absence of any information
human experts correspond to Processor noe.Each node about the specific capabilities of the other nodes In the net.

%contains a number af task-specific knowledges-sources (Ks). the manager is forced to issue a generul broadcast to alo nodes.
in this paper we will focus on the communiations and oontrl It, however. the manager Possesses some kniowledge about
aspects ot the framework. which of the other noe in the not are likely candidates,

then it can issue a United biroadcat to just those candidates.
A key problem that must be resolved In a distributed 'Inally. It the manager knows exactly which ot the other

problem solver is how nodes$ with task$ to be executed finld nodes is approceiate, then it can issue a pa-4e-Pant
other nodes capable of executin those Mae. We will cell announcement.2 As work sin the problem progresses, many
this the contloi problim. In centralized pl bll solvers It Is such task announcement* will be Made by various managelrs.
called the invocatont proilem: that is. whist KS to IN01oke at
any given time for the execution ot a task. 8ecause At Nodes In the net have been listening to the task
applications do not generally have well-defli algorithms for announcements. and hove been evaluating their own level ot
their solution. Al Problem solvers need onsiderabeuriti interest In each task with respect to their specialized
knowledge to guide them, making the conNeIonM problem hardware and sof tware resources. When a task Is found to
crucial, be of sufficient interest, a rode subints a Did. A bid

__________________________Indicates the capabilities of the bidder that are relevant to
This work has been supported In part by the

Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract NAIDA_______________
903-77-C-0322. and the National Science Foundation under aRestricting the set of addresses* of an
contract MCS 77-02712. It has been carried out on the announcement (which we call focused addressing) is
SUMEX-AIM Computer Facility, supported by the National typically a heuristic process. since the Information upon
Institutes of Health under grant RR-0085. Reid Smith Is now which it Is based may not be exact (e.g., it may be inferred

* at the Defence Research Establishment Atlantic. Dar'tmiouth, trom Prior responses to announcements).
Nova Scotia, Canada. Randall Davis is now at the MIT
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Cambridge, Mass.
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execution of the announced task. A manager may receive as necessary (with a termination message), and further
several such bids in response to a single task announcemeat; (sub)contracts may be let in turn as required by the size of a

based on the information In the bids it selects oe (or Contract or by a requirement for special expertise or data
several) node(s) for exemutio of the task. The selection Is that the contractor does not have.
communicated to the successful bidde) through an award
message. These selected nodes assume reswalllty for It is Important to note that individual nodes are not
execution of the task. and each is called a on, actat for designated a priori as managers or contractors. These are
that task, only roles, and any node can take on either role. During the

course Of problem solving, a particular node normally takes on
A contract Is thus an explicit agreement between a both roles (perhaps even simuitaneously for different "

node that generates a task (the manager) and a node that contracts). This leads to more efficient utilizatio of nodes,
executes the task (the contractor). Note that establishing a as compared, for example, to schemes that do not allow
contract is a process of mutual selection. Available nodes that have contracted out subteas to take onotr
contractors evaiate task announcements made by several tasks while they are waiting for resilts. IndWvidu nodes,

managers until they find one of inteat; the maaers then then, are not statically tied to the control hierarchy.

evaluate the bids recaied from potential contracts and
select one they determine to be moat appropriate. Both Note also that the idea of transfer of expertise -

parties to the agreement have evaluated the Information between nodes (via transfer of procedures or data) can be
supplied by the other and a mutual selection been made. readily handled by the protoc. It can be handled as a

standard contract between a node that announces (in
The contract negotiation process is expedited by thes effect) I ned the code for <procedure-4eujerptioR, and a node

forms of task-dependent information contaned In a task that bids on the task by indicating that it has the required
announcement. An eligibility spciflscaton lists the Cliteria Infm etion.
that a node must meet to be eligible to submit a bid. This
specification reduces message traffic by pomng nodes To review, the normal method of negotiating a contract
whose bids would be clearly unacceptable. A task is for a node (called the manager for a task) to Issue a task
abstraction is a brief description of the task to be announcement. Many such announcements are made over the
executed, and allows a potential contractor to evaluate Its course of time. Other nodes are listening and submi bids on
level of interest In executing this task relative to others that those announcements for which they are suited. The

are available. An abstraction is used rather then a complete managers evaluate the bids and award contracts to the most
description In order to reduce the length Of the message suitable nodes (which are then called contractors for the

(and hence message traffic).
3 Finally, a bid specsfication awarded tasks).

details the expected form of a bid for that task. It enables a
potential contractor to transmit a bid that contains only a The normal contract negotiation process can be
brief specification of Its capabilities that are relevant to the simplified In some instances, with a resulting enhanc ment in

task (this specification is called a node abstraction), rather the efficiency of the protocol. if a manager knows exactly
than a complete description. This both simplifies the task of which node Is appropriate for execution of a task. a directed

the manager in evaluating bids, and further reduces message contract can be awarded. This differs from the

traffIc.' announed contract in that no announWcmet Is mde. anid no
bids are submitted. Instead, an award is made directly. In

Contracts are queed locally by the node that such cases, nodes awarded contracts must acknowledge

generates them until they can be awarded. If no bids are receipt and have the option of refual.

receiveiv for a contract by the time an expirtion time

(included in the task announcement) has passd then the The protocol has also been designed to allow a reversal

contract is re-announced. This process Is repeated until the of the normal negotiation process. When the processing load
on the net is high. most task announcements will not be
answered with bids because all nodes will be aiready busy.

The award message contains a task speciftlatlin, Hence the protocol includes a node aaillab llty

which Includes the complete specification of the task to be an ide node.t message. Such a message can be Sied by

executed. After the task has boeen comleted, the contractor an idle node. It is an invitation for maners to send task

sends a report to Its manager. This message Includes a announcements or directed contracts to that nod.

result deWclptio. which communicates the resilts that Finally, for tasks that amount to simple requests for

have been achieved during execution of tht Usk. Information, a contract may not be appropriate. In such

cases, a request - response sequence can be used without
The maenger may terminate the execution f contracts further embellishment. Such messages (that aid in the

distribution of data as opposed to control) are implemented

as request and informtlon messages. The request message
3 One component of the astraction is iliaM tyll. P Or is used to encode straightforward requests for information

generic classification of the task. for which contracting Is unnecessary. The Information

£ The Information that makes up the eligibility message a used both as a response to a request message

specification, task abstraction, and bid speciflcatlon for any and as a general data transfer message.

given example must be supplied by the applcations .

programmer. In Section 3 we wil see examples of this type

of information.

5 The is a simplified version of the actual process (and

does not work in the case of a task that cannot be executed

due, for example, to lack of sufficient data); see [Smith. J.-4
119711c] for the comlete description.

13.
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3 Distributed S Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of a DSS.
in this section. we demonstrate the use of the contract Processing nodes are Shown in black, and senson nodes in

net framework in the solution of a problem in aroa white. The monitor node is shown in whits with an "1" in the

surveillance, such as is encountered in ship or air traffic middle.
control. The example will help to demonstrate the contract
net approach to commun'cations and control.

We consider the operation of a network of nodes, each
having either sensing or processing capabilities and all l.. 0
spread throughout a relatively large geographic area. Such a

The primary aim of the systel is rapid, reliable.

accurate, and low-coat analysis of the traffic In a designated
-* i" area. This analysis Involves detection, claltflcatlon. aid 4 . ... 4. -

tracking of vehicles; that Is, the solution to the problem is a " .
dynamic map of traffic in the area. Construction and W+(,,...)
maintenance of such a map requires the interpretation and
integration of a large quantity of sensory Information
received by the collection of sensor elements.

There are many trade-offs involved In the design of a
033 architecture. We present only one possible approacht
that considers a limited number of these trde-offs.s The A'-
primary intent of this exampie is to demonstrate the contract (3
net approach, and we therefore focus on the inltlalizatlon and

" communications aspects of me OSS. For a discusso of other
aspects of this probhem see 1tl.I978].

* 3.1 H ,ardware

All communication In the OSS Is asesued to take place L .uand.
over a broadcast channel (using for example, packet radio
techniques [Kahn, 1976]). The nodes are assumed to be In

fixed positions known to themselves but not known a pr to

other nodes in the net. Each node has one of two Sensor Processor Moni tor
capabilities: Sensing or processing. The sensing capablity Sensor

includes low-level signal analysis and feature extraction..

We assume that a variety of sensor types exist in the 058, Figurt 3.1. A Distributed Sensing System.

that the sensors are widely spaced, and that there is some
overlap In sensor area coverage. Nodes with processing

capability supply the computationsl power necessary to 3.2 Oata And Task Hierarchy

effect the high-level analysis and control In the net They

are not necessarily near the sensors whose data they The DSS must Integrate a large quantity of signal data.
process, reducing it and transforming it into a symbolic form meanmgfui

to and useful to a human decision maker. We view this

A OSS may have several functions, ranging tram process as occurring in several stages, which together form

analysis of vehicle data In the overall area of coverage to a data hierarchy (Figure 3.2). The hierarchy offtes an

control over the courses and speeds of those vehicles. We overview of OSS functions and suggests a task partitioning

consider here the an"lysis function. In this case the overall suitable for a contract not approach. A Particular node in the

area map must be integrated at one node In the System (It DSS handles data at only one level of the date hierarchy at

could also be integrated by an agent outside the system,lIke any gIven moment, and communicates with nodes at other
a monitoring aircraft). We therefore dtu Orl vela of the hIerrcy.,
processor node as the monitor node. Its function Is to begn
the initialization of the 0SS. and Integrate the overall area
map for communication to an agent outside the USS. We wil overall area map

see that it does not correspond to a central controller. area map

vehicle
9 Further discussion of the background issues inherent

in OSS design is presented in [Smith, 1978a]. signal group

7 In a real OSS. it Is likely that sensors and low-level
signal analysis devices would not be considered as statically signal
connected parts, as it is often the case that many different

types of analysis are applied to the output of a single

sensor, or to that of groups of sensors taken together. Figure 3.2. Data Hierarchy.
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For purposes of this example. the only form at signal contractors that are responsible for integration of information
processing we consider is narrow band spectral analyala. The associated with individual vehicles. Each of these
isrgial has the following features: frequency, time of contractors manages: a claisificatie contractor that "
detection, strength, characteristics (0.g., Increasing signal determines vehicle type; a £octaliazum contractor, that

name, type, and orientation of the detecting seneor, tracks the vehicle es it passes through the area."

Signals are formed Into signal gr ups at the second area
level of the data hierarchy. A signal group is a collection of

related signals. 9 For this example, the sal groups have the
following features: the fundamental frequemy of the group,
the time of group formation, and the features of the signals in vehicle
the group (as above), group

C ~The next leve of tUe hierarchy Is the description of tihe
sehide. It has one or more signaed grous aesociated with It
and is further sPecified by positn speed, course, and signal classification localization tracking

type.10 
Position can be established by triangulation, usi

matching groups detected by Severaed ssors with differot Flgure 3.3. Area Task Partitl ning.
positions and orientations. Speed and course must be
established over time by tracking. Note that this particular partitioning of tasks Is only one

of many possiblllties that might be specified by the system
The area -map forms the next level of the data designer.

hierarchy. Thi map incorporates information about the
vehicle traffic in at, area. It Is an integration of the veh cle
level data. There will be severed such maps for the 05, 3.3 Contract Net Implelmentation
corresponding to areas in the span of coverage of the net.

This section reviews in-qualitative terms how the DSS
The final level is the comphlte or eosall area map. In problem can be attacked using the contract net approach

this example, the map is Integrated frm the Individual res and illhatrates severed of the ideas central to Its operation.
maps by the monitor node. APPemix A gives specific examples of the meseage traffic

that Is described here.
As indicated aboy, the hiearchy of taks follows

dractily from the data hierarchy. The monitor node miegee" -
several area contractors. These contractors are respole 3.3.1 Initialzation
for the formation of tratflc maps In thei Immediate areas. ,
Each area contractor. In turn, maeage several gr9-h0oio oe srsosbefrIntaiaino h
contractors that provide it with signal groups for its area SS and for formation of the overall map. it must first select
(Figure 3.3). Each group contractor integrates raw signal nodes to be area contractors and partition the system's span

data from sifnal contractors that have sensing capabilities. of coverage into eas , based on the positions of those
selected nodes. For purposes of illustratin we Same that

The area Contractors also manage several uekide the monitor node knows the names of nodes that See
potential arse contractors, but it must establish their
postlons In order to partition the overall span of coverage.

h fq c e m is de a nce, it begins by announcing contracts for formation of
area reape of the traffic. eCause the monitor node knows

vehicle typically contains narow band Sig"d components the names of potential area contractors, it can avoid a
that are caused by rotating machinery associated with theV
vehicle (e.g.. engines or generators). The fr wies of general broadcast and can instead use a focused addressing
such inal s oreerto) hetpe f m o" Mscheme. The announcement contains the three components
such signals are correlated with the type of rotting machine described in Section 2: a tok abstraction, an eligibility
and its speed of rotation. They are indicators of the specificatIon, d a bid specification. The task stracton Is

erssifcathi of the vrehie. Nerrowdbani fgne or~ simply the task type, and the elgblty specificalton is blank t
undergo shifts in frequency, due to doppler efft, or (because the monitor node knows which other nodes are
instability and change in the speed of rotation of the potentiel contractors and addresses them directly). The bid
asseocited machine. Alterations in signal stirength i00 Ocu specification is of primary int st for this task. It Informs a
as a result of propagation conditions and variations In the p e e a co sn t oiditnebtentevhceadtesno.prspective area contractr to respond with its position. .
disanse between the vehicle and thee sensor. Remember that the purpose of a bid specificSton is to

9 A signal group that Is often used to integrate narrow enable a manager to select, from all of the bidders, the most
band signel data. for example, Is the harmonic set, a group of
signals that are harmonically related (i.e., the frequency of
each signal Irr the group is an integral multiple of the lowest. 11 In a real solution to the 0SS problem, it is possible
or fundamental frequency). A single rotating machine often that not all of these tasks would be large enough to justify
gives rise to several narrow band signals that form a the overhead of contracting; that is. some of them might be
harmonic Set.r 0 For. done in a single node. Note also that some of the tasks in the

'o For simplicity, we have Ignored a level in the hierarchy are contznmng tasks (e.g., the area task), while
hierarchy that can be called component sourcel Of SSg l as in others are one-caim tasks (e.g., the localization task).
[Nil, 111T8J. At this level, a OSS would nrolly try to
attribute signals and signal groups to particular pieces of .
machinery associated with a vehicle.

13
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appropriate nodes to execute a contract Node Position Is connected by solid lines to the group contractor and
the information required by the monitor nods to make that unsuccessful bidders are connected by dashed lines.
selection. Given that Information, the monitor node can
partition the overall span ot coverage into approximsately
equel-sized areas. and seleCt a Subset of the bidders to be
ares contractors. Having decided upon a partitioning, the/
monitor node broadcasts an Information message to the other
nodes in the systemn. This message defines the names and --- *.

sPeCIflCationS (in termsi of latitude and longitude range of .00,

* the indivdual areas. Each selected ares contractor Is then
Informed of Its area of responsibility In an award message.'

* The ae contractors' purposes Is to Integrate vehicle
*data into iir a maps. They must first establish the existence
* of vehicles on the basis of signal group data. Therefore, each

* ares contractor solicits other nodes to provide signal group
data. In the absence of any information about which nodes
are suitable, each area contractor announce* te took usn Figure 3.4. Signal Contract Negotiation.
a general broadcast. The task abstraction In these
announcements is the type of task. The aliiity There are some potential problems of asynchrony In the
specification is the area for which the individual area rcito noneet rmgopcnrcos
contractor is responsible: that is. a node is only eligible t~ o tnilctrtofrsinlaksmtdermeth

bid n tis ~k I ItIs n te sae aea s th anouning group contractor that is closest to it by listening to Several
area contractor. This restriction helps to prevent a case In signal tsk announcements. The potential signal contractors

which a signal group contractor 1 -so far away from i use the expiration times of the announcements (e.e.. the

manager that reliable communication is difficult to achieve, times after which no further bids will be accepted) as a
The bid specification is again node position. Potential group guide to the length of time during which they can listen to

contractors respond with their respective positions and announcements before submitting a bid. In the best case, the
based on this information. the area contractors award signal xiaintmsar ogeog oalo noneet
group contracts to nodes in their areas of responsibility, firom group contractors to reach all local potential signal

contractors so that optimum Partitioning can be achieved. In

The ignl goupcontractors' task is to Integrate signal the worst case, however, a potential signal contractor may
d th rome nodes int ignal group . Nor they submit a bid to a group contractor that is not the closest one

mt irt oes thatwillproide orw snaodta.e Th to It (because the task announcement of the closest group
r n o de ide n t Th contractor is not received until after a bid h aready been

done with Signal task announcements. The eligibility
specification in those announcements indicates that only Submitted to another group contractor). The result is a sub-

those nodes located in the same area as the announcer and om p tn

having Sensing capabilities Should bid on this tak. The taskThsinlctrtisagoexmeofheotat
abstraction indicates the task type and position of an s l t i g x e h r

indvidal igal rou cotrcto. ms ifomaton ssits negotiation process, illustrating how the matching of

th n iviall roupEchslcdae contractor. Thi inom tion "saftO

Thevidal acontractors to managers is an interactive process. It

pote ntae aig .cotracmtofrst insdtermining the gstnoup ''.

poeta inlcontractors in detrmiin the grouprspnd1 Involves a mutual decision based On. local processing by both
ontractors twhthe group contractors and the potential signal contractors.

The potential signal contractors base their decision on a
The potential signal contractors listen to the task distance metric and respond to the closest manage. The

announcements from the various group contractors. They group contractors Use the number of sensors and distribution

respond to the nearest group contractor wt a bid that of sensor types observed in the bids to selec aset Of signal

supplies their position and a description of their Sensors contractors that ensures that every area is covered by

The group contractors use this information to select a set of every kind of sensor. Thus each party to the contract

bidders that covers their Immediate vicinity with a suietble evaluates the proposals made by the other, using a different

variety of sensors, and then award signal contracts on this evaluation function, and a task distribution agreement Is

basis. The awards specify the sensors that each signal Completed via mutual selection.

contractor is to use to provide raw data to Its managing
group contractor. Figure 3.4 depicts the exchange between Reviewang the status of the OSS, we have a Single

one group contractor (the black nods), and several potenial monitor nods which manages several area contractors. Each

signal contrectors (the white nodes). Sucessful bidder we aret contractor manages several group contractors, and

each group contractor manages Several signal contractors.

done__wthsig____t_____ nn___o______ . hThe data initially flows from the bottom to the top of this
12 The full announcement-id-award sequence 1s hierarchy. The signal contractors supply raw signal data,

necessary (rather than a directed contract) because the each group contractor integrates the raw date from several

monitor node needs to know the positions of all of the signal contractors to form a signal group, and these groups
potential area contractors in order to Partition the Overall are passed along to the area contractors, which eventually

span of coverage of the DSS into manageable areas. Note form area maps by integrating information based an the data

that this means that the OSS can adjust to a change In the from several group contractors. All the area maps are then
number or position of potential area contractors. passed to the monitor which forms the final traffic map.

13 The signal task is to detect signals and report them
to a signal group contractor in a particular position. Heoe As we have noted. In this exanple one ares contractor

o sthe position of the group contractor is reasonable as part n manages several group Contractors and each group

the abstraction for the took. contractor in turn manages several signal contractors. It is

possible. however, that a single group contractor Should
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Supply informtion to several area contractors, and a single area
signal contractor should supply information. to several group
contractors. it may be useful. for instance. to have a
particular group contractor near an area boundary report to-------
the area contractors on both sides of the boundary. This Is
easily accommodated within out framework, vehicle

group

3.3.2 Comnments Oro The 058 Organization i- - -------

We have taken a top-down, distributed approach to signal classification localization tracking
initializing the OSS. An alternative approach might involve
acquisition of the positions of all nodes at a very ea111Y stage, Figure 3.8. Group Contract Reporting.
followed by area definition, award of area contracts. and so
on. This would involve a more global approach to the probleOU Whenever a new group is detected, the maneging area
of initialization. Using a single node that initialized the not by contractor attempts to find a nOde to execute a veicle
gathering together all the necessary data. We have not contract (Figure 3.7). The task of a vehicle contractor Is to
pursued this approach for several reasons, primarily because classify, localize, and track the vehicle associated with the
it would tell us little about solving problems in a distribted signal group. Since a newly detected signal group may be
manner. An underlying theme of this research is a search for attributa ble to a known vehicle, the area contractor firsta-
weys in which to effect distributed problem solvring-rfather requests from the existing collection of vehicle contractors a

%than ways to do traditional problem solving In a distribujted measujre of confidence in the fact that the new group is
architecture. attributable to one of the known vehicles. Based on these

responses, the area contractor either starts up a new

Moreover, there are two practical difficulties with the vehicle contractor or augments the existing contract of the
global approach. First, it concentrates a large amount of appropnite existing vehicle contractor, with the task of

message traffic and Processing at a single node (saY the making certain that the new group corresponds to a known

monitor node) because such a node would be responsible for vehicle. This may entil, for example, the gathering of new
- accepting position messages from every other node In the data via the adjustment of sensors or Contracts to new

met. Second, it may not be possible for any single node to sensor nodes.
communicate directly with ald other nodes in a widely

*separated collection. This would mean that either indirect area
routing of messages would be required for communication, or

that each of the nodes would require powerful transmitters.
This is one of the advantages of thle distributed and - -- - --

dynamically-dentned organization we have adopted: only pairs

*of nodes that are close together enough to communicate gruveil
directly are linked together with contracts.gru

333 Operation signal classification locallzation tracking

We now consider the activities of the system as It

commences operation. Figure 3.7. Vehicle Contract Initiation.

When a signal is detected or when a change occurs In The form of the signal group confirmation request

the features of a known signal, the detecting signal demonstrates a tradoffn that arises in many distnbuted

contractor reports this fact to its Manager (a group problem solving applicatlons.-.a tradeoff between
contractor) (Figure 3.5). This node. In turn, attempts to communication and local Processing. The area contractor has
integrate the information into an existing signal group or to the option of transmitting to the existing vehicle contractors

form a new signal group. either the complete signal group or an abstraction of it (e.g.,

Its fundamental frequency). In eilther case, the response to
area the request is a measure of the individual vehicle

contractor's confidence that the group Corresponds to a

- - - -- -vehicle it knows about. if a vehicle contractor returns a high
confidence measure In its bid, then in the first case
(complete signal group announced) the area contractor has

vehicle the information It wants. in the second Case, however, the
group area contractor must still transmit the Complete signal group

------ ----- -nd ----- - t - - in- .d (y -- ------ description end await a further report.

moior i ode I eca shn lol racing The first approach has the disadvantage of using up
s ign g classtion losagsafioner otherackdoingo local processing time in each of the vehicle contractors

than does the second. in that the original request message is
Figure 3.5. Signal Contract Reporting.

A group contractor reports the existence at a nwe
signal group to its manager (an area contractor) (Figure 3.6).

.. . . .. ..
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more complex. The Question of interest Is. Underwh aresaO
ondiztions shoutd a complete signal group detCpttio be 4?UInotnfCed

instead of an abstract on? The answer appears to depend on
the quality of the abstraction. If the abstrection Is good r ----- - ------

enough that the vehicle contractors are able to make
definitive statements on the basts of its usa. then the vehicle
second approach is likely better then the first, in that It group
minimizes local processing time. On the other hand. if the
abstraction does not allow definitive statements to be made.
then its use will result in increased message traffic and local "
processing time, since the ares contractor wi not be certain signal classification localization tracking

as to the best course of action as a result of uncertain
responses from the vehicle contractors. Figure 3.9. Localization Contract Initiation.

The vehicle contractor then makes two task Once the vehicle has been localized, it must be
announcements: vehicle classification and vehicle tracked. This Is handled by the vehicle contractor by
localization. The task abstraction of the classification task entering into follow-up localization contracts from time to
announcement is a list of the fundamental frequencies of the time and using the results to update its vehicle description O
signal groups currently associated with the vehicle. This (Figure 3.10). As an alternative, the area contractor could
information may help a potential classification contractor award separate tracking contracts. The decision as to which
select an appropriate task (a contractor may. for example, method to use depends on loading and communications. If,
already be familiar with vehicles that have signal groups with for example, the area contractor is very busy with
the announced fundamental frequencies). The eligibility integration of data from many group contractors, then It
specification is blank. The bid specification indicates that a seems more appropriate to isolate it from the additional load
bidder should respond with a tentative classification and an of tracking contracts. If, on the other hand. the area ',

associated confidence measure. This measure is used to contractor Is not overly busy, then we can let It handle
select a classification contractor--the bidder with the updated vehicle contracts, taking advantage of the fact that
highest confidence is chosen. The award Is the complete it is in the best position to integrate the results and co-
current description of the vehicle. ordinate the efforts of multiple tracking contractors. In this

example, we assume that the management load would be too .-
A classification contractor may be able to classify large for the area contractor.

directly, given the signal group information; or. on the other
hand, it may require more data. in which case it can area
communicate directly with the appropriate sensil nodes
(Figure 3.8). r- "-------------

ares
vehicle

group
"I, |/r

"" vehicle
group signal classification locization tracking

Figure 3.10. Tracking Contract Initiation.

signal ---- classt Ication localization tracking There are a variety of other issues that must be
considered in the design and operation of a real distributed

Figure 3.8. Clasification Contract Coemmunlcatlon. sensing system. Most of these are quite specific to the OSS
application, and would take us away from our primary concern

The task abstraction for a localization task with the use of the contract not framework. One issue.
announcement (FIgure 3.9) is a list of positions of the nodes however, presents an interesting example of the relative
that have detected a vehicle. The eligibility specification and utility of the use of contracting compared to the u3e Of
bid specification are Wlank. The bid is simply an affirmative Information messages. Consider the case of a vehicle that is
response to the announcement and the contract I awarded moving from the area of one area contractor to that of
to the first bidder, which does the required triangulation to another. How in responsibility for tracking the veil to be
obtain the position of the vehicle. transferred?

There are two Possibilities. First, the ares contractor
that is currently responsible for the vehicle could send out
an information message to neighboring reas contractors. This
message would serve to set up expectations in the
neighboring area contractors that a vehicle was about to

I%
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pass into one of their areas. The processing is fully throughout the system. This was used, for example. in
* decentralized in this approach. setting up signal contracts. The potential signal contractors

Used the information in the signal task announcements to
Second. the area contractor currently responsible for select the closest managers to which to respond. The .

the vehicle could send a report to its manager (the monitor managers in turn used the number Of sensors and the
m ode) that contains the same information. The monitor node distribution Of sensore in the returned bids to mae a final
could then award a new contract to one of the neighboring selection Of signal contractors.

* area contractors to handle the vehicle when it passes out of
the original area. This is a hierarcnical control approach to We have also noted the ways in which the contract net
noth problem. it entails more (centralized) Processing by the protocol helps to reduce Message traffic and message .0

* monitor node, processing overhead-through the use of taskc abstractions.
eligibility specifications, and bid speiaficationst in task

With the first approach there is no guaraniee that announcements, through the use of focused addressing, and
another area contractor WIll pick up on the Information through the use of specialized Interactins like directed
Message and immediately take responsibility for the vehicle, contracts and requests.
where the second approach does provide such a guarantee.
The lack of guarantee is not generally serious, but may result The contract not framework is in general applicable to
in eXCess processing because the vehicle must be re- problems that Use a hierarchy of tasks and levels of data
detected in the new area, classified, localized, and 5o on., abstraction. The manager-contractor structure Provides a
The tradeoff is thus one of more processing by the monitor natural way to effect hierarchical control (in the distributed
node against (possibly) more processing by nodes in the new case, it's actually concurrent hierarchical control), and the
area. In the simulation we have used the hierarchical control managers at each level in the hierarchy are an appropriate
approach because of Its guarantee of transfer of place for data integration and abstraction. It should also be
responsibility, noted that the cont"o hierarchies in the Contract net

framework are not simple vertical hierarchies, but are the
more complex generalized hierarchies discussed by [Simon. ~
1969]. The manager-contractor links are not the only means

4 Conc'uzian of communication. Nodes are a&le to communicate horizontally
with related-contractors or Indeed any other nodes in the

The Use Of the contract net framework in the OSS net, aa we saw in the OSS example, where classification
enables the implementation of a dynamic configuration, contractors were able to communicate directly With signal
depending On the actual Position$ Of sensor and processor contractors.
nodes and the ease with which communication can be
established. Such a configuration off ers a significant The announcement - bid - award sequence of contract
operational improvement over a static a priori configuration-, negotiation enables more information, and more compiex
specifically, It ens1ures that nodes that must cooperate for information to be transferred in both directions (between -

the solution of the area surveillance Problem are able to cailer and respondent) before (S-invocation occurs. The
communicate with each other. This avoids the necessity for computation devoted to the selection process, based on the ..-

either indirect routing of messages or powerful transmitters information transfer noted above, is more extensive and more
for all nodes. complex than that used in traditional approaches, and is locci .-

in the sense that selection is assoCIated with and specific to
The distributed control enabled by the framework an individual KS (rather than embodied in, say, a global

enhances both reliability and equalization of the processing evaluation function). As a result, the framework is most
load. It is also possible to recover from the failure of nodes, useful when the specific KS to be invoked at any time is not
because there are explicit links between nodes that share know~n a priori, and when specific expertise Is required.
responsibility f or execution of tasks (Managers and
contractors). The failure of a signal contractor, for example. It also follows that the framework is also pnimarily
can be detected by its manager, and the contract for which applicable to domains in which the subteaks are large (in the
it was responsible can be re-announced and awarded to loose-coupling sense), and in Which it is worthwhile to
another node. expend a potentially non-trivial amount of computation and

communication to invoke the best KSs for each subteak. so
The framework is also advantageous for this problem as to prevent backtracking as much as possible.

because it enables addition of new nodes to the not, even
after operation has commenced. This is possible for two
reasons. First, the nodes communicate in a common protocol. Appendix A
This protocol enables a new nods to interpret the tak-
independent portions of messages (e.g.. that a particular DS8 Sample Messages

message specifis a task to be executed). Second. the
protocol is augmented by a common internode language. This
enables a new node to identify. for example, the specific This appendix inciuoes abbreviated sample Messages
information that it must have to execute a particular task, for the signal task in the OSS %xample. For brevity, the
The protocol and language also enable a new nods to request messages shown contain only the informiation mentioned in
this information from other nods$ in the net. Section 2. Terms written in upper Case are included in the

core internode language, while terms written ini lower case
We have shown the effectiveness of interactive mutual are specific to the OSS application.

decisions (by those with tasks to be executed and those in

a position to execute the tasks) in distributing tasks Italicized statements are commentary about the

content and sQUenc of Messages.
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<Announcement: of the followinig form are transuINted 67 the Ref erences
various group conltrat~ors.>

[Kahn. 1978]
rto iniae a geea br a mt*' R. E. K~ahnl, The Organztion Of Comfputer Resources

*From, node-SQ1 IInto A Packet Radio Network. MCC Proceedings, Vol. 44,
r ype, task announcement Montvale. N. J.: AMPS Press, 1Q 75. Pp. 177-188.

*Contract, 3 [111l. 1978]
*esgeH. P. MRd and E. A. Feigefbaum. Rule-Based

<Needed - signal data for traffic. MY P05111021 i5 Understanding Of Signals, In D. A. Waterman and F.
if in possession of sensors, and located inl area A. Hayes-Roth (Eds.), Pattern-Directed Inference Systems.

respond with pouition, and type and! nmber of New York: Academic Press. 1978. Pp. 483-801.

Task Abstraction: H4. A. Simon. The science., of r~ Avuflkial. Cambridge.
TASK TYPE signal Mess.: MIT Press, 1989.
NODE NAME so I POSITION P [Smith. 1977]

*Eligibility Specification: R. G. Smith. The CONTRACT NET: A Formalism For The
MUST HAVE DEVICE TYPE sensor Control Of Distributed Problem Solving. Prxieedings of the
MUST HAVE NODE NAME SELF POSITION area A 3th lnternational Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence,

Bid SPecificatIon: Cambridge. Mass.. August 1977, p. 472.
NODE NAME SELF POSITION [Smith, 1 978a]
EVERY DEVICE TYPE se110or TYPE NUBRR. G. Smith. Issues In Distributed Senior Net Design. HPP-

% 78-2 (Working Paper), Heuristic Programming Project.
<Nodets with sensors respond to CAN nea4rest group cm,,ractor." Dept. of Computer Science. Stanford University,

January 1978.
To, node-sgl [mt,17b

From# bides R. G3. Smith and R. Davis, Distributed Problem Solving:
Contrabtd The Contract Not Approach. Proceedings of t he Second

Contrcts sNationaol Conference of the Canadian Society for
Mossaget Comnputational Studies of Intelligence. Toronto. Canada.

Node Abstraction: July 1978, pp. 278-287.
NODE NAME s I POSITION q [Smith. 1976c]
sensor TYPE S NUMBER 3 R. G. Smith. A Framework For Probemn Solving In A
sensor TYPE T NUMBER 1 Distributed Processing Environment. Ph.D. Diasertation.

Dept. of Electrical Engineering. Stanford University,
<Several Similar awards are transmitted.> December. 1978.

7a, node-s I
Frame node-Sgl
Types award
Contracts S
Wessaget

<Report signals. Use sensors S1 and S2>
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sensor NAME S1
sensor NAME S2
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FUNCTIONALLY ACCURATE DISTRIBUTED PROBLEM SOLVING SYSTEMS

Victor R. Lesser and Daniel 0. Corkill

Computer and Information Science Department "

Amherst, Massachusetts, 01003

• , INTRODUCTION AND OUR APPROACH

There is a large class of applications that maintain a complete and consistent centralized
seem naturally suited to the use of distributed problem solving data base with which the modules
processing hardware for which adequate distributed interact. A theory which permits relaxation of
problem solving methodologies have not yet been completeness and consistency requirements would
developed. Many of these applications occur in be a significant aid in the development and main-

% situations that have a natural spatial distribu- tenance of these systems.
tion (e.g., where sensors for collecting raw datao
are widely distributed and/or mobile) where the Oxiitfne tiexamllo agortmi sthvrctre whise~
development and execution of a distributed control exhibit ncotlionally accurate behavior are thosestatgybased on a non-local vi.ew of sensory data that involve the incremental aggregation of par-
stratey bed on a applcaeofs ory at a tial results into an overall solution. "Knowledge-
is required. In thesw applicat-jons, a distributed based" Artificial Intelligence (Al) interpreta-
architecture which locates processing capability baed arithms develpence for seea-
at the sensor site and which requires only limited tion algorithms developed recently for speech, im-communication among processors is especially ad- age, and signal interpretation applications 'Ermanand Lesser 1975, Barrow and Tenebaum 1976, Rosen-
vantageous and perhaps is the only practical way feld, Htel, and Zucker 1976, Rubin and aeddy
to perform the processing. Sensor networks (e.g., 19771 use this incremental aggregation approach.
low flying aircraft, .ovdrophones, etc.), distzibu- rtan- ' Errors and uncertainty in input data and from in-ted command and contrl systems, air traffic con-ted co adandcontolsystems r traffic on-r~, inventory complete or incorrect knowledge are resolved as an
trol, automotive traffic light control, inventory integral pa of the interpretation process by
control (e.g., car rentals),* power network grids, testing for inconsistency among partial results.
and tasks involving mobile robots are all examples . his is in contrast to more conventional tech-
of this ty!pe of application. niques for error recovery in which errors are han-

The central theme of our research is that the dled as exceptional conditions, requiring proces-
exact emulation of a centralized approach to these sing outside the normal problem solving strategy.'
applications in distributed environments is, in The ability to handle errors within the nor-
eneral, inappropriate due to the high comunca- mal problem solving process itself creates the

tion and srvnch ronization costs required .o 5&in- possibility that these systems will also handle
tain sufficient and consistent local views of the
overall problem solving data base. However, if uced by a dis-

tributed decomposition: the restricted and incon-
one is led to emulating the cenrualized approach sistent local view of the overall problem solving
only approxmately, inter-node c uication. TO the degree tht sys-
be reduced, but at the risk of inconsistency and tas can handle thee problems, the need for a
incompleteness of local views and the possibility t e and tese pole. the dfra

compete and consistent local v.iew of the overallof unnecessary, redundant, or incorrect processing. data base and for explicit synchronization to
The key issue is whether an acceptable design ex- miti uhave srdcd
7 sts which has sufficiently low communication
costs and which still allows the overall system Preliminary research in the development of
.performance to be accurate and efficient enough to functionally accurate cooperative distributed
satisfy the task requirements. problem solving techniques (discussed in Section

3) has produced encouraging results which we feel

Te Justify further explorations. As outl'ned in Sec-develoo a general theory for "functionally accu- tion 4 on current research directions, we feel
rate" problem solving structures in which all in- generic research in the areas of distributed
termediate aspects of the computation are required search and distributed plannina will be important
to be correct and consistent. for the development of a general theory of func-

Such a general theory is also important to tionally accurate cooperative distributed systems.
the implementation of complex applications 4n cen-
tralized environments. These applications are of- 2. STTE OF THE ART AND 3. APPCACH
ten organized in the form of a collection of inde-
pendent modules. :n such a strcture t is often .
:onceptually difficult to develop and expensive to Most 1istributed zrocessina 3vstems -ork _n
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Local data bases which contain exact copies of ior incomplete and inconsistent local views.
appropriate portions of the overall problem sol- This perspective is essentially identical to
ing data base. We call this type of distributed the tory of "nearLy decomposable systes" de-theesin theopryto neafy aunearlys deopsal yt-s o
processing decomposition nearly autonomous, b vised bv Simon [1962, 1969) to describe complex
cause each processor usually has the information organizational structures. The term "nearly I.-
it requires to c-mplee processing; a prOCessor composable" emphasizes the fact that systems can
rarely needs the assistance of another processor be decomposed naturally into clusters which have
in carrying out its problem solving function.

a high degree of intra-cluster interaction and a "
Zn nearly autonomous systems, the problem lower degree of inter-cluster interaction.

solving data base is distributed in such a way A r c oo.
that the centralized problem solving algoritms Another ffect of non-ocalized processing in
are not si.gnificantly perturbed. Therefore, the cooperative systems is that reliability and flexi-

basic Algorithms and control structures which are bitysuecanteadrsdsoly tth
appropriate in a centralized environment do not hardware and communication level (syntactically)
need to be mdified (decomposed) for the distribu- [,111 but must also be dealt with as an integralnedt e oiid(dcmoed o h dsrb- part of the basic problem solving process (sem~n- ,
ted environment, but rather can be replicated or t of th a pe m soling ss (s
partitioned based on the distribution of the prob- tically). "n a nearly-autnomous system, it is

lem olvig dta bseeasier to detect, isolate, and recover from an
error since propagation of the error can be more

where more complex control structures have easily determined (due to the simpler Interaction
been introduced in these distributed systems, structure) and appropriate recomputation performed.
h:eir use has been directed at maintaining data This is in contrast with cooperative systems where

base consistency (synchronization, deadlock datec- incorrect partial results might be propagated ex-
tion and ivoidance) and error recovery. This re- tensively through the system before detection if
suits In a two-level structure in which the more not corrected as part of the normal problem solv-
complex distributed control structures are super- ing process.
imposed on the basic computational algorithms o software technology for building coopera-
needed to perform the application processing [Es- 4ive distributed problem solving sysm which ex-

wanan et al 1976, Thomas 1976, Lampon and Sturgis hibit functionally accurate behavior has yet been
1977, Peebles 1977]. developed. Current methodologies for distributed

An alternative and new approach to structur- applications, such as distributed data bases, are
ing distributed problem solvinq yscem is the not directly applicable to cooperative applica- 't
development of functionally accurate cooperative tions due to the relatively complex interaction
distributed systems. In -ooerativ distributed required for cooperative tasks. These methodolo-
systems, additional complexity over the nearly- gies also fail to deal with some issues crucial
autonomous structure is required because the algo- to cooperative distributed computation, such as
rithms and control structures are decomposed to working with incomplete and inconsistent data.
operate on local data bases which are incomplete
and possibly errorful. In order to resolve the 3. PAST AND PIESENT WORK
uncertainties in these incomplete local data bases.
processors must exchange partial results with each Under previous support from ARPA (21 and
other. Since new information may also be based on zurrent support from NSF, a number of functionally
processing which used incomplete or incorrect data, accurate computational techniques (e.g., relaxa-

" an iterative, coroutine type of processor interac- tion and distributed hypothesize-and-test ala
tion -s required. If a processing element does Hearsay 11) developed in the framework of know-
not receive an appropriate partial result in a - -
given amount of time, it must be able to continue
processing, utilizing whatever data are available (I] Tfork has also bean performed on developing
at that time, comunication protocols that are robust in the

A side effect of this type of interaction is face of comunication and site failures. [Cerf
that local problem solving tasks in the coopera- and Kahn 1974. Kimbleton and Schneider 1975. Ta-
tive decomposition are not disjoint as in the ibnapis 19761" and on embedding message passing
nearly-autonomous structure. Rather, the tasks nrotocols into existing proqraminq lanuages and
overlap in the data they need and produce, forming operating systems (Farber et al 1973, Feldman
a "cooperative network of tasks" which collective- 1977, Fosdick, Schantz, and Thomas 1977, ;efferson
yi define the processing needed to solve the over- 19771. When viewed from the perspective of the

all task. This perspective shifts the view from routing task alone, some algorithms used to deter-
that of a system distributed over a network to mine message paths in a comunication network have
that of a functionally accurate network 3f cooper- a cooperative problem solving character to them
ating systems, each of which can perform signifi- (Gerla 1973, Tajibnapis 19771.
cant local Processing on incomplete and inconsis-
tent information. From this viewpoint, the key
Lssue becomes how to introduce new communication
paths to handle the inter-node interactions need- (21 This was loint work with !ee Eran at
ed for sharing -he information required to :orrect Carnegie-Mellon %'niversity.
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ledge-based Al systems are being suitably modified operating on partial and posslbly inconsistent
for use ;.n distributed problem solving environ- views of t-he current interpretations and system
monts. in order to test whether these modified state.
tecnniques have relevance to distributed problem
solving, a number of distributed applications There are two maor ideas necessary to imple-
using thoese techniques are being developed. ment the distributed version of the Hearsay-1'

architecture. The first comes from the relaxation
3.1 DISTRIBUTED AUTOMDTIVE TRAFTIC LIGHT CONTROL paradigm, where the current state (results) of a

processor node is accessed only by nodes that are
one study has concentrated on investigatinq neighboring in the node network. If the current

the suitability of relaxation as the basis of a state of the node is "important" or "relevant".
cooperative distributed approach to autotive the state will be tranemitted gradually to other
traffic light control. Parallel relaxation has areas of the node network, resulting in what can
been explored in previous work in image processing, be thought of as a spreading excitation of impor-
but to our knowledqe it has not been explored in tant information. This same approach may be used
distributed domains which have ill-behaved com- to decentralize the farsay-It blackboard. Not
patabiliv/ relationships between nodes and -on- all pr=cessor nodes have to immediately receive

* *localized interactions among nodes in the network, all information that is pertinent to then: if the
information is really important, it will eventu-

A test program was written which simulates a ally be spread through the network to all nodes.
distributed relaxation version of traffic control
in which the knowledge applied at each node is The second major idea comes form viewing a
similar to that used in a standard centralized processor node as a generator function which can
traffic control system called SZGOP-rl (Leiberman be successively re-invoked as needed to generate
and Woo 19761. The simulations have produced en- additional (and possibly less credible) hvpothe-
couraging results for a number of test cases. sea for a particular portion of the interpretation.

" However, in a number of cases the parallel scheme Generator function re-invocation is achieved
* does not perform as well as the centralized er- through the use of threshold values (part of the

3ion, resulting in slow convergence, convergence focus of control data base) which are modified by
to near optimal solutions, or oscillation. the same spreading excitation scheme used to

transmit important information.
These problems are directly attributable to

changes in the centralized version, a global node Using these two ideas, we have developed a
ordering for the relaxation is precomputed using system which permits effective inter-node cooper-
a Maximal spanning tree based on the traffic vol- ation without the high communication bandwidth
ume at each node. This ordering is very important required to support a completely centralized data
in reducing the effects of ill-behaved compatabil- base and controller. This lower bandwidth re-
i y relationships between nodes and non-localized quirement is accomplished by transmitting only a
interactions among nodes. Cu-rent research is limited Subset of the results generated at each
aimed at introducing, in a distributed way, non- node to only a small number of other processing
local coordination between nodes to eliminate nodes.
these problems. We are examining such techniques A set of experiments to determine how the
as multi-level relaxation and distributed versions Ais trbtop de n ersan- afetdistrTibuted decomposition of Hearsav-11 affects
of the maximal spanning tree heuristics. its oroblem solving behavior is now being analyzed.

Asects of behavior studied include the accurac-y
A ,more detailed discussion of this research of the interpretation, the time required for inter-

is contained in a forthcoming report by Brooks oretation, the amount of inter-node communication
and Lesser [19781. required, and the robustness of the system in the

face of communication hardware malfunction (i.e.,
3.2 AN EXRI.4NT IrN DISTRIBUTED IZTRPR"TION coemunication without positive acknowledgment).

These experiments were only in part simulations,
A second study concentrated on applying the since they used an actual interpretation system

.earsay-11 architecture to the distributed inter- analyzing real data: the Hearsay-IT speech under-
pretation problem, where each processor is mobile, standing system [Erman and Lesser 19781.
has a set of (possibly non-uniform) sensing de-
vices, and interacts with nearby processors through Tentative results of these experiments tn-
a packet-radio communication network. It is de- dicate that a simplified version of the distribu-
sired that processors communicate among themselves ted Hearsay-1I architecture as applied to speech
to generate a consistent interpretation of "what data (i.e., different nodes, each with a complete .-
is happening" in the environment being sensed. set of knowledge sources, processing overlapping

segments of the acoustic lata) =erforms as well
Our approach to decomposing Hearsay-rl in as the centralized system. The distributed sys-

te packet-radio network environment is based on tem produces these results using a low degree of
the following premise: the only cost-effective interprocessor communicatlon (fewer than 40% of
-day to decompose Hearsay-II is to modify the the locally generated hypotheses need to be trans-
problem solving strategy to work with ;rocessors mitted). In addition, the distributed system con- O
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tinues to function, although in a somewhat degrad- together?
* ed manner (i.e., lower recognition accuracy), with
*a noisy interprocessor communication channel (a *What is the nature of information that must

randomly selected 25% of transmitted messages be communicated between semi-independent loci of
S.lost), search control?

A forthcoming paper by Lesser and Erman [19781 *How are certain types of error resolved as
further details this research, part of the search process?

4. PEN cmRESAC 0zz 1cx RECT IOS *How are the semi-independent loci of search
control coordinated?

Our exploratory research In the development
of functionally accurate cooperative distributed *How is the search space searched (31? .
problem solving techniques has produced promising
results. This work has highlighted many key de-
sign issues that must be dealt with in the devel- We are developing this model by generalizing
opment of a general theory for functionally accu- four distributed search techniques: relaxation,
rate cooperative distributed system*. We believe the locus model, cooperating experts, and hypoth-
that sufficient intuition has been obtained in the esize-and-test (ala Hearsay-1I). We hope this
initial stages of this research to direct the in- model will have a taxonomic character that will
vestigation to a set of more generic research top- provide a framework in which new, alternative
ics in knowledge-based A.I problem solving and in search techniques become apparent. The model
organizational theory. The results of this re- should also lead to the development of a small gec
search will be important in shaping a general of control primitives and data structures which
theory. are appropriate for all types of distributed

search techniques and applications.
Further investigation of specific applica-

tions remains appropriate to the continuing devel- 4.2 DISTIUTED PLANNING
opment of intuitions regarding the key design is-
sues. However, the selection of these should be Experiences with the two distributed inter-
done in a more directed way, relating directly to pretation applications has also lead us to under-
4eneric research topics. The emohasis of our stand that distributed focus of attention is a
current research is on an investigation of the crucial aspect of all functionally accurate coop-
following two generic topics. arative distributed systems. Distributed focus of

attention involves the dynamic allocation of pro-
4.1 DISTRIBUTED SEARCH cessing power, memory, data, and communication

capability. We feel distributed focus of atten-
Experiences with the two distributed inter- tion is part of the larger issue of distributed

pretation applications discussed in Section I has planning Cfoc us of attention is planning which is
led us to the conjecture that all functionally directed at one's own immediate internal proces-
accurate cooperative distributed structures have sing).
at their heart distributed search. Distributed
search involves the integration of partial results To approach distributed planning and distrib-
emanating from multiple, semi-independent (discon- utd focus of attention in the same way as we so-
nected) loci of search control. An adequate model proach distributed search (i.e., the development
for describing and analyzing distributed search of a generic model) seems premature. There is
techniques has not been developed. This lack of much less experience with distributed focus of
a developed model of distributed search, exists even attention and distributed planning, and sufficient
in centralized environments such as the Hearsay-11 intuitions have not vet been developed. Therefore,
speech understanding system, a more directed, experimental approach in this

area seems appropriate.
We are developing a model for distributed

search that provides a comon framework for Addres- We are engaged in two investigations to help
sing the following questions: develop these needed intuitions. The first inves-

tigation involves determining the implications of
*What is the nature of the search space in a reorganizing, for a distributed environment, two

;iven application? existing focus of attention techniques: shortfall
density scoring [Woods 19771 and the Hayes-Roth

*How is the search space represented in the and Lesser focus of attention mechanism Hayes-
system (levels of abstraction, data structure, Roth and Lesser 19771. The shortfall density
etc.)?

*W.at is the nature of a partial result in
this representation? [3) :urrent characterizations of search usinc suc..

terms as treadth-first and denth-first are inade-
-How are partial results extended and merged .uate enen in centralized environments.



scoring technique is an admissible focus of atten- Erman, L.D. and Lesser, V.R. (1978). "The Hearsay-
tion strategy and the Hayes-Roth and Lesser mach- 1I System: a Tutorial," Chapter 16 in W.A. Lea
anism is a heuristic strategy based on a number of (ed.) Trends in Speech Recognition, Prentice-Hall,
general focus of attention principles. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey (in press).

The second investigation approaches the more Eswaran, K.P., 1rav, J.Ni., Lorie, R.A. and Traigeqr
general issue of distributed planning. The analo- I.L. (1976). "The Notions of Consistency and Z,
gy between most current planning techniques and Predicate locks in a Database System," CACM, Vol. "
distributed planning is similar to that between 19, No. 11, 624-633.
heuristic search and distributed search (i.e., in

*-most planning systems there is only one locus of Farber, D.J., at al. (1973). "The Distributed
control). Computing System," in Advances in Computer Comm.,

ARTECH House.
We are taking existing Al planning techniques

and generalizing them to more than one locus of Feldman, J.A. (1977). "A Proqraing Methodology - "
control in which the planning proceeds in a func- for Distributed Computing (among other things),"
tionally accurate cooperative manner. We are also Department of computer Science, University of
taking models of group planning developed in Organ- Rochester, Rochester, NY.
izational Theory and placing them in a computation-
al framework. Fosdick, H.C., Schantz, R.E. and Thomas, R.H.
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5. CCHCLUS:ON (1)," 2nd Annual Brown University Workshop on
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Distributed Intelligence for Situation Assessment

F. Hayes-Roth and R. Wesson
The Rand Corporation

ABSTRACT responsibilities. Both the data for and results
of such SA tasks are highly distributed geographi-

The principal features of distri- cally. This leads us to believe that DI systems .
buted intelligent (DI) systems include a provide a natural architecture for SA. This paper
diversity of perspectives arising from separated first examines the principal features of SA and DI
individuals and a problem-solving method whereby to strengthen this intuition. We then define a
the individuals can coordinate their activities large space of alternative DI-SA system architec-
to accomplish a collective objective. tures, and consider two specific, extreme exam-
These features require numerous capabilities ples. The contrast between these two suggests
and supporting structures. A system that embo- numerous research questions which are briefly not-
dies such capabilities, however, seems especial- ed.
ly well suited to situation assessment (SA)
tasks. These tasks require the collection,
analysis, and interpretation of widely 2. THE CONCEPT OF DISTRIBUTED IITELLIGENCE
disparate data. Moreover, comparably complex and
Jistributed systems are often required to In our pursuit of conceptualizations of D
disseminate the results ,-of these analyses and their relationship to SA, we have found it %
effectively. In this paper, we explore-Ithe rela- useful to schematize the core concepts in
tionships among structural capabilities of DI representations akin to those used in knowledge-
ystems and functional requirements of effec- based systems Lcf. Lenat, 1975, 1977; 4artin et

t:ve SA systems. We--,Ieus. some of the op- al., 1977; Haycs-Roth et al., 1978). Fieure I
:cons and trade-offs of various architectural displays in outline form the concept of distribut-
*iecisions in the context of two contrasting ed intelligence and some of its principal facets.
DI designs. It succinctly describes our current view of DI..

In the remainder of this section we elaborate on
some of the more interesting and less obvious

I. INTRODUCTION characteristics.

Intelligent behavior depends primarily on two 2.1 Individuals
capabilities: first perceiving and interpreting
the environmental situation, and then performing In our view, DI's most interesting property ,..
actions that seem likely to help attain goals arises from the multiple viewpoints or perspec-
while preventing potential undesirable outcomes. tives of its diverse individuals. Within a "per-
We refer to the first type of task as situation spective," we intend to include any measurement
assessment (SA). The second general class of ac- system, frame of reference, or internal represen-
tivities we refer to as planning and control (PC). tation scheme that distinguishes one individual r4P
Because most human activity aims to achieve goals from another. Thus, owing to their potentially
and avoid risks, SA and PC tasks are ever present. varying features or loci, different individuals

may assess the same observable differently. Sub-
Although the bulk of previous research on in- sequent inferences by these individuals nay furth-

* telligent systems has focused primarily on how an er diverge.
individual person or machine might accomplish SA
and PC tasks intelligently, we believe that the These differing perspectives, while powerful.
most significant and important problems of human may be difficult to reconcile. In areas of over-
culture are approached collectively. We refer to lapping responsibilities, conflicts may occur as
systems that coordinate the activities of separate the individuals involved each attempt to interpret
intelligent individuals as distributed the same data in different ways. Resolving these
intelligence (D[) systems. DI systems behave in- conflicts can prove to be difficut and expensive.
telligently by coordinating decisions of separated Complicating matters further, the limited communi-
individuals who can communicate limited amounts of cation channels usually available greatly reduce
nformation to one another. the effective sharing of these diverse perspec-

tives. All this combines to generate the il1-
SA tasks generally require the collection of founded, "accomodating" solutions which character- O

information from disparate sensor systems that may ize much of today's organizational behavior. .7--
varY in their locus, specific sensitivities, or
performance characteristics. Because the purpose 2.2 Organization %
served by SA is to enable an organism or organiza-
t~on to plan appropriate behaviors, the important We identify the foremost features of organi-
outputs of an SA system often span a range of con- zatons as their structure and government. Botl .1 %

cerns. In support of a military campaign, for ex- of these directly affect aow well the system zan
ample, different commanders will require analyses achieve its purposes. Structure provides i static 6-.9
that vary according to their own battle management characterization ,)f toe system's behavior. ?overn- 7
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'0
CONCEPT NAME Distributed Intelligence (DI)

DEFINITION A DI system consists of a set of individuals who
cooperate in solving a problem and who necessarily
have different perspectives (owing to different data,
limited communications, etc.)

EXAMPLES
COMMERCIAL committees, businesses, trucking, economies
COMMUNICATIVE telephones, stock market, banking systems
ANATOMICAL embryo, body, nervous system, visual pathway
SURVEILLANCE infectious disease control, DIA, CIA, NSA, fusion centers
PHYSICAL spider web, football teams, armies

INDIVIDUALS
FEATURES sensors, knowledge, memory, processing, transmission
NICHE environmental resources, demands, opportunities
LOCUS space, time, culture
PERSPECTIVE How does what individuals sense/know/transmit differ?
FUNCTIONS notice, interpret, seek information

negotiate, confirm, repudiate, and elaborate decisions

store, forget, transmit
THINK-TALK RATIO computation rate/comunication rate

ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE "Whose resources/perspective does.an individual share?

communication network; shared communication contexts
- GOVERNMENT How are authority/responsibility allocated?

policies and adjudication
power and enforcement

CONNECTEDNESS average number of individuals each individual talks to
COMMUNICATION-EFFICIENCY

proportion of communication requests serviceable without O
delaying any individual

COOPERATION-EFFICIENCY

communication-efficiency / think-talk ratio

INTELLIGENT BEHAVIOR
PERCEPTION recognizing instances of generic categories
ATTENTION focusing on perishable,important issues
DEDUCTION logical reasoning
INTERPRETATION modeling purposes and intentions
INDUCTION plausible reasoning, modifying knowledge
PREDICTION generating expectations
GOAL SETTING formulating subproblems and objectives
SEEKING searching for needed information
ANSWERING replying to others' questions
LANGUAGE cooperative communication conventions

abstractions and symbols
KNOWLEDGE world models, multiple abstractions
MORY storing, retrieving information

EMERGENT PROPERTIES
DEFINITION unpredicted macroscopic system behavior
EXAPLES evolution through natural selection

centralization of authority in crises
INFLLENCES system complexity

environmental forces
organizational adaptability

CONSEQLENCES potentially very significant

Figure 1. A conceptual description of DI.
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meat its dynamic aspects. This type of reasoning compares sensory data with
internal models or expectations to test hypotheses

Our view of organizational structure differs about the source and meaning of the observables.
from conventional ones in its emphasis on informs- To achieve efficiency, most intelligent systems
tion processing as the organizing principle. This focus their attention on important events or data
speciai focus ignores other sources of organizing by allocating scarce processing resources in ac-
influence, such as institutional forces or the re- cordance with the expected significance of the
quirements of production, distribution, sales, processing outcome. One basic process is used
etc. Within this pure information processing both to perceive objects and interpret events.
framework, many interesting issues arise. Matching processes identify the most likely cause

of observed data from among a potentially large
One structure gives imediate or proximate set of stored pattern templates or generative

access to all parties interested in comparable models. This stored set of patterns comprises
data (by associating multiple individuals with a the bulk of the system's declarative knowledge.
comon memory, for example). More generally, a The matching processes themselves exploit primari-
system can facilitate comunication by arranging ly simple deductive schemes, though inductive rea-
for different individuals to share perspectives. soning is often necessary to assess the credibili-
This in turn creates opportunities for related in- ty of alternative hypotheses.
dividuals to encode their messages efficiently in
ways that each other can decode, e.g., through the The second general category of capabilities
use of jargon. might best be considered planning. This category

would include induction, prediction, goal setting,
We define the government of a DI system as and information seeking skills. Basically, these-

the set of processes which controls the interac- skills support goal-directed reasoning. Inductive
t,-cn among individuals. To define a goverment one methods enable the system to infer likely outcomes
decides which individuals are responsible for what of current or planned events. These predictions
actions and which have authority to modify or con- can be used to evaluate prospective alternatives
trol the behavior of others. Implementing a go- or, in a reverse wayi to search for feasible
verment is then accomplished by giving power to methods of achieving desired goals. Often, of
those with authority and compelling them to en- course, no immediate plan can be found to achieve
force the governmental policies, some goal, because additional knowledge or infor-

mation is required. In this case, the intelligent
Unfortunately, numerous simple policy objec- system sets appropriate information-seeking goals

tives (such as "fair" elections) are not achier- and plans methods to satisfy these subordinate
able by DI systems even in theory (cf. Arrow, goals.
1951). Empirically, moreover, it seems that very
few DI systems even correctly implement their ex- The third class of intelligent capacities we
plicit policies. Even if there were no theoreti- identify as knowledge management. These concern
cal obstacles, the problems of controlling compet- the storage, retrieval, and communication of
ing and cooperating individuals in their pursuit knowledge. The diversity of perspectives in 0I
of multiple, sometimes incompatible objectives systems create special problems for knowledge
exceeds the capabilities of most DI systems. As a management. Frequently, a system "knows" some-
manifestation of this limitation, many adaptive thing but is unable to use that knowledge because
systems exhibit great flexibility in the execution the relevant individual can't find it. In
of governmental functions. Vague policies, his- response to such problems, many DI systems develop
torical precedents and opportunistic decisionmak- schemes for partitioning knowledge in arbitrary
Lng often achieve governmental robustness and ways. An interested individual might ask someone
flexibility where explicit policy implementations who, in turn, knows who to ask to find the
could not. knowledge. These retrieval schemes often

correspond to hierarchical (associative) indexes.
2.3 Intelligent Behavior Alternatively, many systems develop knowledge

management specialists to store and index
Presumably DI systems exhibit intelligent knowledge centrally, complete with their own

behavior. What exactly do we mean by intelli- languages and communication protocols.
gence? Without attempting to formalize a defini-
tion, we can usefully identify a number of caps- 2-4. Emergent Properties
bilities that intelligent systems possess. Most
of these occur in all DI systems, and we antici- DI systems provide an unparalleled opportuni-
pate that they would be equally useful in new ap- ty for the study of emergent properties. This
plications of DI to SA tasks. The aspects of in- term refers to macroscopic behavioral characteris-
telligent behavior listed in Figure I provide a tics of a system that appears as a surprising
good overview of these capabilities. We will con- consequence of individual features. The compiexi-
sider a few of these in more detail in this sec- ty of DI systems fosters the development of suca
tion. emergent properties. Just as most goverrmenta,'

planners learn that nearly all policies have unin-
The first class of capabilities, including tended but significant consequences, so .il_ most

perception. attentiron, deduction and interpreta- DI systems manifest interesting and potentia'y.

tion, might best be called model-based reasoning. important macroscopic properties.
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Emergent properties can affect DI sys'tms in For military applications, force models are
many ways. They can directly affect the system's particularly important. The foremost objective in
capability to perform well in its environmental this type of application is to understand what the
aicae. Some emergent properties (e.g., compeci- opposing forces intend to do and are capable of
tion for limited resources) lead to adaptive doing. To achieve this type of understanding, we
consequences, while others (e.g., information need to construct an interpretation of their force
gluts) lead to undesirable ones. They can also disposition and activities. Our interpretations
affect tae organization indirectly. DI systems necessarily combine our diverse sources of
often react to their own emergent properties by knowledge with current sensor reports to attribute
actively trying to assess, exploit, and control intentionality, capability, and specific locations "
them. Such practices might be considered open- to the various elements of their forces. To the
loop feedback control. However, this type of con- extent that our interpretive methods and support-
trol is quite difficult to achieve. By their very ing data are conclusive, our interpretations are
nature, emergent properties are surprising and may valid. Conversely, if our methods and data are
not be easily detected or correctly interpreted, inconclusive, our hypothetical interpretations are
Attempts to perturb them may well have their own necessarily uncertain.
unexpected results, with total confusion the out-
come. Nevertheless, it seems clear that purposive 3.3 Inference Processes
DI systems need to address this type of assessment
and control problem. Otherwise, there may be lit- We have already suggested that the basic
tie assurance that the system will continue to method of SA is hypothesize and test. This label

achieve its objectives as the environmental condi- identifies a particular paradigm of problem-
tions vary. solving. To apply it to SA tasks requires that

the diverse types of knowledge can contribute

directly to the problem of mapping between observ-
3. THE CONCEPT OF SITUATION ASSESSMENT able data and various intermediate levels of in-

terpretations. Thus, weuse data from an earlier
The concept of situation assessment and its SA as well as current sensor reporti to suggest

principal facets are scnematized in outline form plausible hypotheses about how the current situa-
in Figure 2. In the following subsections, we tion should be viewed. These new hypotheses, in
briefly consider some of the important features of turn, require confirmation. Supporting evidence
the SA task. is used to strengthen the credibility of hy-

potheses, and contradictory data is used to elim-
3.1 Hypotheses and Tasks inate alternative hypotheses from consideration.

In most complex environments, the primary Two principal problems occur in SA: too much
output of SA consists of a set of hypotheses con- raw data and too little high-level interpretation.
cerning the identity, location, capabilities, and These problems are connected intimately. If we
intentions of the monitored elements. These will had fewer sensor reports to evaluate, we could at ..-

usually be multiple hypotheses corresponding to least subject them to extensive analyses. On the
any set of sensor reports, since observations are other hand, the usual reason we collect so much
generally incomplete and/or errorful. The general information is to provide additional means of el-
strategy for resolving uncertain hypotheses is to iminating uncertainty from our resulting hy-
find additional information to confirm the valid potheses. Thus, the core problem is to determine
hypotheses and disconfirm the erroneous alterna- which hypotheses are most critical and which data
tives. Frequently, this information is not im- directly contribute to their development and
mediately accessible. Somehow the system should evaluation.
acquire the needed data in a timely fashion and
then route it automatically to the relevant Several factors are involved in deciding how
inalyst who knows why it was gathered and how to to allocate limited analysis resources in complex
utilize it efficiently for its intended purpose. SA tasks. First, many data need not be attended

to at all; these are data that are completely .
3.2 Cooperating Sources of Knowledge consistent with reliable predictions about what

the sensors will see and report. Second, in most
SA typically requires applying diverse cases, our own intentions significantly affect

sources of knowledge to the interpretation prob- what data we need to collect and tnterpret. ;ust
lem. This diversity can reflect separation of as a runner generally needs only to look directi'-
sensor observations in time or space or, more gen- ahead for obstacles and dangers, so do most intei-
erally, different types of interpretative exper- ligent organizations have specific missions to ac-
tise. Among these types of expertise we frequent- complish that can focus their SA effectively. Fi-
ly require knowledge about how sensors respond nally, many SA problems can be decomposed into
Jifferentially to potential events, how the en- separable tasKs. In many cases, the separable
vironment affects both the sensors and the moni- tasks concern different spatial or functionai
tored elements, and how the monitored elements are areas of assessment, and these naturalIV suggest
expected to behave. The knowledge, in each case, parallel computations by separate components. A-

can be considered a model of behavior. Thus. SA ternativeiy, even when paraileism is not ip-
iacorpora3tes sensor models, environmental models, propriate, SA subtasks often exhibit especia'.v
and force models, efficient natural orderings. For !xampe. over-
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CONCEPT NAME Situation Assessment (SA)

DEFINITION SA tasks involve interpreting and predicting
the behavior of a set of elements that can
affect selected aspects of the environment.

EXA,1PLES
BATTLEFIELD status of forces, rules of engagement, tactics, objectives
DISEASE CONTROL type, locus, virulence, resistance, populations of pathogens
INVENTORY current and projected stock needs
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

prices, wages, inflation, money supply, inventory
AIR DEFENSE status of own and other air forces,

OUTPUTS
HIYPOTHESES what, when, where, why, how, how much'?
TASKS what additional information is needed, where 0

can it be obtained, and who should get it?
SENSORS

CAPABILITIES where, what, when, accuracy, noise
MODELS generative models of their behavior
REQUIREMENTS power, communications, computation, terrain

'OWLEDGE SOURCES
SENSOR REPORTS
ENVIRONHNT geography, terrain, weather
FORCE MODELS Force elements: tanks, RPs, etc.

Force structure
Force applications: what can they do, how?
Force status: where are they?
Force intentions:
what purposes are they seeking?
how would they achieve that?

Vulnerabilities:
how are we vulnerable?
what activities of theirs should deserve our attention?

PRIOR SA expect the future to be much like the past

INFERENCE PROCESSES
METHOD hypothesize and test
KOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

multilevel models mapping intentions into observables
EXPECTATIONS use prior SA and knowledge sources to predct events
CONFLATION combine sensor reports with knowledge-based

predictions to validate critical hypotheses
DATA GLUT too much low-level data--which to store, which to discard

perishability and criticality
REDUCTION remove expectable data from consideration
CRITICALITY focus attention on surprising, important data
PARALLELISM geographically disparate events are nearly

independent and can be pursued in parallel
SERIALITY gross assessments should precede detailed ones

SECLRITY
LhtNERABILITY what can be revealed, what can't?

COHHLUNICATIONS who threatens your communications and how" %

RISK CONTROL
SURPRISE recognizing when expectalions are violated

generating new models of behavior
RESOURCE ALLOCATION

some resources to interpretation; some for surprises

Figure 2. A conceptual ,iescriprion it SA.
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all gross assessments can sometimes obviate The principal features of the r4ch SA problem O
numerous alternative fine-grained considerations. should be preserved in the bencnmark problem, but

their complexity should be parameterized and at-

*. Security and Risk Control tenuated. Among these features we include: (1)
multiple elements to be interpreted at multiple

An organization established to accomplish SA levels of abstraction; (2) the elements should be

often faces two different types of threats. Their distributed spatially and should move through
ability to monitor the forces of interest may be space; (3) multiple sources of knowledge should be
curtailed or subverted. Furthermore, they may be able to provide constraint; and (4) individual
made foolish by surprise. Both of these threats sensors should be inadequate in scope or informa-
significantly affect the design of SA systems. tiveness to solve significant portions of the SA

problem, and (5) the value of their data should
The threat to secuvity comes primarily from depend on timeliness. Furthermore, the benchmark

the fact that an intelligent opposition can thwart problem should not require classified information
one's ability to collect or communicate important or military expertise. We intend to employ by-
information. Threats like this cause SA systems brid, man-machine simulations of DI-SA systems, so
to perform their functions under the protection of the problem should be one that can be readily us-
both physical and communications security (through derstood and solved by ordinary people with little
encryption, etc.). Once the opposition knows what formal training.

can be observed and how it is processed, it can
often hide its force elements, modify or disguise Currently, we are considering the following
its emissions, or capture or occlude sensors. SA benchmark task, and It Will be used to contrast

the two alternative architectures. The task is

Surprise often plays a significant role in called the message puzzle. It is outlined -n Fig-
military campaigns. Because SA is inherently an ure 3,and illustrated in Figure 4.
interpretive process, it exploits prior knowledge
to generate expectations and comprehend the ob- Several features of this task are worth not-
served data. In this way, knowledge simultaneous- ing. First, it readily manifests the four princi-
Sy provides the basis for understanding and the pal characteristics we desired in our benchmark:

basis for surprise. An opposing force that (1) the elements need to be interpreted at the
behaves in an unforeseen or incomprehensible way letter, word, and message levels of abstraction;
can befuddle the SA organization. Our view of (2) the letters are spatially distributed and move
surprise is complementary to that of through space in formations; (3) knowledge about
ianterpretation--that surprising events can be mon- the board, the clues (if any), and the language "
itored by their contrast with expected phenomena. (lexicon, syntax, semantics) should provide multi-
This mechanism at least provides a clue to the ple sources of constraint; and (4) no individual
data that deserve (or demand) further attention, sensor will provide a significant amount of the
If surprising data are left unattended, the SA needed information at any one time, and (3) the
system cannot control the associated risks. To. data themselves will be of perishable value. In
accomplish its interpretation task as well as its addition to its satisfying these faremost objec-
risk control mission, it appears that the SA or- tives, the proposed benchmark problem also exhi-
ganization must divide its resources between in- bits several other desirable properties. (6) The
terpretable and uninterpretable phenomena. grauularity of the sensors and their level of

abstractions can be readily changed. f we
wished, we could use more sensors and have them

. k ARCHITECTURES FOR SA report only graphemic parts of letters thus seces-
sitating cooperative analysis and interpretatIon

Our current research project is aimed at the of each letter. 7) The complexity of the overall

goal of developing and refining architectural SA task can be modulated at will. The parameters
principles for DI-SA systems. In this work, the that we may vary Include: the scope and iccuracy
concept of SA just discussed is being elaborated of the sensors; the size and difficulty of the '
to compare and contrast it with that of DI. We puzzle; the observability, identifiability, speed
have lefined a testbed SA problem suitable for ex- and coherence of the !,word) formations; and the
perimentally investigating various DI architec- expectability or surprise value of the actual mea-
tures. Below, we describe this problem and two sages. (8) The SA organization can be evaluated
extreme structures. for its ability to recognize different pieces at -'

different locations or at different 'evels of

. The Benchmark Problem abstraction. (9) Each additional correct in-
terpretation simplifies further decision maKing;

:n a full-scale battlefield SA problem, we each additional incorrect hypothesis complicates
might be concerned with monitoring locations and subsequent Interpretation decisions.
movements of air forces, infantry. artillery, and
armored livisions. as well as predicting :her 'tth this benchmark problem in mind. we nc¢

hikely objectives, routes, and performance capa- c onsider two h,.otnettcal 31-SA architectures.

btiities. Because this problem is exceedingly
:omplex. we prefer to address a drasticall sim- -. 7he Dynamixc Hierarchical Cone
pltfieu class of problems initially.

.he first architecture is .1 var1ant )f so-
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CONCEPT SAM1E nessage Puzzle

*DEFINITION A situation assessment task where the elements to be interpreted
include letters and words moving toward meaningful kspatial and
semantic) objectives. The world consists of a crossword puzzle
board. The words to fill the o~pen slots move independently across
the board until they reach thexr target slots. at which point they
stop. The SA task is to guess is many of the fillers 3s possible
before they arrive at their slots.

OUTPUTS
HYPOTHESES what messages are the letters forming?
TASKS what additional information is needed, where

can it be obtained, and who should get it?

SENSORS
CAPABILITIES can see 3 small block of squares, can report the letters0

in them, with va.rious degrees of latency and certainty
M!ODELS rules regarding how the sensors periorm
REQUIREM1ENTS the aensors may be Limited by load and cosms, constraints

KNlOWLEDGE SOURCES
SENSOR REPORTS
ENVIRONM1ENT the puzzle hoard and some knowledge of

target characteristics (e.g., categories)
FORCE M'ODELS Force elements: Letters, words, phrases

Force structure: syntax, semantics, crossings
Force applications: the letter sequences move

snake-like through the spaces toward destinations
Force status: where are they?,
Force intentions: what targets and meanings are they seeking?
Vulnerabilities: which targets have highest payoffs'?

Figure 3. A partial description of the benchmark SA task.
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called "perceptual cones' (cf. Uhr, 1978; Tanhlsoto and then down. The higher-level individuals ca
and Pavlidis, 1975). I-1ere ordinary perceptual develop plans for governing the lower-level ones

- ~cones definie a static hierarchical structure among to maximize the net result. Once an accurate
processing individuals at different levels of prediction has been made and confirmed, it may be
Abs traction, we propose to link lower individuals desirable to put sensors to sleep to minimize corn-
to higher ones in dynamic ways. Specifically, a munication contention. Collective wisdom can thus

.wrlevel individual that has important informs- be accumulated at higher-levels based on multiple
tion to report requests a superior to receive it. inputs without duplicating efforts at many
The higner-Level superiors acknowledge those re- equivalent sites in the lower-level.
quests that appear Most significat and timely.
Thus the superior-subordinate mapping from one

*level to the next may vary over time. 4.3 The Anarchic Committee Architecture.

For simplicity, assum an 8 x 8 puzzle board In the previous architecture, knowledge accu-
and a three-Level cone with one, four, and sixteen mulated at higher-levels of abstraction, and it

*individuals at the various levels, as shown in was natural to suppose that power and authority
Figure -. The lowest-level individuals can "see" would be similarly distributed. In contrast we
a oliock or four squares in that they receive (pos- now consider a design in which no individuals areS
sibiv ercorful) reports describing their contents. distinguished by knowledge, authority, or power.
All communication is vertical, either from a Rather, the only distinctions that arise reflect
subordinate to a superior or vice versa. Each in- increased self-assumed responsibility. Specifi-
lividuasl can send messages to as many as four in- cally, a single-level network is proposed wherein
ii':iduals and can receive up to four messages per individuals who believe they have important infor-..
time step. If more than four messages are sent to mation join with some of their peers in forming a
an individual in any time step, randomly selected consensus. Each decision then results from the
ones are lost until just four arrive. Each indivi- formation of a corresponding committee that as-
iual has unlimited computing and storage capaci- sumes responsibility for its judgment. Later, if
ties, for all practical purposes. The capacity of any particular decision is challenged, the commit-
)ne message is limited to four hypothesized cell tee responsible should be prepared to defend its
contents or a string message hypothesis plus conclusion.

*corresponding instructions (e.g ., "expect," "re-
ect,. verify"). Some simple credibility measure As previously, each individual has responsi-

,ite hpotheses ialopritd Adtoal bility for monitoring a 2 x I block of squares.
simple messages may be communicated to control the To compensate for the reduction in total number of
behavior of subordinates, such as "quiesce for 2 individuals, we allow a higher communication rate. -

time steps- or "sleep until awakened." A typical scenario might go as follows. An indi-
vidual reads his sensor report and decides to do

At the outset, the board is partially filled one of four things. He will remain silent if hie
w.ith letter strins n oeo hs ompr has nothing significant to say or if, in his opir.-
tial messages. The low-level (level 3) individu- ion, he should delay communicating temoorarilv.
ils receive reports on their 2 x 2 windows. Some He will formulate an hypothesis and voluntceer to
of these are more infiormative than others. For form and chair a committee if he is the fir st to
instance, the letter sequence "kW" which might recognize the possibility of needing a new c ommit-
suggest "awkward" but only a few alternative tee. If he belongs to a committee with pending
words. !n response to the "kw" data, this indivi- matters, he may contribute useful vnformat:on to
lual might decide to send one message to all supe- its chairing individual. Finally, if lie is chair-
i-iors that predicted "awkward" in the appropriate ing a committee but believes the matter before it
positions. is moving out of its jurisdiction because of lim-

ited communicatzon range or departure of the mes-
The immediate problems that arise from this sage from its purview), he may attempt to enlist

simple example include the following. The indivi- another relevant individual to form and chair a
Juals don't know exactly which superiors are tak- committee on this message. In this way, one com-
in& responsibility for processing their hy- mittee hands off its problems to others.

*potheses. Although this means that the potential-
ly wasted capacity of static cones has been avoid- This architecture manifests very different
ed, it also means that time and effort will be properties than those exhibited in the hierarchi-
spent deciding which subordinates and superiors to cal system. Here, knowledge accumulates by form-
Couple. If individuals are allowed to play ing increasingly large committees . At any point
multi-level roles (thereby reducing the total in time, the committee membership reflects' those
numoer of individuals while retaining a hierarchi- individuals that still believe the', ihave in in-
cal structure), the problem of who to talk to is terest in pursuing a message. As the messages

*.further compounded. move, the committees become staffed with ld. ir-
relevant members and i need arises to hand )f!

Vertical communications of this sort have committee memoersnip. Hfigher-level analyses em-
benefits as well as coats. If the -IetwAork organ- erge as the committees either become largez- )r is
izes itself into istatic quaternary tree, 3 pred- new ones Jevote,i to more abstract Ijta prcicsr
iction can be communicated from one side of the are formed.
b)ojrd :0the )ther in two time steps by linking up -
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,he advantages of this architecture seem to lief that DI is an important candidate for per- S
,lerive primarily from its reduced number of iadi- forming the muitilevel interpretation problems
viduals and its simplified communication network, that arise in battle management. These problems
On the other hand, it entails significantly more require bringing diverse sources of knowledge to
communication than the hierarchical net. Where bear in understanding activities at different lev-
the hierarchy could use high-level assessments els of abstraction. In turn, we see the outputs
-erived from many sensors to comprehend regional of SA being provided to different personnel with
patterns and track them without hand-off, the correspondingly varied interests and needs.
anarchic comittee design must constantly hand-off
tracking problems as patterns move from one area In ouc overall approach, we have attempted to
to the next. This introduces problems of choosing develop a mapping between DI and SA concepts to
individuals to hand the tracking problems to and suggest architectural principles. Our highest
re-establishing committee membership. Moreover, level research heuristic suggests viewing DI and
the need to form higher-level assessments with the SA in different ways to develop alternative, in-
same individuals who are performing other tasks teresting analytical or functional analogies. For
seems to complicate the problem of indexing example, viewing DI as a structure and SA as a
knowledge. When the same individual plays multi- problem, the following heuristics apply:
pie roles, he becomes a potential bottleneck for
tne system. HI: Usually, structures evolve to support the

needed functions; thus, consider what func- -. .
A Large Space of Design Alternatives tions accomplish SA problem-solving and then . -

develop supporting structures.
What our preliminary analyses have indicated

is a very large space of alternative designs for H2: Good solutions typically employ modularized
DI-SA architectures. To explore this space is the functions.
purpose of our current research. The two simple
straw-man architectures just discussed vary pri- H3: Good structures support modularized functions

- . marily on one dimension, that of communication by a set of independent design features.
network structure. This variation can be seen to
-influence many of the opportunities for adaptive 94: Once a list of independent design features is
behavior. In particular, established hierarchies accumulated, these may be realized by
simplify tracking of motion and indexing of oth- separate physical entities or by multifunc-
ers' knowledge. In contrast, they create require- tion designs.
ments for effective governmental policies. When-
ever such policies are required, we anticipate We could formulate other views of DI and SA
their creating numerous unanticipated emergent that would stimulate other design heuristics.
properties. Some alternative views of DI systems would consid-

er them principally as processes, individuals or
Our current conceptual descriptions of DI and populations. Alternative views of the SA task

SA orovide a. rich set of dimensions for varying would emphasize its similarity to pattern recogni-
possible architectures. We expect that the com- tioan, to Gestalt perception, or to an abstract map
nunication structure will provide the best single (with insets).
experimental variable for study. This belief is
based on the fact that many, if not most, charac- From our preliminary human experiments and
teristics of a DI system are responsive to the analyses, we have developed some tentative design .
Limited communications paths between individuals, concepts and heuristics, which we list without . -

We expect to find that many significant DI proper- further elaboration:
ties are adaptations to, rather than the cause of,
their communication capabilities. In addition, we H5: Individuals' diverse perspectives both pro-
believe we can manipulate this dimension effec- vide the constraint needed for effective
tively, in both human and machine simulations of problem-solving and engender the complexity S
DI-SA. of cooperative problem-solving.

H6: Global (consensual) perspective can best be
5. CONCLUSIONS: TOWARD DESIGN HEURISTICS FOR DI derived by abstracting local perspectives.
AND SA and the resultant abstractions can provide an

effective intermediary for indexing others' .-
Our basic approach to DI and SA has been ex- knowledge.

-. pioratory. We have attempted to formulate the
prtocipal features of each concept and to relate H7: Organizational elements should adapt dif-
these two together. At this point, we believe ex- ferentially to variations in environmentai
perimental and analytical investigations of the complexity by restructuring subsets and
effects of alternative communication network selectively allocating resources to them.
structures on SA performance would be appropriate.
In formulating our experimental benchmark problem. HB: Emereent properties significantly affect the
we nave emphasized the significant interpretation behavior of a 3I system, and can most effec-

. problems of SA and deemphasized the lower-level tively be studiea empircal .. '
signal processing problems. This reflects our be-

o%'
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H9: Close couplings of individuals facilitate problems with Rand personnel who are too numerous
their communication and provide the principal to list.
basis for dynamic organization.

HIO: Assuming adequate memory, comparable indivi- REFERENCES
duals should possess identical capabilities.
Individuals should be differentiated when Arrow, K. Social Choice and Individual Values.
different environmental or organizational Coles Commission Monograph # 12, New York:
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to the most (conditionally) diagnostic iifor- tems. In Duncan, R. and Weston-Smith, M.
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should therefore be employed before fine York: Pocket Books, 1977.
ones; these filters suggest which details are
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J. Machine methods for acquiring, learning-
H12: Hierarchical networks minimize communication and applying knowledge. P-6241. The Rand

in interpretation tasks. However, their op- Corporation, Santa Monica, California, 1978.
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directly to individuals who could locally intelligence, Cambridge, Mass., 1977, %
confirm or disconfirm them. 833-842.

H14: SA can be simplified by abstraction. Martin, N., Friedland,. P., King, J., and Stefik,
Mf. Knowledge base management for experiment

HIS: Spatially hierarchical nets are faster than planning in molecular genetics. Proc. 5th
linear neighbor-to-neighbor communication lat. Joint Conf. Artificial Intelligence,
paths. Cambridge, Mass., 1977, 882-887.

H16: The same individual can play roles at dif- Tanimoto, S. and Pavlidis, T. A hierarchical data
ferent levels of abstraction, but this in- structure for picture processing. Comput.
creases the difficulty of knowing which indi- Graphics Image Processing 4, 1975, 104-19.
vidual to comunicate with.

Uhr, L. Pattern Recognition, Learning, and
H16: Centralization is undesirable when computing Thought. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-

is slow relative to communication or communi- Hall, 1973.
cation is difficult. Otherwise, centralized
computing is desirable. In particular, cen-
tralized committee decisionmaking is good.

'. (1I: Consumer-producer models suggest locating
processing near supply and demand, except
when it is much cheaper to locate it else-
where (e.g., because significant economies of
scale exist).

R18: There are few cases where communication is
preferable to computing--in research, where
it is desirable to avoid rediscovering what •"
is already known; or in any situation where
expectations obviate computing.
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DSN PROBLEMS--AN OVERVIEW

Jeffrey A. Barnett
USC/Inforatiolo Sciences Institute

A sensor is a device that observes physical families there are tradeoffs among area, accuracy,

phenomena. The output of a sensor is a fumction of and sensitivity.

these observations. Here -we are concerned with the
particular problem of constructing a world picture Ahe Vulnerabiity ?-1e. As one might guess,

from sensor data. The world of interest contains powerful sensor devices are expensive. Therefore,

craft capable of aotion (e.g., airplanes, water they are few In number, and, in general, only one

vessels, and land forces) and the terrain. The or a few cover any given area. This creates the

important terrain features are target locations and vulnerability problem. If a single device fails

geogr ic data that may affect the operation and (or is knocked out by enemy action) a critical

behavior of sensors and craft. The world picture region may be left uncovered. Even when multiple

comprises descriptions of craft behavior and devices cover any given area, the system is still

-- location with respect to the terrain and to each vulnerable if a centralized facility is responsible

other. for data coordination because the centralized
fac~ility itself may fail. Irv*

There are many families of sensor devices. Among
them are ohased-array acoustics, infrared, sonar, The Is. of Tnformstinn Phlem. This is also

and many kinds of radars. The major distinguishing called the inference problem. In many instances,

naracteristic among different sensor families is eXtra-sensor information is available. For

the type of phenomena that they can observe. eamle, an intelligence report states that a

particular submarine is very likely to cruise in a

Each device has three primary types of components: particular area. How Is this input to be used by a

') analogue COmpont-the observation collector sensor to more accurately determine the world

such as a simple microphone or antenna. Active picture? For another example, consider the problem - 5
sensors also include an analogue illuminator of correlating data from different sensors that

component; for example, a radar generates the cover a common area-say microphones and a radar.

!signals that it detects after reflection. How is the data combined, particularly if multiple '.'"

(2) digital components-a processor that turns raw craft are in the area?

ooservations into the sensor's output such as
azimuth, heading, velocity, position, etc. The The Tnterfae rohlem. The output of sensor

digital component may also control and coordinate devices can be used in a multitude of ways.

tile analogue components. (3) interface Current practice delivers the information to a

components--accomplish delivery of the sensor's human user. The user Makes decisions based apon

output to the user. This function often includes this output and is able to exercise limited control

graonic display and communication with a central over the functioning of the sensor. The trend is

facility, toward more sophisticated systems in which many

observations and control functions are automated.

The remainder of this paper describes the concept At the point where the human user interacts with

of Distributed Sensor Metworks-D3N. the automated system, the data is highly

correlated-inferences have been drawn and acted

AR ROBS? upon. The user ham a need to ascertaLn the aethod

AiiT RE T employed by the system to reach its present state.

Current sensor technology has reacned a very That is, the system must be able to e and

sophisticated state. Radars are sensitive enough d its behavior. Further, the system must *e

to detect the differential Doppler shift between able to initiate dialogue rather than remain

tne top and bottom of a tire on a moving vehicle, passive in the interaction, especially in the face

and phased acoustic arrays can listen to entire of unusual uncertainty or during a crisis. This

" ocens. However, many proolems remain, becomes particularly important as sensor systems
undertake craft-guidance functions.

'-. Coverage Proble As mentioned above, radars

can be very accurate. On the other hand. a radar's The lost ?rnhle. Although the cost of processing

"' normal-aircraft detection radius is limited to (particularly for small to medium-sized computers)

aOout one hundred kilometers; for low-flying nas been drastically reduced by LSI technology,

aircraft the coverage is much more limited, there has ceon no corresponding reduction in the

Acoustic arrays, however, may have much greater cost of anoloSue components and packaging for

range, particularly the underseas variety, but they sensor devices. At issue is tne ievelooment of -.
are no rival to a radar's accuracy. No single system arcnitectures .nat take advantage of the

sensor produces optimal coverage. Between sensor current and projected cost trends.
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The next section discusses distributed sensor and forth via the network. Since the data base
networks, a possible approach to ooming msny of itself resides only at a single location, problems

these problem, of consistency are minimal. The major problems
with this mode of operation are the delays caused

"HAT S A 3Sw? by the network and the vulnerability of the entire
system if the single host housing the data base

Many of the problems discussed in the preceding fails.
section can be addressed by using sensor networks.
A sensor network is a group of sensor devices Decentralization is a paradigm in which no central
connected by a communications network trying to global view is maintained and system control
achieve a common goal-deriving an accurate world functions are not centralized. This type of
picture. Several things need to be understood: organization can occur on a single processor when a ."

First, the area covered by the sensors on the computation is performed by separate but equal
network is larger than any one of thee can cover processes. Even though in this case there exists
(at least cover well). Second, there are some an operating system that actually allocates
areas that are covered by more than one sensor. If resources and settles imlicit conflicts among the
this is not the case, the sensors can operate in a processes, the details of such scheduling and
virtually autonomous manner, and the system will conflict resolution are not relevant to the correct
neither enjoy all the benefits nor suffer all the operation of the processes if they are well-formed
problems discussed below. Third, the number of for decentralized computation. This scheme is
sensor devices in the system is not trivially often used to model Al problem solutions and team
small, efforts. The members of the team are represented

as independent experts with their individual
P. We wisn to enlarge the scope of the viewpoints and problem-solving methods. They
problem. Namely, the following types of non-sensor cooperate when it is appropriate, and work on their
components are to be considered examples of own when that appears best.
potential members of the network: (1) Command, en i o s o o btControl, and Communications (C3) systems, Decentralization is also compatible with

distribution of processing. For the data base
example above, a natural extension is to distribute

(3) cruise missiles-a combination of a craft and the data. For example, different offices of a
a sensor device. large corporation maintain local data bases.

Computations that involve data from more than oneThe rationale for considering the above types of office use a comunications facility, the network,
components is that the military is moving towards to transfer the necessary information. In this '

- . large integrated information-processing systems for situation, there Is a problem of consistency,
the 1980s. Sensor networks per se represent only a particularly if external data or inferences drawn

part f thetotal3YU01. Eacparticularlyona"art of the total system. Each of the additional from it are stored for any lengtn of time-updates
" . .omponent types expands the demand for cooperation are not simUltaneously (if at all) reflected

and system feedback. Further, they all represent a everywhere the data resides. On the other hand,
variety of usages (contexts) for the sensor system. the decentralized facility provides marked

in order to evaluate and compare different efficiency gains when most computations involve
to only local data; the system is also sore robust.sensor-system architectures, it is neces srto Failure of no subset Of the Sites Cripples all the

view them in the environment of their applications.
For example, a system that produces only high capabilities of the entire system. Further, there
quality output for critical regions is probably appears to be a cost advantage to using many medium " ,
more valuable than a system that generates uniform scale processors versus a single large processor.
but mediocre results everywere. To for such an Whether this cost savings is real or only apparent
objective (versus subjective) merit function, it is depends upon the future of the hardware component
necessary to include the extended components whose revolution and the costs of communications
operations say represent the payoff of the entire mechaniss.
system. POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES

-. Distrlbutlon ad cetraliton. These two For a variety of reasons, it is obvious that sensor
similar-sounding but quite distinct concepts are networks, which are by definition distributed,
often confused. Distributed processing or should also be decentralized. Decentralization is
architecture denotes a paradigm in which, although a viewpoint on the management of system complexity.
the computatlon is dispersed, a global (perhaps As such, it dictates, to a degree, a style of
nierarchical) view and centralized control are organization and interaction among system
zaintained. A typical example is 3ooperative tasks components. .any (but not necessarily all) of the
on a multiprocessor with a snared memory. A major components Must Oe capable of autonomous operation,
problem here is zonflict resolution for the snared working alone when circumstances dictate and
resources, a problem normally solved explicitly by cooperating at other times. :n addition, the
synchronization primitive use by the tasks reliability and responsiveness of other comvonents
themselves. Another class of distributed will be douoteod; that is, a component should be
processing occurs with networks. For example, a able to continue functioning in the face of system
process on one machine (a nest) maintains a lata degradation. From these considerations flow the
oase. Processes on other hosts U,3e the data base advantages of a system tnat is both lstributed and - -.
process like a suoroutine, passing information bacK decentralized.

. %
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Sh .itV . [t should be possible, without the problems and work toward their solutions. The
reorganizing a DSN, to add new consumers of its next section describes the 31 approach.
output. In principle, this expansion is no
different than expanding the DSN itself, because in T E 1S1 APPROACH
both oases there is a need to share results and
determine common goals. Our approach to analyzing the M,11 problem is to

first develop a DSN f . The framework is a
:xtrndedCnvrnJte. In a similar vein, a DSN should meta-model that defines the problem space. As
oe able to employ sensors from several families. such, it describes the kinds of components and
Components performing higher-level functions such phenomena that are to be considered. Included 0
as tracking and threat evaluation are presumably besides craft and sensor equipment are the terrain,
using information from a variety of sources-- environment, and extended components mentioned
Sensors, intelligence, eta. Geographically above. The framework is then augmented by the
distributed information is also available from the addition of specific information to become a model
network and can be used to enhance the scope of for a specific DSM system. Naturally, many such
information produced as well as its accuracy and models can be formed. The framework and models are
its timeliness. The simplest form of this is a represented in a notation being developed for this
component in one region notifying the component(s) purpose.
in another region of an approaching craft.

The notation, Like other modelling Languages,
* 4or. e1lab Systems. ~ecause of decentrol- allows procedural descriptions of components and
ization, the opportunity to construct very reliable their interactions. However, to allow the
systems exists. Redundant and overlapping framework to be written, more is necessary. An

operation increases protection against failure; assertion language is also part of the notation.
centralization ~as the opposite effect. Because of An assertion is a statement or relation, in
tne flexibility inherent in a DSI, the system can mathematical symbolism (an extended first order . .

dynamically reorganize itself and reallocate predicate calculus), that allows speOification
responsibilities !a the face of degradation or without the details of a prcodure. For example,
specific threat identification. an assertion in the framework can state that

associated With a sensor is a radius of sensitivity
cetter. ias=a of tnfn-uation~ and !ntePfane. In and that the sensor is not affected by any physical
order to properly function at all, a DSM must use events outside that range. In a model, particular
protocols that allow requests for information at sensors haVe spcifically stated radii, and a
many different degrees of completeness and consistency condition is that of the assertion to
accuracy. Since the components are loosely the procedure representing the sensor. An expected
coupled, it would be odd to iMpose rigid benefit of the assertion language is an enhanced
communications requirements. It is exactly this ability to analyze properties of DSI.
kind of protocol that is needed also at the system
interfaces in order to explain and display system As is well known, analysis is not likely to
behavior. Such a system must be capable of drawing determine all (or even many) properties of very
inferences from te data it does receive and have a complex systems such as DSN. Therefore, the
rational mechanism for determining What to modelling notation has been designed to be
communicate and what data to request. This is not executable by a simulation system. This system is
to say that decentralization solves these problem, called the DSN (software) testbed. Simulation
but rather that if a DSN is to be constructed, the results will be used to augment and test analysis
problems must be solved. The solutions are then results-and conversely. Through this approach, it
available for a variety of usages. is hoped that insights into possible "S.

arcitect-ures and system tradeoffs can be developed.
Cost aenefis. A DSH is by nature processing and
communication intensive. The cost of these items, DSU SCENAMS"
particularly processing, is dropping at a
remarkable rate. It is presumed that the very In order to use the testbed simulation system,
expensive components, e.g., large radar antennas, problems for a DS to solve must be developed.
can be displaced with cheaper, Less capable These problems are called ACMgA j&1. A good set of
versions and sensors from Less costly families. scenruios mast exercise a proposed system model

The accuracy at individual sites will be redeemed both in the normal modes of operations and at the
through the cooperation of several times as many boundaries of its projected capabilities. Below,
cheaper components augmented by intelligence and several scenarios are briefly lescribed. They were
sophisticated processing. Testing this hypothesis selected not for their completeness out tecause
is one of the major goals of the DS investigation, they Present problems not adequately handledwithout a DSN approacn. '
wProlm. Several type of craft observation h-aap c

proolems exist today that appear outside the Loi-Fling Air.rft. This is a problem for two %
ability of current sensor systems. A section reasons: First, terrain features SUCh as ills. -
below, "DS Scenarios," discusses several such obscure sensors' views; thus, thle set of
problems that can be tetter handled by DSN. observations is fragmented in time. Second, -adars

have severe clutter proolems wnen ained Low aiong
_ n order to accruie these benefits, it is n.ecessary tne horizon. Thus, Many false targets Present ~-

for the workers on DSI projects to carefully define themselv.es and signal reflections tecome
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troublesome. To solve these problems, a system mLnutes, hours, or even days to accurately locate a

must ce able to combine disconnected observations suoemarine trying to avoid detection Dy operating at
.naving a nigh error rate. DSN should be able to low speeds. east detection situations are " +

outperform conventional systems since more relatively simple; it is known immediately wnether
fragments of information are available from which the data is important or not. In the other case,

to construct a track. This is particularly true if data that is only potentially useful must be stored

multiple sensors cover the area, and, therefore, for long periods of time. For a DSN, this poses

more readings from different viewpoints are the issues of where to store the data and

available over a longer time span as the craft establishing responsibility for monitoring events

moves from one area to another, over long time periods. It should be noted that 0

the problems of long-term and short-term detection

.4uItonle cI-ft a r isat!. This is a problem cannot be completely decoupled. For instance, an
currntl reeivig mch ttetion me soe ~ aircraft flying near a body of water may create

one craft is in a single sensor's field of view, it phenomena that are observed by an underseas sensor.

may be difficult to distinguish them. Some If the presence of the aircraft is not correlated

tracking algorithms also run into serious with the underseas data, large amounts of

computation time limitations. A DSN should be able information could be stored away oy a conservative

to use information f.rom many sensors over time to wait-and-see policy. ',

better construct a realistic world picture.
The unll Cage. NO set of scenarios for signal

Moihle Sensors. There are several manifestations detection systems is complete without inclusion of

of this problem, e.g., observers with portable the null case. For our purposes, this means no

terminals and intelligence-gathering craft (ours). craft activity in the area of the :SM5'.

In each case, either the sensor's current location sensitivity. The results of such a simulation help

:Must be accurately determined or its output must to characterize the profile of likely Type I.

somehow be used given the inherent inaccuracy of errors-errors of commission. -g
its measurment base. The system may also want to
exercise control over the mobile sensor, requesting POSTSCRIPT
it to move to a critical region. Thus, -

intelligence must be used both in interpreting the Many important possible advantages of DSN systems

sensor output and in utilizing the sensor to are discussed above. However, many problems
greatest advantage. remain. These are described by Y. Yemini, "DSN:

An Attempt to Define the issues," in these
Comonete Aystam. In this set of scenarios, proceedings.
Migner-level components such as C3 systems appear.
This component has access to intelligence outside To achieve the hoped-for benefits, it appears that

the sensor sources. The problem is to use the DSN DSN systems must be decentralized in addition to

to confirm or deny hypotheses generated from the being distributed. Methodology for organizing and

intelligence and to Use the intelligence to implementing such systems is not of the
generate a more accurate world picture. off-the-shelf variety. Much work remains to be

done. In particular, methods of communicating for
R' ate of . a . The time it takes to spot and decentralized systems that are compatible with the

identify craft depends upon the type of craft and desired flexibility and robustness must be

-he type of sensor involved. For example, a radar developed. At ISI, we are engaged in producing a

should detect an aircraft flying at normal testbed so that ideas and strategies for 0SN

altitudes within seconds. On the other hand, architectures can oe Investigated and competing . ""

underseas events unfold more slowly, and the concepts compared.
environment is more noisy. Thus, it may take

."
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STRAWHAN DESIGN OF A DSN TO DETECT U. VR I ~I EIG FETRS

AND TRACK LOW FLYING AIRCRAFT The following are major features to be ex-
hibited by the version 1A design or follow-on
designs to be demonstrated in a software

By testbed:

R. Lacos and R. Walton >ThL. LyAZm DA Aa fraa. An L L21 l .ng
Lincoln Laboratory Aircraft.

Hassacnustts institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 The primary task of the DSN is to detect,

locate, track and identify low flying aircraft.
It is to make such surveillance data selectively

I. NiTRODUCTnm. available to users who may be within the DSH or
outside of it. Subject to physical constraints

A preliminary high level design for a D6K dictated by sensor capabilities the surveillance
capable of detection and tracing of low flying data is to be made available in.real time with
aircraft and cruise issiles is being prepared. only small delays for processing and communica- S
Progress in this activity is reported in this tion.
paper. The design incorporates small radar and
acoustic array sensors and makes use of packet >Us= oc n conera.ive Sensors .
radio as the basic communication mechanism. The fl 1 cahailitv.".
design is for a system which might be developed
and demonstrated by the mid 1980s. However, The system will make use of sensors which
there is at this time no plan 'to actually are individually not capable of furnishing the
develop the system. The idea is that an at- required surveillance information. At the
tempted design of a realistic deployable system present time attention is focused upon short
is one of the best ways to identify basic DSN range radars with very limited azimuth measure-
problems and to evolve solutions. We expect ment capability and small acoustic arrays which
that in the future the design process will be cam measure the azimuth of sound sources. Data
iterated several times with major system changes from multiple sites will generally be required
resulting from lessons learned during earlier to locate and track a target and, as a target
design phases. Repeated designs and system moves through the DSN, the set of sensors re-
evaluation without oitment to or actual porting new measurements will continuously
development of a specific sytme should be a cost change.
effective way to develop DSN technology and to
eventually develop a specific DSN which is far >Distr.bufd. intelligence ;a UsIe r= 2atL
more optimal than could be achieved by immediate Seenilng.
commitment to a specific system development pro-
gram. The design is a true strawman. It is ex- The tremendous amount of raw data generated
pected to evolve into a design for a system by large numbers of sensors requires that com-
which could be developed but it is expected that puter data screening and analysis replace manual
the required changes may be very major indeed, inspection, and that this be done near the sen-

sor because limited communications bandwidth al-
The design summarized in the other sections Lows only near final results to be communicated.

of this paper constitutes our current version 1A
% DSN design. In the coming year the version 1A >Adantinn o D n f niurZ An d Lda,

design will be the stepping off point for system Variation..
analysis and for software testbed simulations
which will be used to further develop the design One potential advantage of a system which
and demonstrate how the system represented by makes use of very large numbers of distributed
the design might perform. The simulated systems sensors and which also distributes the surveil-
will be denoted versions 19, IC, eta. The plan lance function is the ability to adapt to and
is that they should all be outgrowths of the 1A continue effective operation in the face of
design but may differ substantially from it. failure of various nodes in the system. The

node failures may be natural, due to damage
Future plans also call for the development resulting from hostile action, or communication

and demonstration of an experimental DSH con- failures resulting from jamming. Adaption to
slting of three or more nodes with real sen- changing situations is a generic feature of DSNs
sors. Such an experimental system, at least and must be included in version I designs.
partially because of the limited number of
nodes, will be somewhat different from the large >>Eack Id A i Ls t Z= Dfal :- -n...
scale systems represented by the version 1 sys-
tems. The design discussed here is not for an PacKet radio is a suitable communication
experimental system but for a hypothetical full system meeting the requirements of raoid deoloy-
scale system. ability, moderately high rate of secure digital

data transfer, and unlimited system size. :t is ,
also one :f several imoortant research efforts

. '... .
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.n digital communication, and needs evaluation marily this is because the uniform distribution O
:.n a variety of different application systems, of nodes will tend to generate a greater commun-

Ication load than other configurations. Thus if.
-" "-. >VCme Power A= o the comunication issues for the area geometry

.ngli A N a csary. can be handled the others should cause no diffi-
culty. The design could be adapted to either

Large gains in the utility of sensors can the linear or honeycomb stuation. In the case
be made using sophisticated computer processing of the linear configuration the overall system
f the raw data, and large amounts of computer would tend to be much simpler. For the honey- ,
processing power can now the made cheaply avail- comb the system might be slightly simpler but
able Using recently developed integrated circuit the problem of data association and tracking
technologies. As a result, a large amount of across sensor free areas would be more diffi-
computing power can be located with each sensor, cult. With respoct to this last comment note
with potential for improved sensor performance that in the long run an area system should fund-
and good results from cheaper sensors. tion when large holes are torn in the net. Thus

the area system ultimately must treat this prob-
lem of association and tracking across sensor , 6

SYSTEM CONFTGURATTON OFTONS. free areas.

There are three different general confl-
gurations for DSNs. These are area, linear, and P. ERA AL MODES.
honeycomb. The distinction between all of these
are Indicated in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the Our strawman DSN has both small acoustic
area configuration in more detail. In the fig- arrays and small radars at each node. This pro-
ure the basic spacing of 10 kM is the nominal vides for operation in a number of possible
spacing for the IA system. In the IA system modes. Following is a brief description and ' 0
eson node has a packet radio, substantial pro- discussion of three such modes. The discussion
ceasing capability, an acoustic array, and/or a is in terms of modes of a single system but it
small radar. The basic 10 kM spacing has been should be clear that they could also correspond
selected to be consistent with the communication to systems using different mixes of sensors at
system capabilities, acoustIc sensor capabili- the nodes.
ties, and terrain masking difficulties for low
flying aircraft. Also shown in the figure are >Acoustic Ju l Surveillance A= r-- "
nodes on a 50 km spacing grid which are denoted
as sector nodes. These are surveillance data Detection and tracking can be accomplished
collection points and are discussed at greater using only measurements made by small acoustic
length elsewhere in this paper. arrays located at each system node. Individual

arrays are used to get a series of single node
The 10 km distance, like other parameters detections and estimates of possible target az-

appearing in the version 1A design, is neither imuths. Such data is combined from several such
unchangeable, nor 1s it readily changed. Chang- nodes both to perform surveillance for new tar-
ing the value can have substantial global side gets and to track targets.
effects. 'We have selected a single value and
.ust note possible difficulties which might be In such an all acoustic mode the system is
encountered in Increasing or decreasing the passive except for the communications. It would
value, use less power than with radars in operation and

the elements of the DSN would be less detectable
Decreasing the 10 km value results in DSH than with the radars in operation. The lower

systems which may be less cost effective. Much detectability follows because radiated power
of the node cost is electronic, and subject to needed to communicate over 10 km distances is
tremendous decreases in price over the next 10 very much less than the radar power needed to "
years. VLSI chips May someday result in the detect targets at 10 km ranges. However in an
a'bility to furnish node processing for only a all acoustic mode the quality of present leoa-

few thousad dollars. In this case much smaller tion estimates and predictions of future posi-
spacing options may become more interesting. tions would probably not be as high as would be
This might involve an acoustic only system or possible when making use of radar. This s as
the use of extremely low power cheap omnidirec- least partially due to the inherent acoustic
tional radars. Decreasing the 10 km value would propagation tize delay to the sensors.
then increase problems with radars interfering S
with each other. This should not be a problem >Radar L s ad ' .
for the strawman system since the radars do have
some limited amount of directionality. Increas- Each DSN node has a small radar which can
Ing the 10 km value gets beyond the useful range give good range information but very lImited a:-
of acoustic sensors, and introduces =asking imuth and no elevation Infortation. As noted
problems with radar, above if the system ooerates using only these

radar sensors It would consume more power. ce
The version 1A design effort has concen- =ore detectable, but probably be caoable cf -ore

trated upon the area coverage geometry. ?r- precise estimates if Dresent and future cos-
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tions. The improved locations would follow from will be from extrapolation of target tracks.
nultisite combining of range measurements and Internal acoustic sites will furnish backup as
not from the use of radar azimuth measurements, well as continuous surveillance and target sig-
Since the radars furnia information for both nature information. Our zurrent view is that
surveillance and tracking the most obvious mode individual radars will operate in the scanning
for individual radars is to continuously scan mode with tracking done from the radar measure-
and search for targets. The system can perform ments obtained. However the more complicated
tracking by combining reports from the individu- radars suggested in the context of the all radar
al radars which are physically functioning in hybrid mode above could also be considered. 0
the search mode.

A hybrid mode would be for some radars to Y. MULTSTTE PGoc ..
scan some of the time and to physically keep
beams pointed at specific targets some of the Multiple site target detection and tracking
time to accomplish better tracking of already functions are to be performed at every DSN node
acquired targets. Multiple sites would still be independently of other nodes. Each node will
required for good location but range measure- use all the information available to it for this
ments for targets being tracked would not be purpose. The input information will consist of
constrained to one observation per radar scan sensor reports and tracking reports received
time in the surveillance mode. The utility of from neighbor nodes. In general only reports
this hybrid mode and the impact upon radar com- received directly on a single radio hop from a
plextity and cost are issues to be considered, neighbor will be required or used for basic mul-

tisite processing. Figure 3 shows the 12 nodes
.t should be noted that the hybrid mode as- which we assume would nominally receive a one

sumes enough radar redundancy so that some frac- hop sensor report from a single node. This as-
tion of the radars can be diverted from the sur- sumotion is discussed more in Section VII of
veillance task and redirected to improve track- this paper.
ing information on selected targets. This ob-
servation 4s true independent of whether radars The sensor reports generated by a node sum-
are mechanically or electrically steered since marize target information which can be obtained
the transmitted radar beam will be directed in by analysis Of the data obtained from the sen-
only a single direction at any one time. sore at that node without reference to any other

nodes. For acoustic sensors this can be a list
Our straman system does not contain a of the most likely directions for targets and a

directional acoustic receiver which is physical- summary of spectral characteristics for sound
ly moved to point at targets. Thus there is no from each of those direotions. For radar this
acoustic only hybrid mode which is entirely can be a list of possible ranges and rough az-
equivalent to the hybrid radar mode just men- muchs plus some target doppler information.
toned. The closest equivalent would be to Tracking reports combine sensor reports from
selectively process data for different direc- several nodes plus other available tracking re-
tions and frequencies rather than to routinely ports to give actual target positions and tra-
scan the entire space of interest. This could jectory information in a directly usable system O
potentially reduce processing loads but we do coordinate system. The tracking reports may
not currently know how to do this without also summarize other target signature or iden-
:ompromising performance. tification information.

> Acousti andJ Radar SurV@111aine There are a number of reasons for making
an s every node a multisite node. One is the built

_n redundancy which this achieves. In effect a
Making use of both acoustic and radar sen- target may be under surveillance by and be In-

sorg Is the option which generates the richest cluded in the tracking reports of several nodes.
system alternatives. Rather than try to mention Loss of a few nodes, apart from the fact that
a large number of them we cite only one simple sensor data trom those nodes will be no longer
scenario which represents a prime alternative to available, will not have a serious mpact upon
be investigated, system performance. Another factor is the anti-

cipated computational load of Mult4site process-
To minimize system detectability and to ing and sensor processing. in the current

conserve power a potentially useful mode of design the computational requirements for sensor
operation is to perform surveillance using processing at each node are very substantial. A
acoustic sensors and to operate radars only upon belief yet to be confirmed is that basic mul-
cue for tracking. A system operating in this t1site processing computational load is not sub-
way would handle a target entering the )SN from stantial relative to the basic sensor procesjing
the outside the coverage area as follows. :ni- load. Thus the cost of routinely doing multiple
tial detection and rougn location .s obtained site processing with high redundancy will not
acoustically as the target is entering. The ra- substantially add to computational nardware 4n
lars In the Ismediate target area and adjacent the system. Another factor involves -ommunlca-
areas are triggered into operation. As the tar- tions. With each node being a multisite node we
get goes deez into the :SN he :ueing f radars are atle to design a system in Which all sensor
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reports are made on a single communication hop. of the radar observation is the time T. Such
By excluding multiple hop routes for sensor re- radar possible position curves would typically
ports we avoid an increase in sensor communica- be shorter than those generated by acoustic sen-
tion requirements which would occur for multiple sors. This could be used to resolve ambiguities
fop distribution, and possible ghosts which could not be complete-

1y resolved using only the acoustic data. qow-
At this time 'he multisite processing of ever, there may be problems when the radar ob-

radar data has not yet been specified and only servations do not occur at time T. This 4s a
the general ideas of minimal acoustic multisite problem to be investigated in conjunction with
processing nave been considered. We include continuing design and first functional simula- "
here a orief discussion of an approach to mul- tions of a DSH. One possibility is that radar
tisite tracking for acoustic data. More specif- data, as mentioned in our discussion of system
ia and detailed algorithms and procedures Will modes, will not be used extensively for initial
be specified in the process of implementing target detection and location but will be used
simulations of 3 functional DSN. only for refining tracks for targets (and false

targets) tentatively detected and located
First we consider the multisite use of acoustically. This would be the case if indivi-

acoustic data for location. Measurements of dual radars were focused upon specific limited O
" acoustic azimuth are made at each DSH node every potential target areas rather than being operat-

two seconds. The node locally tries to assoCi- ed in a general surveillance mode.
-' ate successive observations so that it can

deliver sequences of azimuth measurements which independent of just how radars are used
are associated with a single target. The node there is always the problem of refining the
cannot locate the target but it can often fur- track estimate of a target given the ever in-
nisn this association between sequences of ob- creasing amount of data. There are considerlable
servations. Thus the multisite process has possibilities for track improvement as more data jO
available as input a collection Of lists of az- arrives. Host likely some form of Kalman
imuths from several sensors with each list filtering will be used for this purpose.
corresponding to measurements of a single target
from a single node. Some lists may have weak
lincs and some lists which should be a single 11. EPORTING = E MODS.
list may be broken into two or more due to dif-
ficulties in correctly associating sequential For reporting purooses, DSN geometries are
observations. The basic multisite task is to divided into reporting sectors. Each sector has
use these data to locate and track targets. at its center a sector node with which system

users interface either directly or through com-
As described in more detail in another munication links. The reports from tracking

workshop paper -"Multisite Processing of Acous- programs operating at every node in the sector
tic Azimuth Measurements to Locate and Track" by must be summarized and surveillance information
R. Walton--each azimuth versus time curve can be for the sector must flow to the sector node.
mapped into a possible position curve in the The flow of reports from the edges of the re-
horizontal plane. A surveillance time T, ear- porting sector to the sector node is by means ofi
lier than the present time, is associated with a a patterned sequence of broadcasts. During nor-
Possible position curve and the mapping from az- mal operation the reports within a sector are
imuth versus time to possible positions depends collected with time delays on the order of a
upon T. imagine that T is fixed and that all of second. Figure 4 shows the configuration of re-
the possible position curves are displayed using porting sectors for normal system operatIon.
a different color for each contributing node. 4ormal operation is here defined to be operation
:t should be relatively easy for a person to lo- when all sector nodes are functional. The re-
cate targets using such a display. The targets porting sectors are defined so that the sector
are where segments from different nodes inter- associated with a sector node constitutes all of
sect. The DSN will require a program to sift the area which is closer to that sector node
this display and find targets. Results reported than any other sector. As shown It happens that
in the workshop paper by Walton show good in addition to the sector node itself the re-
results with only 2 nodes and only one target, porting sector contains 30 sensors of which 12
provided the target is not in certain areas re- are on the boundary.
iative to the 2 nodes where its position becomes
ambiguous. Reports flow from the edges of reporting

sectors to the sector nodes as follows. Each
Exactly how radar will fit into the picture node produces and broadcasts a report roughly

depends on yet undecided details of the radar once each second. This report 4s the best re-
and how it is to be used in the system. The port summary that the node can generate for an
strawman radar capability discussed elsewhere in area around the node which is known as its re-
this report supplies good range information but port area of interest. Figure 4 also shows the
poor azimuth resolution. Each such radar meas- area of interest for a typical node when tne DSN
ure-ment then corresponds to a possible position is in full operational condition with a!: sector
curve which is a segment of circular arc. This nodes functioning. Each node's recort: overs
fits nicely into the above picture if the 1i=e particular area and the areas for different
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nodes overlap very much. In prepairing its re- These issues would be more serious if more
port a node uses all reports it has heard as nearby sector nodes were to stop functioning.
well as its own multisite processing of sensor
reports. With reference to Figure 4 it is clear
how the sector node can generate its picture of . CO4UNICATIONS.
its report sector from the reports it obtains
from neighbors. It should be noted that report The DSN system will make use of packet ra-
coverage is very redundant so the sector node dios for communication. However, the DSN appli-
can get reports for a particular part of its cation and traffic is quite different from that

sector from many paths. This will automatically for which packet radio networks have been
compensate for malfunctioning nodes, for commn- designed. The normal PRN application is for
Lcation errors, and for missing paths. Of large numbers of independent nodes each generat-
course the sector node will also produce and ing bursty traffic with low average rates.
broadcast its sector report once each second. Although there are statistical delay specifica-

tions, occasionally very large delays may be ex- "
Under normal operation as described above perienced and tolerated. Errors and lost mes-

each node in the DSN produces and broadcasts a sages are universally not tolerated and the sys-
complete summary report once each second for a tern is designed and organized to enforce this as
region of the same size and shape as the report much as possible. In general there is no
sectors associated with the sector nodes. Each quaranteed performance for any individual user.
node's report is limited in length to about 1500
data bits. This is enough to accommodate 10 The DSN requirements differ substantially.
targets. If there are up to 20 targets the ex- The basic DSN is an organized set of nodes work-
tra targets Will be reported at the cost of Ing cooperatively. it is most likely that high
halving the reporting rate by sending half the target density in an area will cause DSN commun-
report each second. Targets in some region may ication traffic to be high in that area. Satis-
be oreferred and sent every second. Beyond 20 factory performance must be assured at such
targets it will be necessary for the node com- critical times. Zn particular some DSN func-
euters to pick targets not of interest to be tions will require assured data rates and delays
discarded from some reports. For example slow even in the worst conditions. Fortunately the
targets may be reported 2 seconds out of every fact that the DSN nodes are not independent
3. The performance of the system is not optimal should allow us to coordinate their communica-
above 10 targets and the system behaviour is not tion and thus provide this essential guaranteed
yet specified above 20 targets. response. In some cases lost messages or mes-

sages received in error (which can be treated as
Saturation of the 1500 bits of a report by lost messages) may be somewhat tolerable.

excessing numbers of targets is a problem which
can be more serious when some sector nodes are In this section we review a very simple
not functioning and their report sectors must be packet radio model being used for preliminary
absorbed into other report sectors. Figure 5 DS communications system design and analysis,
shows the redefinition of report sectors which review the major DSN communication requirements,
results When a single sector node fails. Each and outline a strawman approach for using packet
neighbor has increased the area of its report radios to furnish the required service. Only
sector by one sixth and problems can result, area surveillance with a unifcrm grid of sensor
The report area of interest for nodes other than nodes is discussed. This is the most stressing
the sector nodes, if unchanged from that shown of the DSN system system geometry options from
in Figure 4, are not sufficient to accomplish the communication point of view. We nave used a
the flow of surveillance information from the regular hexagonal grid with the understanding
area near the failed sector node to the still that it must be possible to adapt to any reason-
functioning sector nodes. The shape of the re- ablG regular or irregular distribution of sen-
port area of interest could be maintained and sors.
the size increased. However this would mean
that the same number of bits would be available . la% L 2=Z .Ra CPackette rndio
to summarize a larger area. The result would be Initil. e .ggg.
a reduction in the target density which could be
handled. The alternative actually selected is The Distributed Sensor Network project nas
to allow different shapes of report area of in- decided to use packet radio for communications.
terest for different nodes. For example nodes In general the characteristics of a Upgraded
near a functioning sector node and on the side Packet Radio are assumed if they differ from the 6
toward a failed sector node will have adjusted current packet radio.
areas of interest to encompass areas further
away towared the failed node without increasing Our model of the packet radio is very sim-
.ne size of its area of interest. The nature of ple. We assume that in any glven 10 mili-
the communication pattern used to cause reports second period a packet with io to 1500 data tits
to flow to sector nodes is such that reports can be transmitted. The actual number of bits
from the area near the failed node will reach in the packet may be as large as 200C witn r. e
functioning nodes with delays on the order of extra 500 being error control and other informa-
two seconds. tion not Tonsicered sneciftcally to be data. e
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assume that the error control allows the re- There may be circumstances in which a sin- S
=eiver to detect and discard all packets re- gle hop link from a sensor to a tracking noce
+eived in error. Nominally, this packet might which should use it will not exist. Tracking
be heard by any neighboring node 10 to 20 km computers will be allowed to arrange to obtain
away, with error rates discussed below. data from selected multi hop paths but only in

so far as the system has capacity to supply this
'We assume that the time a packet is data without harming the operation of the

transmitted is under the control of the node's overall system. This will be done using the
DSN 2omputer. We assume that a node cannot re- special point to point service discussed below.
ceive more than one packet at a time. We also It is generally discouraged. The communication
assume that if two nearby neighbors transmit capacity for such multi hop service is part of
overlapping packets, then the two packets will the capacity required for special service and is
collide and neither will be received correctly. not considered to be part of the basic sensor
(We do not use the potential of Upgraded Packet report service. The basic sensor report mechan-
Radio for receiving the first packet and ignor- ism is to be one hop.
.ng the second.)

The detailed use of the 2000 bits in a sen-
For the purpose of preliminary system sor report is not yet specified. However it is

analysis required to confirm that the DSN design not likely that the number of bits (and thus the
" ," might work we have made'simple assumptions about traffic) can be substantially reduced. Although
"," .osmunication network connectivity and probabil- the typical number of real targets in range of a

• ."ity of correct reception of a packet over a sin- sensor will be small--perhap3 one or even
g3le hop. We assume that 70% of all single hop less--the system must be capable of handling

transmission paths of lengh 10 km will be use- several targets and, as a direct result of try-
able. The rest will not be useable due to sit- ing to report targets with poor signal to noise
ing, transmission path effects, and masking. ratios, will normally deliver several false
For paths of length 17 km (second nearest neigh- alarms each reporting perlod. Thus if only 10
bors) the probability of useability is reduced possible targets are reported (sum of actual
to 50%. Longer paths are assumed to not be use- target measurements and of possible ones which
able at all. Finally, the single hop error free in fact cannot be verified by multiple sites) we
transmission over a useable path is assumed to find that only 150 bits are allocated to each
be 70%. Such figure should be achievable in possible target. In general we can think of the
practice. sensor report as a summary of important charsc-

teristics of frequency-wavenumber or range- .5
ral Co.unic"t! azimuth-doppler power distributions rather than

target reports as such. From this viewpoint we
The DSN communication system must furnish could use some 150 bits to describe each of 10

several kinds of service. These are: (1)-Sensor interesting looking peaks in those maps.
reports setvice, (2)-Surveillance reports and
command distribution service, and (3)-Special >Sector S l mmand 'Listribut
point to point service. Each of these is dis- Serv 4 e.
cussed oriefly below.

The DSN trial design includes surveillance
>Sn r sotice, computers located every 50 km on a uniform zrld.

Each of these collects a summary of target in-
Each sensor node will deliver a sensor re- formation over the wnole area within about 25 km

port once each second to all of the tracking of where it is located. It loes this by :ol-
sites whlch are within one communication hop. lecting surveillance information from tracKing
Such retorts are a summary of the results of comouters within its surveillance sector.

- processing recent sensor data. :n general a Tracking information is passed inward towards
node may take more that a second to update its sector nodes as described in Section VI.
local world view based only on its own sensors.
For example the current design calls for this to Somewhnat arbitrarily we will require that
be done one every two seconds for acoustic data the 0SN be able to report once each second on at
and once every four seconds for radar. Thus least 10 targets in the normal sector surveil-
with this situation more than one sensor report lance area without regard to where in the area
will be available to distribute each new world they are located. If more targets are present

O "7tew generated from the sensors at the node. it say sometime be possible to get one second
reports but they will not be assured. in xeneral

A sensor report will contain up to 2000 for more targets in the area the sector 3ure:-
-ts. Of these '500 may be data and the rest lance computer can either be selective of the
"-ommumication headers, error detection, time and targetl it tracks or use more than one second to
site information, and other overhead. liven a complete a single !urveillance survey -f 'e
m essage of this size each :racKing noe wil re- sector. :f sector nodes are not functtcning So
:ezve '3xO.56x.'x2.S .u kilobits and that sector surveillance areas are redefined nc

.ransxit 2 Kloolta every second. This follows expanded larger je!3ys are allowed. czfIoal-
from tne geometry and the :rude ink isao'llty ly, atcroxinately one secor: !eLav is all we:
.cdel 1I4scussed aoove. for each -crnal surve!.:a.nce sector wdn:n a -
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Port Must traverse, reports being used by a particular tracking com-
puter. This would amount to at least 8.2x1.5

Some 1500 bits should be sufficient to kilobits per second and probably somewhat more.
represent the surveillance information for 10 Another might be a radar clutter map of
targets in the area. If so a node broadcasting 100* 36z3600 power values. Based on such con-
its normal area of interest surveillance report siderations we require the DSN to be able to
as discussed in Section VI will broadcast 1500 deliver point to point service at rates up to 17
data bits with 500 bits of error correction and kilobits per second.
other packet header information. The concept
that each node will broadcast a surveillance re- If 16 khz circuits are to be supported then
port each second results in 14.4 kilobits incom- any node must be able to deal with 32khz total
ming surveillance reports and 2.0 outgoing at circuit traffic at least. This is the sum of
each node as was the case for sensor reports. the Incoming and outgoing traffic. It can be

split arbitrarily between input and output in
In addition to reports flowing into sector general and each stream can in fact be any

nodes there will be a flow of commands from the number of smaller capacity circuits. Each of
sector nodes to the nodes within the surveil- the individual circuits will have its own error
lance sector. This will be low data rate com- rates and quarateed capacity and delays.
pared to the reports themselves.

Delay characteristics for point to point
>Soeial Poit = Point Service. transmission should be similar to those for sur-

veillance reporting. That is, the delays on the
Some users will need assured real time order of one second per: surveillance sector

point to point service in the DSN. For example, traversed are to be allowed.
above we mentioned alternate routing when the
standard one hop sensor report distribution ser- In general a request for circuit service
vice is not adequate for a particular tracking Must be made, the system will decide if It can
computer. Such users should be guaranteed a be supported, and it will be granted or denied.
communication rate and delay. The circuit will Priority requestes may result in the ungranting
have assigned a probability that any particular of currently quaranteed service.
message will actually be transfered from end to
end. That probability will usually grow linear- Y1.1 Strawm.g QN zOr AnZTAtion.
ly with the number of hops in the overall cir-
cuit. At any node along the route of the cir- The communication needs for DSN are consid-
cuit the user must be able to extract and add erable. As outlined in the requirements section
data to messages as long as the outgoing link above the message traffic (sum of incoming and
remains within the rated capacity of the cir- outgoing) at a single node can easily be 60 ki-
suit. There will be needs for assured service lobits per second or more and the delays must
with various capacity. For example the alterna- not be excessive. To achieve this kind of
tive routing of sensor reports to tracking com- throughput using packet radio will take special
puters would require 2kb circuits. Here we only effort. Suppose the basic packet radio rate is
discuss the maximum assured capacity which the 200 kbs. Random access or carrier sense access
0SN must offer for users, to such a channel could seriously constrain DSN

performance. Their are various options to help
A point to point user could be located at a the situation. One is a system very much like

sector surveillance site and need to examine in packet radio but with rates increased by almost
detail a great deal of the data at a single an order of magnitude by increasing bandwidth.
tracking site in the sector. In this case the A second is to use a layered packet radio net-
rate to the tracking site is small--limited to a work to effectively increase capacity. This
few 2ommands-but the rate into the sector sur- would Involve running several packet radio net-
veillance site could be large. The tracking works simultaneously in the same frequency band
node of interest could change as often as eve" but with different codes. Each radio would have
30 seconds to keep up with a target flying close multiple decoders and multiple encoders of the
to the speed of sound. On occasion such data signal. A third option is to recognize the
may also be passed on to a user many surveil- structured nature of the DSN system and to make
lance sectors away. use of this to coordinate node transmissions so

that the available channel is very heavily used
The Aigh rate data of interest might be and self-interference is minimized. This last

sensor reports, sections of frequency-wavenumber is the option which is further developed in this
;ower maps, range-azimuth-doppler maps, or even section to Indicate how a packet radio with a
raw data. Acoustic data is one likely kind of 200 kbs rate might furnish all DSN communi:a-
raw Jaca. :t should be possible to at least ob- tions. Minor changes such as having a broadcast
tain r w data from a single channel of acoustic mode as well as a point to point mode and allow-
Jata. Such data is gathered at a 2 kilohertz Ing packets which do not get retransmitted if
rate with 16 bit samples. Assuming a very nomi- not acknowledged will be required.
nal factor of two data compression this will
g ve a 16 kilooit per second data rate. Other )Oer ow 1 er A t_ .
data if Lnterest might be all the sensor data

t
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Version !A DSN communications is modular- thrown away if the backlog in the special cir-
-zed by splitting all communications into cuit exceeds one of several limits (which in
separate "circuits". A circuit is a particular normal situations happens very rarely).
conceptual and algorithmic construct for commun-
Ications. A circuit is a time ordered geometri- Higher level system functions will general-
cal pattern of packet transmissions. Roughly it ly use both report and special circuits.
is a statement that specific nodes will transmit
packets in some specific order during a given >Commu .nX,.n Patterns.
time. The algorithmic details of chosing which
nodes transmit when are flexible. But there Simultaneous broadcasts by packet radios
must be an explicit algorithm for each type of separated by at least 50 kilometers cannot in-
circuit. terfer with each other for any DSN purpose.

Therefore we want to organize communication so
It is necessary to assign specific time in- that only nodes separated by at least 50 kilome-

tervals to each circuit. Some circuits have the ters will broadcast simultaneously. This is
potential for interferring substantially with done by breaking the DSN into communication
other circuits, and must be separated in time. cells with 50 km sides and arranging for no more
Other circuits may not seriously interfer with than one node in a cell to broadcast at any
each other, and need not be separated in time. given time. We illustrate the idea here in
:t takes 10 milliseconds to transmit a maximum terms of the reports circuit.
length 2000 bit packet. Therefore we will
divide each second into 100 intervals of 10 mil- The report circuit performs three func-
liseconds each, and assign some number of these tions: it conveys report messages from arbitrary
10 milli-second intervals to each circuit, nodes to sector nodes, from whence they are sent

to manned control centers; it broadcasts track-
Version !A defines three kinds of circuits: Ing results from each node to all neighboring

the sensor circuit, the report circuit, and spe- nodes, as an aid to the tracking programs in
cial (query) circuits. These correspond to the neighboring nodes; and it broadcasts control
three kinds of services discussed in the re- messages from each sector node to all surround-
quirements section above. Of the 100 10 mil- ing nodes.
lsecond time intervals in each second, 25 are
allocated to the sensor circuit, 25 to the re- The report circuit is a circuit with a typ-
port circuit, and 50 to the various special cir- ical broadcast pattern as shown in Figure 6.
cuits. The nodes within the parallelogram constitute

one communication cell. Such cells are repeated
The sensor circuit moves messages from each throughout the DSH. With rather minimal local

node to all its neighbors. There are no ack- coordination the pattern will effectively avoid
nowledgements, and any data that is to arrive communication conflicts. The pattern is repeat-
with high probablility must be retransmitted re- ed once every second. As shown the sequence of
peatedly. broadcasts is 1A... IF, 2A... 2F, 3A...!F. 4,

5A.. .5F. Such a pattern can be used to move
The report circuit moves messages from each data towards the sector nodes or away from' the

node to sector nodes, which in turn are expected sector nodes.
to cove the messages to a manned computer
center. The report circuit also moves occas- To see the flow away from the sector node
sional control messages in the reverse direc- consider the cycle starting with 4 and oroceec-
tion, from the sector nodes to all other nodes. ing 5A... 5F, 1A...1F, 2A... 2F. This can be used
Acknaowlegment is optional for each message. Be- to move data away from one sector node toward
cause of the many paths available to or from another in case the first sector node is non-
sector nodes, an unacknowleged message has quite functional, or has lost touch with the manned
a high probability of arriving at its destina- computer center. Because it is capable of sov-
tIon, though this probability &nes down when re- ing data away from sector nodes, the report zir-
port circuit traffic becomes very heavy and the cut is also used to broadcast control messages
numoer of paths is reduced to accommodate the originating at manned computer centers and rout-
load. Report circuit messages are broadcast so ed through the sector nodes.
they may be heard by all surrounding nodes, and
-nereoy are also the means by which each node The sequence !A... F, A...2F, .A... F,
m1ows what its neighbors are tracking. 5A.. .SF (4 is not used) obviously :an be ised to

0 move data towards the sector node. Since the
Special circuits are established on request cycle is repeated once each second r~oorts from

between any two nodes for data rates up to 17 the more distant nodes in the sector will be re-
kllooits cer second in one direction, and a low freshed eacn second.
data rate in the reverse direction. Usually
these circu ts are 'sed for querying a node, and :t should be noted that tnis communizaticn
transmit data principally from that node to the scneme assumes that the OSN :an control te ttce
nearest sector node. Acknowlegment and re- of a broadcast. Also the flow over mu':le
tsrasmissions are automatic for soecial czr- hops is not 'accmDl.sned str:tl/ ty multi nu
cults, except that messages can be marked to be cmmunization paths nder :ontrc. of 'he :c!un-
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ication system. The DSM computers have access about 12.5 km ranges. The antenna has about 10
to messages in transit and modify these messages degree azimuth resolution and 30 degree eleva-
before they are retransmitted. For example, in tion beamwidth. The radar scans 360 degrees us-
moving data toward the sector node the node at ins 36 beams displaced from eacnother by 10 de-
5C in the pattern has probably heard iC, 3B, and grees. Nine beam directions are used each
3C with enough lead time to incorporate their second. State of the art digital processing is
information in the packet it will transmit. used to detect targets in radar ground clutter

and to make most effective use of doppler shifts
resulting from target motion. Targets are lo- .0

YUI. SENSORS AM SENSOR DA= PROCESSN. cated within 120 meter range cells but with poor
direction information. The processing load,

As noted in several other sections of this about half of which is FFT amounts to 25 million
paper each strawan DSN node includes a small read adds or multiplies per second for. a single

% acoustic array and a small radar In the fol- such radar.
lowing brief paragraphs we summarize the general
strawman sensor characteristics and processing
load required for those sensors. These sensors . HARDWAR CNFTGURATTON.
and loads are only representative. This is par-
ticularly true of the radar option for which The hardware configuration for each node in
there is a need for considerable design and the Version IA DSN is shown in Figure 7. Nei-

-. analysis work before a sensor can be proposed ther the sensor nor the packet radio will be
with much confidence. Low flying targets in discussed further in this section. The other
general and cruise missiles in particular do electronic hardware is assumed to be built with
present difficult sensor problems. More straw- currently existing integrated circuits but
man sensor and sensor performance details will higher level elements of the system are not now
be found in the papers "Single Node Detection comercially available. We have specified this
and Target Parameter Estimation" by P. Demko and hardware to avoid compromising system perfor-
"Acoustic Sensor Capabilities and Performance" mance due to the use of slower comercial equip-
by 7. Landers which appear elsewhere in this ment. The specification of considerable comput-
workshop proceedings. er hardware at each node will give the most

flexibility for software options. Even more
Each node in the strawman design includes computer power would be technically feasible but

an array of 10 high quality microphones deployed no well defined requirement has yet developed.
over a plane aperture of 3 meters. Digital data The option shown is sufficient for the worst

* are collected at the rate of 2000 samples per case radar and acoustic signal processing at a
second per channel. Once every two seconds a one node with enough spare power for other DSN func-
second sample of array data are processed to tioes. Ongoing design, simulation, and experi-
detect targets and estimate the direction from mental efforts will be used to determine if the

* wnich sound is coming at a large number of dif- processing capability represented by Figure 7
ferent frequencies. Alternate one second inter- will actually be required.
vals of data are not collected and the time may

be used from sensor calibration or other pur- Except for a small amount of sensor specif-
poses. Single node target detection and direc- Ic and interface electronics the electronics
tlon estimation makes use of high resolution consist of a main computer, memory, and single
frequency-wavenumber signal processing. Detec- instruction multiple data stream processor

tion and estimation depend upon finding in- (SIND) which could satisfy all known processing
crteases in the amount of power which appears to requirements for a node. The outline of a
arrive at the array as a function of direction design for the main electronics has been com-

" and frequency. The single node processing load pleted and the numbers of integrated circuits
amounts to about 17 million real adds or multi- required for each electronic subsystem has been
plies per second, roughly estimated. For the estimates obtained 6

and shown on the Figure the cost of the entire
A small monotatic, coherent pulsed node built to MMl SPEC would be $120,000 if we

loppler, two dimensional radar has been tenta- assume that system cost is propostional to the
tively selected as the strawman DSN radar, The number of itegrated circuits and the system cost
strawman radar at this time is not a serious per circuit is $60. The $60 figure is reason-
proposal for a specific radar but rather is a able at the present time and will probably de-
somewnat arbitrary selection of some possible crease by a substantial percentage, between 30%
radar characteristics for the purpose of sizing and 50%, each year in the Immediate future. The
:omputational requirements. The radar frequency design and these estimates do not maKe use of
and other characteristics are subject to sub- special developments in very large scale in-
stantial changes as a result of further study. tegration or of special custom chips. Such al- "'-....
Even the type of radar may be changed but it is ternatives could substantially reduce cost, . .

likely that our present selection would be the size, and power consumption.
most :omputatlonally demanding alternative so it
nas been selected as worst case starting point. The main processor serves for general pur-
The strawman radar is . band (1.3 !Hz). :t uses pose computing and also as an input/cutput chan-
a '3 kHz pulse repetition rate to operate out to nel processor for main memory. :n its ruIe as a -
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general purpose processor it will perform all D
processing at the node which is not more ap- DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
propriately done by the faster, essentially
parallel, SIMD processor. This could include a
substantial amount of sensory Al processing.
Such sensory AZ would be to make more effective UNEAR BARRIERUse of multidimentional power Maps produced by ""

single sensor signal processing as the first
step toward target detection and parameter esti- "
mation. The strawman design has the main pro-
zessor running an extension of the PDP-11 in-
struction set so that It can emulate the PDP-11
with high efficiency. The main differences
would be the following two. First, instruction HONEYCOMB OR GRID
lengths are not the same: the instructions have
been reformated to allow 32 bit addressing, 32
registers, etc. Second, Instructions must be .,

treated as read only because the main processor
design Includes an instruction cache which is
not updated by data writes.

The main processor, although it is 20 times
'aster than typical commercial minicomputers in AREA
tight loop arithmetic computations, is still not
fast enough to handle the several tens of mil-
l4ons of arithmetic operations per second re-
;uired !:r full acoustic and radar data process-
Ing. For this purpose a special arithmetic pro-
zessor is employed. This processor is a 10 e•-
sent SIMD: a single instruction stream, multiple
data stream processor with 10 data units and one
instruction execution unit. Both acoustic and
radar processing at a single node naturally Fi 1. The three basic DSN deployment configu-
decompose to be efficiently accomplished using ration.
such an architecture. The SIMD design takes ad-
vantage of currently available high speed 16x16
multiplier chips.

* NODE
Almost all circuitry is intended to be low * SECTOR NODE

power. Micro-cycle times are 250 nanoseconds,
and only a little processing is done in each
micro-cycle. For example, single precision . . * * . . . * * * * *
floating point adds are done in 750 nanoseconds
in the main computer, whereas Schottky circuitry * * 0 * * . . . * * *
would do them in only 200 nanoseconds. The main
exception to low power are 16x16 multiplier ' 0 . 0 0 # . . . p .
chips to be used by the SIMD processor. Each of.
those chips consume several watts of power. * * * * a a a . .

The processor briefly outlined here is not * , 9 * O
presented as the only practical option for the
node electronics. Ie have pursued a specific 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 a

option as part of our strawman design only to be
able to put on display one option which is
feasible and will satisfy our requirements. P 50km

10 0 0" •

-. * .0km,

DSN AREA GEOMETRY

4Fig. g . .he straman area ;eplo%-nent :c.i;u-
ratin.
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AREA GEOMETRY SENSOR CIRCUIT
INFORMATION FLOW FROM A NODE TO NEIGHBORS o o

Fig. 3.Nominal1 single hop receptions of a node* * * *

sensor report.

(D 30er .so"

00Fig. 5. Redef inition of surveillance sectors

-' when a sector node has failed.

* SN NODE ((b EQUIDISTANT BETWEEN SECTOR NODES)

-COMMUNICATION PATTERN CELL

* *.I -ENCLOSES NODES REPORTING TO THIS SECTOR

NODE AS CLOSEST SECTOR NODE

V..-ZA' . 3F *J !AZ

0~~~ 3A~S
1

5 ~

30 .0 39 *0 * *

REPORTING PATTERN AND FLOW

* Fig. 4.Surveillance sectors and node areas of Fi.6. Report circuit broadcast pattern.
jnterest with all sector nodes opera-
t jonal,.
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DISTRIBSUTED SENSORS NETWORKS (DSM):

AN ATTEMPT TO DEFINE THE ISSUES

TECRTAM ZEMINI

USC/INFORMATION SCIENCES INSTITUTE

observed, upon two sets of parameters: intrins C-
sensor's parameters (e.g., the object of the

:his paper draws upon ideas from a number of sensor's observation, the rate of sampling,
%soures anper suon inea romcular, enumr o internal noise, etc.) and extrinmin parameters,

sorcs ri prsns i prtcuar Lnghy resulting from the interaction oetween .ne
discussions with J. Barnett and D. Cohen, whose observable feature and the sensor's envirnment
nvaluable help I wish to acknowledge. However, I (e.., limited field of view, weather conditons,

oear trie 30oe responsibility for the opinions et.).
exnressed. the errors =ads, and the final form of
tne pacer. A DSI4 Consists of a set of sensors, a communication

network, and a set of processing elements. The
sensors may observe targets in a given area; tne
information collected cy the sensors is then

" - c communicated to elements that process the
observations and communicate oetween themselves to
extract targot-features. .4ote that we classified

_t seems appropriate at this early stage of the network elements according to functions;
researcn to take a global view of the DSN problem, traditionally, a few of those functions are
This caper oresents an initial attempt to obtain sometimes incorporated into a single device, the .
this goal; it should be read as a working paper borderline between functions not always clearly .
Anose main purpose is to trigger responses and marked.
focus attention on some of tne issues.

OSM an i v'~in.er -darivatfon

The cethod we have chosen to nelp define the issues
ienters on ilentifying the potential functions of A DSN may be thought of as a lar~e

~3N. These issues include intelligent integrated inference-derivation system. The process of

sinal processing architecture, developing inferrir.g is based upon some prior knowledge about

architecture to support decentralized cooperative relations between target-features and o0servatio ns;
arciecture to supv rtl ecentpraled, it May consist of both logical and statistical

derivations and follow, typically, the Bayesia,

Finally, the development of DSN, integrating three inference paradigm. That is, the oserved data is
employed to improve apriori Knowledge of targets.caor technologies (i.e., sensor, The inferred posterior knowledge serves as tie new

:npuier-coem~unication, and information-processing prior knowledge, on the basis of wni:n new
t ecnnololes), will require expertise in any ""-'nno i wl reur exeobservations are to be explained. Accordingly, -ne
fields. 4e nave copiled an annotated bibliography state of the inference process at eacn coment
of some cey papers, survey papers and books that consists of the set of all present celiefs tat it
say .elp the reader to gain insights into the scope holds. This state is modified as new :coserVat:ons"

and focus of some relevant technologies, or inferences are made.

Loosely speaking, the intelligence of a )SI
consists of its ability to recognIze., learn. nc.
use relationships between features to ler,'*e
Inferences.

3y a L we seen a set whose elements
represent possible values of some target parameter As an example zcnsder a DSN that -coser'ves tne
!e.j., position, heading, type of aircraft, accustic emissions and radar reflectizns from a sec
etc.). A la"- feature is a time function assuming of low-flying aircrafts. At the .owest leve .
val-jes in some feature-set (e.g., the trackc pursued recognition, t"1e D3,1 tries to: infer 'Irmet
oy a target, the velocity of a target, the spectral parameters suc. as azimutns. ranges, and vei:ot es
f:rmants ol the noise emitted b)y a target, etc.). A from the :bservations. Once these nigner-,evel

! s an 1o:ect consisting of a set of features features are extracted, the :SN needs to relate ne
and :ertain relationsnips between them. A 11= parameters extracted fr:m rne accusti- noise an:
is a levice tnat can observe a function, to oe those extracted frcm radar reflection. :he next

-a.ed z, cf some target-features. The steD nay oe to compare the present est:nati.n - - -.
:oservat~on depens, in additicn to the feature inf.r atlon acquired zn t.e past in :rc."

-3 - "
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extract features of the tracis pursued by the The two major problems of tne DSN project are
targets. At still a higher level of intelligence,
it may be possible to extract information about a
possible enemy-plan from a set of target tracks and
their composition. 1. To develop integrated inference systemsto extract target-feturos from
lthough nigher-level features may be inferred from distributed o tservationsf. u
combinations of lower level features, = infdrenee
2=UA I, 14 11diror-t~pal. In fact,
nigner-level recognition of features can be fed 2. To develop decentralized architecture and
oack to lower-level inference derivations to algorithms to support the inference
improve their prior information. This typical system. .

Bayesian approach to inference can serve to cut Inwa folsWe hllcsirsmeO te
-down the comoinatorially explosive size of Zn what follows we shall consider some of the
processing at the lower-levels. For instance, in issues arising from the two problems. However,
an acoustic array the spatially distributed before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the

C03&rvatiOn3 Of acoustic emissions are temporally issues, let us comment on the significance of the

and spatially correlated. The correlation function DSN development effort to other related
is analyzed spectrally to produce a map of the technologies.
power spectrum as a function of the vector Wave
number. The azimuth to the source of emission is ,
found by a maximum likelihood analysis of the map. 1L -4 c X nontribhutionsn .e-evtad?

The process of mapping the power spectrum in the
wave-number plane involves an enormous amount of It is premature to try to answer this question
computation. The amount of computation may be accurately. Nevertneless it is important to keep '
radically cut down if the algorithm had some prior in mind some possible scenarios of military
nc'ues" on the nature of the source (i.e., expected information processing in the next decade.
lirection of arrival, expected speed, spectral Therefore, rather than attempting to answer the
3ignature) from some higher-level recognition question, we will present some possible
process. Such clues can be used to reduce the technological problems to which the DSN researcn
ra:nge of wave numbers to be searched. effort may be highly relevant.

precessinz. In the mid-1980s military effectiveness will depend
upon rapid collection, interpretation, evaluation,

7et us Consider some of the results of distributing and dissemination of information. By that time a .,*
DSN components (i.e., sensors and processors). The major portion of all strategic and tactical
purpose of the distribution is twofold. Firsn, information will be computer-processable, and
distributing sensing, processing, and communication automated information processing will replace
capaOillities obtains a higher degree of reliable traditional manual methods. Acnievin an-
coverage and survivability-. Second, the function integrated information system encompassing the full
of sensing say Oest be served by distributing the spectru of command, control, and communication
sensing power. Indeed, since a sensor's (C3) functions will require a major architecture
capaoilities may depend upon its relative location 4evelopment effort in order to integrate the
witn respect to the target, distributing the corresponding c3 technologies. ''S
sensing capabilities augments the area covered by
any single sensor. This is particularly true of The Distributed Sensor Networxs (DSN) research will
target scenarios in which the targets try to avoid contribute to the development of integrated C3
detection (e.g., low-flying aircraft, silent Information systems in two forms: first, smart
suomarines). In addition, using a variety of sensor networks will form an essential part of
sensors can provide an effective corroboration future integrated military information systems, and
mechanism between different observations, second, DSN offer a Microcosm of the future

The distribution of the observation process implies operation of integrated c3 systems. t
a distribution of the processing and a suitable Problems of developing real-time,
communication mechanism between the different function-oriented, nigh-level protocols, piecing
parts, posing difficult architectural problems, together partial information to ext-act
iow shouid we organize tne network? 'ow should we intelligence and feeding this intelligence bacK to
allocate functicns, responsibilities and resources? alleviate computational processes, lesigning
How snould we establish useful communication software for decentralized large-scale processing,
mechanisms? We call these organizational issues and integrating communication and processing t:
problems of dgnantralined architecture. support each other are not unique to DSN, But are

an essential part of C3 systems arcnitecture. :t

We snail reserve the word dletr±huted to denote is in this sense that the DS3 oroJect transcends
spatial distribution, wnile deant r-1iead will its immediate goals and can be expected t.
denote a mode of organization and operation where contribute to thle develcment :f conceot3.
no single process possesses the power and 'nowledge methodolcgies, and solutizns to Seneral crioems :f
to monitcr, control, and coordinate tne activities :3 systems architecture.
of all other processes. -
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2. 051 FUNCTIONS- systems, as far as signal-processing is concerned,
are the Level of intelligence that we expect to

The first issue to be addressed is: What extract from signals and the intelligence that is

specifically do we expect DSN to do for us? The required to produce this information. Intelligence
DSN goal is to extract information about targets is the answer to the challenge of tracking targets
from oboservables detected by a set of sensors and that can not be fully observed. That is, in 'he
then to report it. This goal needs to be defined absence of full ooservation of the targets, we ave
more accurately. to use intelligence to piece together the little

information that we may have. a" A= =
The description of the goal of a DSN must consist mnrtn itUa twe addressed = he.al gn a

of two parts. First, it is necessary to describe archi ure i &m1 4 nt.-. .
the environment in whicn the 0SM will operate. infaran .-darlvatnn systems?
What type of targets are expected? What are the
ooservables produced by those targets and the To answer the question posed acove we should
relationships between them? What do the sensors digress on the problem of inferring from
observe? What are the characteristics of the observations. Perhaps the best way to proceed is
3eographical1 environment in which the DSH is to by considering a detailed example. Ws snallI
ooerate? and so on. consider a DSN using acoustic sensors in order to

ground the issues in a specific context. However,
Second, it is required to describe the type of the issues raised are by no means restricted to the
information that we wisa the DSN to deliver and the example and can be easily generalized to other DSM
mode of reporting. What are the features that we scenarios.

owsn De reported by the DSM? Where should the
reports ne delivered? When should features be
reported? How should an interactive mode of
reporting be establisned (i.e., to permit human IL S d observations-

S, operators to request specific types of reports, or
to focus the attention of the DSH on features of
particular interest)? -1-1 2aALIL 13tributd osrl s.b1.A..

In addition, a performance-evaluation scheme should Consider the case of an aircraft emitting acoustic

oe establisned to measure the Aerit of the DSN. noise. The level of noise and its spectral
What is it precisly that we wisn to optimize in composition depend upon intrinsic properties of the

the -quality" of reports? Is it possible to direct sources of emission (e.g., engine type and rpms).

the DSH through an interactive process to adapt to The noise emitted is modified by $,no environment of .
different external performance objectives (say, as the source (e.g., atmospheric conditions,

defined oy a numan operator)? geomorphologyY to induce a field of acoustic noise
over a certain region. This acoustic field is a "

Work should be carried out to abstract and define typical spatially distributed observable.
precisely the boundary of interaction between DSN Z.
and numan operators, to establisn agreed linguistic 1 Obaervations-.
primitives for proper Interaction, to define the
Possible performance objectives of DSN, and 30 on. The acoustic field may be sampled by a microphone.

The sampled wave provides In information aoout
:nce tne expected functions of OSDN are well the observable. The local sample may me
understood, we can proceed to develop the system to statistically analyzed to extract some target
provide tnose functions. The problems that we face features. Specifically,
Consist (as noted in the previous section) of two
classes: oroolems of drawing inferences from 1. it is possible to test the hypothesis
listributed observations and problems of organizing that the observed sample has *een
ecentralized arcnitecture. In the following produced by a target against the -O
sections we Consider the two classes of problems hypothesis that it is an environmental
more carefully, noise.

2. It is possible to estimate the speed of a
moving target from the Doopler snift of

XRC~P~ ~frequencies.

3. It is possible to classify the target
"Zn this section we snell restrict our attention to from its spectral signature.
ne "DS" part of DSN: Namely, what are the issues
in developing Intelligent processing of distributed 4. It is possible to estimate the azlmutn to
observations from a 'ariety of sensors? 'he the target using a lirectional micopnone.
constraints of decentralized processing of
:Oservations will oe zonsidered in the next
sectton. The possibility and accuracy of tne acove
34 -ire large integrated signal-rOcessing syst ms inferences depend upcn two factors: the ;ualit- of .

s eoservatlons and the scpnist atl:n f '.e
wnose main differences from classical sensor ner , orocesses. ,. ,..-

"'3
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-or instance, testing whether a target exists processing. For instance, in an array of''Cagainst oacicgrcund noises depends upon the level. of microphones, the extraction of azimuth to the
,acxgr'ound noise e.g., strong winds may sound like( source requires that the sampled observations o f
tarZetS). However, a 3opnisticated process could the acoustic wave be correlated. This process

_ earn acout :naracteristics of the environmental requires a wide communication bandwiltn between
*noise from past observations and Use this each oonerver and the processing algoritna. On the
* nteiligence to obtain more accurate resolution of other hand, when tie information to Do processed

nyootne3is. For instance, it may be possible to consists of a small number of azimuth measurements
'earn aoout tO spectral characteristics of the (from a few arrays), the communication Dandwidtn
dinc and icentify new spectral components belonging demand is small. j= =r =~ sutal
tc o tner sources, as the sources appear. dal orcrni ational stutue L= =~ a =

- n~rin i.l L =. 1AZLLa.L. distribute 3, Architecture 11, Aunr "e i-t~m

-r -'ne previous section We Considered point 1.2.1. Hierrhica exrcto QL nf'nrnatio-nthP
:os)ervations cf acoustic- emissions. The main "_wo-way niain"
crcclem to Do apprcacned in tnis section is: Jd ...

*,fre dicrt ULZ 9ail' As described in the introduction, the Bayesian
~ ~ Paradigm of statistical derivation of inferences

consists of improving the state of knowledge
.rst. it may ce '3ossible to employ spatially through iterative feedback. This paradigm implies
'istrtctd osrans t m"v h a "two-way pipeline" inference architecture.-td osration tSE) o otherords thy Observations are first processed locally to extract0

Sigai-o-nisesome target-features. The information derived may
* aoo-yin; averaging prDcesses to the set of point

coservat ion3, i~t is Possible to reduce uncorrelated be delivered to a higher-level processing algorithm
noiss ~st nothr apliatin ofthelaw of that combines the pieces of information to extract

l arge numoers). The noises to be reduced are those higher-level associations to Do delivered to -_43ner
prcucea Dy the environment and intrinsic sensor processing levels, and so on. The upstream
ncimes. The internal noises of different sensors pipeline is an information compressor turning
:30 cc Kett unoorrelated cy using standard Methods, billions of observational bits into a small report
:he anvircnment is more difficult to handle. if to be delivered to the user.

*tne sensors are far enough apart, the environmental T
noies reuncorrelated. Noeei h esr he downstream pipeline returns information -about

nosare Howetvec ohrt er enionmetaensos the present stat .e of target information, to oe used
cay be nignly correlated and an averaging process as a prior Knowledge to support lcwer-level
wil1l nave an adverse effect on noise level (e.g., Processing. (Note that this two-way pipeline can

'ienoie ) Wid i a ighly ackd arayof map user's instructions and thr external
toecnise3 of' aindpina 3etighly) pate ara of h03b ign-level Information Iownstream.) :n addition,

Oiohighere Idnsf alcroi tapca exmpe) aisposil
to Ise better filtrn prlcesses to reduce higher0 levels can dniyectocan onr
c-rrelated noise. However, this requires that we enemy counter measures and instruct lower -evelIs to
-ale information aoout the nature of the noise, respond accordingly.
possibly als requiring a filte that learns and
adapts to the noise. :n addition, a2 sophisticated It may be Possible to carry cut a resource
noise fllter:irg may be computattonally expensive. Management Policy which adapts to tne infcrmation

available on a target scenario. -'or Instance, it
Second, i t is possible to use the distributed is possible to focus tne attention of Jirect~cnal

cosrvtlnsto infer spatial properties Of the soUrtes to those directions from wtiion targets ire
no4se source. For instance, cy correlating ex~tdt rive, It is also Possible to turn
soatially distributed Toservations of an acoustic radars on and off wnen targets appear or disappear

*Wave, it is posaible to infer the direction of or when tney may be endangered by smart tomos.
* pr,.oagation and tnus3 the azimuth to the target.

______ L&IIUII_ t -e tw-a n0' Inc?

Suo a, caoaoillty requires that the processing Ai L
-. agorithm be aware of mne time and location of the ey!' dQ Q" linfrr

-. cbeva .nCt within a high accuracy. The _nl"o Z2AArz_ ka2&&2A=~L
*priolem !f' coordinating trie time-space dimensions ner

of tne ooservaticn3 '113-a-713 tie 'ime-soace 1.. nz="eltn"
Jimensions of to lbser'2aoles is a key

rgnizatcna p-:oem "h -:eridi actr n twora nifern c piine rcuig toerSare-t~a
:oann asial 3 ovetie rridnfatcr in ao osieainI structure f te :s a icng ah niersc.al

Tn ce f:cmui:to. -he correlIatIon o t'oue o te csralns h cta
some oservattocns requires tnat a large voiume of structure of the communication and crcoe:sssing
:nf'rmaticn ce accurately :communicated at 3anign resourc es 1-3 an overriding factz-r in lec~do.g't

30eed to meet toe -equirement of reat-loe allocat.:n of unctions3 and rssconsiolities rnc.4 -



(networK .1COes. d snail consider tne resulting 4. .RCHIc.r D 1 .,.T ECENTgATZATTO,
or-O.'ees Ln section 4. However, t.ne requirement
n at Processing snould .1ccur in real-time IaZ In addition to issues arising from trio need to
i mpiications o eyonrd questions of resource develop integrated intelligent signal-processing
management. architecture, it is necessary to understand and

address issues arising from the decentralized
Different target-features have ifferent temporal nature of the participating Processes. A line of
oenavior--some :nange rapidly, others remain distinction should be drawn between the "Classical"
invariant. rhe notion of "real-time" changes from notion of "distributed" architecture and our needs.
,ne feature to anotner. Accordingly, the Our main concern is to teach networks how to solve
xnowledge-oases and the inferring processes at each problems (e.g., as described in the previous

.eiin tne nierarchy 3mould reflect the temporal sections) together. We Shall call this
nature of the mowledge. "decentralized" computation as opposed to "P & V"

problem of Classical distributed processing.. .,

Another aspect Of tne "real-time' processing
*requirement is that old data acquired Must often be Problems of decentralized cooperation are beyond

1isCardied to permit new data to be processed. In the scope of present day practices of
leciling wnether to discard data and which data to network-protocol development. Our problem starts0
discard4, the inference process Must evaluate the at the point where present network protocols
relative significance of the data. The value of terminate; that is, once the issues of how to
information about a target-feature Is a function of provide the beat communication schemes are

e 0th its time and its content, resolved, how is the comaunication facility to be

used to obtain optimal cooperative problem solving?
* 2A ihnuild =A infesnc 2C2j U AAR= thi

Ancwiadae-base& = r th = 1 n Our main concern is to develop protocols for
acnwedz sssnificansea real-time decentralized cooperative problem

IQ oena.ar- =3M inoc =auad, t t rain solving. However, since the issues involved in
I :nl-ivenu. tdeveloping real-time communication Protocols are

far from being resolved, a major effort is required
eerto bridge the gap between existirg approaches to

* -2. ae 1 brng 2 atac o e high-level protocoesead the communication needs of
DSN.

mn this Section We discuss semantic aspects of the
:ocemunicat ion betweeni inferring processes. Once 41. JL 12 ZaRA1 t2 inrouc I= tyes2

resoonsibil ties are allocated to the different Communiaton prcolas,
levels of the two-way inference pipeline, it is
necessary to provide for an efficient mechanism to Thefc of decomidc ation o i use

ec Ln ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h 'feuncd~r at n hchdnewr-tocof ceoment. oun pro le trs

communicate nowledge between the different levels, the commuication resources effectively to provide
fhe main questions are: A s co unct? a suitable communication medium for application

oi t tiA 1M AI pits Processes. The application processes in the 0Se

environment, are distinguished by two important
To answer the first iuestion we should first characteristics: first, they have to process
ilentify the :oJective of Communication. Loosely real-time data in real-time and, second, they
30eakCng, theo uojective of communication is require Close Cooperation in order to proceed with
wofold, to update the knowledge possessed by the their individual computations. These t

respective Processes and to direct their attention. Characteristics dominate the arena of 05N protocol

aAccordingly, it is required to identify Which development.
<onowledge may be required Dy wnich processes. HOW
.nould that xnowledge be represented? How should U..1 ?uncti n riontad hii-oe Anlct~
one inference process support the operation of at-le

- others? Finally, how Snould higner level inferring
roceses dynamically focus the attention of the The main proolem is that we have no methodology to

lower levels? design and implement "network-computations". How

should computational tasks be allocated? How
Anotner classof Problems, arising from the snould the communication mechanism e used to
*istributed nature of the inference processes, is advance the computations? How should we express
the #ruolem of a at How do processes (linguistically spealcing) communicating algoritnM?

* that reason aoout a muititarget scenarto relate the How should we model and design communicating
nossioly different) images of the same scenario computational processes? How snould the protocol

tnat tney may have? What global view may me carry out an efficient resource management?
e ireveloetd and now say it oe developed?

41.1.2 ~ real-time zcccs
These are the major issues as far as the semantics
)nof ccmmuncating inference processes is concerned. AS discussed in Sectton 3.2.2, the charycteristlc
.n section 4.1 we shall consider et more general feature o f real-time ilgcrithms is tNat toe .ata
Problem of communication i n a decentralized system. they process carries a virtual time stamp: .t loses

....... s d i ae. ow ,

....... .tatona*t..s e l.oat.? . w '. *.
Another :lss of prolems, ar............................... tio...e................ ",. _



its v.lue as time progresses. The oojective of a 4.2.1 ZtntrAJI"e computations, -

real-time protocol is not just to deliver data but Ha
to deliver as much sata-value as possible 'here theop
Ialue nas to do with both, the significance of the distributed processes to perform a cooperative
data for the processes and the time at which the global proclem solving? How should the processes
data was produced). This objective implies that reach agreements? Should control flow between
such classical protocol objectives as, 100% reliaole Processes? How should they coordinate local
delivery are irrelevant. There is no point in decisions to optimize glooal objectives? How
insisting on delivery of outdated messages and should control flow between processes? How should
tying up communication resources to serve them at we secure global convergence of local iterations tc
the expense of larger delay for recent data. a desiraole state?
Therefore, a real-time protocol may discard
outdated messages and/or give priority service to 4.2.2 Orcanizational structures.
messages according to their "value".

How should we establish hierarchies of
Suon a protocol is distinguished from classical computational responsibilities? How should we
protocols not only in its objectives but also in tailor the organizational structure to suit the
its possiole requirements for implementation. For nature of the task to be performed and the
instance, a classical principle of protocol design availability of resources? How should prccessinrg
is the principle of "transparency". Namely, and communication resources be allocated to support "...
service of messages oy low-level protocols snould effective decentralized processing? 'hat are the
ce independent of their contents. A real-time performance parameters and the tradeoffs Ce.g., . .,

protocol, on the other hand, may be required to between communication and processing)? How can a
provide service whose quality depends upon the large-scale system adapt to a glooal state to
,alue of the data content of the message. This in achieve global objectives on the basis of local
turn implies tnat nigh-level protocols need to be observations only?
aole to bass content-dependent service instructions

low-level protocols all the way down. Problems of decentralized processing will demand a
major interdisciplinary research effort. The

:n addition, it is required that the application methodologies developed to address the specifi"c
processes can instruct the communication protocol problems of OSN can be expected to bear major
aoout now value 3nould oe assigned to data. That significance in the general understanding and .
is, zne criteria for comparing the value of development of function-oriented organizations for
different messages are beyond the scope of the large-scale computational systems.
protocol. ;0

T herefore, the proolems faced by real-time protocol 5 Oa MODELLING A= OES1.,
developers are substantially different from

existing practices. Many new concepts and methods Here we have a large number of standard proolems,
will nave to be introduced to structure a good some of which say nave a specific DSN flavor.
real-time protocol.

)rz.anizational 2 2L decentralized 1. Establisning DSN to maximize coverage.

Topological optimization of sensor '-" ,
Little is known about efficient crganizational locations and distribution of sensor
structures to perform tasks. The problem has been power. Choice of sensor power to
qualitatively studied by economists and recently by optimize coverage. Alternative sensors'
control-theoreticians. However, the problem is far oonfigurations and mixtures.
trom being understood in spite of its significance
to =any fields of knowledge. The economists have 2. Performance and design parameters.
ceen mainly interested in descriptive models that,
due to the complexity of numan-organizations, are Identify critical performance and design
usually very crude. Control theoreticians, on the parameters and their relations.
otner nand, nave restricted their interest to Performance optimization. Problems of
systems Dossessing a sufficiently simple reliable operation and surivibility.
mathematical description and even for those
systems the problems of decentralization nave not
been adequately addressed. 6. :,CLUSIONS.

With tne advent of cmputer-communizatlon networks, Are open for discussion. 7. ,.
t he problem of "programming networks" and
:rganizing them to perform real-time computations
wil ecome significant. 3eing tne first
"special-purpose" :omputer networKs for real-tme ANNOTATD IL APY.
*istriouted processing, DSN can be expected to
:cntribute significantly to the understandirg of The biolicgrapny reflects essentia.y my perscnai
orjan4zatlonal prcblems of large-scale taste. There nas oeen no attenot to pr..duce an
decentralized 3ystems, extensive list of references. My onoice nas ceen -"
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directed mainly by the need to expose different

technologiss and methodologies. The answers to DSN Retrospective View, Department of Computer
problems cnnoL be found in these references, Science, CMU, Report 1o. CMU-CS-78-I 17,
although some fundamental relevant ideas may. Hay, 1978.

Describes Hearsay-ZI, a speech understanding
system. Of particular interest to the DSN project

- ~ g f L is the Blackboard Arcnitecture: A zommunication
mechanism between the inference processes (each

D oAN-tRSS E.a. considered an "expert" in performing certain O
DsLm on~L. . and inferences), displaying the present state of
Thenrv, ?art I, j. Wiley I Sons, Inc., knowledge.
1968.

SMITH R. G. & DAVIES R.
The "Bible" of signal estimation theory. Chapters Distributed P i h onra
2, 3, parts of 4 and 5, contain an excellent eQ go , Computer Science Department,
introduction to problems of filtering and Stanford University, Report NO.
estimation. The second half of part III contains STAN-CS-78-647, September 1978. -
an extensive discussion of problems of parameter
estimation from radar returns. An approach to distributed problem solving is

described whereby processes compete for the
rCAPON J. services of each other by bidding. The bids are

used by the serving mechanisms to estaolish
"igh-Resolution Frequency-Wavenumber priority service.
Spectrum Analysis", P ro ,. Vol. 57,

NO. 6, August 1969. . 2 i O

"Review of Some Technique for Array
Processing", in £ oitation 2L g12g MARSCHAK & RADNER

""tork, Ed. Beauchamp, NATO Advanced Ter at Tem, Cowles Foundation " -

Study Institutes Series, Series E: Applied onograph 22, Tale University Press, 1972.
Sciences .- .o. 11 , Nordhoff - Leiden -

1975. The first part of the book is dedicated to an in
depth study of the relation between statistical .

Soth papers discuss the aigh-resolution technique decision theory and rational decision maxing in
for analyzing the map of the power-spectrum organizations. The second part is a mind-provoking
function, over the wave-number plane. The study of cooperative statistical decision making.
tecnnique s the one used to extract source azimuth Still unsurpassed in depth.
by crCss-correlating the ooservations of the
acoustic (or seismic) field as measured by an LUCE & RAIFFA
acoustic array. The first paper is highly iam =Dciin, . Wiley Sons, nc.,
theoretical, the second is more practical and is 1967.
the best starting point.

SAR-SHADM ". A critical introduction to game theory and

statistical decision theory. There is an extensive
"Tracking Methods in a Multitarget introduction to problems of group decision making,
3nvironment", ; culmransactions nulinating in chapter 14, where some if the major N

C , Vol. AC-23, lo. 4, dichotomies are exposed.
August 1378. August 197S.7.1.2 2L xewo central theory"--I

A good survey of the problem with good references.
he proolem of Multitarget Detection requires IEEE
intelligent detection algorithms that resolve the Trans, Auto, C , Special :ssue on -.
proOlem of lata-association (i.e., associating data Large-Scale Systems and Decentralized
from sequential observations). This last problem Control, Vol. AC-23, 4o. 2, April 1971.:s lescri-oed and analyzed in ..

:he survey article by Sandel etal. (pp. 108-12i;
L:TTLE7R R. W. .s zomprenensive and 2ontains an extensive

"An :ptal Data Association Problem in bibliography (Attention: read the zcnclusion :f

Surveillance heory", -- 2-* 7*Mil. the survey). Ither papers ranqe zetween ;cod lo

-1ectr-:n., Vol. MIL-8, pp. '23-139, April uninteresting. The paper y Hassan et i. .
i2) on decentralized computati~n of a Kalman

filter oears some significance to tne *rrolen :f
" " fware = inference lMwL posltion-trackl-n. 7ne paper by Ho et al. zo.

.05) illuminates some :f tne ca,:r tne.retlzoa .-

.E-SER -- if f u.t -t Ies. -
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eto s KAHN .. F.

' cJUILZAN . ERF

"The Organization of Computer Resources

"I Practical View of Computer into a Packet Radio NetworK',

- temmunizat ions Protocols", Tutorial, IEEE Communications, Vol. CCM-25, No. 1, Jan.

... puter Society, 1971. 1977.
The nly comprenensive introduction t r s A well organized exposition of tne Major issues in
protocol design. Contains reoroduction of many ?RNet3.
important papers on the subject. The paper by
J. McQuillan "The Evolution of Message Processing
ecnniques in the ARPA network" is particularly Z R Z AnA . ir
recommended.

KLFINROCK

?rcceedings, Special Issue on Packet ueuein g J t=, Vol. :1, J. Wiley "

Comunication Networks, Vol. 66, No. 11, Sons, Inc., 1975.

N4ovemer 1973. The first volume can serve as a general

introduction to queueing theory. "he second volume
kulre3 ooleot iu of invitederstcve rg outer Is devoted to applications. Chapter 4 describes a
-111 spectrum of packet-switched Computer nuo sceligaortm an anyesoter- c m n c t o e w r s h tutorial on ro o o s menu of schedul i .ng algorithms nd analyses if their . ' ,. .
Co.unication networks. The protocols queueing performance. Chapters 5 ano i ccntain an

I" 16) ae nd thed paper on re -lue S protocol introduction, as yet insurpassed, to resource
*,311 are recommended a prelude to DSN protocolommuniatin
cevelopsent. The description of PRNets (pp. 1468) m ri om i
is essential to the understanding or DSN networks.

:communication.
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SENSOR TUTORIAL ever seismometers might be of value to identify
non aircraft sources such as land vehicles.

By
R. Lacoss infared sensors measure the amount of radi-

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ation which hits them in the Infared region.
Lincoln Laboratory Several different bands can be used to obtain a

:ambridge, Mass. 02142 simple signature of the radiation. Such sensors
are combined with optics to view a very small
field of view. This field of view is scanned

SUMMARY and a heat picture of the region near the sensor
is obtained. Aircraft should be local hot spots

A general survey of sensor alternatives for in that picture. Thus passive infared can ob-
detecting low flying aircraft and obtaining tar- tamn a signature and direction. In general
get metrics will be presented. these can be quite complicated sensors and

currect technology seems to require cryogenic
There are two distinct kinds of sensors, cooling to achieve the sensitivity for aircraft

They are (1)-active, and (2)-passive. Passive at several kilometer ranges.
sensors measure radiation produced directly by
the target of interest. The major radiations of Both acoustics and infared must contend
value are (1)-sound, (2)-infared from heat with transmission path effects. For infared the
sources, and (3)-altimeter or radar radiations transmission path effects primarily involve at-
from the aircraft. The primary active sensor of tenuation and line of sight limitations. At-
interest is radar,of which there are very many tenuation is not a major issue for acoustics in
alternatives, the frequency band of interest. Line of sight

is some limitation but not nearly so serious.
? isive Sensors. The major acoustic path effects result from the

velocity structure of the medium and are dis-
Following are some of the source charac- cussed in detail by Landers.

tertstics which relate to passive sensors.
First, all sources have very complicated radia- The major problem for both acoustics and
-on patterns. The spectrum and intensity of infared is to detect and identify the target in
radiated energy will vary very much depending the presence of all other acoustic or infared
upon the orientation of the observing sensor noise sources in the area. Given the ability to
with respect to the aircraft. That radiation do that they both give spectral information and
pattern 1s also difficult to predict in detail direction. However, due to the slow speed of
with much certainty. As acoustic or infared propagation of sound, the measured acoustic
sources aircraft are continuous radiators. The direction is where the aircraft was and not

best a sensor can do is to extract a spectrum where it is.
and estimate the direction from which the radia-
-ion is :omming. Crosscorrelations between Sensors.
widely spaced sensors could in theory determine
relative times of arrival of signals at the two Radar of course operates by radiating a
sensors but radiation patterns and transmission signal which interacts with the tarzet, is rera-
path effects tend to make this impossible. The diated from the target, and detected by the sen-
signals from the aircraft altimeter or radars sor. The radar cross section of a target is a
are generally pulses and a sensor can determine measure of the reradiation cnaracteristcs of the
both direction and time of arrival. Of course target. :t will fluctuate wildly as a function
this source is available cnly if :.e aircraft is of the orientation of aircraft with respect to
is:ng the radiating equipment. both the incident energy and the detecting sen-

sor. The corresponding characteristic for ;as-
Microphones can be used to gather data from sive sensors is the non isotropic radiation pat-

which spectra can be measured. The problem is tern mentioned above.
to determine if the spectrum is from an aircraft
or is lust some other noise in the area. One The signal to noise ratio, and thus ability
nelp for this 13 to Ise a form of directional to detect, a target in free space lepends ;;on
microphone or small array to measure the direc- the amount of radiated pcwer, the fourth :ower
ion from wnich sounds are comming. Much more on of the range to *he target and -hetarget. '

the detection procedure and the characteristics cross section. However for low flying aircraft
of acoustic sources and sensors will be found in there are additional important considerations.
tie papers by Landers and Demko in this :n particular these are terrain masclng,
worksnop. clutter, and multicathing. Terrain mas~ina

obvious. Depending iocn the tooozr shy na cui
We also note that sound from a low flying well sited a racar 1z ;sed 'te l'ne f 5iz--

aircraft couples into the ground below the air- limit for i'ry low targets av :e ony fmw
craft to create seismic waves wnlch can be mess- tens of kilcmeters -r es. This nitlgtes "-n
ured ty seismometers. :n ;eneral the detection favor of relatively small raCars. Two k:cs
ranae for those 3eismic signals will be much clutter are -f Lnrterest. -nfcrt.atelt .e
less than tne range fir accust-: signals. How- graCnd and other stationary thits attac~ e.

- ~ A -]
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it reradiate signals Just like real targets.
These signals are called ground clutter and must
be dealt with. Other clutter results from mov-
Ing objects. The most important of these are
weather, trees, and birds. Finally, the signal
reradiated from a low flying aircraft can skip
on the gound to get to a receiver as well as ar-
rive by the direct path. This is called mul-
tipathing.

The variety of radars which can be con-
structed is very great.

First there are options on the radar signal
shape. Simple pulsed radars measure the time
delay from transmission to the reception of the
reradiated signal. Continuous wave (CW) radars
measure only the frequency shift of the reradi-
ated signal from moving targets. From this
loppler measurement target velocity information
--an be obtained. Also, use of doppler is a
prime way to operate in ground clutter with mov-
ing targets. Hybrid pulsed doppler radars can
be used to obtain both range and doppler infor-
mation. There are =any other alternatives but
these will not be liscussed.

Second there is the choise between monos-
tatic or multistatic. in a monostatic radar the
transmitter and receiver are colocated. Thus
range measurements are the range from the sensor
to the target and velocity measurements, or
velocity used to detei ne if a target is mov-
ing, are the radial velocity with respect to the
sensor. in multistatic (or bistatic if there is
Dnly one receiver) the transmitter is at one po-

sition and the receivers are at a different po-
3.ition. This is not a common mode for radars.
There can be difficult timing and coordination
problems for multtstatic operation.

Finally there is the issue of directionali-
-~ ty. Transmission antennas and receiving anten-
*. nas generally are quite directional. This tends

to conserve power and is very helpful with
rE respect to clutter. Traditionally the direc-

tonality is also ised to obtain directional in-
format'on. Unfortunately good directionality
requires large antennas and is somewhat at odds
with the DSN concept. Fortunately the use of

9 multiole range measurements for target location
is generally superior to what can be achieved
fr-m a single directional radar.

-- A
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R1 Z - t)(speed of sound)
from S1, or at horizontal distance

By 2l \' 2

Robert Walton
Lincoln Laboratory from SI. Given t1 , we have found 6 an

which 'specify a point in the horizontal plane.
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 The set of all pairs (r I, d1) given by all

t1 > t generates a curve of possible positions
in the horizontal plane for the airplane at time
t. We call this latter curve the possible posi-
tion curve for S., t, and zaO. Figure 2 shows

Two acoustic arrays 10 km apart are used to 1o- such curves for I -30, -26, -22, -18, -14, and
iate a sub-sonic aircraft in the horizontal -10 seconds, z = 0, and both SI and S Notee
plane. The arrays measure azimuth of sound from that the possible position curve for a sensor
the aircraft. If the latter is flying very originates at that sensor, which is the point on
slowly, it is located at the intersection of the curve corresponding to tI = t, unless the
straight lines drawn from the sensors in the available measured azimuth curve begins after
direction of the azimuths measured at the time time t.
the plane is to be located. If the plane is
flying faster, the straight lines become curved At time t the plane must be at the intersection
because of the finite speed of sound, and mas- of the S and S curves for given t and z, as-
urements made over intervals of time must be suming that the plane is actually at height z.
used instead of measurements made at a single Thus for each t we get a plane location. Con-
time. But the general picture remains very much necting these locations with straight lines
t.he same. The effects of azimuth errors are gives the computed plane path displayed in Fig-
similar for slow and fast aircraft, though ure 2. The computed plane path in Figure 2 is
geometrical diagrams relating error magnitude to Just about equal to the actual plane path so the
aircraft location distort as the aircraft velo- actual path is not displayed. The plane is ac-
City changes. Aircraft height, which causes no tually flying a straight line at 0.9 Mach and
error for very slow aircraft, causes only small height O.1 km. The difference between the as-
errors for fast aircraft flying below 1 km. sumed height z a 0 and actual height 0.1 km

results in negligible error.

:NTRODUCTION The possible position curves for t = -22 and -18
have multiple intersections: the extra intersec-

Cur goal is to snow that an aircraft can be 10- tions are labelled G denoting ghost. A crude
cated in the horizontal plane using data from automatic algorithm has been used in all our ex-
inly two acoustic sensors. Each sensor is a mi- amples to distinguish real position measurements ..
zropnone array whose outputs are of the form from ghosts and trace the computed path.
"sound is coming from azimuth (horizontal direc-
tlion) o at time t." The two-sensor method
described below contains ideas basic to any DSN A ERRORS
tracKing low flying aircraft with acoustic array
sensors. We now consider the effects of errors in azimuth

measurement. Suppose each such measurement 6 is
replaced by a range of measurements (e-e, t-e)

A& A wnere e is the maximum possible error in d.
Then each possible position curve is replaced by

Suppose we have two sensors, and S, located a region shaped like a highway. The boundaries
0 Iapart, and both at the same height, which of this region are just the possible position

is zero in our coordinate system. Suppose a curve rotated by -e and -e degrees around the
plane Is flying around somewnere, and the az- sensor. Figure 3 shows these possible position
i=uth 7s. time curves for the two sensors are regions for t = -30, -18, and -6 with z x I and
as in Figure 1. e = 5 degrees. Also shown are the computed

path, plus the ghosts for t a -IS.

First, we want to find the plane at time t, as-
suming (with no particular reason) that the For particular t and Z the intersections of the
plane is at height z z .. Consider Just the S, S. and S, possible position regions etermine an
data. The sound emitted by the plane at time Irttersecion region where the plane .ill ce
sust arrive at s. at some time t . L 1  found. This region generally cntains all plane
be the azimuth reading measured for time . locations and ghosts found in the previous sec-

Then at time t the plane 13 distance tion for given t and z. Basically, gnostZ re
the result of nearly tangent!all7 Intersecting -
possible posticn zurves, and ire associat-"

with an -iongated intersection region :ontaining
133
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the true postion plus ghosts. Noise in the az- 1)he equations just given imply w, v - v where
imuth readings can cause gnosts anywhere in the v1 is chosen so that
"ntersection region.

speed of sound i I
The intersection angle of the S and 2 possible r

Position curves indicates whether the intersec- o
tion region will be elongated. For mathematical 6
reasons we consider this angle to have a range While v is the apparent horizontal velocity for

from 0 to 360 degrees, with 180 degrees being the computed path, and not the plane's actual
the usual angle for tangential intersection, horizontal velocity, we will ignore the distinc-

" Angles between 180 - 2e and 180 + 2e degrees tion here because the difference between these
will generally result in elongated intersection velocities will be small as long as the error in

- regions, whereas angles near 90 or 270 degrees position due to misestimated height z is small.
-'."will generally result in small rectangular in- (If the position were accurate both these velo-

tersection regions. The intersection angle can cities would be the same, because they give the
be computed as follows. From the point at which same rates of azimuth change for S, and $2).
the plane is located draw three velocity vectors Note, however, that an actual vertical component
see Figure 4): to the plane velocity is equivalent to a radjal

- horizontal component, because it projects on
'.v The plane's apparent horizontal velocity, but this equivalent horizontal component is dir-

- ferent for each sensor, and cannot be expressedv, ?oints at S. and has magnitude by changing the apparent horizontal velocity of
Sspeed of sound)dcos 91 where 8 is the the plane. So our calculations are not exact
elevation angle of the plane -the given unless the plane actually has zero vertical
point depends on z). velocity, or unless the assumed height z = 0.

_.=ilar to v1 but for S and 82 1 2 2. For given z and v, curves of constant intersec-
tion angle can be plotted in the horizontal

hen the direction of the S, possible position plane. These constant intersection angle curves
curve going through the point is w, = v - v1 and have sensor as end points, and are show in Fig,-
of the S2 curve is w2 = v -v 2 . ure 5 for z = 0 and the actual plane velocity v.

We call the region in which the intersection an-
As an aside we indicate why the procedure Just gle lies between 180 - 29 and 180 + 2e degrees

given works. At time t the plane is at the the region of linear ambiguity, because in that
given position emitting sound received by S, at region plane position can only be localized in

" time t, and angle 61. At time t+dt the plane one dimension.
nas noved by an incremental position dt'v emit-

-ng sound received by SI at time t I I Comparison of Figures 3 and 5 suggests that the

gle . Let w be a vector directed along intersection angle is not a very precise measure
te ossile Position curve for such that of how well a plane is localized. The region of

moving an Incremental position dt'wI from the linear ambiguity is nonetheless a useful
original position will also correspond to the descriptive concept.

same change (dt, d6.) in the azimuth curve for
S.. Consider the tocal rectilinear coordinate Figure 6 shows the computed paths of the four
system i_, i, i at the aircraft location asso- corners of the intersection regions for times
c.ated ith global spherical coordinates With including those of Figure 2. The intersection
.r gin S_, where , is the unit vector directed regions tend to lie between the outermost of
from S,' to the given position, i is the unit these four paths. One clearly sees the changes
vector in the direction of increasing 6, and 1, in length of the intersection regions as inter-
.s the unit vector in the direction of increas& - section angle changes. Near the region of
Ing 9. Then if r I is the horizontal distance linear ambiguity, the corners of the intersec-
between S1 and the plane location, tion regions exchange positions relative to each

other, with their computed paths crossing over
dd 2 It ! ri each other.

16" Zdt w "i /

I It, =t + it (v'i / speed of sound)
r Figure T displays the computed plane oaths for

it, z It (w, I r speed of sound). three different assumed netgnts, z . 1, and 2
km. Not much :hange is observed as z cnanstes,

These last equations imply except in the region of linear ambiguity.

w d Figure 3 4s Just Figure 2 but with assumed

•"6height : % 2 cm instead of z = 3. Ncte that not

* only have the ghosts disappeared, but there is
.-. • seed f sound also no intersection at ill Tf the ossi le oc-

3it!On crves fcr t z -3 seconds. Srrors

% - .. .-
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azimuth can also eliminate intersections. O

Figure 9 displays possible position curves for
t = I and z : 0, 1, and 2. Changes in z only ,.,
cause changes in the radial distance to the sen- 8 I i-'

sor, and therefore change the possible position
curve significantly only when that curve is per- "
pendicular to the radial direction from the san-
sor. Maximum perpendicularity is achieved by . 1 O
fast (nearly Mach 1.0) planes flying nearly to- " s, !
ward the sensor. But if such a plane is between = 1
the two sensors, it will have a nearly radial .. 4
possible position curve for the other sensor, -
and consequently the possible position curve for "
th.e ot.her sensor will not ift.,ge ,suchl withl?_

changing z. So changing z in Figure 9 moves the $2
intersection point along one of the two inter- I ,

secting possible position curves. a.0 '

:hanging z induces a radial translation in a
possible position curve very similar to the ra-
dial translation induced by changing t. Thus In Fig. I. Azimuth angles -rs. time measured by
Figure 9, changing z moves the intersection sensors Sl and St :'or some air-ra: t

point along the actual path. As a result, to be located.
misestimating z does not misestimate the plane
path, but only the tilmes at which the plane is I - I | 1 1

• - at various points on that path. " "' "]

For planes flying between the sensors changing z
generally results in a position error parallel -,r

to the plane path.

CCMCI-LISIONS

Time series azimuth measurements from just two G 1
sensors, plus an estimate of' plane height, can
be used to locate a plane within a box, the in- I
tersection region of two possible position re-

gicns. -or approximately half of a typical
plane path this intersection region is a nicely -
behaved rectangular box, but elsewhere the re- -* .e -' ' 3 .* '
gion is elongated and may become U shaped. The STAPIC (in)

major exception to this rule occurs when the
plane flies along the straight line through the 7ig. 2. Possible posit ion ?':r t 'c= - o -. -

sensors, passing very near both sensors. sec. There is one :'uzv for each senor.
31 and So, -.nd ir.tersecticns of these t-t

For two sensors 10 km apart and planes flying no :,r-res ire either .oint3 on n M':ted
nigher hn 1 =, the effect of misestimating plane path 'nearly ztrai ht n, :r
the plane height is usually minimal. ghosts "marked 1). Assted ln-.- :ei.

is z=Xactual1 heignt is-3
7eiocity is .ach

?-.0

S .
• . - . ,,.. . ." . . . , ,. , . - .. . . . .'. - , , , . - • - • -, . . . - .,. ]

• .._. , .. .., , ... . _.- .. . - _.. .. : ,'_. . ., .. . ., . ... : , : " ., " ' ' , .'> :,' ? .. , ,,. ,,,,,,,* ,



700

a ndse- ~ ~ rage 'o O

sec.. -imputed plane path straight increments. ?lane's actual v'elcity
-aoe and ghosts arked 3) for these -'s use with assumed height =

times ar'e s2.so Plotted. Possible posi- Computed plane path and ghosts are0
t - tcrl --us-es -with assumed errors e if iisplayed. Region o:f :iozear ambiguity

.5and -3'. 0 as for Fig. 2. Lies betwreen :700 and :90' 2urv.es.

TO 5, i sc:2.i 1

?ARGIET LOCATION 3ISTAMtCE .

-. 7. lane's apparent 'horizcnntal relocity. 3ig. . optdnts :res~'itret:

'-'3. iirected towards 3,,2, towards regicns for errors e f '" and zr i
0~~: assumed height z ,magnitude azimuth angle, assumed hih

of,,and -r- is speed of sound. 'l isa and :imes from -SC t o *50 sec i -- sec
lireot:ed al-Ing .3, possible position inorements. ztersecticn regions _zener-

nd ing 3, possible positio-n a.Uy lie between -utermos- aths. Re g4 n
:'IXre. of !,inear ambizuity 's 1.s<; 5nwn.

SW.

%5



~~_ -)P -' 7.O 7.,. D~

Posibl -. - - siton are fo *sin

aeight z - 2 km and timfes from -:30 to
-10 sec. Actua~l plasne height is 0.1
cm. Actua:l and computed plane paths
are displayred. At t - -18 sec, "possible
--csition cjres do NO0T 'Intersect at all.

F4-

- a)- S

7oP.~ ssible cosition zuxres for time t ) - .S
and iss ed heigh~ts 0. , 2., and 2k

Fig. 7. Computed plans paths for assumed heighta z 0, 1. and Z.Plan@ 'Oestion is determined at times from -so to -s0 gee in 4-seC in-
crgemects. Region of lnear ambiguity is also displayed.

07S
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(I::G RANGE ACOUSTIC ' RACa:IG 'OF LOW FLYING ment. The aircraft wtere: n A-7 let, a Mchawk

AZ~~CRAFT 2V-L.Z twin-engined turboorco, aBeorf
twin reciprocacing-ty.e prop, and a '-H-i nelicopter.

E. Landers and R. T. .acoss To adequately cover the possibility of atospneric
inccon .aboratory propagation problems, the experiment was iesigned

lassachusetts nasti-ute of Technology such that each aircraft flew reversed tracks 0"
;tbige, Massacausetts )21"2 km in length at altitudes of 70 m, 3C0 m, and

:. above the recording site, and a z-rcLlar
track of radius - to 5 I= about the recording

Abstract site. The tracks -were repeated at "carious times
'-\ nwhen predicted meteorological conditions might

Data from a 5 meter array of microphones have caused significant differences in acoustic
* *as been collected and analyzed in the bend 20- propagation characteristics. To firmly establish

200 Hz to find the accuracy to which the azimuth acoustic propagation characteristics at those
Df !ov-flying subsonic aircraft can be tracked times, two meteorological balloon flights were
and td measure signal levels as a function cf conducted at the expected extreme acoustic
range. Fight paths were radar tracked and conditions, early morning and id-afternoon.

recorded on digital -ape. ?ropagatioz character- The aircraft flight paths -were radar tracked and

-i s were calculated from measured meteorological controlled and recorded on digital tape. Sy.ch-o -

.ata and were used to help interpret obsered rized acoustic data were analog recorded at -he
nal evej. variations. The aircraft included sensor site.

.elicopter, prop-=riven nd let aircraft which

.lew 30 kn reversed linear tracks at altitudes The acoustic-seismic sensors and recorcina
-"n , 00 m and I ,. Azimuth was measured van setup is shown in Fig. ., zno the arr

---y applying zaximu-likelihood frequency- setup is shcwn in Fig. 2. The array was ieslgr.ed
-arenumber analysis to the digitized iaza from to crovide =oaliased yet complete and resc',ac-e
--e fractional wavelength array of microphones. wavenumber coverage appropriate to the "re '-nenc-
"""easured azimuths, after the appropriate moving range to 3C0 "Hz for phase ve-,,ccit-es --f :-e
so,'ce corrections, were found to be accurate to speed of sound and greater. ?eferring t:
-,r-hin a few degrees at ranges well beyond 5 ka. 2, the instrments beginning with ;R were ;ener.
Filerinqg and array gain Plowed us to obtain Radio type .560-F5 microchones, EK were B
"ocd azimuth estimates for aircraft signals at type 4i-5 microphones, :R were S -ye

i2t~)± below the bac~ground noise level. three-copnt ;rd~n mirphns -T . .
3ehersl Radio type :961-3601 elec-tre-  :

__nroduc_ and S were three-,:cmponent Mark Prt-.;cts
geopnones. The seismometers were ::aceo i'.:r:-x;-

•uring June '977, an experiment was conducted nately "5 cm below g cund !evel on :emem r
at 7ort Huachuca, Arizona, for the purpose of MT was placed at 3 m atcve zrcund leve . . I
2 collecting acoustic and seismic array iaza for all of the other mi:rconcnes at : m above ,.nz
"cw-flyir4 aircraft travellng at subsonic :evel. A -'. m-icrophcne was tlaced anprcx-qtey
ve~izciie-. This experiment iiffered from all ,' : -f the array to batsin ar;e rarge
-revious work known to is in that t"he exact signal -cherence infor--aticn.
csition of the aircraft as a function of time

was :bt.ained by recording radar tracking info--a- fring f eld %oerations,aircraft a oous-.
-n ca iigital tape. and seismic data were reccrnei :n analog tate.

An additional amount of -ie was spent recording
.he radar tracking and recording senr'ice ambient ncise conditios iuring vrarious :rts of

was provided by the United States Army .-ectroni: the Iay and nfght and ocnductir-g instr-ment
.r vrng 3rcud '2 eAG, Fort 'uachuca, Arizona. ca!ibrations. :nter-als cf the iata re=resenti..
nadditio, .SA -- "JCJ G arranged for aircraft, each aircraft ty-e were digiti-ed at "OZ

:o-=uaication fa c U. .tes, ower, balloon flights Figures 3 th rcun ' show exasmies of di..
gather me -.eorlogical data, surveiilance iata for each aircraft t,-%e an -he 4arious

r.- ar, and general thysical support. The acoustic instr-ments. 74e note t-ha-, as expected, i~de-
and seismic measurement and recording equi-ment rate ncarmnic-ty're signals dominste fcr t-
"nd the necessary Tersonne. to set up and operate fir-ren aircraft ad the overall si.-al c.
-t were trovided by the United States Ar' :orps is high for all aircraft tyres. "ie 11sc htse.e
"" xnineers "aterwavs Tc.eriment Statton z;. 4cod S'; ratios in the lata. --e - L at-

also prcviied the ainlcg-to-igital data were taen during bad surface win!.ondIt-'on:
= ,onversion sert _es at their facility in 'icksburg, 'stng to 25 knots'. -cwever, c 5-u_:

:isscsioi. noise frcm the wind i3 well out of the si4.aj
band and the inbr S'; is ti ll ;;t4e g. 'e

ad'ition to sc-urze o. cation re.uaremen-t. note ant accusti: s:;nal 4eta:a.:e:n oa.. .....
t-.e ex-eri-ent was designed to intlide as complete ar ot necessari y 3e,'erey affected
a oat o" the "arious aircraft source -'tes a s 3=bient noise "Ieis if the -ata ::'f -sn:

;ss~.Ine d - n:',n _-.mco=eri acoustic ransmi- y-.aic range and siz a nr. oi-e -.----

o-n .-aracTeris ere a-e essent.ill y s;e:-ral -r =z-azial .. ra.e.s:i:-. '
, f:'r ±i'fferent sroraft acoostnc sourc.e t--es, etadled st*di-es _' ete -;I n r-I7e,-

,- . c. . . e c . ai ;ss w a s - z- ' -. ...... n r - i n g , n -. -t o n r e iza r e e i.
... ... .... r- . -- ".'Z i::'ng -ectl-ha. ]
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Analyvsis and :hva2uation of Excerizenta! Iata Figures 3 and 9 shov the behavior of these
functions of M ).71 and v 2.2, respectively, 0Preliminar results based on a review and which are the 'axi- and mi=imum val'Ues "sed in

analysis of a part of the experimental ata are the experiment. we note the foilowing .roperties
s',%ari:eid in the follow-ing sections. ' order of these fujctions which arply o a -reater
to3 interpret -he results properly and to =nder- extent for larger Mach numbers and a lesser
stand the potential use of acoustiz sensors, one extent for smaler Mach numbers. As shown in
ust oe aware of certain significant moving- the figures, the acoustic position .s delayed
source and atmospheric-propagation effects. relative to the actual position in Proporticn -o
These well :known effects as they ap ly to our the :Mach numbers. At .arge equal istances, tne "

artia,.Uar situaticn are reviewed in the sections pressure on the iacomi ng :ath is greater than
preceding the analysis and evaluation. the pre~sure on the zutbound path by a factor :f

( + M)-'(1 - M)'. For example, a source traveling
.. ving-Source Effects half the speed of sound radiates four times the

power forward as backward. Addtionally, the
" onsider -hat at time t a sound source, peak pressure comes before the vehicle is at

moving at :ons-ant velocity v, is at a istance cipa. Finally, we note that large ihanges in
"r from the zicsest point of approach (cpa, to azimuth, excess pressure, and dop.pler 'f,
in observation point ). Let the distance between take --lace primarily in the region when th4

and zma be r so that the distance of the vehicle is within about t/: of ;pa.
source from a at time t is

Meteorological ffets'
D~' i r *v t-" ,

:n support of the exeriment, two zalloCns
The sound arriving at 0 oame from the source were launched to gather sound speed, wini velocity,
-when it was at some earlier position, say a and relative humidity iata. 3a42oon fiLghts
iistance -f .1 from J. The time required for were schedulsd during the expected most extreme,'.." Ocund to travel 2 i.e., R/c, where a equals the acoustdc -onditions. -he purpose was to obtain
speed of sound' vi" equal the time the source an appropriate iata base for determining the
took to move from R to 0. Let that be a distance importance of sound refraction and attenuation

. Since the source moves at v, then we have over the observed detection range and signa-
j' = R/c so that i = -'w here M, the Mach va-riat ions. The first balloon was launched
number, is lefined at v/c. The geometry of this iurng the mid-afternoon approximately 3 p.m.
situation is shown in Fig. 7. From the figure local time) when the normal lapse rate wculd
we -ave hare a high positive temperature -radient arproach-

ing the ground surface. :uring such zonditions, .,.%
MR= r - "t) the sound velocity profile is monotonidally

decreasing upwards zausing sound energy to be
and so, for subsonic -r, the acoustic range is ccni=uously refracted upward at every level
• iven by the troposphere. Under such oonddtions, deteotion

ranges should be less than average. .ddior.al.Y,
. - ,v + vTTh!/l - during this period smal.- and large-scale "her--..

convection is ex.ected to have aon-negli4ible:ing -his relarionshdi, the following relation- acoustic effects by increasing the background
.3n:os ire found-: the true azimuth, acoustic noise level , ind noise. and intrcduzing

asymetr-- in rro;agatlon oharacteristics. .his-
in tn -tlr), phenomenon, !ue to wzd "elocity zradients vWill

alter the effective sound velocity proffle as a
the acousmic %zi=uth, function of propagation iirection. Figuire l'

shows the meteorological !aza :ool..ected curi.ng-tan M - "/r, this time span. The wind directicn is not show

although that data was also :btadned from the
the tercei-ed frequency when the source is balloon tracking data. The sound speed is tnao.
.- itting a frequencv f, calculated lrectly from the temperat'ure data.

Figure 1L shows the east-west geometrical ;ropaga-
-- M sin() ion characterist ics 'based :n ray traciag-' 'or

sources at 7-C, 900, and 00 ft above gr.uno
the accustic range rate, level. nly the "- - a" is-ances are .n-4cate,

and tot the ray p:aths. .he -c"-cuation -redi:tz
.-- ':= ' = -if'sinis', shadow zones at l." .< west and - 0

tne sc'r.e at 200 ft al.titue i.e.. a r%.s
the acoustiz iziuth rate, taat star- out tore hori-ort r ;:'wart tnan

he critical rays are urnei ;pvard ere..-
. , R :eac.n :he 3rouni. o..:'ar state--to a- "

true for t.he scuroes at the h-.........
in: -.e 'r-fileli pressure envelope the shaow one -iCanoes :.*.-in -. ne. ..

. .a,* "he:.-:" -- .ai :zs : -z=e nerrO* _n "-;.e - ,
t 7. -TR .. " from the souirc e at ftuI- a,

4 "o
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iuc-eu .n an easterly di4rection. ;Ivren chaznges soreading for a homogeneous atmosphere. The
in the =e'ceorslogica.' condiiins. or onhages .fn *termiz-al lines show the gecmetrcioa. 3radow
0opography, such e!nergy mignt be detected am boundaries determined from the metesoologcals.
l.arge ranges. ..o s noted -hat -detection range iata. IF'ina:<y, the peak roise level is given by
assumed .oropcrtional to the shadow-zone range) :he aorizortal lines.

;irect'y 7roor-iznal -o -he source altmitude
o- tese meteorological 2cnditlans. ,The data ureseated i= -he figures can be

si ardzed as f-Ollows: 41 all cases, witlh only -

-he second balloon was launcced iuritg -,he 25 iB of effective dynamic range, -he aircraft
ear-y morning approximately 3 a.,). At this -rere acoustically detectable out to at least :,I

:~me thenor a ase rate should be -underlain m, although not always on both the inbound and
Cy a h-igh negative temperature gradient approaching outbound paths. Amplitudes d44e off at about the
hne !Trcund surface. Under these conditions, the geometrical rate, appropriate toa a h omogeneous

sound-speed profile has a zone of low values atmosphere, up to the onoltdgeometrical
near -he surface. Energy entering that zone shadow boundary for the actual atmospheric

6 vi. be refracted toward the ground, ncasig conditions. in the diffracted region, signal
,:he effectivre detecticn range. During periods levels axe diminished as expected, though stil-
*wnen such -velocity conditions persist,* better at detectable levels. These observations are6

nran average ietection ranges Should be encountered. consistent with the oredictions based on -he
-_nec' level winds during this time perio'd may measured meteorological zonations. Finally, we
also h ave severe propagation path effects, note that even t.hougn the ambient or background
nowever, th-.ere i-S not Much small'-scale lower noise level is- often considerably greater t:han
.eve-' -urbulence at that time and consecuently the signal level, the detectiona :e'rel is stl

ow ackground noise levels should be encountered. high since the noise and signal energy are wrell
* .- e ..-7 snows the balloon data collected separated in f'requency.
=n-.!this arxly morning figh-t, and F'i.. 13
3nz5 t.oe ray-tracing results based on th.-ese 3"nectra. Observations

dat. *us' oposit-e to the mi-afternoon. results,
-ne --west source has the largest detection F'igures 19 through 25show spectra oomputed

rarge.A~amwins podce syoety and some at :-sec intervals for each aircraft type drn
c tlog occu.rs, but overall much larger propagation selected pjarts of their flight paths. Figures
-,ioaces :an be extected during these -onaitions. 1to2sh'te H-hliperbeginning at

.km inbound, I m outbound, and circling at a 7
:.I sunmar-I of the oheoretical ray-tracing := distance, respectively. The velo~city of the

results, we expected geometrical detection aircraft -was about 10 m/sec, therefore each
ranges of at least =13 km for allteso-e segment represents a change in position of -G m.

-oLig icod acoustic teriods and of at least a The basic blade-rate frecuency for the '2"-1 wams
few c:..ometers d4uring -. favorable acoustic 11 Hz. F'igures 22 and Z3 show similar stectra
_,od"t:ns . A-mbient noi se conditions due to for the U-85, and Figs. 224 and 25 show szec't'M

-.1ae ins, rain, etc. , will of cocurse make for the A-7 andi V-Lfl, respectidvely. F'undamental
'etect'Cn moe mifcl bout zhould cot signif!- blade-rate frequency 'or the 6 aslC n
TantIL; change the above effects for systems of shaft rate 60 *Hz. The V-ll blade-rate frequency

cuffient yad range. :n realit7r, larger was '0 Hzc. Each snectr-um clearly shows that the
ettinranges shoulCd be expected fro-m energy signal is composed of a. combination of fundamental

-- at is iffracted and scattered into the shallow- and harmonic freauencies, ,rith the exception cf
:3n reon. last, when -wind ogradients are on A-- spectra which have the expect ed broadband
7-e -'Ie -; nrmal zn,;nd-speed grdetappearance. We note that the fundamental or
isytimetr:Ica&l ortpnataion. -e-tin wl exist, lowest harmonic inthe iata band) is not necessarily

the iominant pee k and fu.rther, and more imprtant,
'bsero-ed _-!cttn anzes the overall spectral nattern can be highly

dependent o-n the position of the source -rlth
i i nalog plots of most o f the acoustic resrect to the receivers. :n general, such

data werre obtained in the fie"d. Unfortunately, results inicate that target zlasfatn as
th e time base on these olots is ':'.nc' 31nly to to s'et, turboprop, or heliocter should be
wit!hIn I fe w tens of seconds, or equivalently straightfortart. Hcwevrer, t:racking and muL' st
tne ircraft lo cation is'. :&-own oncly to within a target ilentifi-ation will be oredfouto
few kiloneters. Adlli-cnlLy, plotter nose acnieve. As o g. 'I, we note the ::prler
3tarts3 it about 22 d below fulscale. The s ias the 2-L:, tasses oca and teLw

-. reul i that when. ;irg the lte analo.g frequ;ency but out o-f -he signlal band win-
4a, etimte acoust"c rag=ay bte in. error noise c4ntert'eremace durin; -ne later portions f

bout 4:-i)me'cer and -~mmsga yai n race. zeososteItoeet
range wt~l ce about 25i. gse - t - and ihsnl zn-asf-~ g.
s"now th-e =Incltudes of detected signals o:n these

-g -' 'IS as .n7'n :' acoUStic ra-g- . ing

7he s,-_ia i. eas re va erzte from the radar
raz-g *ata a. ..he so-urce tfffeot -"--= o.2nZ-------

Tt he zoId reste .4-..- _-a~_'. r
as ~ norn.a.. 'emtoa 4e were -o s:"a -

:r St _c4'I: nr-l.,r :-



array ionfiguration Showm n Fig. 27. 'he
purpnose was to establish -he feasibility of

2 ~makiag useful. azimuth measurements .saing a Small

4 between accuracy a~nd precision in acoustics
* since, whil.e an scoustiQ wavIefront crossing e

array may be such that % ver-y precise measurement .

-f itsiieclo and velocity can be made, the
iirection may :iot veryr accurately point to the

sorefrom which the sound originated. Thaccu- 13

* racies of 2onsiderable meanitude may be present,
iue to zrossvinds, topographi~c reflections, .----

aon zontal :eprature gradients, and in general, ______________

the :omlicated acoustic nature of the troposphere. sew,
* Figure 28 shiows the impulse response of the

array c-ontoured in I-43 interva~ls in wavenumber Fig. 1.. Acoustic=-seismic sensor and recording
space. -he circle labeled C is the wavenumber van Setup.
:orresponding to the speed of sound. and any
tropagating sound fields crossing the array vil
have their 7cwer within this circle. Figures 29
and 3C show high-resolution and conventional
wavenunber spectra for a UH-1. at acousticOR
racge. A measure of precision is3 the width of
the .-iB zontour wrhic, is a function primarily
:f *:he array ccnfiguration and chosen frequency.
:this case, -he width is about 120. The

* accuracy is iead on. Thae conventional spectru, I
.though less5 precise, is also dead on in locating
_he :r'.e irection of the source. Fi.gures 21, SC SM

* , and 33 show the results for, respectively,
a U- at 5 :a, an A-7 at 3 =, and an 3V-ID at A o
j.: - s. :zl each case, the accuracy is well

* within the precision and on the order of at most
a few degrees. Figure 34 shows the observed Aacoustic azimuth obtained from the acoustic

*array processing as a function Of the acoustic IeA
* ~range :hbtaimed from the radar data for a complete IO*

* ~ _ -rack. The anown acoustic azimuth, again
rSM ':he radar data, is shown by the solid line. -ent~e

hit i premature to Iudge that acoustic
* ~ ~~ dire ct:iona will generall Iy be determinable to the Fig. 2. ouiceimcary es.

accuracy f:und here, these results indicate that CUt -Sii:aMY3an
zuch ..Is nossible. 7
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High-Level Protocols

ROBERT F. SPROULL AND DAN COHEN

Invited Paper

Abstract-High-level protocols (HLP's) are the high-level languages of Of course, HLP's that control computer processes need precise
distributed systems. In a resource-sharing network, HLPs link Pocesms definitions of commands and responses, and cannot rely on
working on a conmon application. The design of an HLP is decom- human intelligence to provide an interpretation. (The paper
posed into three components: language, coding, and transport. The
language expresses the commands and data passed between processes. by Pouzin and Zimmermann (261 in this issue introduices the
It is deigned to provide standardization and device independence, in notion of "protocol" and the concept of "layering" by which
order to use a smail number of HLP's to address a range of applications n HLP is implemented in terms of lower level communica-
implemented on a variety of computer systems. Coding converts the an s imle.tei trm o loerl comuia-

language into digital messages. Finally, a transport system is used to tions protocols. Their term "application control" is equivalent
transmit the messages from one process to another-experience with to our "high-level protocol.")
HLP's has shown that different HLP's require different transport be- The services available in a resource-sharing network are
haviors. This paper descibes some examples of HLP's (ARPA network sufficiently diverse that several different HLP's need to be de-
voice and graphics protocols), and argues that modern techniques for signed. For example, HLP's have been developed to control
expressing structure and control in programming languages should be
applied to analogous problems in communication among application job entry, interactive terminals, file systems, graphics displays,
processes in a network, resource allocation, and voice transmission in distributed en-

vironments. But why are HLP's required to control these
I. INTRODUCTION services? Is not the communication provided by a network

IGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS (HLP's) are the high-level sufficient? The need can be demonstrated by an example. At

languages (HLL's) of a distributed computing environ- first, using a file storage service seems to be a simple matter of
J ment. They are the means by which a communications sending a fie to the service as a serial stream of bits, and subse-

network and processing resources in the network are harnessed quently retrieving the same stream. But additional attributes

in an orderly way to accomplish some task. Using different of the file must also be saved and retrieved: a file name, some

resources in an application on a single computer is by now nat- information about how the file is to be protected from un-

ural, aided by operating systems, high-level languages memory authorized access, accounting information to permit charging

management, and other well-established tools. But a resource- for the storage of the file, and so forth. Moreover, a file
sharing computer network offers toan application the resources service must provide more operations than storage and retrieval:

available throughout the network [ 181, [291 -to harness these enumerating names of files stored, deleting or renaming files,

distributed resources requires the collaboration of several com- moving files from one storage medium to another, etc. The

puters and many computational processes, and, therefore, a HLP must select among these operations, provide the informa-

set of conventions for harmonious communication that ex- tion needed by them, and report errors encountered as the
tends throughout the distributed environment. HLP's are operations progress, in addition to simply transmitting ftile data.
these conventions. A resource-sharing network becomes increasingly valuable as

The term "high-level protocol" attempts to distinguish more HLP's that offer services are designed and implemented.

protocols designed to control the computing processes involved Thus an overall objective of protocol development is to seek

in an application from "low-level protocols" designed primarily methods and tools that simplify HLP design and implementa-

to control communication processes. Two computer processes don. Already, experience with HLP's has uncovered common

require communications in order to transmit collections of bits design techniques, some of which are reviewed in this paper.

from one to the other. But it is the HLP that assigns an inter- But techniques for specifying HLP's and for implementing

pretation to the bits, and thus allows each process to control them remain primitive. We argue that methodology and tools

the other. An analogy may be helpful. To call a department for designing and implementing HLP's can be improved by

store on the telephone is simply to establish communication. applying notions developed for HLL's-in effect extending the

But when the caller says, "Please send me two pillowcases, HLL into a distributed environment. Just as the HLL frees

catalog number X802, and bill my account," he is using an the programmer from many tiresome details of programming a

ILP that controls ordering goods. Thus the HLP is imple- particular computer, the extension frees the programmer from

mented "on top of" the low-level communication protocols. the tiresome details of dealing with network communications.
To construct such an argument, a better understanding of

Manuscript received February 25, 1978; revised June 9, 1978. This actual HLP's is required. The remainder of this introductory
work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the section illustrates the range of HLP's used in a resource-sharing
Department of Defense under Contract DAHC. I S-72-C.0308, ARPA
Order 2223, and under Contract F44620-73-C-0074, monitored by the network. Section I builds a detailed understanding of the in-
Air Force Office ,)f Scientific Research. gredients and requirements of HLP's by defining a model and

R. F. Sproull is with the Computer Science Department, Carnegie. characterizing some very different protocols in terms of the
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.

D. Cohen is with USC/Information Sciences Institute, Marina del Rey, model. Section [If reviews the issues faced in the design of

CA 90291. HLP's, and common techniques used in the designs. Finally,
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selves are symmetric, as is the case in the network voice proto-
col described in Section 1I-D. In these cases, the user-server

-. ""distinction is not relevant. Thus applications may use HLP's
E U.both to access services and to communicate among parts of

an application.HLP's offer many new opportunities to distribute applica-
tions. An application can be divided into processes, each of
which can be executed on the computer best suited to its

Fig. I. A resource-sharing network. "User processes" obtain services needs: signal processing tasks are accomplished on fast parallel
from "server processes," under the control of HLP's. Heavy lines link-

* -- ing processes in the illustration denote the logical connections that machines; symbolic computation on computers with large
carry HLP. These connections are unrelated to the physical organiza- address spaces suited to list processing. Processes that corn-
tion of the network. municate directly with a human by voice, graphical, or textual

information can travel with the user, communicating with
collaborating processes in the network by packet radio links

-. Section IV shows how many of the needs of HLP's can be [19]. Distributed applications can evolve as requirements
- -addressed by HLL facilities, change, by modifying HLP's, adding new services, distributing

A." Rthe computing activity among a wider set of resources, etc.
The oleof HP'sThe ease with which HLP's can be designed and implemented

HLP's are used in two slightly different ways in networks. will control the extent to which these opportunities can be
In the first use, the basis of resource-sharing networks, HLP's fulfilled.
control the services offered by resources in the network. Vari-
ous sites in the network implement server processes that offer B tnadzto
a specific service to any user process that communicates re- Achieving the standardization required to offer services on a
quests to it (Fig. 1). In these settings, activities are instigated variety of computers is a major goal of HLP's. Before the ap-
by the user process; the server is a willing slave. Examples of pearance of large computer communication networks, HLP's
important services are as follows, were largely a private matter. A programmer who wanted to

a) Remote job entry service: A user process submits to the design an application consisting of several processes and wanted
server a file of text that controls running batch jobs (job con- to provide a method for communicating among them, had only
trol language). Later, the user process may retrieve from the to establish some personal conventions for the interprocess
job entry server the "listing" text produced as a result of thejob. communication. Networks spoiled this simple approach. Com-

b) Remote terminal service: A user process can "log in" to munication protocols became a matter of public decision in
a timesharing system service, and subsequently send and re- the hope that a single standard design could serve a wide com-
ceive characters as if it were a terminal on the system. We shall munity of computers and users; interconnecting a variety of
use the term "TELNET" for this service, adopting the name computers unleashed a barrage of problems due to different
of the protocol used in the ARPA network [71. representation conventions in different machines (word lengths,

c) File service: A user process can send data fries to the character sets, and the like) and in different operating systems
service for storage and subsequent retrieval. The file service (files, naming, and protection mechanisms); networks forced
may be provided with conventional disk equipment, or may slower communication among processes than did tightly
have special file-storage resources such as a mass memory. coupled systems and seemed to magnify problems of syn-

d) Mail service: A service accepts text messages addressed chronizing processes.
to individual people. Later the individuals can interrogate the The importance of standardization is demonstrated by the
service through a user process to receive any mail that has "n2 problem." Imagine a network of n computers, each of
been left for them. which offers a mail server that uses a distinct HLP. Each com-

e) Resource-sharing service: This service accepts requests puter will require a separate user program to send and receive
from user processes to allocate resources of the computer sys- mail for each protocol-a total of n programs on each com-
tem on which the service executes (jobs, processes, friles, 1/0 puter or n2 in all. By contrast, if the mail servers all imple-
devices), and makes these resources available to other processes ment a standard HLP for sending and receiving mail, only n
in the network [361. user programs, one on each computer, are required to obtain

Each of these services has a corresponding HLP for accessing access to all mail services in the network. The high cost of
and controlling the server process, These services are analogous writing and maintaining software makes protocol standardiza-
to the services that are offered on a single computer by an tion essential. The techniques and conventions that permit
operating system. A mechanism for storing files, for example, standardization over a range of computing equipment ae m
is a vital sermce provided by an operating system. Extending a major ingredient in the design of HLP's.
this service into a resource-sharing network allows greater
sharing of the file data, as well as economical storage of files I. THREE HIGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS
with specialized hardware. Thus HLP's are not entirely new This section describes three HLP's as a prelude to a more
phenomena-similar concepts have existed within operating general discussion of issues involved in designing and imple-
systems-but are now being revealed as they are extended menting HLP's. These examples are couched in terms of a
into networks. model of three components of an HLP: language, coding, and

A second use for HLP's links in a symmetric fashion two transport. The first example, a plotter protocol, illustrates the
processes that are part of a single application. Such a link may model. The t vo remaining examples, a graphics protocol and
be the result of the division of a software system into separate a voice protocol, are actual HLP's that demonstrate a range of
modules. Or it may be that the communicating parties them- HLP design techniques.
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A. The Components o/an HLP .
Designing HLP's seems at first to require a large number of LP I .. 1.. J

decisions, ranging from communication formats to application Fig. 2. Two processes using the plotter protocol. The application sends

requirements. The design problem can be decomposed into messages to the plotter process that completely describe the figures
to be plotted. The two proceases may execute on separate computers

three aspects of HLP's: the language, the -coding, and the linked by a network, or on a single computer that provides message

transport mechanism. communication between the two processes.
Language: The language describes the functional intent of

,. the communications exchanges between processes: What does
• one process "say" to the other? What responses does the The three components are not independent, but interact in

other process generate? How does one process cause the other ways that must be addressed by the HLP designer. Transport

to alter its state? The language may include commands or bandwidths or errors may affect the choice of coding tech-

* other control information, and will usually include data as niques. Language choices often affect coding, and can also

well. The designer of a language to offer a service must antici- impact the design of transport methods. In the sections that

pate how other processes will use this service, and provide follow, some of these interactions are demonstrated by the

within the language the means for those processes to request three example HLP's.

and receive the service they need. B. A Plotter Protocol
Coding: Any communication between two processes must

be coded into a collection of bits that the processes know how We shall illustrate in this section a simple HLP for controlling

to generate and interpret. For example, if the language re- a pen plotter. Such a protocol could be used to offer "plotting

quires transmission of a character string, it may be coded into services" in a distributed system: one or more "plotter server"

a sequence of 8-bit bytes according to the ASCII standard, an processes are provided, each controlling plotter hardware in

integer value into a 32-bit two's complement binary representa- response to commands and data provided by the plotter pro-

ion, and so forth. Just as data structure declarations in an tocol. In order to make plots, an application process such as a

HLL impose structure on an otherwise homogeneous memory, curve-fitting package establishes communication with a plotter

coding imposes structure on a previously homogeneous com- process that will provide the plotting services. Fig. 2 shows

munications path. the logical arrangement of these processes.
Transport: The communication path is provided by the Language: The language for the plotter HLP is designed to

transport mechanism, the means to collect bits from one allow the application program to produce drawings by issuing

process and deliver them to another. If both processes reside commands to the plotter process. The application program
in the same computer, this mechanism is provided by the oper- needs to be able to start a fresh plot, to raise and lower the
ating system or by the language environment in which the plotter pen, and to draw straight lines. These commands in

processes execute (e.g., "pipes" in Unix (281 ). If the processes the language might be provided by procedures that are called

execute on separate machines, the transport may be provided by the application program:
by a network. We prefer to avoid stating which processes exe- BeginPlot Procedure to place a new sheet of paper in the
cute in which computer and consequently which transport is plotting area.
provided by networks and which by other means. We may be EndPlot Procedure to signal that a plot is complete.
concerned with performance properties of the transport Up Procedure to raise the plotter pen so that it no
mechanism (e.g., speed, delay, buffering, errors), but not with longer touches the paper.
the communications methods themselves. As a consequence Down Procedure to lower the plotter pen so that it
of this view, we must assume that HLP's cannot depend on the will mark on the paper.
processes sharing other resources, such as memory or files: the LineTo(x,y) Procedure to cause the plotter pen to move
protocol must provide all of the interprocess communication, from its present location in a straight line to
We shall use the term message to refer to the individual pack- the point (x,y). The Cartesian coordinates
ages of bits that are transmitted from process to process. A specify a location on the paper, in units of

network will typically use additional messages to help the centimeters from the lower left corner.
transport mechanism operate smoothly: these lower level pro-
tocols are concerned with flow control, error recovery, and Notice that these procedures show no effect of the presence of
the like (for more discussion of lower level or "host-host" a network-the same procedures could be used to control a
protocols, see ( 11, [21, (26 1). plotter connected directly to the application program.

When designing and describing HLP's, it is important to Coding: In order to transmit to the plotter process the com-
separate these three aspects of interprocess communication mands invoked by the application process, each command
(IPC). The language can be likened to HLL constructs involv- must be encoded as a sequence of bits. For our example, we
ing control and data: procedure calls, coroutine calls, etc. shall use 8-bit ASCII characters as the basis for the coding. A
Coding is analogous to choosing a computer representation command is designated by a single character corresponding to
based on collections of bits: integers, text characters, or com- the procedure name (B, E, U, D, L). The (x,y) arguments to
puter instructions. The design of the transport mechanism is the "L" command can be represented as two four-digit num-
concerned with issues such as bandwidth, delay, and error re- bers in units of 1/100 cm. Thus the protocol sequence
covery, and with the low-level protocols that provide the trans-

port. If these three aspects are not kept separate, and we B U L 0100 0100 D L 0200 0100 L 0200 0350 L 0100 0100 E
think of HLP's as configurations of bits flowing along com-
munications lines, we will become hopelessly confused. Imag- will plot a triangle with vertices (1,1), (2,1), and (2.3.5) cm.
ine trying to describe how a PDP- I I works by describing only Of course, another encoding could be devised that requires
bit patterns and signal transitions on the Unibus! fewer bits to code the same language. In any case, very Little
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computation is required to encode and decode the plotter
language.

Transport: The transport system must deliver the individual N.,3,8

8-bit bytes to the plotter process. If a packet-switched net-
work is used for transport, it is sensible for the application
process to pack several dozen bytes into a message before the

message is transmitted. However, the EndPlot procedure must
force the transmission of the last message, even if it is only Fig. 3. An application using two HLP's. A person uses the TELNET

service to control a curve-fitting application running on a time-sharing
partially full, to insure that the final "E" code is delivered to system. This program, in turn, uses a high-level graphics protocol to
the plotter process. control a display that shows the curve-fitting results.

- For the plotter protocol, a general-purpose interprocess
transport mechanism such as TCP 12) is ideal. The transport
reliability obtained from such a mechanism is essential for the The plotter protocol is extremely simple compared to most
plotter protocol: errors in the data, or disorder in the sequence real HLP's, which attempt greater device independence and

of messages decoded by the plotter process will have-disastrous which require bidirectional communication between processes.
effects. However, the protocol requires neither extremely high The following two sections describe two actual HLP's de-
transmission rates nor extremely short transmission delays, be- veloped by the ARPA network community: a network graphics

cause most plotters are quite slow. protocol (NGP) and a network voice protocol (NVP). Because
Discussion: The plotter protocol illustrates two important these two descriptions are rather long, the reader may prefer

aspects of HLP's: standardization and device independence. A to skip to Section III, which contains a summary of techniques
resource-sharing network may offer several plotter server used in designing HLP's.

processes, all of which use a standard plotter protocol. Stan-
dardization is required for all components of the HLP: C. A Network Graphics Protocol (NGP)

language, coding, and transport. The method of packing bytes The objective of an NGP is to provide a standard way for an
into messages and the low-level protocols used to achieve application program to control an interactive graphics display.
reliable transport of messages must be standardized. Coding It is a natural extension of the idea of the TELNET protocol

is standardized by the ASCII character standard and the which allows an alphanumeric terminal connectcd to one com-
definition of character sequences used by the plotter pro- puter to act as a terminal to another. A user with a graphics
tocol. Finally, the concepts of the language are standardized: display and computer capable of obeying the NGP would have

Up, Down, and LineTo are but one way to control a plotter, access to a potentially large number of network resources that

but they are chosen as the standard. The language standard use graphical interaction (Fig. 3). Because users with different
imposes a method for controlling the plotter that may have display devices will want to use these services, the NGP design
far-reaching ramifications in the structure of the application must be independent of the particular device being used.
program. The plotter protocol developed in the previous section could

Standardization begets generalization: if a single standard is be used as an NGP: it can control the generation of line-drawing

to be designed, it should be able to cope with as many similar images on a display. If a storage-tube display is used, the com-
uses as possible. This property is often called "device inde- mands to the hardware are almost identical to those provided

pendence," although a physical device is not always involved, by the protocol. But an NGP needs greater generality, includ-
The idea is to make the protocol independent of particular ing the ability to handle a wide variety of display hardware, to
hardware details by abstracting the elements common to the provide fast interaction, and to cope with different kinds of
control of a range of devices. The plotter protocol described graphical input devices.
above is somewhat device independent: plotters with various The methodology we find appropriate for developing an
resolutions (e.g., 100 steps per centimeter, 173 steps per NGP is to first design a device-independent graphics package
centimeter) can clearly be used-the plotter process converts (or copy an existing design) and then adapt it to network use.
the standard units of 1/100 cm into the coordinate system The device-independent design wrestles with the functional
used by the hardware it controls. Electrostatic plotters or capabilities of the system and the model that the application
storage-tube displays, even though they have no pen to be program uses to invoke .them. The network adaptation then
raised and lowered, can also be correctly controlled by the need address only coding and transport.
protocol because the only effect of protocol commands is to The particular NGP described in this section was developed
describe visible lines. However, colored pens on a plotter can- for use by the ARPA network [33], [ 14]. It is based on a
lot be handled properly by our protocol-it is not general "general-purpose graphics package" [31], [401, which at-
enough to handle more than one color, tempts to cover a range of applications requiring interactive

The protocol illustrates a style of HLP design that derives line-drawing displays.' We cannot, in this paper, take up the

the language from a standard subroutine interface. Each pro- many issues that surround the design of such a package (see
cedure call causes a record of the procedure name and argu- (241, [25]). However, we will discuss how network com-
ments to be encoded and sent through the network. The re- munications interact with the design. A summary of the
ceiver decodes the messages and usually calls corresponding protocol is given in Table I.
procedures that actually drive the plotter. The network thus Language: The functions of a graphics package can be di-
provides a binding mechanism by which calls to the five pro- vided into three categories: those for defining an image to be
cedures in the application program are converted into calls to
" procedures in the plotter prcess. Ideally, the network 'Other protocols have been proposed for graphical needs that lie out-
"transparent" to the application program -its presence cannot side the NGP's objectives: carefully formatted text 132 1 and sampled

be detected! image such as might be captured with a TV camera 1221.
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* displayed, those for accepting responses from the user via
graphical input devices, and those that inform the application
program of important properties of the display, The discussion

TABLE Iof the NGP language is likewise divided into considerations of
SummARY oF ARPA NerwoRa GRAPHICS PROTOCOL EACH HAS THE output, input, and inquiry.

*SAME FORMAT. A COMMAND FoL~owwD BY ARGUMENTS. THE ARGUMENTS Language -Output: One of the most critical requirements
ARE LisTW tistot BRACK.ETS (( )). DEAL OF THE PROTOCOL ARE of an interactive graphics system, and one that might be com-

FOUND IN (331 promised by a network, is the speed with which the display

can be altered-this is the cruxt of many interactive dialogues.
* -seg.ment con,04 This consideration forces us to abandon the plotter protocol:

"t cOl~se gf., to make a small change to a display of 2000 lines would re-
'C'S ost -s"'Aam.w qire transmitting a description of the entire image (roughly
W&~, k~i m. 40 000 bits, even with a fairly efficient coding). Furthermore,

sC.*ppfld ."Sna such a technique burdens the applic~tion program by making
and balckof.updates it recompute the image from its application data structure.
seadot 'w-coordirit-cordnat.. An effective technique that solves these problems is the
ser.aov cW.cOOrd,,,lI@, cy.coordhroI.. segmented display file. Rather than manipulate one large
se1.e -raw nn description of the image, the graphics system maintains a set 0

of independent segments that together comprise the display.
sel~ypor4cout~oEach segment is assigned a numeric "name" for identification,

set.character.ortceulatioa~d,,crat. tcount' and contains a list of graphic primitives (lines or characters)
set-tharacier.siz.d~is.cree nuol, ta~jn that are part of the image. Each segment also has a flag
set W ch~aracter.z.coffuu 'fraction, (on,off) that indicates whether the primitives described in the

chan~ftlbfs<egnm., attribut ta~ segment are to be displayed on the screen. The system pro-
-posible 4aftrtbufe.' arumnts: vides facilities for specifying the contents of a specific seg-

4 'el h~ghfiht.alribue, 'onorlif mnt and fo ltrn the fa.To create a segment nae 8
'nol.-ht. se,s.I y.al tribute canofOI iet or.nrlg

'~t.n~m~y.tr~t. count. that contains a description of the triangle in the plotter ex-
* 'Wsc,~.nsetecf.attrnboile- mso ample, the application might call the following procedures in

the graphics package:
seg.readbtjcseg w OpenSegment(8) Says primitives are to become segment 8.

poiioe to*# MoveTo(l,l) Primitives defiing triangle.
picootopon 'piewtnani.' 'Conmi' <ocotsrdinstfe.:orn DrwTo(2,I)

Piet ol O'dt-tnoomeY.ooo lt' cwt DrawTo( 2,3.5)

pie-t.t 'atent ,,.m.'- 'masa' DrawTo(l l)
plowtscraoiiup vol.,t.nwm' <str.umflbr> <t-numnbr CloseSegsnent() Ends construction of segment 8.
PtvIt.W11otlOwn 4PIIt-lou", "trin-n,,ber Wingn,mnbor.
Ple',I.n-on, 'pI0.1.,,amoo' -%tr.,nubr, oeor, Kstringqnumb.'* PostSegrnent(8) Sets segment 8 flag, so it will be displayed.
p41 odd tpteaLnae' 't(,gno uber 'pcs I '.:s,' 'teot.stnn 5 '
PfcI nioldify 'Ptesf initi cnlrinoe.numba,,o 'pai1l'otZ, 'ptvort~f..turao, The calls simply build a display file that a hardware display
pie tremof* 61 bl 0it.fwxw iPlvit.strirogo processor interprets to refresh the display. Changes to the dis-

Input functions: play rile as a result of these calls ame reflected as changes in the
input.enab* te lttm~ue numner <isiblcortto-,erpotqegnec image on the screen.
inout.dsable 4lechrorchat num~ber,
*npu.r&pCrt 0ehotubr ,tcmu~smay The segment thus becomes the unit of information that is

in~u~r~it~syt~n ~easily changed with each interaction. It is not difficult to
,r~p'tdaR~et 'ettr"~e~nnb~t iOr~ai~cwrite most application programs so that the segments corre-

9 ~iu.'yspond to logically separate parts of the display in such a way

inciuor repos -oon tepia ha that display alterations are often limited to a small fraction of
-samolo -r.oon.. phr&%@ are: all the segments. If information within a segment must be

-4.onpemooncomans,'Iet cy~ottm ,'d''lp changed, the segment is entirely rebuilt with calls such as those
4#.screvn,oe' ,Nml string, ct.. tringp above. Or the segment may be deleted if its contents are no

co~lrmioal ame 1@Lstmj-longer needed. Or the information in a segment can be re-
'0emoa tye wma yetle tained for possible use later. This techiiue is useful for re-

'4.cf'.ractersoo 'mion The graphics package also provides an "apdate" function.
co.:charfo o,,e' 'ori,o? <cohte rsozeerbc Io.' - The application program calls this function to identify points
t.*aooblo inut tecne tac hn Rimor Ot.s.trimt at which the display mnust accurately reflect all changes that

* L4,ceta,,eus:have been requested by calls on the graphics system. These
@-cap@ protocol .80'tnj 5  points usually directly precede requests for new user input:
s yflcht.rol 'ouni' the user must view an up-to-date display to formulate his in- 01

*rro~slng~ ~put. This function plays an important role in device inde-
pendence, providing gtcod service to storage-tube displays by :
reducing the number of screen erasures 13 11.

On a single computer, a device -Independent graphics package
of this sort is implemented is shown in Fig. 4(j), The pack ig
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feedback, which presents an effect similar to drawing. The
summary reported to the application program is a list of points

(a) that lie on the trace.
3' Pointing: The user is expected to identify an item al-

ready displayed on the screen. One way to implement this
technique is to steer a cursor over the item and push a button.

(b) Alternatively, a light pen can be used to identify the item.
The summary reported contains a specification of which item

Fig. 4. The organization of a device-independent graphics package.
(a) On a single computer, the software is divided into three modules: was identified.

the application (A), the device4ndependent module (Di), and the This entire approach focuses on input techniques rather than
device-dependent module (Dd). (b) The system can be adapted for a on devices alone. It may limit the flexibility of the application
network implementation by using communications to provide the
linkage between Di and Dd. program in using some device in a clever way. However, the

flexibility is available instead to the Dd module, which can
implement the techniques in various ways, and can perhaps

is divided into two modules, one device independent (Di), and customize the implementation for a particular user.
one device dependent (Dd). Each call by the application pro- Language-Inquiry: Not all aspects of the interface to the
gram (A) is subjected to some Di processing, and then usually Dd module are completely standardized;some are parametrized.
results in a call on the Dd module. The Dd module is re- For example, some displays allow lines to be distinguished by
sponsible for building the segments themselves in a form that their brightness, although devices differ in the number of
can be interpreted by the particular display processor in use. brightnesses provided. A standard that assumes only one
The Di module can be used with many different Dd modules brightness prevents the use of this technique entirely. One
with the same procedure interface-in this way, the application that assumes a fixed number of brightnesses will cause con-
program can operate a variety of different display devices, fusion on a display that provides but one. A solution to prob-

Adapting this configuration to a network environment is lems of this sort is to let the application program or Di
easy (Fig. 4(b)). The module resides with the application pro- module inquire about features of the display hardware, and ,O
gram and the Dd module runs in the computer that directly thereafter drive the display accordingly. Examples of pa-
controls the display hardware. Network communications are rameters that can be handled this way are: number of bright-
used to achieve the effect of the Di module calling procedures nesses, number of line types (e.g., dotted, dashed), physical
in the Dd module. Because the procedure interface between the screen dimensions, and the kinds of input devices available.
Di and the Dd parts is standardized to allow alternative Dd Some inquiry results can have a profound effect on the oper-
modules, the standardization is easily retained in the network ation of the application program. Many features of the proto-
protocol. Thus the segmented display file, a mechanism de- col are optional and may not be implemented by the hardware 0
vised to solve problems of interactive graphics programs in or by the Dd module; inquiry establishes which features are
single computers, turns out to be adapted easily to networks, absent. Another sort of inquiry reveals the type of display

Language-Input: The NGP provides access to a variety of being used: is it a storage tube or a refreshed display? The
graphical input devices, for it is the interaction afforded by application program may choose entirely different interaction
these devices that makes graphics an important tool in many styles for these two display types, because changes to storage-
applications. Unfortunately, achieving device independence tube images are much slower than changes to refreshed images.
for input is much harder than for output, in part because of Coding: The coding for the NGP is very simple: we encode
the enormous range of input devices. An additional problem procedure calls from the Dd module to the Di module as a se-
is that effective use of input devices requires generating on the quence of 8-bit bytes. The first byte identifies the procedure.
display screen various feedback images, such as cursors, to Subsequent bytes provide arguments; each procedure has an
allow the user to coordinate his input with images already dis- associated format for arguments. The protocol war designed
played. The range of feedback techniques is even wider than to avoid floating-point numbers; only integers are used.
the range of input devices! Information returned by the Dd module to the Di module is

An approach to device independence is to concentrate on the structured symmetrically, as if the Dd module were calling
interactive techniques being used rather than on particular in- procedures in the Di module to answer queries, to report inter-
put devices. The display hardware and Dd module cooperate action results, and so forth.
closely to provide rapid feedback to implement the technique. Transport: The coding geserates a stream of bytes to be
After the interaction is complete, the Dd module reports to transmitted, just as the plotter protocol does. Because most of
the application program a terse summary containing essential the encoded procedure calls do not return answers, the bytes
details of the entire interaction. For example, three techniques can be packed into messages; messages are transmitted when
in the repertoire are the following, full. It is occasionally necessary to transmit partial messages:

1) Positioning: The user is expected to identify a spot on for example, the "update" call forces all information encoded
the screen. He uses a coordinate input device to steer a dis- by Di to be transported to Dd so that the display will
played cursor to the desired spot, and then depresses a button change. It may also be important to transmit quickly com-
to indicate "this is the point I mean." The summary returned mands that alter the handling of input techniques.
to the application program contains only the coordinates of Summary: We have seen that developing the ARPA NGP
the cursor when the button was struck. was primarily a matter of designing device-independent graphics

2) Stroke collecnon: The user is expected to draw a trace package. As the package modules are designed, we find that
on the screen by steering the cursor at the same time the but- some are device-independent and others depend on the details
ton remains depress.-d (the button is usually a switch on a of particular hardware. Thus a natural division of labor be-
stylus input device). The display shows the resulting trace as tween two computers is to execute device-independent mod-
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Fig. S. The structure of processes using the network voice protocol. Processing of the protocol is divided into three parts:
sending speech data, receiving speech data, and controlling the transmission. Portions enclosed by dashed lines are "vo-
coder dependent."

ules and the application program on one machine, and place of the motivations for a device-independent NVP is to simplify
the device-dependent modules and display hardware on an- experimentation with different compromises.
other. A network provides communication between the The needs of a voice HLP differ from those of a graphics
device-independent and device-dependent modules in a straight- HLP in several ways. The dominant concern in an NVP is the
forward way. (If we were willing to standardize the procedure vocoding scheme used, often because special fast processing

% interface between the application program and the device- is required to vocode in real time. Language issues are rela-
independent module, this interface too could become a tively minor. A voice protocol requires a real-time transport
point of separation by a network.) Thus, methodology, de- system: delays, and especially delay distributions, are critical
sign, and documentation of the NGP are those of a graphics to offering real-time service; errors, however, can be tolerated.

package, rather than of an ab initio protocol design. In this By contrast, the NGP can tolerate longer delays and greater
setting, the network becomes a relatively unimportant artifact variation in delay for "interactive" service, but cannot tolerate j
of the implementation: it offers interprocess communication transmission errors.
among modules of a software system. An experiment in voice protocols has been undertaken by

four sites in the ARPA network [41, (5]. Sites with differing
D. A Network Voice Protocol (NVP) hardware for implementing network control and vocoding 31-

The objective of an NVP is to control the transmission of a gorithms were deliberately chosen in order to develop a pro-
digital representation of voice signals through a packet- tocol to accommodate such differences.
switched network in real time. The transmission may be part Language: The language for the NVP has three functions.
of a man-to-man or man-to-machine, communication. A pro- First, it must cope with different sending and receiving hard-
tocol can provide the effect of two-party or conference calls, ware by achieving device independence in some way. Second,
including user interfaces such as dialing and ringing. Or it can it must support user interfaces such as ringing a telephone,
provide a voice message service by communicating from man waiting for an answer, and hanging up. Third, it must control
to a computer capable of first recording the voice data, and the transmission of a voice signal in real time. The protocol
and later responding to a request to repeat the data to the in- separates these functions into two distinct parts: a control
tended recipients. A voice protocol differs from a standard protocol and a data protocol. These are separate protocols
telephone connection in that applications may use the network that link separate processes (see Fig. 5). The data processes

to transmit additional digital information along with the are concerned only with transmitting speech data; the control
voice data. processes provide the other two functions - he language.

A voice protocol must provide natural communication be- Some of the NVP language is devoted to controlling the con-
tween humans. On the one hand, this objective seems to re- versation and to exchanging information about its status. For

quire extremely good performance. Poor reproduction of the example, the caller process tries to initiate a call with "Calling
speech signal may prevent recognition of the speaker; long (who) from (whom)," where each field addresses one of several
transmission delays may impede a dialogue; small amounts of telephone lines connecting to the NVP equipment. The

distortion may be keenly perceived and interfere with natural answerer may reply "Ready" or "Goodbye, I am busy." If all
communication. On the other hand, a human can tolerate goes well, the answerer may say "Ringing," and eventually

many errors. Occasional noise is compensated for by the re- "Ready" if the call is answered. These exchanges are simply

dundancy in human speech; catastrophic garbling is repaired designed to allow caller and answerer to know each other's

* by dialogue-the utterance is repeated, state: ringing, ready, terminated. (See Fig. 6 for a summary of
A voice protocol should try to provide good speech quality the important states of the NVP, and Table II for a summary

even though data transmission rates may be severely Limited of the protocol.)

by the network. Fortunately, techniques are available for en- A more interesting part of the control protocol is the nego-
coding voice as low-bandwidth digital data; these techniques tiation of various parameters of the coding process. Although

are called vocoding techniques. Vocoding uses real-time signal- the parameters are mentioned below, we shall illustrate the

processing algorithms to encode and decode the voice. Vocod- negotiation process here. One of the two processes (caller or

ing algorithms tend to require substantial computing to achieve answerer) is the negotianon master. This process makes pro-

both acceptable reproduction quality and low data bandwidth. posals for parameter values that the other may accept or reject.

, High compression rates also tend to increase sensitivity to A proposal takes the form "Can you do (what) (how)?" The
acoustic noises and communication errors. Speech quality, (what) and (how) fields are coded from a small set ((how) is ac-
data rate, and processing all interact: achieving higher quality tuaUy a list of ways of doing (what) that are acceptable to the
or ;ess processing requires more transmission bandwidth. One master). For example, the master asks "Can you do ,speec.h
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Fig. 6. The state diagram for the network voice protocol. Large circles Z
indicate states. Transitions between states occur when a message is

transmitted (arc with box) or received (arc with oval). Note that
'he caller and cllee state diagrams are nearly symmetric.

sigxal sampling every) (62 microseconds) or <100 microsec- This negotiation scheme is designed to be extremely robust.-
onds)?" The other process, the negotiation slave, may respond Messages lost or delivered out of sequence will not garble the
in one of two ways. A positive response is "! will do (speech negotiation because each response repeats the question ((what))
signal sampling every) (62 microseconds)." A negative reply as well as providing an answer. 0
says "I can't do (speech signal sampling every) in any way you Coding: Strictly speaking, the voice protocol is concerned
suggested," but may optionally contain a suggested (how) that only with controlling transmission of voice data, and not with
is acceptable. Although at any instant one of the processes is the techniques used to generate the data. Nevertheless, good
the master and one the slave, either may request renegotiation vocoding techniques, providing acceptable quality speech with
to exchange roles. modest transmission b--idwidths, are the key to an NVP. A

An additional version provision makes the negotiation more vocoder may be pres..nted with 16 000 10-bit samples of
convenient. If a large number of parameters must be agreed speech waveforni each second, and be required to encode this
upon. negotiating each one is tedious. We define a version to information in as few as 3500 bits. Clearly, such encoding s..
be a table of ((what), (how)) pairs that gives settings for a large cannot preserve all of the information in the original signal,
number of parameters. Then the single negotiation "Can you bpt must strive to make errors that have only small perceptual
do (version) (2)?" will establish many parameter settings. effects.

35
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TABLE II together (up to about 14) into messages for transport through
SUMMARY OF ARPA NETWORK VOICEPROTOCOLMESSAGES the network. Thus only 3500 bits/s are generated. This num-

DETAILS OF THE PROTOCOL ARE GIvEN IN [4] ber can be reduced even further by use of "variable rate LPC"

C o mthat takes advantage of acoustic redundancies (e.g., long *
conhWhoee 4 respseJumvowels) to reduce the information content of the parameters.
tocdby. 'codc, The LPC acoustic vocoding algorithm fits a model of the -.
ne.otiaon.nqu,, c .h.y ,ow I s, human vocal system to a 19.2-ms interval of speech and de-.' Dpositive rne~ohlion.resoonse <wmall how,. o '?,ya ,on.,ewonse cwhat-, ,ory....... Livers parameters describing the fit. The inverse process is

.,y applied to regenerate the speech, but it does not yield a signal "
,,ry identical to the original. The result is expected to sound like

echo r-e, i the original even though it does not look like the original. .0.
echo 1.,l The information coding step is simple compared to the LPC
,e,,c.0,.ion.,equest "fser re.e.t> calculations. Although the LPC parameters vary over a wide

* - ,eneecaohon.00,.ovai <mstar.reouast. <ok>

range, the full precision need not be transmitted. The range of

the parameters is broken into 32, 64, or 128 intervals with -
-. -. _e,.c-pIe ol cc,, ,c .,,,, ohat.d: roughly equal probability of occurrence; parameter values are

S<sopoO~fie, mapped via tables into either 5, 6, or 7 bits for transmission.

<vers,on> The receiver inverts this nonlinear transformation.-- ie e.,ne Transport: The NVP requires real-time transport of parcels.
"cvsohme.corista. Unfortunately, none of the standard transport facilities de-

c ....o. .0*0,,cl, signed for HLP use in the ARPA network [ 1 , [61 could pro-
-LPC.trio.codin,, vide such service; the NVP designed its own real-time protocol
.LPC.te i....,,- using only the facilities of the IMP-based communication -

subnet.
O io ,mesag.s: The real-time protocol is very simple and is applicable to

.- <l-me stamp, s$ki pedoDarCefs.fl ago <o)ar¢ctl. Cuntoarcei".. " . .. l ,real-time uses other than speech. Parcels, generated at a con-

stant rate, are collected into messages. Each message is time-
stamped with the time of creation of the first paicel in the

Although a great many signal coding techniques are available message (the units of time measurement correspond to the
[121, the ARPA NVP is currently experimenting with two: time interval represented by a single parcel). During periods
continuously variable slope delta modulation (CVSD) and of silence, parcels are simply not generated, although any S
linear predictive coding (LPC) (231. These two techniques partially filed message will be transmitted promptly as the
are very different; CVSD aims to produce an output waveform silence begins. (The treatment of silence is in fact somewhat
that looks close to the original, whereas LPC tries only to pro- tricky; see [31 .) The time stamps allow the receiver to re-
duce an output signal that sounds Like the original. Experience sequence messages that arrive out of order and to meter the
gathered in recent years has made LPC the more popular tech- reproduction of speech from the parcels.
nique for low data-rate vocoding. Irregularities in message delays in the network cause trouble

Both vocoding schemes operate within a similar framework. [ 13 !. Suppose the first message experiences 340-ms delay and
An interval of speech is sampled and encoded by calculating the receiver begins processing the first parcel of this message as - -

the values of a number of parameters. These values are then it is received. [f the next message experiences 360-ms delay,
packed into parcels for transmission through the network, the receiver will finish the last parcel of the first message 20 ms
The negotiation protocol is used to establish the type of vo- before the next message arrives. What is it to do? The re-
coding used (LPC or CVSD), the sampling rate, the length of ceiver could have delayed processing the first message some-
the period encoded in each parcel, and other details of the what in order to allow more leeway against subsequent longer '
coding. network delays. This leeway can be allowed to grow as longer

CVSD vocoding requires only modest processing, but does delays occur. However, if the varnarzon in the network delay is
not achieve very good compression. Typically, 62 ms of high, the receiver's delay may become so long that an inter-
speech is encoded into about 1000 I-bit parameters that are ruption by the listener is delayed awkwardly or that the
packed into a parcel for transmission, thus requiring about speaker notices a pause when he stops speaking and begins
16-kbits/s transmission rates. Some additional reduction in listening. Low variation in network delay is a clear require-

-. data rate comes from detecting inactivity of the speaker due ment for an NVP.
to breathing, intersentence pauses, or listening to the other Very few conventional transport services are required by an
party. These periods of silence can be coded with very few NVP. No retransmission to remedy errors is required because a
bits; both CVSD and LPC coding take advantage of this lost message is not catastrophic; both coding schemes are de-
reduction, signed so that a parcel is decoded without knowledge of previ-

LPC employs two coding steps to reduce the volume of ous messages. Moreover, retransmission would introduce highl.
speech data. First, an acoustic vocoding is applied to a short variable delays that cause worse perceptual damage than the
period of sampled speech signal, and yields about a dozen pa- loss of the message. The only effect of a lost message is an
rameters describing the -dgnal. Second, an in!>rrmaton coding audible error for the period represented by the missing data.
step converts numeric values of these parameters to a smaller Because of the real-time nature of the NVP, there :s also no
range of values and packs them into a parcel for transmission, need for user-cnforced flo% control sender and receiver ire
The parcel is the unit of informaton flow, containing about processing niessages, at ideni,,cal te
60 bits generated every 192 ins. Several parcels are packed Res..'I The -kRPA NVP was fir,t used iucces>,"iv in
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December 1974 for real-time voice communication through difficult. The NGP designers, for example, wanted to allow

the ARPA network from coast to coast It has been imple- dynamically moving images to be displayed, provided that the
mented at five sites and has been used regularly since then. It display hardware made some provision for applying geometrical 1
has been used experimentally with LPC vocoding at rates be- transformations to the display file rapidly enough to see mo-

tween 1.8 and 5 kbit/s, and with CVSD at rates between 8 and tion. The attempt failed because the designers could devise no S
18 kbits/s. Although only a few sites have participated in the way to standardize the range of transformation facilities pro-

ARPA NVP, dissimilarities among the hardware and software vided by display manufacturers. However, if aspirations of de-
environments have tho.oughly exercised the device indepen- vice independence were reduced, and the NGP were required

dence aims of the protocol. Some of the initial implementa- to operate only displays of a certain type, dynamic images

tions used one-of-a-kind experimental devices such as the could be accommodated easily. Thus an attempt at generality

Lincoln Laboratory TX-2. A typical site uses a minicomputer was curbed by standardization problems.
attached to the network and to a fast arithmetic unit used for Generality can also lead to complexity. Overly general de- O

vocoding algorithms (e.g., PDP-l 1/45 and FPS AP-1 20A). signs are difficult to implement, may take a long time to devise,
The NVP has been extended to handle the "higher level" and often require more computing resources to process. One

functions of storing voice on files and of conferencing. In both way to reduce this problem is to divide the facilities of an HLP
cases, the data and negotiation protocols remained unaltered into quasi-independent groups of functions with different de-
while extensions were made to the control protocol [5]. In grees of generality. Any particular implementation may offer

conferencing, for example, control messages are used to estab- only a subset of the groups. The NGP, for example, recog- oi

lish which speaker "has the floor," and to whom speech nizes four groups of commands (status and inquiry, segmented %

should be sent. Additional extensions to transmit voice to a display files, positioned text, input interactions). Entire groups

speech recognition system or from a speech synthesis system are optional-facilities for input interactions, for example, need
are feasible because LPC is the basis for some approaches to not be provided. Within a group are both mandatory and op-

these goals [27]. All of these extensions are accommodated tional commands. If the options are not used, a very simple

with only minor changes to the protocol because the basic implementation results. If implementers need the added fea-
NVP framework and vocoding required no alterations. tures, the NGP specifies a standard way to provide them. -.

Although the voice application seems to be an unrepresenta- At the other extreme are protocols that are not very general,

tive HLP, we have seen that it offers a new perspective on but are extremely simple. These unambitious HLP's can offer

several HLP functions. It shows a simple elegant negotiation substantial service. A file transfer protocol that deals only
mechanism. It shows the effort that must sometimes be de- with text files, or a graphics protocol that is little more am-

voted to data compression. It demonstrates a real-time end- bitious than our plotter example, is remarkably useful. A de-

to-end protocol. And most importantly, it places an unusual sign that provides a special feature in a device-independent
set of requirements on the transport system: low delay van- way is worthless if it is never used!

ation, minimal flow control, and no need for extreme re- HLP's, whether simple or general, usually provide some mea-
liability. Diverse needs such as these require the transport sure of device independence. Two approaches are used to deal
system to be flexible. with different devices.

I) The "virtual device approach." A standard is designed
Ill. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING HLP's that specifies the operations that a process must implement.

This section assembles the various techniques used to design The plotter protocol is an example. The plotter process may

and implement HLP's by referring liberally to the three illus- be able to forward some protocol commands to the plotter
trative protocols of Section Il, and also to other HLP's. This hardware directly; others it may have to "simulate" in some

compendium is a prelude to an examination of the relationship way. For example, if the standard protocol specified colored

between HLP's and HLL's. Our observations are grouped into lines, the plotter process might replace them by dashed lines if
the categories of language, coding, and transport. no colored pens are available. This approach derives its name

from the similarity with vral memory:" a computer that
A. Language provides a rmllion words of virtual memory need not have that

The language for an HLP is clearly the most important part much primary memory, but a collection of mapping and paging

of the design. Meeting device independence and standardization processes simulate the effect of a million words of primary
objectives is a major challenge; it is difficult to abstract the memory.
common properties of a range of devi-es and applicatiow; in a 2) The "parametric approach." In this approach. the process

design that has a simple form. It is often difficult to avoid prepanng to send protocol commands will inquire of the

letting quirks of inflexible operating systems or of special plotter process information about its capabilities: How many
hardware completely destroy an otherwise simple protocol. colors can be plotted? What is the size of the plotter surface? -

The network is not an extrinsic contributor to the problem: What resolution? Given the answers to these questions, the

it adds a few new difficulties to those encountered in design- sending process can arrange to use only features of the plotter
ing a nonnetwork system involving multiple asynchronous that are available. Although this technique still requires stan-

communicating processes. Nevertheless, the presence of the dard ways to specify all possible plotter commands and standard

network makes communication along such diverse computer ways to inquire, the burden of simulating in software those

hardware and devices possible; thus it is the reason for much capabilities lacking in the plotter is shifted to the sender.
of the pressure for device independence and standardization. One benefit of the parametric approach is that the applica-

Device Independence. Inherent in device-independent de- tion program can he admised of the plotter's properties and can
signs is a tension between generality and standardization. As take advantage of the information. For example.if color is not

more capabilities of devices or a wider range of applications available, the application program can simulate it with line

are encompassed by the design, standardization becomes more textures that do not conflict with textures already used by the
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" program. The technique also allows coding to be parametrized:
for example, the plotter process could specify how many digits
it requires for each coordinate value. r

An important generalization of the parametric approach, T-

called negotiation, makes the inquiry activity symmetric. Each I

" process may inquire about properties of the other, often by L . ...
asserting its request for a certain behavior: sender says "Can (a)

you do four colors?" and plotter replies either "Yes, I'll do
four colors" or "No, I cannot do four colors." This technique

" allows each process to adapt to the other-they may end up A 0" -J
being each parameterized according to some of the other's
wishes. Once again, the method for negotiating, and the
eventual commands that flow, must be standardized.

The basic difference between these two approaches concerns ------
how the burden of achieving device independence is divided (b)
between the two communicating processes. The parametric
approach, used by the NGP, NVP, and TELNET [7] , essentially 7 V7L ii-
delays the specification of certain parameters until the two
communicating parties are connected. .-

The methods used to achieve device independence can pro- ..T

foundly influence the structure of application programs that Ti

use the HLP. For example, the plotter protocol and the NGP '
are both graphics protocols, but a program must use them very (c)
differently, because they use fundamentally different tech- Fig. 7. Logical connections for graphics and terminal protocols. (a) In-
riiques to make changes to the display. An applica:' %n written dependent connections, with the display and terminal physically

to use a segmented display file could not be adapted easily to separate. (b) Independent connections, but "terminal text" is pre-
sented on the display. (c) A single connection for both graphics and

use the plotter protocol. Moreover, the parametric approach terminal protocols, showing the insertion of "uninvited text" by an

to standardization may induce the application to operate dif- operating system.

ferently for different parameter values. For example, an inter-
active graphics application may drive a storage tube very differ- can provide some measure of error detection and correction

" ently than a refresh display (which reflects display changes (II, [21, [181 and, tinally, the HLP language can take steps
more rapidly), even though the program uses the same to improve reliability, such as tolerating lost or duplicated

- device-independent methods to draw lines and text or to re- messages. Redundant coding can be used to help detect errors.
ceive input. To avoid loss of synchronization in a stream of commands and

Combining Protocols. An application may use several sepa- arguments, a common technique is to occasionally identify
rate HLP's to connect its constituent parts. The different pro- the beginning of a command, for example, by marking a mes-
tocol uses are often independent, and use separate logical sage to indicate that a command appears as the first item in
communication paths. But sometimes HLP's can unwittingly the message.
compete for resources. A good example is illustrated in Fig. Specificat:on: Implementations of HLP languages usually
7(a), in which a user employs a TELNET protocol to control a depend on the proper interpretation of a rather detailed speci-
graphics program, which in turn uses a graphics protocol con- fication. The detail results chiefly from the requirement that
nection to control a display. Most users prefer to see text and all implementations of the HLP communicate with an identical
graphical output presented on the same screen (Fig. 7(b))- language, rather than from complexity in the HLP itself. In-
TELNET and the NGP thus compete for screen space. They deed, the designer of an HLP seeks a simple elegant solution

. also compete for keyboard input. But neither protocol is that offers the necessary services and has a straightforward
aware of the other's needs. The NGP design group considered implementation.

' allowing the NGP to control the placement of TELNET text A precise HLP specification is difficult to write. Although it
- on the screen, but abandoned the idea when it became clear is similar to a specification for a "software interface" routinely

such control would require synchronizing the display process used to detail the design of a module of a software system, it
(Dd) and the TELNET process (Tu) whenever screen place- differs in two respects. First, it must be understood by HL?

- ment changed. This problem was attacked seriously in a sub- implementers accustomed to different programming language,
sequent graphics protocol designed to allow careful control of operating systems, conventions, and nomenclature. Second,

• . "windows" on the screen, somc of which contain TELNET because the implementer may' not be familiar with theapplica-
* text, and some graphical information [321, [351. tion addressed by the HLP, the specification must provide 7,,n-

Robustness An HLP provides a vital communication Link in siderable implementation gvidance. We shill arg,.l n Sec :
an application distributed over several computers, a link whose IV that notions from tHLL's can be used to m!',v 1 l'
failure may be costly. If a person spends an hour using an specifications.
interactive data-analysis program that uses the NGP to display Layz ring Layenog helps to avoid lILP c

results, and a communication error causes so much confusion HLP can be implemented ,,: 'p .If anthe. "
that the program aborts, a great deal of work is lost. Providing ing is expl'tied by all HLI's, the . c ,,.
the reliability to prevent these failures requires attention at ill level transport protoc,)ls to pr,, .

levels. The application program can save a user's state pen- services [1 . The plo:c- ni I'
odically in case ot catastro)phe. network transport fac:ities; to prosvide.-,.. na::
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HLP's can also be layered atop other HLP's. Protocols for transport facilities of different types. Transport facilities
conferencing and voice recording use the NVP as a base. An should be designed in a modular way to provide different
HLP that uses a coding based on character strings may be types of service to different HLP's. The graphics and voice
implemented on top of an HLP such as TELNET that trans- protocols described in this paper illustrate the range of trans-
mits character streams between different computers. port services required. The NGP depends on orderly trans-

Sometimes the opportunity to layer one HLP on top of an- mission of streams of bytes, and consequently requires many
other is impeded by poor protocol design or a shortsighted supporting transport mechanisms offered by IPC protocols
implementation. The NGP, for example, might have been [1, [21, [37], [381: connections, flow control, sorting out-
layered on top of TELNET, so that the two connections of of-order packets, duplicate packet detection, and loss preven-
Fig. 7(a) could be reduced to one (Fig. 7(c)). This simplifies tion. Small sacrifices in bandwidth or irregularities in trans-

- the implementation of Dd and Tu, requiring only one process. mission delay are unimportant. By contrast, the NVP requires
It also simplifies implementation of careful control of terminal a stable transmission delay, but can tolerate errors, lost packets,
text, as the single connection avoids the need to synchronize or packets discarded due to local network congestion.
the display parameters in Dd to the arrival of text from Tu. Other HLP's may fall at points in between. For example,
However, the single connection approach was rejected by the some do not need to establish network "connections," but can
ARPA NGP as too error-prone. Because an operating system be designed around inquiry-response exchanges, sometimes

may unexpectedly generate text to be printed on the terminal called DATAGRAMS [261. A protocol to look up telephone
(e.g., "System going down."), it may interfere with graphical numbers might simply address a single message containing a
information encoded as text on the Ts-Tu connection. Clearly, person's name to the retrieval system; it expects a single
the TELNET protocol and operating systems could provide a answering message in response. If the sender receives no
means for transmitting encoded information that would not answer, he can repeat the request. A surprisingly large variety
be subject to disturbance. Such a facility, which would allow of protocols can be cast in this framework.
an HLP to be implemented within the TELNET protocol, was The grain of communication required of the transport sys-
not available when the NGP was designed. tern also varies among HLP's. Some will want to transmit

streams of bits or bytes; others may compose indivisible mes-
B. Coding sages to be delivered as atomic entities. In implementing a

Coding can be a simple matter or a very complex one in- byte stream in a packet switching network, the transport sys-
deed. It is simple if we need only transmit integers or symbols tern will attempt to buffer bytes until a message fills up. But
from a well-specified vocabulary (e.g., an integer that identifies how often should packets be sent? If a full message is as-
a command). Straightforward codings are easy to encode and sembled, presumably it should be sent immediately, subject
decode; the NGP and NVP control messages are examples of only to flow control practices in the network. But what if a
simple codings. NVP data messages are simple encodings of message is only partially filled, and has for several seconds
parameters, although the parameters are extracted from speech seen no data added to it? Should it be sent, even though only
samples by a complex vocoding algorithm. Although greater partially full? Perhaps the receiving process is idle, and could
investment in processing can be used to compress the coding, begin working on the new data. Or perhaps the protocol is be-
no HLP's known to the authors use sophisticated minimum- ing used as part of an interactive dialog, and the user needs to
entropy information coding techniques. This may be a result see the effect of the data contained in the partial message. Or
of greater attention to the less well understood problems of perhaps the message is partially full only because it is the last
language and transport than to coding efficiency. Moreover, message of a long transmission (e.g., when transmitting an
large efficiency gains can often be achieved by appropriate de- entire file).
sign of the protocol language: the segmented display file con- The question used to resolve these questions is: on what unit
cept in the NGP offers a greater reduction in data transmission of information can the receiving process take significant ac-
than would minimum entropy coding of entire images. tion? If we want the receiver to act each time a new byte is

Coding problems arise when we try to encode objects that generated by the sender, we must ensure that no encoded in-
have different interpretations in different computers: "floating- formation is buffered at the sender for very long, i.e., that par-
point numbers" or "text characters" are examples. What hap- tially filled messages are transmitted at short intervals. If, on
pens if a "character" has no representation in the character set the other hand, we are concerned only with finishing a long
of the computer to which it must be transmitted? What happens transmission as quickly as possible, using full-size packets for
when a floating-point number lies outside the range of num- efficiency, we can expect the sender to indicate that trans-
bers representable on the destination computer? Although it mission of the very last (partially filled) packet is required
is possible to characterize precisely the acceptable ranges, it is even though it's not full.
extremely difficult to design a protocol that works properly The transmission strategy used to make these decisions is
when a sender wishes to transmit an object that cannot be in- determined in part by application process. Two facilities
terpreted by the receiver. Generally, these problems are should be provided. %
handled by guaranteeing interpretations only on restricted 1) The sending process states a time interval that is the
subsets, such as "ASCII standard characters," or even "upper maximum time any chunk of information is buffered before

case characters." sending (assuming network flow control conventions allow
transmission). This time may be very long if timely trans-

C. Transport mission is unimportant, as in a file transfer, or it may be re- ".
An important lesson about transport systems has emerged lated to the amount of data accumulated for transmission [31.

from work on HLP's. No single abstract view of the transport (Note that such a scheme is an essential aspect of "terminal
facility applies to all HLP's; different protocols need access to output"-characters must be periodically transmitted for the
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user to see. Unfortunately, many operating systems that pro- streams of data reliably, many of the possibilities for timing-
vide interfaces to network transport mechanisms provide this related errors are removed from the HLP.
timely transmission facility only for terminal output; they do
not implement the technique for other HLP network traffic.) IV. HIGH-LEVEL PROTOCOLS AND HIGH-LEVEL

2) The sending process notifies the transport mechanism LANGUAGES
when it is important that buffered information actually be The finale of this survey of issues surrounding the design and
transmitted. implementation of HLP's relates the structure of HLP's to that

The needs of different HLP's are sufficiently varied to induce of HLL's, and suggests techniques used in HLL's that can be
different behaviors in the way transport is provided: messages applied fruitfully to problems in HLP's. In addition, HLP's
with time criticality of 100 ms can be treated differently than point to some areas that should receive increased attention in
messages with I-min delivery requirements. An HLP should HLL development. ..
make known to the transport system the type of service it de- '1
sires. For example, NVP communications will request uniform A. Why an HLP Protocol Is Like An HLL

delay. Interactive streams desire short delays, modest band- HLL's and HLP's are both abstract, but precise, definitions
widths, and high reliability. Transmitting a file requires high of a computation or communication that can be translated ,

bandwidth, but can tolerate long transmission delays. In this into the primitive operations actually provided by a computer -*.
case, packets could be routed far afield, taking advantage of idle or communication system. HLL's were born of a desire to "-"I
communications lines, incurring long delays and numerous express algorithms in a language natural to the application; a
hops, but still provide large bandwidth because many packets compiler fills in many details as it translates the program into
are taking different long routes concurrently, the machine language of a particular computer. Similarly, an

Most of the issues described in this section concern the im- HLP is most clearly expressed in a "language" that relates
plementation of transport facilities in an operating system and closely to the application; the tedious details of coding and
not the design of a communications network. As a conse- transport are not the primary concerns of the HLP designer
quence of layering, important issues in network design (nam- and implementer.
ing, addressing, message sizes, intemetwork operation, routing) One of the powerful ideas in HLL's is the concept of type: a
rarely influence HLP design. An exception is our plea that the method for defining abstract objects such as integers, charac-
communication system respond to "type of service" requests ters, arrays, lists, text strings, records, sets, etc. A compiler,
from applications, together with type definitions, chooses a way to represent

In summary, we believe 1) no single transport facility is uni- these objects within the physical memory structure of the
versal, 2) transport systems that are assembling messages from computer. With this aid, the programmer is freed from the
smaller items need to transmit partial messages in response to details of encoding various objects in memory, and concen- @'
time constraints and precise instructions from the sender, and trates on harnessing these objects to ease the construction of
3) the transport needs of the application should be specified his program.
to the packet-switching network in order to provid the type The concept of type is just as prevalent in HLP's. Usually a
of service desired, message is divided into "fields," sequences of bits that are

assigned particular meanings. But to the HLP designer, these
D. Implementation fields are simply encodings of types used in the application

For HLP's to be useful in a resource-sharing network, imple- program: integers, characters, etc.
mentations must be devised for many of the computers in the Data structure declarations thus play a key role in both
network. The ease with which these implementations can be settings. They structure memory for the HLL; they structure
constructed is often a major goal of an HLP design. Although messages for the HLP. A concrete example from the plotter
most HLP's could be implemented easily, programming en- protocol will further illustrate this point. The protocol is a se-

vironments of many computers unfortunately complicate quence of commands (a type); each command specifies a
implementations. Many operating systems incorporate net- function (a type) and possibly some arguments (of various
work access as an afterthought and therefore provide cumber- types). Using PASCAL (171, we would write:
some facilities. Many have poor support for cooperating
processes, which are used frequently in HLP implementations. type PlotterFunction (fBegnPlot,fEndPiot,fUp,fDown, ,
And finally, tools for debugging asynchronous processes are t fLteo n

usually poor. In a network, the problem is exacerbated by the tye Plotter n eod
inability to examine the state of the cooperating process or to sefinPlot
repeat the conditions that caused an error. Even stopping the BenPlot: 0
program being tested may be difficult: the other process may flp: 0;
detect prolonged inactivity and abort! fown: 0;

Implementation and debugging can be aided by measures fLineTo: (x,y int)
taken in the design of the HLP. Commands to reset both
processes to an initial state are essential; facilities to report edd
errors precisely can be provided. Sometimes explicit de- t e of r
bugging aids can be built into an HLP implementation-a PlotterFunction is a type that can take on five values corre-
version of the NGP display process that types out a trace of all sponding to the names 'BegnPlot, fEndPlot, fUp, fDown, and
protocol commands received and sent greatly speeds debugging. fLineTo. The key type is PlotterCommand, which is a variant
Layering of protocols also eases implementation. If an HLP is record with an entry gving the function and possible
implemented on top of a transport system deemed to transmit arguments-it thus specifies the structure of a single command
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in the plotter HLP. The type PlotterProtocol is a sequence of specifying precisely the interface to software modules, in part
such commands, so that uses of the module by other programs can be checked

The application program might generate the plotter HLP by carefully. This problem of precise description is also key to
caling five procedures corresponding to the five commands. HLP's; an accurate specification of the HLP for a service must
For example, the procedure LineTo builds a PlotterCommand be available to any programmer writing programs that userecord consisting of the function name (fLineTo) and two the HIP.
argument values. The record is then "transmitted" by ap-

pending it to the PlotterProtocol sequence: B. How HLL 's Can Help HLPs
Our sketch of the relationship between HLL's and HLP's

ar c: PlotterCommand; shows that many ideas developed for HLL's address correspond-
Y ar pp :PlotterProtocol;

ing needs in HLP's. However, to be fully useful in implement-
procedure LineTo (tx, ty int); ing HIP's, some of these ideas must be developed further.

begin 1) Type definitions: Currently, HLL's use type definition
c.function := fLineTo; (* Build command s) facilities that are too loose and dependent on details of the
c.x tx; (o Insert arguments.) computer on which they execute. For example, an "integer"
c.y :ty; will designate 36 bits on some machines, 32 on others, 16 on
ppt := c; put(pp); (*Add command to sequence.) still others, etc. This definition is too vague to be useful in a

end heterogeneous network, i.e., one containing computers of
many different sorts. Instead, we need to define integers pre-

Notice how type declarations and record-construction state- cisely, e.g., "24-bit 2's complement integer." Also, most struc-
ments help specify coding and transport details.a

The paradigm illustrated above is a common one in HLP's: tural defimition facilities will not allow us to split a field over aThepardig ilusratd aoveis cmmo on inHLPs:word boundary in the computer. Such a facility may be ''

transmitting records consisting of a command, followed by werd boundary acli may be
valus o argmens. t isno oinidene tat heserecrdsneeded when interpreting a standard protocol, even though itvalues of arguments. it is no coincidence that these records might be folly within any given machine. Thus programming-

correspond to the specifications of typed objects in a pro- language techniques for defining structure on word-oriented
cedure call; the declaration of the procedure LineTo and of storage should be extended and applied to defining structure..-
the fLineTo variant of the PlotterCommand record are strik- i bit-oriented protocol streams.
ingly similar. The plotter protocol and the NGP, which use
this paradigm, are essentially transmitting procedure names 2)nerocscmmnatn(JC:M ynwrHL'are beginning to offer facilities for [PC, some using the idea of
and arguments to the receiving process, which calls correspond- transmitting typed records as we showed above [20]. How-
ing procedures. Both protocols could be expressed in terms of
aever, none provides automatically the vital link between the -a poeur alpotcl"anHPta arne2t civ variant record and the procedure c11. The programmer can i
this effect [391 .2 HLP's with this flavor arise quite frequently writ record anderocedemonstrate prgre can

write the obvious encoder, as demonstrated in the PASCAL
when a single application program consisting of several mod- e ac rcnules is distributed in a network. It is precisely this methodology example, and a matching decoder that collects arguments and ""

dispatches to call the proper procedure, but these are bulky
that we advocated for developing the NGP. and tedious to write. This sort of IPC is common in networks,

Not all HLP designs are conveniently expressed within a
frameor as pdeciaeas a roeuell protocol wthe abut is neglected in programming systems. Some efforts haveframework as specialized as a procedure call protocol. The been devoted to this problem [ I 1] [ 16]1, but the need has not"'"

NVP, for example, does not fit well into this category. How- been wdelyotetoghi em
ever, the concept of structuring communication into records

3) Linking: HLL's must be prepared to check types used in
by using appropriate type declarations remains extremely IPC when connections are made. Ideally, a process offering an
valuable. These type declarations must of course, be shared HLP service could distribute (in a standard form!) a definition
by the sender and receiver to insure both parties apply the of the protocol to receive service. Such a definition could be '

same interpretations to messages.
sathou thedetao ty e ssaerhapchecked against the protocol definition of a potential partner
Although the idea of type is perhaps the most important, when a connection is initiated-this is similar to checking

other aspects of HLL's correspond to HLP features. When two cmodues ae lnkedtogther comuniatio mehodsare caller/callee parameter declarations when linking separately , ..
modules are linked together, communication methods are
established between the modules (usually through procedure compiled programs; we insist that definitions match beforeestalised etwen te mduls (sualy trouh poceure we allow communication. - ;
linkages), much the way a connection establishes a communi- we Awcmo nication.
cation between two processes. The act of binding the two sequences and message exchanges. As in any multiprocessing .'-'
modules together might be compared to the negotiation or seu.e mssoag ex anges. and nymlrocessin

* inquiry used to inaugurate communication, though most HLL system, we must worry about deadlock and synchronization
binding is considerably less flexible than HLP parametrization, issues. They may be especially tricky if we use a transport

' The data abstraction techniques in HLL's foster methods for mechanism that sometimes delivers messages out of sequence
designing software systems that are similar to the abstractions or occasionally loses them. Assertions provided with the pro-

required to achieve device independence or to define standards. gram, and flow analysis undertaken by a compiler, can help
Finally, HLL's are inreasingly concerned with methods for with certain communications problems: can a particular mes-

sage be packed with others to form a larger package to trans. '"

* 'Strictly speaking, a "procedure cal" requires that control not return port through the network, or must it be sent immediately be-
to the caller until the procedure has been executed. In the plotter and cause a reply is required? Efforts in this area are beginning
NGP protocols, it is desirable to let the calling process continue execu. [81, [341.
tion so that several "procedure call" records can be packed together 5) Documentation: There is also a need for a definition at a
into one network meage. If the procedure being called returns an
answer, the calUng prom must of coure wait for the answer, more functional level: What are the services of the protocol?
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What effect does each command have? How do the commands HLP's will be expressed as naturally as arithmetic expressions
interact? What are possible responses to particular messages? are now.
It seems clear that a computer program, perhaps expressed as ACKNOWLEDGMENT
abstract operations of a process that implements the protocol, KO G
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Tutorial Survey of Algorithmis For Locating and identifying
Spatiaily Distributed Sources and iteceivers

:1. Morf, b. Friedlander and J. Newkirkc
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Stanford, CA 94305

.a p"13ft a sbort tutorial survey of alga- A sensor array af this type may be locatea, at a
ritnas for locating and i(1entifying spatially dis- single site, in which case we aonsiaer it as one

* . rIbutec sources and receivers. The eMPaSsis is unit, or it may be distributed among aany sites.
* . an Matnoas tnat are eltor considered to be very
* asiQ or land themselves potentially to distri- In Other cases the sensor sites can provide'

butec computations, tno main objective of this different types at target related data, in partic-
WOrK. oe snail also very briefly outline our owin ular,
approaca to this set of proolegs.

L. ntrducion(i) Range only (ranging radar, active sonar)

(ii) bearing only (optical, infrared sensor,
in many practical proolems it is necessary to direction tinder)

aetermine the location at signal (noise) sources
from acasureaenCs provided oy one or more sensors. (iii)bearing and range (searcn, tracicing radar)
Typical appiizations Include:

(iv) Target velocity Cuoppler radars, M4TI)
- Acoustic surveillance Systems (e.g., sonar

detection of .ow flying aircraft), D~ifferent data types lead to diffterent location
estimation teconiQUes. For example, range only or

- SeisinicZ arrays for seismic exploration, mont- bearing oniy measurements are related to target
taring tartnquaces and nuclear exploslions, or association teonniques (section 2.2). Bearing and
aetecting vehicle MOVemen1tsl, range data is Usually associated with tracicing

algorithms tar moving targets.
- Antenna arrays tor radio astronomy or olec-

tronc suveilance (e~., crecton (d- Data trom a single omnidirectional passive sensor -

Ing4), is treated oy time-of-arrival Metnods (secticn
2.!) or beatorming and array processing teo~n-

* - multiple radar systems tar detection and niqUes (section 2.4). The estimation metnod also
traciing.depends on the type ot signals provided by the

sensor site: conerent/nonconerent, "raw" or fil-
rile diVersity at Applications Involving tne tered data (linear Processing), data after detec-

.argot location proolem naxes a general unified tion (nonlinear processing), etc.
*trsatment Ot this suoject quite difficult. To
pro.,ioe s0oe tocus tar our discussion we will use Classical methods of processing sensor dlata
taoi 1o...owing sample problem: nave generally been at tno centralized type, that

is, all of the sensor data was Collected at One
Zonsiaer a small number af sensor sites Site and tnen processed.. An alternative is to
pernaps ten) distributed over a specified process muon of the data at the collection site

area. A number of targets are present in tne and to send only the relevant data to eitner a
area and tneir location is to be estimated central siLe or (more generally) to the appropri-
3asec on tno data colleotea by the sensors. at usr lSeio 3wenilicssneit

die ensos mesur sigals hic arecitnr trent types Of distributed processing and their
omitted by too target (the passive case) or d tqs
reflected oy it (tne active case Which in the last sectIon We Will descriOe our own

% requires target illumination). By processing approach to tne aevelopment at 3istriouted algo-
tne signals provided )y tne sensor, Inform&- rithMs for the estimation at position, Ocat4On
tion about target bearing and/or range can be and otner coaracoteristics Ot sensors and sources,
cetoruined. (morf at al.'. Wc will Sive a snort aescription I

Someime a sngl sesor 3 nt caabl Of Of sample aljoritnms3 Of a fUliy distributed nature
someine a sngl sesor 5 nt caabl at that nave dcesirable features. 4c snal. also out-

* icasur~ng sitner range or oearing, as far example line severai ot tie nionclassical approacoes3 to
wit anidirectionai passive sensors. omolning ovn tesproms

iata fram a group or array Of sensors, nowever,
Z"835 it P03SID1e to0 tind the desired information. 2. :acani;ues tar astinating target location-7

.ois3 wor4 das supported oy ARPA -jnder oontract ALA This section provides 2 oriet summary at tine
0 -7 -3 iv -socution tacnniqUes associated witn tne target
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ocation problem. Only the oasic ideas are Ali of the Information about the target ioca-

presentec; toe details can oe found in the refer- tion are encoaed in the relative time-oelays of

ne. to various sensors. To see o

2.' rime-of-Arriial i timation fOOWin:.

A s3gnal emanating from a remote so ce ann Y
measured in the presence of noise at two spatially ,

separated sensors can oe moceled as r, )

X, t)2(t) -n, (t) P'a)

(1b)

wnere 3(t), n,(t), n (t) are assumed to be sta- 2
tionary, independeni, random processes. One com- '2 Y2,

Mon aetnou of estimating %noe time delay, ), is to T Tare.
zompute the zross zorrelation functin ST Taret

.//" rN S, Sensor 1 -.

* ~ ~ itx2 ~ J (2) SM ,Y

_f.Z f'lows directly teat

wnere ) is the signal autocorrelation func-
tion. n important property of autocorrelation Fig. 2: rarget-2e.sor geometry
functon r0 t3ai r st R33 ) R(0). Thus, the peas

of A 53' '-0 wi.6a. occur aNN 0 This provides us
w1tn a .ay for finding tfe delay by calculating
tne istiatec cr033-correlation function. if 3(t) p(k

is a wnite noise source, R5s(%-D)*fC(V-D), and toe
peaA will be snarpiy aeinec. in general, a 33 unere I is the relative delay between sensor i

• to "spread out" whica tends to broaden the and sensAr j, and - is the propagation ielocity.

peag, maxing it sore difficult to pinpoint the 2
actual ieiay. Furthermore, when multiple targets r:I (XT.1i) 2y.y )2,i 5 ,2 .

ano .itiple delays) are present, toe "tails" of
.ae autocorrelation functions for different tar- t can be snore Sohmij tnat for 2,s, "ne set of

gets will to overlayea and more difficult to equations (4),(S) can oe rewrItten as a ; set t

se;arate. Thus, It is desirable to preprocess toe of equations for x. y., where toe zoefficLents are
sensor measurements x,, 11 so that after Whown quantities" ti.e. written in terms of

,rosscorrelation snarper peajcs will result, as in D. x y,). This set of equations can now te
-dig. '. in tne absence of measurement noise this soie "t6 determine the target iocation.

:an ce ions 3y passing xo(t), X.(t) thnroughn a
",%niening" filter for 3(ti, nence'ne correlation The discussion above Indicates "nat ne way

of s is removed. .nen noise is present, the of solving tre target location ;rolem is to first

fliter nas '.o tage into account both signal and estimate toe time-of-arrva delays ann o a -o

noise spectra. compute the location based on thne eometry of tno
proolem [Hanni. :t is possible, of course, to

A, -- ,l~ s =Combine these two steps and develop an estimator

- . -s - irect..y for the target coordinates r.- y. or, as
U. )2... . peas L.--..".i3 more coonly done, for its oearing aa range.

£ detector This leads to aaternative estimator structures,
- --- typically using tne maximum lielinood approach

r E ,angs ann Sonuliteissi, ClacDonalaj.

mulrtple 2.2 Target Association recnniques

S

rig. ': A time-delay estimator. A special type of proolem arises wnen mu':±-
pIe sensors whino 3easure range zut not azimut.,

Different znoies for tene pre-f' r are P03- (or vice versa) are ased to est:mate target .cs- l'- %
3aoie 4epenoing upon tne performance -ritericn tion. .f only a single target is ;resent, its

,nosen by the designer: tne ligelinooo function locatl'on .s found oy mui.a titarit:n. -or exam-
.,ann and .retter, t*e leflection function .Knapp pIe, If aziMutn measurecent3 froM several sensors
An ;arer

"
, etc. .t s hOu3 :e noted .nat severa4 are available, one nas 3n1y to "ompute tne inter-

estimator structures cesiles t.e zu.tipller- seo3tion of tne "var!ous i.es-of-s;nt.
correlator estiator nave ten zeveloped. .'.'-

N,.
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T'he situation becomes more complex 'nen mui- of Sensors) written in them. Note tnat reiativey 0
• .*' ripie targets are present. This is illustrated by hi4n values can De ootained at ocat=ions otnerthan tnose of" tne real target k"SnosW" .ocacionsi.

'2L

, , Io

22

.i; 3: The target association prooem

". S
3

iacn sensor is assumed to have detected tne
two targets 7, T2. However, these detections are
not properiy associated. it is not known which

*measurement of eaco sensor corresponos to which
target. £ hus, it is necessary to associate tar-
t s wit- sensor measurements efore estimating ig. : Association y oacK-projection

r.e target locations (in fact tne association and
ocation proolems are addressed simultaneously).
.ote also toat if there are more targets than sen-
3ors. aMoi&u.ties ("gnost" targetsL) May result. Image reconstruction techniques
.n .ig. j, if a was not there, tne Measurements
o" o, ansa woula oe consistent with toe assuMp- It is p05016 to view tne sensor measurements a
tion .at '.ae targets are at J,,j 2 rather tnan at line integrals through an image consisting of

"points of lignt" at tne target locations. The
line integrals are over the infrared emissivity

Severai sCemes nave oeen proposed to soi e sap (for IR sensors) or toe radar refleativity map
rzt,e target association proolem, ano they are (for ranging radars). The problem of reconstruct-
Or:efiy aescrized below. ing images from tneir !ne-ntegral projections

nan been extensively treated in literature Le.g.,
lijt Forming Broois ano Di Chiro, horn]. hecently it was snown

fow these tecnniques can be appliec to the target
?1.Z a pair of sensors and zompute all the inter- association problem LFriedlancer ot al., Denton st
3_..C.ions of tneir !Znes-of-s3int to potential al.I oy reconstructing tne "brightness map" of tne
targets (±.e. directions in wnicn tney detected area under surveillance and identifying targets as
sometning). These intersection points are poten- the "bright spots". it should Oe noted tact tne
-ial t&kget locations. Now picK a third sensor image reconstruction metnod requires that tne sen-
and anec wnetner its lines-of-s3grt pass torougn sors provide the actual energy measured in eacn
any Of tne intersection points, it not, delete direction (range) and not just target/no target
:.ese points from toe list of potential targets. information. The 3etection taKes place after pro-
6y proceeding tis way witn the other sensors, toe messing toe information from all the sensors; in
.13t will finally include only those target inca- list forming and space-searan, only toe results of
tions wnin are oonslstent with all the ooserva- too detection performed at eson indi.idua. sensor

1ons. it sould be emphasized that this is a are passed on.
1inlY simplified description of more realistic

fst orming aigorithms. Z.3 Spectral estimation

6acK-projection or Space-Searou Multipie-seonsor easurements :an ae :on-
si1ered as samples of a time-space f~ncti--n y t,.j

:e space to oe searcnec is divided into cells of where P represents a point in -U space. .o
a size corresponoing to the system resoluton. notions of ktemporai) zorreiation 'funotion Ir:o
"he numOer I is added to those Coils of the space (temporal) spectral ienslty -'an ie extenoeo to
wnlzn lie a.ong tnoe .ne of signt of a given sen- time-space functions of ttAs type. e lefine a
3or later.'m on. fhis proaess is repeated for ail random f1e-a 7(t,L) as stationary ann rcxogenecus
.ies-of-signt of 111 sensors. As -an be seen if £iy~t,y)}=. soc
froa F i. tne target .ocations :an oe laentified
as noe nain g noe algnest nunoer (z tne numoer

. ..
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Thus, target oearing estimation reduces to tne O
problem Of estimating P(u,4j from the measurements %

.A (b) Y(ti.,j), where r represents sensor .oaions ano
" are the sampliAg times of t output of tna"t

wnere sensor.

-t-t, t :j..' Many spectral estimation techniques aave been
used in this context; several are described in tne
references.

Any nomogeneous random field nas a spectral
representation Z. 4 eamforming and array ?rocessing

04rCap3 toe ost como operation In processing
_(t,V U dx), ) signals in a sensor array is that of beamformi g.

Antenna arrays (for radar, communication, etc.)
Where £(',, , ) j(x,y,z) and z(L,=m is a and acoustic sensor arrays (sonar) are typical
random functiont i wtt certain properties. The examples of boeamforuing. ueamtor-ing onsists off
zorreiation function can oe represented by a summation of time-delayed (or pnas-sniftec),

versions of toe sensor outputs. i.e.

jZ Z(t02 7(tt. areJ, P ("I) am dc (d) L-,,'1.

haere t. represents the time-aeiay for sensor I
•Whnere is the 3atai-teaporai Spectral density. and P. its Location. Proper caoice of te delaysAS n tne temporal case, an Inversion formula t, enances tro signals received from a particular

no!is: direction and .attenuates signals from otner direc-
as e tions. This operation Il flz spatial equivalent

~ ,- 2
-- ,tr* (§r of a temporal narrow Yfilter.

The output Z(Ut) the oeamformr is a
(3oaLar) time function, wnLed is processed so as
to obtain a measure of tne signal energy in an
optimal way. The aost common processing Scems

As an Important example, consider a sono- include
znrozat c (single frequency) plane wave at tem-
pora. frequency U propagating in to direction Matched filter
3iien oy a unit vector at velocity a. Such a Mener filtering or least-squares estimarion

~ave .s represented ay Maximum lizelihood estimation

y(t",e)exp(Job t +,go ('0a) This linear filtering is often followed oy a
nonlinear operation, e.g. squaring and integra-
triere tion. The order of Linear filtering ara

transforming also a linear operation) is often
43S . ('Ob) reversed, the exact structure depending on tne

application. The implementation of toese
.Z is easy to verify that for tnis space-time processes is usually done in tne Fourier domain
funztion we nave (With phase shifts replacing time deiays) Out time

dmain implementations are also Usec. a sample of
the vast literature on beaforming anu tae associ-

A (rP-)e =a(''a) atec signal processing (refered to as "array pro-
Zeasing-) is given in tne oibliogray.

and
A ca.ss of array processor of partizualr

interest are the different types of adaptive .,\ •
arrays. The need for adaptive arrays arises for

wnian is a ae.~a funct~ion located at temporal fre- many reasons. Some examples:
quency 0. and spatial frequency 'or wave number)
All Ibis example indicated now P(ij provides
information regarding tno direction (and velocity) Nuil steering, to zinimize interference from
3f propagation of waies. sources other tan tne target of interest.

The point of tnis iscussion Ls that (spa- Adaptive filtering, to aandle anKnown noise

tial) spectral estimation is a way of estimating and signal statistics.
.arget Dearing, since if We p ot ptw,A in the A
plane (for a fixed wi, it will tenc to oe zoncen- - aaptive beamforming. Beazforn.g requires
trated around the point L wnic.n corresponds to rne precise Anowledge of tne sensor locat.ons
direction of "no wave propagation anc hence toe (witnin fractions of a 4aveisngtn in orier
oearing of toe -arget (to source of tiese waves).

47
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tnat tne steering aelays *a .omputeo. Aeia- Ing nodes during aintainance witnout inter-
tiveiy small errors can lead to serious per- :-upting system operation).
formance degranation. Thus, when sensor
"ocations are iMpreciseiy gnown or are con- - The possibility of incorporating many zomo:-
3tantiy coianging, a fixc processing saeme nations of resources, witn variao.e perior-
is :.nfeasible. mance levels, as determined oy tne needs of

roe eeo or istroute Coputaioneacn User.jr.he .eea for Distributed Computation The combination, in a single networK, of zany
rhere are many advantages in distributing types of information sensors. "

.omputations for a large sensor networv; some of
-oe main arguments are tne foliowing: 4. Jur Approacnes

"') Reauction of Computational Complexity Distributed processing has Dy now become a

term that is applied to many types Of Systems and
.istriouteou processing is often used as a is not very weal defined. Since tae distrioute"

means for solving problems related to ,arge-scale sensor net prootem can De we.1 descriaec, see e.g.
Systems. rnis approca leads to the decomposition [ISL 0SN Report;, we snail use it as a oascs for
-f a nign-dimensionai proolem into a sequence or defining distributed processing. 'me :cnscer-ama .er- mensionai ones. This often results in three computational organizations wniu couo oe
-onslerab.e computational savings; many fast used in tnis context: centraaized, inuepencenjy
a.oritnms, such as tne Fast Fourier Transform, distributed, and cooperatively -istrioutea.
are of tnis type. Also, certain large-scale prob- .) Centralizeo -- all sensor cata i3 pasea
l.ams simpiy cannot oe soived In a direct manner to a central site, wnere coaputation . ;ser-
Le.., *inversion of very large matrices) and ways formed, ano toe pertinent resuits are tnen
nave to ze founa to decompose the problem into returned to tne appropriate remote sites.

p2) independent - all sensor inormation s+ -s a a iA e r p a r s n a t c a n D o h a n d l e d . r b s c a n , o f d t e v r o t r O i a a n e ; .
:curse, Do cone in a centralized lanner, but tae com-unicated to every otner Site, inc C::
.istriouted approach often leans to natural cecom- site then makes its oest estimate of the
Positions ano vaiuaole Insignts. environment.

3) Cooperative -- sites exchange processes
.-'teia0Laity information, and at Most partial senscr lata.

It is tne second and third organizations tnat are
Distributed systems have good properties normally referred to as distributed organizations,

from a reliability standpoint due to their and coe thira, in particular, Cnat we zon;s1er t
-nnerent parallelism. Failure of a computational be of greatest interest.
mocule does not necessarily result in system
failure sace tne zomputational load can be re- The Searcn for Distributea igorjtLms

.. :striouted among the remaining modules. Thus, a
listrioutea system may nave tne aoility to recon-

' figure and continue operation. Depending on tne Centralized algorithms are now quite we.!
type of the system and its structure, its opera- understood, as a perusal of tne extensive .iteri-
t:on after reconfiguration may be at a reduced ture indicates. nowever, fery few attempts aave

* performance level. (This wouldo t tne case if the Dean made to unify and integrate all tiese :f-
'. remaining cOmputational resources were insuffi- ferent approaches ano results. A typcal Zo00 on

zient to comp.ote tne solution of toe proolem, or radar or sonar signal processing 13 a ratner ad
-.f tne loss of a computational moduie was a3soCi- 4oc collection of data, @etnoos inc tneory remin-

ated Wirt toe loss of a sensor site.) toe system ascent of a cooK-oocK). "o an outslaer 3f t is
"Isplays graceful egradation of performance, field it is extremely difficult to get 1 zonerent,splays c ra eut ter atastopic faue picture and to make intelilgent cno.les :n app.y-w. + n i zn 2e n t r a t s w i t h t ne c a ta s t r o p h ic " f a i l u r e i g t e 0 m t o 3 I n . 3 i f 3 s e 3miro tnese munods in toe aesign of Syseems.m o t e tsystematic representation of tais 4.now.ege, oy

( i>iexiollity itself a tremendous tasK, is required in ordcer to
MaKe effective use of toe availaoie aiternati-es.

The distributed nature of computations is It is very tempting to suggest te development of
orten associate* with cis1ributed system struc- an "expert support system" ,cmoining and e4tsnal-l
tures; such a system structure aigot be 3 collec- recent approacnes in Ai, cata-case 3anagemont az
tion of sensor/computer/communlcation Modules related fleins.

interconnected in a networK. ris organization
lease to a iery flexiole structure, possessing jur approach to tne development of ,:oopera-
iesiraole properties wnicn are not al.ays present tlve~y) distriouteo algori:zns can oe su4marj:za
Ln a :entraaizec system: ;nder toe following neacings:

Partitioning of optima, centra.::e

- £asy system growtn ailorlcams san suca as rang, a
ixtenaea Ks-annflen, anu Zeim

- rne capcity to nana.e topoiogical cnanges in Foring. 'his ac;roa7n .s 3se:&..
-.ne system structure e.g., caing or ce~et- ce 3YSte ;ncer :cnsertt;.;n : .
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aiviaed into suosystems with sparse ment of algorithms. For tnis rea-
interaction. son, we are considering the poten-

tial impact of ILoI/VHSI aesigns.

. Application And extension of metnods
% eveloped in tone context of decentrol- Using these approacnes, examples of fu ly

izec control and estimation, e.g. team distributed processing ano communication aigo-
cecision theory and differential games, ritams can be proposed. One sucn example is the
hierarchical and multilevel systems. combination of the rDOA approach L.cnmiatj, the
aggregation metnods, singular perturba- distriouted estimation algorithm in LSL-jSN

rion and other perturbation techniques, Report) and a distributed protocol a 'a :Merlin
periodic coordination and spatial and Segallj. Tes. algoritnms nave tne desired
iynamiL programming (sdp). robustness and ,ou comunication bandwidths tnat

characterize desirabie distriouted algor 
h
ms.

3. evelopment of new optimal distributed
algoritma for specific subsets of sensor
cata. For example,

- Time/Frequency Difference f
.rrival (rAUuA/FOUA) cata, using
AAAt modeling.
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Volts; the larger the target, the greater the *

SINGLE-SITE DETECTION AND voltage level. Absence o the target is indi-
cated by 0 volts. Zero-mean Gaussian noise is

TARGET PARAMETER EST1DATION added to the voltage level and the sensor takes
sample of the sin of the signal level and the
noise. The observation space consists of the

by Paul Dinko, Jr. values of the sampled voltage. A possible
Lincoln Laboratory detection rule is to compare values of the sam-

4assachusetts Institute of Technology pled voltage to a threshold, rl. If the sample
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 value Is greater than q, a target is declared to

be present; otherwise the area of interest is
declared to be empty. The two fundamental er-
rors that result in this example and in dotec-
tion theory in general are false alarms, declar-

Z.- fl m . ad A LU £IZ Z ILa2n Ing that a target is present when it is not, and
false dismissals, declaring no target when one

Detection theory problems are characterized is present. One usually wants to maximize the
by the fact that one must decide which of probability of detection, PD ' without sgnifi-
several alternatives are true. For example, if cantly increasing the probability of a false
there are two alternatives, if a target is there alarm, P . For this simple example, PD is plot- ... *
or not, the problem is a binary detection prob- ted aainst P with d as a parameter in Figure
lem. In estimation theory problems, which very 3. in the fi&Le, the actual threshold used in
closely parallel those of detection theory, one the decision rule is proportional to q. The
must estimate parameters of a signal or situa- detection probability is plotted against the
tion. For example, one type of signal estimator voltage level, d, with P7  a a parameter in
or receiver estimates values of a continuous Fir'4. Roth figures illustrate that there is.

parameter. It will rarely compute the exact a trade-off between the two major errors. If .. o
signal, but attempts to be close most of the one lowers the threshold to detect smaller tar-
time. gets, one must contend with a higher false alarm

rate. Alternately, if one increases the three-
The problems in'which detection and estima- hold to keep the false alarm rate .ow, one must -'-

tion theory are utilized can be categorized into accept a lower probability of detection.
three Levels or a hierarChy.as shown in Figure
1. Level I problems include detecting and es-
timating known signals in noise; level 2, sig- .. =a ztU m A 11 A = kA=A=
nals with unknown parameters in noise; and level
3, random signals in noise. The particular 1. Introduction. '.
problems that will be discussed in more detail

in this note are marked with an asterisk. The DSN strawman acoustic sensor, a small
acoustic array, has been Introduced in an ear- -

The general detection/estimation problem ps la paper, Lacoss, *Tutorial on Sensor Technol- .
more clearly explained with the aid of Figure 2. ogY," (these proceedings). The signal process-
The real situation of interest includes the ing that must be performed to calculate ap-
presence or absence of a target; its charac- propriate statistics to detect and estimate tar-
teristics, e.g., its reflectivity or noise emis- set parameters-high resolution frequency-
ions; and its parameters, e.g., range, azimuth, wavenumber analysis-is briefly described here.

and velocity. Noise such as ground clutter, In the case of a sml acoustic array, the tar-
weather formations, or background acoustic noise get etric that is estimated is the acoustic az-
corrupts the target Information as it propagates muth. The acoustic azimuth is the true azimuth
from the area of interest to the sensor. The of the target at the time the acoustic signals
sensor transforms the information presented to being processed were emitted from the target.
It into measurements or points in observation Because the propagation velocity of sound is of
space, for example, power levels in azimuth or the same order of magnitude as the velocity of
range bins. When the observation space has a the target, the target has usually moved a con- ..

finite number of dimensions, the problem is a siderable distance by the time the acoustic sig-
:lassical detection theory problem. The detec- nals propagate to the sensor. The statistic
tion statistic calculator processes the measured that is calculated from the array data is power -

data to produce appropriate statistics so that as a function of frequency and wavenumber. An
target detection and parameter estimation Can explanation of how this result can be interpret-
best be carried out. The results are the deci- ad for target detection and azimuth estimation
sian, and if positive, estimates of target is first presented. Next the high resolution
metrics. algorithm is described and its signal processing

steps are enumerated. Finally some detection
For illustrative purposes, consider the and estimation problems are discussed.

simple, Idealized example In which the presence
of a target is Indicated by a d.c. level of Id'
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positions. At each frequency, the power at ap- @1
proximately 800 to 1000 wavenuber points is

2. Frequency-,avenuber Analysis. calculated. Both azimuth and phase Velocity
resolution depend on frequency, and the number

High resolution frequency wavenmber of wavenumber points that are calculated vary
analysis performs frequency-domain beamforuing with the selected frequency.

on the array data with the additional feature
that output noise is minimized. Conventional The input data are M x 10 sampled waveforms
beamforming and the resulting target detection collected from the M microphones in the sensor.

*and estimation of acoustic azimuth is illustrat- During each two-second analysis interval, data
ed by considering the acoustic sensor, a planar is recorded continuously for 1.024 seconds at a
array of microphones. A plane acoustic wave im- 2 kHz per channel rate. The 2048 samples from
pingos upon the array along an elevation angle 6 each channel are broken up into K a 5 overlap-
from the vertical, and from the horizontal az- ping blocks, each of N z 512 points. Each block
muth e. Although the wave propagates at the is multiplied by an appropriate window and a
velocity of the medium, v, it traverses the ar- Fourier transfom is performed on each block. ]
ray at the apparent velocity, C a v/sin6. The Thus, HeK N-point Fourier transforms are per- ,

apparent velocity ranges from v for a wave pro- formed, resulting in K estimates of the matrix
pagating across the array parallel to the ground periodograma, X (f k The computations
to infinity for a wave propagating onto the ar- described from thil point are all performed for
ray from directly overhead, each frequency. An estimate of the power spec-

tral density covariance matrix for frequency,
The analysis, in effect, hypothesizes that fk' is calculated:

a wave at a particular frequency, f, is crossing
the array from a horizontal angle 8 at an ap- K 1 16
parent velocity, C. The position of each of C 2 1X(f )"f

ii - i I k j kc'
the array microphones is used to calculate the 1:1
time delay or phase that the hypothetical wave
would have at each microphone. The data meas- where 0 denotes complex conjugate. The result-
ured at each microphone are appropriately de- ing matrix is then normalized to equalize power
layed, summed with all the other such data and in each channel:

integrated. Coherent energy with the •hy-
pothesized azimuth and phase velocity adds con- RCt(fk )
structively, whereas energy from other direc- lij ) k 0 f C f)
tions and at other phase velocities do not. (Cii (k)C ii (fk)C jj(fk ) c j (f

The resulting (9,C) space is parameterized
by 0 and f/C , where K s f/C is called the All the elements along the diagonal of

wavenumber of the wave. Another way of inter- R(f ) are one.

preting K is 2W/ , where Xr is the apparent-"2
wavelength of the ware. The polsible range of K Several matrix modifications are done before the
and 8 is the area inside a circle with radius actual estimates of power. First a small diago-
f/C as shown in Figure 5. In the analysis, this nal matrix is added to the R(f k ) to force the ..
area Is discretizd and the beam power at each matrices to be non-singular: "
point is calculated. If a wave indeed is pass- *-.

Ing through the array with apparent velocity C' R( )  R(f )+e 1.
from direction 01, the power will peak at
(',f/C') or (S',K'). The equal-power contours Then, the complex R(fk) are replaced by their

of a peak that indicates a wave propagating inverses.

parallel to the plane of the array are shown in
the figure. The final Step is to estimate Power for

each wavenumber of interest. The estimation of
3. The High Resolution Algoritm. power, given frequency and wavenumber, reduces

to calculating a Hermitian quadratic form using . -

There are two basic steps in the high reso- R (f ) as the matrix and a complex steering
lution frequency-waveonumber analysis. First, vecto , E.. The elements of the steering vec-
the acoustic array data are processed to compute tor are caoilex representations of the phase de-
estimates of the power spectral density covari- lay for each of the microphone locations for a
ance matrices for all the frequencies of in- given wavenumber. Specifically, the frequency-
terest. (In the DSN strawman, approximately 50 wavenumber power estimate is
frequencies between 5 and 250 Hz will be con-
sidered.) Second, at each frequency, a spatial p a

wavenumber analysis is performed. Wavenumber ik "
power estimation corresponds to a discrete two -H =.( Ek
dimensional spatial Fourier transform with spa-
tial sampling points determined by microphone where i is the wavenumber index and k is the

frequency index. The superscript H impltes 2on-
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jugate transpose. Similar to that for the acoustic sensor, detec- 0
tion and estimation for radar consists of deter-

Power Levels are thus computed at all ap- mining the existence and location (the proper

propriate wavenumbers for each frequency of in- bins) of peaks in power, which are presented as

terest, a total of approximately 42,000 a function of range, azimuth, and velocity.

., frequency-wavenuaber bins. A detailed computa-
tional sizing of real-time high resolution 2. Radar Processing.

analysis indicates that approximately 11 million 2.
real arithmetic operations (adds or multiplies) Briefly, the radar signal processing con-

per second are required. Sts of the following:

4. Detection and Estimtion. -data checking and calibration corrections

-high-pass filter (3-pulse canceler)

Detection and estimation consist of exafin- -windowing
ing the power vs. frequency and wavenmber -fast Fourier transform and magnitude computation

" results. A peak in power that rises several dB -threshold computation, target detection.

above background noise levels for a particular .

wavenumber at several frequencies most likely 3. Detection/Estimation.

indicates a target. A time average of the
results is kept such that the current power- The major outputs resulting from the signal

frequency-wavenumber results may be compared to processing are (1) map data and (2) target re-

those of the recent past. If a peak occurs in prts. The ap data represents a picture of

several sequential results and appears to be zero-velocity ground clutter. It is extracted

moving at a reasonable speed, its detection is from those range-azimuth bins with zero-doppler

further confirmed and one can initiate an az- shift. Target reports are declared when the

imuth track. However, if the target does not ap- power in non-zero velocity bins exceed various

pear to be moving, it is either traveling on a thresholds.

radial path towards the sensor or it is a sta-
tionary noise source. Data from other sensors Several interesting detection problems oc-

might clarify such a situation. Effective, au- cur. When a target has zero radial velocity

tomatic target detection and azimuth estimation with reference to the radar, its power returns

is a difficult problem and is currently being appear in the zero doppler bins. However, the
addressed. target's power will move with reference to the

relatively stable ground clutter. Such targets

can be detected in the clutter by noting any ra-

.o n Pulsed QnnlIr Radar pid time variations in the clutter map.

1. Introduction. Often, clutter such as clouds and other
weather formations can have non-zero velocities

*"he DSN strawsan radar has been described and mask targets. However, the clouds usually

in a previous paper, Lacoss, "Tutorial on Sensor cover a much larger area (many more range-

Technology", (these proceedings). The radar azimuth bins) than an aircraft. An appropriate

sensor is considerably more sophisticated than a time-varying threshold can be calculated by

small acoustic array and more target metrics can averaging over an area consisting of several

be estimated from the return signals in the ob- range-azimuth bins (at constant doppler shift).
servation space: target range, azimuth, and Thus the larger area with relatively high power ..-

velocity. The signal processing required to is not declared a target, but the smaller and
calculate appropriate statistics is substantial- sharper peak is detected.

ly different from that used with the acoustic

array; however, the results and The azimuth resolution of the strawman ra-

detection/estimation rules used to detect and dar is approximately 10 degrees-36 azimuths per

determine target metrics are very similar. 4 second scan or 9 coherent processing intervals
Since the Current study has not investigated the per second. There are 100 range bins covering

radar problem in depth, less detail will be 0.125 to 12.5 kilometers (range resolution of
presented than was for the acoustic sensor, approximately 120 meters). The coherent pro-

4 cesalng interval contains returns from 512
Pulse doppler radar observation space is pulses. Thus, Information from 900 range-

4 divided into range-azimuth-volocity (doppler) azimuth bins is processed every second: ?00

4 bins. The return times of the reflected pulses 512-point complex FFTs are computed ;er second.

and location in the scan of the antenna deter- The net computational requirements for FnT pro-

mine into which range and azimuth bins the re- Cessing is 12.5 million real arithmetic opera-

turn data are placed. The pulses returning dur- tions (adds or multiplies) per second. :t s.

ing a coherent processing interval or that time estimated that the other computations l.sted

during which the antenna "dwells" on a target above require an equivalent amount of zomputa-

are processed and power levels for the different tion. Thus, the total computatIonal require-

doppler shift frequency or velocity bins result. Ments for the DSN strawan coherent pulsed
doppler radar are approximately 25 million real
arithmetic overations per second.
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Level Detection Theory Estimation Theory

1. Known 1. Synchronous digite.. I. PA,PFM communications systems
signals In coimmuncation. with phase synchronization.
noise.

2. Pattern recognition 2. Inaccuracies in inertial
problems. system.

2. Signals 0.. Conventional pulsed radar .1. Range, velocity, or angle
with unknown or sonar, target detection, measurement In radar/sonar.

parameters in
noise. 2. Target classification. 2. Discrete time, continuous

amplitude comunication systems. '..-
3. Digital commnication
systems without phase
reference.

~4. Digital commication
over slowly fading channels.

3Random 1. Digital comunication over el. Power spectrum parameter
signals in scatter link, orbitina dipole estimation.
W13le, channel, or chaffl UAnk.

io 2. Range or doppler spread

-'. Passive aooustics/sonar. target parameters in radar/
sonar problem.

3. Seismic detection system.
3. Velocity measurements in

4. Radio astronomy (detection radio astronomy.
of noise sourc=es).

o c. Target parameter estilation:
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05. Ground 2apping radars.
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DYNAMICALLY MODIIABLE DISTRIBTED SYSTEMS - -

A. N. Haberman"
Department of Computer Science

Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

ABSTIRACT a task along thxe time dimension of its subsequent
activities. Research in progrmmng methodology

A distributed system can be constructed so [1], software engineering [21 and programing Ian-
that modifications can be made while it is running. guage design [3] demonstrated the usefulness of
Dynamic modifications include simple changes in the organizing programs and software around data ob-
code, modifications In the representation of data ject definitions and their manipulations.
objects and restructuring of individual data ob-
jects or entire modules. Applied to a heterogo- The basic concept for designing a dynamically
neous computer network, coexistence of local imple- modifiable system is that of "Address Spaes". An
mentations allows optimal performance In each node. address space is a design module which provides %0
Special care mast be taken that modification of one certain facilities that can be used in other ad-
part of the running system does not cause an ava- dress spaces r4]. Typical facilities provided by
lanche of changes in programs that us* it. an address space are:

1. INTRODUCTION a. creation of data objects which are noni-
tored by that address space

it is generally recognized that the cost of
soft-dare maintenance exceeds by far the cost of b. operations on data objects monitored by
initial system design. Scftware maintenance is no that address space. ,.
longer considered to be a temporary debugging '-,.."
phase, but a permanent effort to improve system An address space is determined by three components, %o'
performance, to adapt a systm to new and Improved its specification, its own data and its code. The
hardware and to provide better user facilities, specification part is discussed further on in this
Therefore, much is gained by facilitating system paper. The own data part consists of the data
maintainability. structures which are needed for monitoring the ob-

jects created on behalf of other address spaces. "
Maincenance of a distributed system that runs Typical examples are a ready list used as ov data

on a computer network causes soe specific prob- in a process scheduling address space and a Symbol
las. It may be impossible or very undesirable to Table used by a lexical scanner (implemented as
bring the running system to a halt and shut it address space). The code part of an address space' "
down- for some time in order to replace some of its consists of subroutine and function programs.
parts. Typical examples of such systems are air-
line ticket reservation systems, banking systems, The parts of an address space are placed in

etc. This raises the question of constructing a virtual memory segments. A segment is accessible
distributed system which is modifiable while it Is through a segment descriptor which describes loca-
running. This is the topic of this working paper. tion, size and current state of a segment. In ad-

dition, each segment descriptor has a link field
The question Is answered by exploring in par- which may point to another segment descriptor and

cicular a reference count which reflects the number of
descriptors pointing to It. The descriptors of an

a. system facilities needed for runtim- mod- address space are linked in the order code ses-
ifiability meant, own segmnt, spec segment. A schematic

representation of an address space is given in
b. which kind of modifications can be put Figure 1.

through while the system is running
(changes in programs, changes In data Data objects are also placed in virtual me -
representation) ory segments. A data segment is attached :o the

address space that monitors the oojects in that
c. the impact of modifications on the cur- segment by linking its descriptor to the coce

rent state of the running system segment descriptor of that address space. The
reference count of a code segment is equal to the

d. the integration of modified parts with number of data segments that are attached to an
the running system. address space.

2. ADDRESS SPACES 3. DYNAMIC MODIFICATIONS

An important development in programing is Modifications of an address space affect the
the shift in emphasis from control flow to data various types of segments in various ways. We
abstraction. it used to be customary to partition classify modifications into four categories 5':
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.oc sizel state i o c size state l bc size state

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . -. .-,

ref count ref count ref count

code segment own segment spec segment - -"
descriptor descr.ptor descriptor .

Figure 1. Schmtic Representation of an Address Space

I. modifications which change the code, but c: o: s:"

leave all data representations as they . b--. "
are (cid) - -

2. modifications which change both code and 1-7 7_ - c
data representation (repmadl I -

3. remodeling of existing data objects Into
a new representation (dataod)

4.. modifications which change the representa
tion of own data (ovzod). -

3.1 Code Modifications Figure 2. Data Representation Modification "repmod"

Let address space AS be determined by a code
an own - and a spec segnt whose respective The reason for keeping the old version around

descriptors are c, o and s. Let c' be the descrip. is that "old" data objects (objects which were
cor pointing to a new version of the code for AS. created before the representation was modified)
We now wish to replace old version c by new ver- =ust be handled by the old code version, because
sion c' (assuming that the representation of data they still have the old representation. New data
remains unaltered). This is accomplished in a objects which are created after the representation
ver simple way. All we need to do is to exchange modification are automatically shaped after the -"-

the three fields (lot, size, state) of the descrip- latest fashion and attached to the current version
tors c and c'. The effect of this exchange opera- a' which is found through the version pointer in
tion is that the old descriptor c now points to
the new version of the code and the new descriptor
c' to the old code version. The advantage of If the representation of an address space is
changing to the new code version in this way Is modified several times, there may be a number of
that the reference count is preserved and that the different versions (their number is counted in
linking of data segments, code segment, own seg- ref count (o)), each having a number of data ob-
ment and spec segment is not affected at all. jects attached. All these objects are still

isable and correctly operated upon through the
3.2 Data Representation Modifications pointers of data segment descriptors to code ver-

sions.
We introduce the notion of the "current ver-

seion" of an address space. The current version is
the most recently installed (code, own) segment 3.3 Remodeling of Data Oblects
pair. We use the link field in the spec segment
descriptor to point to the code segment of the cut- Data representation modification as discussed
rent version (see Figure 2). in the preceding section does not automatically

include reshaping of old data objects. We saw
In case of "repmod", a new version is intro- that this is not necessary, because old objects

duced without deleting older versions. The new can still be operated upon by the old version of
code segment descriptor c' is linked to the exist- the code. It is also difficult to reshape all
ing own segment descriptor o, o's ref count is data objects automatically, because there is no
Lncremented by one and the version pointer in spec facility provided to find all objects attached to
segment descriptor s is sec to point to c' (see an address space. Their number Is known, but no
Flgure 2). backwards referencing is provided.
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However, when an old data object is accessed, i diately when the new representation is intro-
its user should have the option of reshaping it duced and the old code and own segments mst be
according to the most recent data representation invalidated. This implies that all old data seg-
modification. This can be done If it is known how ments are also useless, because they cannot use
the current state of an old object is mapped into the old address space version.
an equivalent state of a now object. This mapping
must be provided by the designer of a new data The designer of a new own date representation
representation. The mapping can be defined as a must provide a procedure for mapping the current
pair of programs "decode","encode". (This solution own segment with all its Information into an
differs significantly from the one presented in equivalent new own segment. This procedure is
r7].) Assuing that a simple canonical represents. executed exactly once when "oranmd" is performed.
tion of data objects is given, procedure "decode" In addition, he must provide a new code version,
maps the current state of an old object into the including encode and decode procedures. he ef-
canonical representation. Procedure "encode" maps fact of "owmod" on the linking information is
this canonical version into an initialized object that a new cycle (c' - o' - a - c') is formed
in the current representation so that the initial- where c' and o' are the new code and own segment
ized new object is equivalent to the state of the descriptors. The old links are not deleted except
old object. for the current version pointer. Although all old

data objects are useless, "owumod" is not able to
When the old object is deleted, the reference find these objects and remodel them. This does

count of the code descriptor Lt points to is decrs- not matter, because we can wait for each data ob-
mented. If this reference count goes to zero, no ;ect until it Is accessed. By that time it is
object is attached to this version any longer, so found that the code segment descriptor it is at-
it can be deleted (while the reference count in tachad to has been invalidated. The data object
the own descriptor is decremented). The new ob- is then reshaped by applying the decode procedure
ject created by encode is attached to the current of the old version and the current encode proce-
code segment descriptor (whose reference count is dure. The newly created object Is attached to the

* incremented by one). current code descriptor and the old object Is
deleted...

After several representation modifications deleted.
there may be several versions in use which each it turns out that reshaping an old object is
need their specific decoding procedure. Thus, a accomplished by "datamod" in all cases. However,
natural place to put a decoding procedure is in after a "repod" applying "datamod" to an old data -
the code segment of its version. There are two object is optional, whereas after "oamod" applica-

reasons which suggest that the natural place for tion of "datamod" is mandatory. - '
the encoding procedure is in a unique spec seg-
ment pointed to by the spec segment descriptor. 4. RELEPSENTATIONS IN COHMPTEl NETWORKS
First, there is only one current version, so a
single encoding procedure suffices. Second, in In case the nodes of a computer network are
the same way that a decoding procedure defines a not identical, a variation on the ideas described
path from an (old) implementation to the specs, in preceding sections is useful for "node specifid'
the encoding procedure defines a path from the implementations of address spaces. Let us assume .

specs to the current implementation. that most operations on data objects are performed
locally in the network node in which the object

On the other hand, each time the data repre- resides. If the nodes are different machines, it
sentation Is modified, the designer of the modifi- is likely that one can find different optimal
cation must provide a decode procedure (in order implemantatiota for each node. The followang orga-
to enable remodeling In the future) and an encode nization makes it possible to use such optimal
procedure for reshaping existing data objects, implementations.
Although these procedures are not used at the some
time, the fact that they are designed and written An address space has a unique own segment
together with the new code version is an argment which resides in some node. Operations on own
in favor of Including both procedures in the new data take place across the network (and should
code segment. This has the additional advantage therefore be kept to a minimun). We abandon the
that there is no need for "repmod" to set the spec idea of a unique current version of the code.
segment descriptor to the new encoding procedure. Instead, each node of the network will have its

*3ut it has the disadvantage that old encode pro- own version (possibly more than one) and its own
cedures which will never be used again remain in version of representing data objects. All code
existence and occupy memory space. versions point to the unique own segment descriptor

and all objects In a node are attached to its local
3.4 Reshaping Own Data code version. Efficiency is achieved if most op-

erations on date objects are performed locally.
"The most radical change of an address space

Is caused by modifying the representation of own In order to allow migration of data objects
data. This affects code and own segment and poe- from one node to another, each version of a code
sibly the representation of data objects as well, segment should contain a decode and encode pro-
.Moreover, since own data is unique, the old own cedure. When a data object is transferred from
segment must be mapped into the new own segment node A to node 3, we apply the decode procedure of
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3 • A to it and the encode procedure of a. This guar- code implementations may be very useful for a het-
." antees full flexibility among all nodes that host erogeneous computer network. Local operations can 0

an implemencation of a particular address space. be very efficient and migration of objects is made
possible by local decode and encode procedures.

S""It is obvious chat this scheme pays off only
" if the frequency of migrating data objects is much Modifications in one address space should not

smaller than that of local operations. The beauty necessitate changes in other address spaces which
of this organization is that the local implementa- use its facilities. The use of entry vectors
tions are entirely independent of one another, assures that references to external procedures
implementation details of one node are entirely remain correct when the defining code segment is 0
hidden from other nodes. Coomnication takes modified.
3lace through a simple general specification.
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changed. San Francisco, California, October 1376.

" . -it is not necessary for a user to include
-' entr7 vectors in his program, or for a compiler to
• generate them. It is a simple matter for a link

editor to derive a new entry vector from the new
code version and the old entry vector. If it is
allowed that procedures are given In a different
lexical order in a new version, it is necessary to
remember the mapping of procedure names onto entry S
vector elements. This information Is useful any-
way, because it facilitates resolving external
procedure references in new programs.

CONCLUS ION

A system can be constructed so that it is
modifiable while it is running. The kind of modi-
fications which can be made in a running system
vary from simple changes in programs to modifica-
tions of entire address spaces. It is possible to
work wich data objects of different representations
in a single address space. Old representations
lose their validity only if an entire address space
is modified.

he use of different daca representations and 0
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APPLICATION OF LNOWLEDGE BASE PROGRAMMING TO preter is more specific to irogram synthesis. 01
using program description knowledge as well asknowledge about the question asked and the cur-

Cordell Green and Brian P. McCune rent topic to facilitate interpretation into the
Systems Control, Inc. program net.

• -'.Palo Alto, California The dialogue moderator guides the dialogue by

1. Introduction selecting or suppressing questions for the user.
It attempts to keep PSI and the user in agreement

The PSI knowledge based programming system is a on the current topic, provides a review and pre-
view of topics when the topic changes, helps thecomputer program that acquires high level descrip- uiewo to , n alow iate t

tions of programs and produces efficient imple- user who gets lost, and allows initiative co
menttios ofthee pogras [ree-76] Siple shift between PSI and the user.symbolic ofmputaLion programs are specfiled

through dialogues that include natural language, A new module is the explainer, which generates
throgh ialouesthatincude atual lnguge, in English reasonably clear questions about andinput-output pairs, and partial traces. The pro-

grams produced are in LISP, but experiments have descriptions of program models as they are at-
shown that the system can be extended to produce quired, in order to help verify that the inferred *O1
code in a block structured language such as PASCAL. program description is the one desired. It will

also be able to explain the how and why of the

This paper provides a brief description of the PSI acquisition and synthesis process to the
ystem and discusses its applicability to the task interested user.

of synthesizing signal understanding systems in
time-critical environments. Another input specification method is a partial

trace [Phillips-771. A trace includes as a spe-
.... "he PSI Poram Synthesis System cial case an example input-output pair. Examplesare useful for inferring data structures and aim-

h s w s o e wple spatial transformations. Partial traces of' "The PSI system works as follow s . Th e user wan s a st te o-" i n e n l a d 1 0 va i b e l o h
performance program of some type, for example, a states of internal and /O variables allow the
news story indexing program. The user must be inducetie inference of control structures. The
versed in the application area, though need not be trace and example inference expert infers a loose".an expert at programing or understand how he description of a program in the form of a program
P s m t r m T s o tnet, rather than a program model or other true
dialogue with PSI, using natural language as well algorithm. This technique allows domain support
as traces, examples, and very high level languages to disambiguate possible inferences and also

tdsret r pseparates the issue of efficient implementationto describe the desired program. PSI sntheize, from the inferenece of the user.'s intention.the program. Since program specification and use
,s an evolutionary process, each successive ver- Various types of programing knowledge aresion of he candidate target program is coded or disrbued throughout he modules of the '
interpreted by PSI and tested by the user. didi-stit thruht th nods of th e
fications in specification result in successive acquisition phase. In contrast, knowledge speci-
versions of the target program as new requirements fic to one particular application domain (e.g..
dvesiop o preiouseprora e requirementsareclari d, knowledge about learning programs) is concencrated 'Odevelop or previous requirements are clarified. in the domain expert, which supplies domain
?S1 is organized as a collection of interacting support by comunicating with other acquisition

PSI s oganied s acollctin o intracing modules through the program net.
modules or programmed experts as displayed in
Figure I. The major data paths and modules of the The program net and the program model (see rig-
PSI system are shown in Figure 2. There is one
data path for each specification method. Cur- PS. 2oth are high level program and data
rently these are English, input-output examples, st.u thre hecigh lv ael program d at
and partial traces. A more conventional method,
that of a very high level language, is a planned ~odel includes complete, consistent, and inter-

addition to PSI as shown in Figure 2. These pretable very high level algorithm and information
specifications are integrated in the program net structures. The program net, on the other hand.
and muodel, forms a looser program description. Fragments ofthe program net can be visitea in the order 3f
PSI's operation may be conveniently factored into occurrence in the dialogue, rather than in execu-
two parts (see Figure 1): the acquisition phase tion order, and allow less detailed.ocal, and
(those modules shown left of the program model), only partial specification of the ?rogran. Since

whic acuirs te moelendthesyntesi phse, these fragments corresnond rather closely to wnatwhich produces a program from the model, the user says, the7 ease the burden of tne parser/wnich interpreter as well as the trace and examle

in the acquisition phase, sentences are first inference module.
parsed. then interpreted and stored in the program The program model builder [McCune-77 ipplies
net (also referred to as the "program specifica- khe program model o zenves
tion" in (Ginsparg-781). The parser is a general knowledge of correct program models to :onvert
parser which limits search by incorporating consi- the fragments into a model. The model iuider
derable knowledge of English usage. :he inter- processes framents. .necklng for conoleteness
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and correctness, fills in detail, corrects minor set formation portion of the SLAP system @1
inconsistencies, and adds cross-references. It [Drazovich & Brooks-781.
also generalizes the program description, con-

- verting it into a form that allows the coder to In addition, we are working on basic issues so
look for good implementations. The completed pro- that similarly developed systems can be applied in
gram model may be interpreted by the model inter- other important military mission areas such as
preter to check that it performs as desired by the electronic warfare surveillance. In the undersea

user and also to gather information needed by the surveillance application area the signal under-
efficiency expert, such as statistics on set sizes standing program is designed to produce a descrip-
and probabilities of the outcome of tests. tion of the ocean scenario, changing with time,

that indicates the platforms in the ocean that are
After the acquisition phase is complete, the generating the signals being perceived by the sen-
synthesis phase begins. This phase may be viewed sors of the undersea surveillance system. The
as a series of refinmnts of the program model ships and submarines being detected and tracked
into an efficient program, or as a heuristic are in a noisy ocean environment that may also
search in a refinement tree for an efficient pro- contain other ships of no interest to the surveil-
gram that satisfies the program model. The coder lance system.
[Barstow-771 has a body of program synthesis
rules [Green & 3arstow-75, Green & 3arstow-771 Suppose an analyst is attempting to analyze sig-
which are applied to gradually transform the pro- nals being received by hydrophones directed toward
gram model from abstract into more detailed con- a group of submarines and other platforms In a
structs until it is in the target language. The noisy environment. The analyst must find the
algorithm and data structures are refined inter- location and type of each ship and associate each
dependently. The coder deals primarily with the frequency found with a likely source. This task
notions of set and correspondence operations and is known to be quite difficult. It far exceeds
can synthesize programs involving sequences, the capabilities of any straightforward parametric to

,.' loops, simple input and output, linked lists, classification or pattern recognition system. It 1.,
arrays, and hash tables. is at the limit of what is achievable by knowledge .

based signal understanding systems consisting of
The refinement tree effectively forms a planning large rule bases and programs that model the
space that proposes only legal, but possibly sources (blades, shafts, pumps, etc.), harmonic
inefficient, programs. This tree structure is and ratio relations of sources, types of sources
shared by the coder and the efficiency expert on platforms, operational patterns, the ocean
(Kant-77]. When the coder proposes more than one environmnt, the noise sources, maxim.u speed of
refinement or implementation, the efficiency ex- the platforms, whether the locations are shipping
pert reduces the search by estimating the time- lanes, and so forth. If the platforms decide to

" space cost product of each proposed refinement. change their sound, they could disguise themselves
The better path is followed, and there is no back- effectively by changing their source characteris-
up unless the estimate later proves to be very tics (e.g., by using tone altering synthesizers,
bad. An additional method to reduce the size of running close together, using alternate pumps and
the search space is the factorization of the pro- acoustic masking devices, running near sound-re-
gram into relatively independent parts so that all flecting structures, and altering their operating
combinations of implmentations are not considered, patterns). The situation can be further copli-
An analysis for bottlenecks allows the synthesis cated by the introduction of new types of micro-
effort to concentrate on the more critical parts phones or signal processing systems. With these
of the Program. kinds of changes happening the problem is challen-

Sing indeed. The problem is that the signal un-
The entire PSI system can now be used by a know- derstanding program would have to be preprogramed
ledgeable user. Programs have been generated from to anticipate each possible change in data rates.
English dialogues for a variety of domains. Among harmonic structures, amplitude and frequency modu-
chese are: lation, etc. Similarly, any approach using

learning would also have to anticipate all of the
CLASS: A simple pattern classification program types of changes that could be expected end to be
which requires much of the programing know- able to search the very large space of possible
ledge necessary for more complex program, -changes to find new patterns. It is quite unlike-

elF: Theory Formation, whose goal is to "learn" ly that it will be possible to anticipate all such
(form) an internal model of a concept by changes.
repeatedly examining examples of the concept.

*NEWS: An information retrieval program. A more reasonable approach might be to allow the
eSorting algorithms: Efficient sorting algo- signal understanding system to be reprogramed to
rithms tor specific sorting requirements. respond to new patterns. The difficulty now is

the time to reprogram and debug a complex system
3. Application to Stanal Understanding Systems in the short time allowed in a :actical situation.

The necessary reprosram ing and debugging is 3f
One new application of knowledge based program ing course a slow process. A solution to the renro-
is in the area of processing acoustic data from a gra---ng problem is to use an automatic program
distributed sensor network. '.e are investigating synthesis system io reproram or modifv exising
the automatic generation of the harmonic-

' -. 1
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programs and data structures to meet the new The first major task for our new systeam (called
requirements. CHI) in undersea surveillance is reprograming

the signal classification module illustrated in
A scenario for the response to new signal char- Figure 3. The system we develop will input the
acteriscics might begin with the signal under- old signal classification module, plus new signal
standing system failing to respond, providing in- classification rules in a Language natural for
formation inconsistent with ocher observations, expressing them. CHI will produce as output a
or reducing certainty factors for identified modification of the original signal classification
sources. W4e assume that the appropriate portion program which appropriately makes use of these new
of the existing signal understanding system was rules. The classification program is, in this
itself automatically synthesized, and that the case, primarily a harmonic-set formation program
associated explainer module could describe in that partitions the set of frequency signals Lnto
English the performance of the system and help a harmonically related group produced by one
pinpoint the type of signal changes that are source of one platform. The classification pro-
causing the problem. The user requests, in Eng- gram will use as primitive operations (i) existing
lish, probes into the data to look for any pat- primitives of the target programming Language, (2)
cerns that characterize sources that seem to signal retrieval commands to a data management
cause trouble. A user may know from another system, and (3) subroutines in a simple statistics
observation the identity and location of a perti- library.

• cular source. If so, the user could request a
l. Learning program to find patterns, expressed as The second major task being considered for CHI
rules, that characterize that source. The signal is to write a module that learns or hypothesizes
understanding system would then be automatically new pattern classification rules on its own. The
reprogramed to use the new rules and reanalyze input for this task is a list of constraints that
the signals. This interactive process is repeated all rules must satisfy. The output is a program
until a satisfactory understanding of the signals that modifies old rule sets based upon new signal
is achieved, information about known situations.

A more difficult situation occurs when the truth The feasibility of many other applications may not
of a situation cannot be established by means of be far off. The promise lies in our approach;
any controlled experiments, which is frequently namely, that of building a large knowledge based
the case. For example, in a noisy ocean environ- system that emphasizes the codification of under-
ment one can never positively identify all the lying programing principles combined with appli-
platforms to determine what is really producing cation specific expertlse. Some generallty has
the signals. Since one cannot ascertain truth, already been demonstrated by extending PSI to deal
one can only judge that a given signal analysis with ostensibly different kinds of programs, using
is satisfactory according to some set of criteria, essentially the same knowledge base.
Then the program must still find new rules that
produce some satisfactory model of the situation, References
according to criteria that an adequate model of
the situation would satisfy. i. [Barstow-771 Barstow, David R.. Automatic

Construction of Alorthms and Data Structures
The difficulty is compounded, in that it will Using a Knowledge 3ase of roqramin% Rules,
.ot in general be possible to anticipate what Ph.D. thesis, Memo AIM-30, Report STAN-CS-77-
criteria or mecta-rules a satisfactory model must 641, Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Con-
satisfy. For example, the analyst might suddenly puter Science Department, Stanford University,
notice that the number of submarines has drasti- Stanford, California, November 1977.
cally increased. One might add a constraint not
anticipated by t he system designer that it isn't 2. (Drazovich & Brooks-781 Drazovich, Robert J.,
possible for submarines to replicate themselves. and S. Brooks, "Surveillance Integration Auto-
The cause for the increase in sound sources might mation Project (SIAP)", these proceedings.
be that some sound generator was altered and the
harmonics produced were taken as separate sources. 3. [Ginsparg-781 Ginsparg, Jerrold M., Natural
It would then be appropriate co relax the con- Language Processing in an Automatic Programming
straints on grouping of harmonics so that pre- Domain, Ph. D. thesis, Memo AIM-316, Report
viously disallowed harmonic structures would be STAN-CS-78-671, Artificial Intelligence Labora-
acceptable if they arise from the same location. tory, Computer Science Department, Stanford
Another situation might be that the sounds weren't University, Stanford, California, June !978.
recognized because the submarines began moving at
speeds that were not anticipated. One might have 4. (Green-761 Green, Cordell, "The Design of the
the system generate its best hypochesis that PSI Program Synthesis System", ?roceedings
assumes that anything moving very quickly or Second International Conference on 3ot ware
erratically is at really a submarine but instead Engineering, Computer Society, :nsti:ute it
a decoy. One could also add constraints for a Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.,
hyoothesis that best explains all possible sound Long Beach, California, 3ccober 7976,
sources or is least likely to miss especially pages -i8.
inceresting ones.
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AQINE RECOGMT1N AND UNDERSTANDING OF MANUAL MORSE

Albert Voa, P. David Labing
Edword H. eacx, imot" A. A,,nd rso, John F'. Hwwrty*,

David Swhry, Od Gail F" Koler

Lar atory for Computer Science
Maseaiusatts ItibAe of Tadlkw

Ckrklp Mossuotts 02139

A. INTRO.UCTION EL THE MANUAL MORSE CODE PRO.ELM

Morse code (as sent by hand) is one of the The problem doman is that of hand-sent Morse
-.~ -simplest of aural languages, yet it has featurs common code in an amateur radio network environment. To

to all spoken languages. That was written nearly 20 provide a global perspective of the Morse problem, a
*; yews ago by M. Fremer at al [II Until recently madbne scenario of a typical amateur Morse-code network my

recogniton of manu. Morse code (its translation to prove heip A or de network can be thought a
-.- fprinted text) eluded acceptsble souion, albeit not from as being composed of a hi c coltin of sub-

" lack of attention. A project in the mid-fifties at networks. A mes in one sub-network may be
.- Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln destined ultimately for another sub-network in the

Laboratories resulted in MAUDE (tar Morse Autematc herarchy. A sub-network is typically c pod of a
Decodr), one of- the earliest machine transiators of group of operators and a controller (who is also an
manual Morse code (2,4,5]. MAUDE and other early operator). The network controller's fsmction is that of a 0,
macne translators (6.7,&,91 were based on a smell set traffic manager and general overseer to insure proper
of simple rules, both statistical and lingistic. The ruies message flow within his sub-ntwork. The network (we
did not in any sense comprise a model of the language - will henceforth drop the prefix *sub) becomes
for instance English -- to be translated. These early operational when the controller calls it to order. Each
attempts were restricted solely to translation. No operator, on joining the network, commui cates to the
attempt was made to incorporate into the systems an controller the rumber of massages the oprator has to
understanding of the information being sent, nor were transmit, and to whom. The controller matches up
aspects of the radio donman taken into account. A main operators and assign them to a narby (usually within
premise of MAUDE and other arty Morse code system 10 or 15 kilohertd frequency to conduct their busin .
- explicitly stated or implicitly assumed - wes that After the two members complete their communcation,
Morse code could be decomposed into a sequence of each reports back to the controller, indicating what
symbols comprised of the alphabet, the numerals 0 tratfic was tanmitted as a chedi of completeness. At
through 9 and punctuation morks. Since such a set is any Ue after being dispatched, a pair of operators may
complete any sequence of Morse code could in porid e select a new frequency in a cearer area of the radio
be expressed by a sequence of these symbols spectrum

Recently, a project at Massachusetts Institute of All negotiation between operators and controller is
Technology's Laboratory for Computer Science has accomplished with the aid of a shorthand network
developed a new perspective on the maua Morse code protocol. Often the protocol is not followed precisely
problem We have taken uite seriously the character of [101 The protocol language is called "chatter," and it is
manual Morse code as expressed by the first sentence of composed of words whose genric type is "Q-sugn," "Pro-

4 ~~this paper. Indened our approach has been to include in a ____________________

omanual Morse code system extensive models or Mr. Edward Black is currently employed by N.E Borg
knowledge of the Morse, radio and natura lalnguagp Company in Bedford, Now Hampshire; Mr. Timothy
domains. Further, understanding of parts of a Morse Anderson by Computer Corporation of America in
code conversation is attempted, and it app that it is Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mr. John Havorty by Bolt
necessary to understand some parts of what Is Beranek and Newman in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and
transmitted in order to translate it correctly. Mr. David Sherry by the Xerox Palo Alto Research

Center at Xerox Parc, Palo Alto, California -
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sign' or "Call-sig." The vocabulary of chatter includes Letter-speces are used to seperate adjacent letters, and
about 100 essential words and so many as 900 others. their ideal duration is three times that of a dot. Word-

The chatter language allows an operator to make spaces are used to separate adjacent words, and their
statements, ask questios, and give orders. It provides a ideal duration is seven times that of a dot.
means for statement and query of operator identification,
signal characteristics, rendezvous information, message The precision and correctness of manual Morse

traffic information, and so forth. Chatter contains an code is tar from ideal, even if problems associated with .

error recovery procedure for obtaining retransiion of the radio domain are omitted. Senders themselves -4

either a word, the first character of each word in the induce three types of irregularites= (i) spacing-errors,
message, everything after or before a particular word or (i) mark-errors and (iii) spelling-errors. More then
phrase in the message, etc. The traffic that is ninety percent of all sender induced irregularities in
tummunicated between Mrse-cad operaors conists of hand-sent Morse code are spacing-errors. Such

messages, each comprised of a header, body, and irregularities occur when a sender does not keep the
signature. Header information typically contin from proper ratios between mek-mces, letter-specas, and

whom, to whom, handling instructions, precedence, word-spaces. The reuit is analogous to spoken language

number of words in the messia, and other items. that is slurred or broken by arbitrary pauses. The
segmentation problem in manual Morse code is analogous
to the segmentation problem in continuous speech.

1. The Radio Domain Irregular spocng makes it a difficult problem Hand-sent

Morse code of plain English text often has a spacing %

There are a number of attributes of Morse code error in each word of the message and some words
signals which we call radio domain attributes. Some of (typically the long ones) may contain several spacing
these attributes help but many hinder an operator's errors. The next most frequent sender induced
ability to translate Morse code. Unfortunately, even irregularity is a mark-error. A mark-error occurs when a
those attributes which helped operators perform sender omits, adds or changes the sense of one or more
translation heretofore were a bane to machine of the marks (dots and dashes) making up a word. Our
translators. Tranmitter characteristics such as chirp we experience indicates that as many as twelve percent of

used to good advantage by an operator to separate a the words in a Morse code message may contain mark-
wanted signal from interference. Not only did meidne orrorL Spelling-errors which can be so Classified ocr
translators not take advantage of such transmitter most infrequently. Certainly less than one percent of the ,

characteristics but such characteristics hindered the errors are classified as belonging to this type, mainly
demodulation process to the extent that errors were because senders know the chatter language very well
introduced into the translation because of the and because many common English spelling errors map
characteristics. In addition to errors introduced by the directly onto a spacing-error or a simple mark-srror,
demodulator's inability to handle transmitter making spelling-errors indistingushable from these other
idiosyncrasies the atmosphere adds its own err1
characteristics which interfere with the Morse code
signal; for example shot noise, fading, multlpath, etc. Needless to say, sender induced irregularities in
make translation difficult for operators and machines menual Morse code proliferate to the extent that early
alike. machine algorithms such as MAUDE often produced

translations that could be read only with greet difficulty, *. - -

(The current Morse code project did consider the especially if the reader had no knowledge of Morse code.
problem of tranoutter characteristics but unfortunately, Yet operators have little or no difficulty coping with the
because of some contractual restrictions, was prevented irreguienties resulting from operator lapses, radio naie-
from dealing with atmospheric characteristicL) and interference and can translate a manual Morse code 

signal on which moving-threshold translators such as
MAiE would produce hopelessly garbled resultL

2. Sender Induced Irregularities

Morse code is composed of a sequence of Q
alternating marks and spaces. In on-off keyed Morse
code, a mark is characterized by the presence of an It is clear that good Morse operators have

audible tone for some interval of time and a space by its conptual mels of the Morse code environment that
absence for some interval of time. There are two types they use to help them perform their task. They have
of marks: dots and dashes. Ideally, the duration of a models of Morse *sounds* -- sequences of dots and
dash is three times that of a dot There are three types dashes with rhythm and timing information -- and map
of spaces. They are given various nmes. Here we shal these sounds into the letters and words. They have
call them mark-space, letter-space and word-space. models of the language constructs that are used be they
Mark-spaces are used to separate marks of a single English, another natural language, or the chatter language.
character, and their ideal duration is that of a dot. Operators form models of other operators" idiosyncratic -

* .**... .
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mannruism and use these models in the translation and
understanding processes and in identifying other 0, - .1
operators. Operators &is* have modela of the Morse :,t',, - ,. ,

code mid radio domain*. It is common knowledge that . tna.mg

TH" is often sent with a short spece between the
letters, so that a machine often intsrprets it as "6T (thus
*6E is really "T1H4E). Similarly, "AW is often interpreted
as "P1 (thus P is resily *AN)). In the radio doman,
knowledge about where relevant operators re in the ."frequency octnum, what a particular b-smliterro ds \ o -

like, how a siadl fades aid returns - dl tee foarm themoel that help opeatr 1.Identify, track, b nobe anJ :.W.,

undotind one another. It is the humm being ability to COMc,
interpret Morse sounds in the context of such mental -oon
models that alows her or him to perform so well. I -"

* At this point a slight digression is in order. " )
iUstening to a Morse code conversation among a roup of

operators, one notices three distinct aspects of the
conversation. These correspond to (i) network chatter,
(i) message headers, and (iii) message bodies. The - .... __

chatter section is often very poorly sent. M.4ong's of /

Characteristically, many letters and words wre slurred or __

separated and corrupted by other operator lapes. Yet 7
recMng operators have little diffituity understanding
chatter, because they have a model of the global I ,oces, ,_.

situation. what question was asked by whom, who is
currently waiting on the network, who has message
traffic for whom, and so forth. Thismoda and the ability
to understand the conversation is vitally important to
tranltiofm * -

Headers of messages are structured but, Figure 1. The Three Major Modules of the Morse
unfortunately, not rigidly. Again, to translate them Code System and the Domain Models They Use.
correctly one must have some understanding of what
headers are abouL For instance, dates may be sent as those sine qua nons, our experience suggests that
" Dec 78" or "8 12 71r or "81278" and times may be knowiedge about idiosyncratic and irregular behavio of
sent as 1IOOOZ or "1000". We have written the dates individual operators facilitates trmdlation, .
and times in an ideal manner, but, in fact, they might be
-- as a result of operator lapses -- segmented quite Military message traffic differs slightly because the
differently, so that parts of numbers are run together or body may consist either of plain text or of cipher groups.
a number is split saprt, and one or more numbers might A message sent in cipher has no language context, but
contain a mark-error. One other aspect of numbers is knowledge about the number of groups in a message, the
very important All numbers in Morse code are five number of characters in a group, and whether grous are
marks long -- see [1 ] under Morse code - yet they alphabetic, numeric, or mixed is necessary to translate
are often abbreviated and sent as what are celled cut- such a message.
numbers. Again, context Is often required to perform
translation correctly. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the three major

modules of the Morse code system under development
The body of amateur radio message traffic is by the authors. Also shown are the necessary domain

typically English with some abbreviations. To attempt to models required by each module in order for it to
understand all of the English language would be for perform its task properly. The wavy line in the diagram
beyond the scope of this research. We have built into indicates that the signal processing system, which is
the system just enough knowledge to let it perform in a composed of special hardware and a POP- I I computer, is
creditable fashion. Our experience indicates that a not integrated with the other major modules which are
vocabulary, some rules about where numerals can occur COMOEC, the transcription (or translation) module, and
in text, rules about how to handle error signs, and a CATNIP, the chatter and header understanding module.
measure of closeness in a Hamming-like space (for The last two are software modules written in MOL (a
correcting operator induced irregularities) are absolutely USP-like language) (12] and running.under TOPS-20 (13]
essential to the correct translation of plain text. Given and ITS (141. Experiments are conducted independently
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for the signal processing system, and humn intervention The mature of Morse-code s5isi -- the fact that they

is required to transfer the results to the other two are on-off keying or frequency-shift keying - and the 0
modules. COMOEC and CATMP are well integrated, with fact that initial experiments indicated that the transient
appropriate feedback, and externally they appear to response of the phase-lock-loop filter interfered with

behave a one system the measurement of important signal pa ters, led to
the developent of the novel filter.

A few phrases about each domain model may era is a get dal of informtion contained in
the audio sound of a Morse-code signal -- the signal

1. Model of the radio domain sitution - how th characteristics per so - besides the timing information

individual transmtters of interest e4d , whet of the marks and spaces. It became clw while ruinilng

a transmitter has any chracteristic envelope or some experiments in understanding Morse-code network
carrer distortions, adfo whet kidi aid . m conversations that the signal cheracteristics contained

of the amUntL informetion that was an important part of the context of
the situation; it is necessary to extract this information

2. Model of the Network situation -- which in order to understand the network conversations (q.v.). -'@1

S,operators are logged into the network, which are off
control frequency, which are on control frequency A small digression is required to explain what a

* . and where each operator's transmitter is tuned human operator hears in the sold quality of the signal in
"relative to those of the other operators on his order to understand what must be extracted from Morse

frequency. This last bit of information turns Out to code signal Briefly, a human operator is capable of

be quite important, as we will show later, even detecting and tracking certain signals in a crowded

though all the operators are working In a thirty to spectrum of similor competing sigals. Note how one can

fifty Hertz band. follow a particular conversation at a crowded cocktail
party. One can do fairly wal even with one ar. There

3. Models of senders -- the irregularities a is no binaural affect in the Morse-code domain. This
particular sander may introduce, such as his or hr discriminating ability of human beings is evidently
idiosyncrasie of langutr a proclivity to inrdhUe knowledge-based. To discriminate signals, an operator

extraneous dots or omit dot, et. uses information about how the signal sounds: (a) its
frequency; (b) its anticipated frequency drift; (c) its

4, Models of language -- the full gamut of amplitude and-rate of chirp, if any ard (d) the amount of

* possibilities are required for parsing and envelope distortion such as hum, clicks, yoop and

understanding chatter, but we have rather simpl whatever other characteristics of the waveform can be

models for handling message bodies such as a characterized. A good signai-processing front end should

" vocabulary and some simple rules for handing some be capable of measuring some, if not all, of the above

" special constructs and rumbom signal characteristics and of using the measured
characteristics for signal discrinflati-

5. Models of the situation - the system must know
when a question is asked and the possible rane of
expected answers; it must know that a frequency a. Tandem Phase-Lock-Loop

change has been ordered or negotiated and how to
respond appropriately, and so forth. The general requirements can be translated into

specific requirements of a receiing filter process for the
Morse-code application. (The specific filter design is for

0. THE MORSE CODE SYSTEM an on-off keyed signal, and experiments were conducted
only with such a signaL Therefore, the discussion that

As mentioned, the Morse code system is coiosed follows is in the context of on-off keyed signals.

of three major modules and some domain models. We However, it should be pointed out that simiolr arguments

will attempt in this section to present a short explanation can be made, and similar results can surely be obtained,

of each of the major modules. for the case of frequency-shift keyed signals.)
Extracting the on-off timing information for marks and

10, spaces as well as signal quality information requires

1. Sislal Processing System determination of the transitions of the signal as well as "
continuous estimation of the amplitude and frequency of

* We believe that an interesting and important the signal. The latter information serves a dual purpose.

development in the signal processing ares of the Morse First, it is used to characterize transmitter signals for

code project was the implementation of a novel tandem use in transmitter recognition. In addition, the frequency

phase-lock-loop filter that utilizes time reversal of the on which a station is transmitting is part of the situation
S"input signal. Despite the use of time reversal, the output model, and an uncharacteristic frecuency shift of ten or

can b;obtalned in real time,'aibeit with a constant delay. several tans of hertz often indicates a change of O
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'sender' during ntwok n m This ype of cue Unfortunately, in a traditional PLL arrangement, or for
* is extremely useful, bec-use. ater contact hes been wel thatmatter any type of tradUitielt reltor the traNient

established, operators often do not re-identify responee of the filter is supermposd on the signland
. themelves Furthermore, without the change of sen is largest at the signal transition points. The problem is

- context information, some chatter constructs are exacerbated when interference is considered; as one
-miguous narrows the bandwidth of the filter to eliminate the

interfering signals, the period for which the filter
The tracking-fHter model of the phase-locked loop transient re pne is a sgigificant factor in the output is

(PL), Figure 2 [15, 161 is well suited to extracting the lengthened. In the case of the PLL, the transient
information indicated above fro a signal in that it gives between acquisition and lack at the begInning of the
continuous frequency nd amplitude estimates, and signal is the major one, because a PLL will track the
presents a relatively naro w-band filter to a frequency- signal during the on-to-off transition until it reaches a
modulated coer. signal-to-noise ratio at which the signal is lost. Thus,

because the frequency and amplitude estimate of the
However, before a PLL can give accurate signal prior to lock contains important infoermatin, i.e., the

demodulation, it must achieve lock. (Lack is the state of chirp information md the time at which the mark began it
the PLL when the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is desirable to reconstruct that portion of the siaadL
tracks the incoming signal with a constant phase lag)
The time to achieve lock is inversely proportional to the A number of ways of recovering the pro-lock

" natural frequency of the loop, and is affected by such information can be conceived, The method settled upon
factors as the initial frequency error (difference in is simple. It involves sampling and storing the input to
frequency between the VCO and the inpu) ad noiee in the PLL, and then, after the PLIL has completed

O the loop. Processing the mark in the forward direction, sending the
stored samples in reverse order through the Ioop. The

Chirp is frequency modulation which frequently loop then demodulates a time-reversed replice of the
occurs in low quality transmitters It is often caused by original signal, and the original leading-edge information is
inadequate filtering of the power supply, which causes reliably obtained from the trailing edge of the reversed
the oscillator to change frequency when the power stage sitnal.
is turned o Thus, the frequency modulation, or chirp,
exists where the signal makes a transition fron off to on, Because it was desirable to run the process in
or vice versa. Most often, it exists only at the beginning real time, only the beginning portion of the signal is 'O
of the "on* period or "mark" o 'the Morse-code signal. reversed and a second PLL is used to demodulate it so

"- - . . . . . - ." .- .- ... ... - .- . . .. , %. .. . .
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that the first PU. can continue to demodulate the forward 2. COMDEC; -The Moane code Translation System
* signal. In addition, the reversed signal can be
*compressed in time by sending the reverse-order The COMOEC (computerized Morvs Decoder)

samples; through the secondary PU. at a ratei tester than contro structure was desine to consist of any nu.6or
they were collected. Of course, the selconday PLL at moIles, each of which would be en exert' on one

nesto run at a higher frequancy. Thua. it is possble aspect of translation. Each module can add suggested
to have reconstiructed the mark before the next mark translations to a lattice of possible translations.
begons. Successive modules decide whether further error

correction is necessary by exaning the quality of
The taindem phase-lock-4cop system is shown in eldsting suggesed translations in the lattice, then pass

* Figuv 3 that section of code to the nex module in the choin, and '-

so on, until each translator module has examined the
*The input is sampled and stored in a last-in-first-out entire message. A major part of the design is an N-
* (LIFO) memory. Meanwhile the input to the secondlary dlmVsol metric for measuring trial translations eand a

PU.. is taken f rom the quadrature phae of the primary heuristic algorithmn for comparing the mesures.
PLL When lock is indicated (by the quadirature, or
correlation output of the primary PU the input of the Translator modules are ordered appoidmataly in

*secondary PU. is switched to the digital-to-ansaog tarins of increasing severity of the sening errors they
* converter (DAC), anld the stored samples are reed out in are able to correct Thus, spacing-errors are corrected

reverse order. The outputs of the secondary PU. are first. Later, mark-errors are correctad
taken as the demodulated signal for the time prior to
lock. The outputs of both PU.'. are samnpled and a PDP- The first module to process a code samole is a

1program reconstructs the waveform (mark). moving-average translator, a hybrid of MAUIDE E2] and ,

FRAuD rll. It classifies marks and spaces into the
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appropriate types by comparison with continuously To understand how the RIS is used, consider the i1
updated averages for each type and thresolds between foiiiown. The sequence of dots an dashes for the word
types. More importantly, it mssciate• with each mark 'the" was sent with spaces such that a context-
and spece a numiber which repreant its confidence that insensitive decoder could not trannrbe it into a proper
the classification wal correct. Them assipwavts and word, i.e., the sequence sounds like 'SE'. A genera
confidences we used by later mjiles to slecd ee of heuristic that one might think of adopting is this: find all
the sample where errs appea to have ocrd the possible words whict that sequence of marks could

represent and pick the one that seems to fit best .-

according to some criterion. If one tried to implement

a. Handing the Segmentation Problem such a heuristic in a brute-force manner, 2*S or 32
possibilities would need to be conurdar as the word

The performance of moving threshuld Mars coade (-t .h ) has three mark spaces and two dhracter
translation system suffered quite severely from the spaces for a total of five spaces. Thus 32 permutatlons
effects of improper segmentation of Morse code and look-ups would be required to find "the" and any
sequences. Morse code translators suffer from two other words with that mark sequence. On the other
types of segmentation difficulties: first, chatracer-spaM hand, using the RLS representation with no permutation
and mark-speces are confused such that two cheracters and one look-up, "the and all other legl words with that
are sometimes decoded as one, .g, 'AN' as W, and vice RLS are returned Consider the word "complex", not an
versa second, word-spa and character-sp s we urusad or overty long Engish word, If it were sent with
confused such that rTEY ARE' is translated n "TIENARE' a spacing error, and a brute-force method were used to
and 'HOLD' is translated as 'H OL 0r. The DEGAR9LER obtain possible candidate words, the possible spaces
(1 7], a program based on the use of digraphs and associated with the sequence of dots and would
trigraphs found in English words and a dictionary of require more than two million (2s-21) pernmitationa and
words, was capable of correcting many of the word- look-tips, only to discover ttwt in the dictionary currently
segmentation errors that occurred in MAUE output, but in use only the word *complex' could be represented by
it could not obtain the proper transcription of Morse such a sequence of marks. Again, the RLS representation
sequences that hed chrecter-segmentstion errors would return the word "complex" in one look-up. ""
presemL

The use of the RLS solves only the character
Because words corrupted only by sagmentation segntatbi problem Word segmetation is handed by jk.;

errors contain a correct sequence of marks, we realized a heuristic that splits or joins character sequances. The
that words can be represented by the "run-4angth heuristic uses the confidence levels returned by the
sequence* (RtS) of the marks. The run-length sequence MAUDE decoder to determine how to proceed. (For
is a string of numbers, composed of the number of more details on RLS translators, see (18, 19, 20).
consecutive dots which begin the word, followed by the
number of consecutive dashes which follow those dots,
and so on. (By convention, a run-length sequence always b. Handling Mark Errors
begins with the number of dots, even if the numbeir is 0.)
The principle is simple. All mark and character spaces The mark-error correction modules are able to
are removed from the representation, Because spacing correct eight different classes of mark-error in words
errors occur frequently - one or more per word - a which contain at most one mark error Statisticaly, the
major source of difficulty is removed. Basically, the RLS vast majority of mark orrors are of the types COMDEC
is a mapping of words in the Morse-code domain onto can correct, and occur only one to a word. The types of

... some space. Each word song with its vaia, obtained mark errors corrected by COMOEC are (i) sending en
by taking all possible combinations of character extra dot, (ii) sending an extra dash, (iii) sending two
segmentation errors, are mapped to the sale point in extra dots, (iv) running two dots together as a dask (v) %
that spacm. splitting a dash into two dots, (vi) dropping a dot, (vii)

dropping a dash, and (vii) dropping two dots.
The reverse mapping of run-ongth sequence onto

legai words is not necessa ily lique. However, better These mark-errors are easily correctable because
than 85% of the RLS for a dictionary of over 10,000 words with these classes of mark-errors map to reaby
words are unique and most of those that are anbipious points in the RLS space and the space is very sparsely '
have but a few members in their ambiguity sets. The popIuated for containing eloven marks or more.
a.biguty resulting from representing words by their RLS
is not a significant problem, because often the simple
heuristic of comparing all the words with a specific RLS c. Handling Error Signs and Number Constructs
to the MAUDE transcription of that segment of Morse
code is sufficient to determine the one the sender When a sender recognim that he or she has made
intended. an error, he or she will resend the erroneous word, ".-e

phrase, or sentence, signalling with an error sign that

7 % " . :. .--..
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retransmission is about to occur. This behavior is must be allowed, as all possible contexts have not been
somewhat analogous to a typist who spaces back over an or cannot practically be implemented. If a number 0'
error and overstrikes it with X's. An error sign is usually appears out of the contexts in which a number is

*a sequence of dots sent rapudly, rarely fewer than six, expected, it is looked upon by COMOEC with suspicion,
and rarely more than twenty. The number of dots sent and it will be allowed to remain a number only if it is
varies even within a single transmission, as does the relatively wail sent.
separation of the dot-sequence from the erroneous code
preceding it and the correct" code following it. More COMOEC searches for mark sequences that fit
importantly, the semantics of an error sign vary even these criteria and then attempts to *expand' them on
more widely. Thus it is necessary to locate and to either side (to produce complete numbers). The only
ascertain the meaning of an error sign. An error sign limiitation on this algorithm is that at least one digit of an
may mean to ignore the previous word or characters, or n-digit number must be sent correctly.
it may mean that the previous word or phrese will be
resent, and so on Same exauples from actual code (with
the symbol "a" used to represent an error sign) follow e. The COMOEC Dictionaries"

ANY B CV CR GIRL 13 TO 18 e 13 WHO' COMOEC's dictionary for plain text messages is
comprised of 4200 root words. A morphology program

The correct translation: embedded in the translator handles a large but not
complete set of word endings. Thus, a word usually

ANY BOY OR GIRL 13 TO 13 WHO appears in the dictionary only in its root form The
current morphology program understands the endings

This is the most typical use of an error sign. It signals s -ed," .- in%,. "-Ir, "-est," "-y," -tion," .- ment, and
that the previous word or object was in error, and the combinations of the preceding, such as "-ers." The
sender resends the word correctly. The error sign in dictionary specifies the endings taken by each word.
this example contained thirteen dots. When endings are considered, the effective size (about

18,000 words) of the dictionary is several times the
PAGE B Z3 OF TODAYS PE TPERS a TODAYS PAPER number of its roots and it approaches the size of the

cinversational vocabulary of the average English
This is similar to the previous example, but two words speaker.
are erased and resent. The error sign contained eleven
dots.

3 CATMP Chatter and Header Understandint System
THE CORNER OF WASHINGTON CATNIP is a semantic-syntactic augmented-
BLVD a AND SCHOOL STREETS transition-network (ATN) parser that chooses a path

through the lattice of possible translations created by - -

In this example, the word "BLVO is erased - it should COMOEC.
not have been sent at all. The error sign contained '-
seventeen dots. CATNIP uses ATN diagrams to choose the correct

word from a lattice of possible translations. It starts in a
certain state of the transition network, and progresses

d. Handling Numbers in Plain Text from one state to another, depending on the next word
COMOEC recognizes arbitrarily long sequences of or words in the lattice. With each state is associated a

digits as "numbers'. list of words, and with each word a new state. CATNIP
matches the list of words from the state with the list of

The problem of transcribing ntibern is analogous words possible at that point in the translation lattice,

in some ways to that of transcibing error sigrn, and it matches yield valid new states.
arises from the fact that most of COMOEC's transci bing
is vocabulary-based Since it is theoretically possible to If that were all, the network would simply be an
send a number containing an arbitrary number of digits, it unaugmented transition network. However, CATNIP
is impractical to use a "dictionary of numbers. Instead, retains a context, which it changes (usually with every

4 COMOEC takes advantage of the properties of the Morse word) and which can be tested when it is trying to match
code used to represent the digits: (I) All dgits consist of the words. The context includes such things as who is
five marks (except cut numbers which are also handed the sender of the current transmission, who is the
(i) Every digits contains a sequence of dots followed by receiver, who is the net controller, and so on. ATN's, as
a sequence of dashes, or vice versa. (iii) A number very opposed to unaugmented transition networks, are good
often appears in context, for example, as a part of a for parsing grammars that are dependent on the context
date, time, address, page number, or age specification, and on past occurrences (211 .

This context is used to reinforce the probability that the .
Item is a number. A number appearing out of context

~ ~ ....... .........
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Figtro 4, Augimented Transition Network Diagram Called Traffic Header.

Naturally, ambiguties creep in. Sometimes more the receiver at a certain point, if he or she was not
than one match is possible, CATNIP allows for this by explicitly named). The succsesve contexts also furnish aprocessing one of the new valid states and saving all the synopsis of the entire session after the parser is
others. The context at that point is saved with the finished
states that were saved CATNIP has the ability to return
to the saved states and try those alternate paths. CATNIP is a recursive procedure that allows one

to name ATN diagram of simple structures (such as Q-
Finally, CATNIP also has a limited understanding of signs that are often used), and to use those as parts of

the events on the net. Understanding these events is other diagrams without actually duplicating the simple
important in understanding the state at the net at ay diagrams. Thus a more structured "grammar" can be
point (how many operators are working, who they are, created without over complicating the data base.
who is talking, etc.) and it is important in choosing the
correct word at a particular point in the translation. Figure 4 shows a typical ATN diagram. Each

italicized ARC label such as "Header' indicates a call to
The context is used as the *understanding* part of another diagram; in lower case are labels such as

CATNIP. Take the following transmission as an example: 'location", which indicate that the labeled input that will
'ROCK ROCK ROCK DE SALT SALT QSA ? QRK ? K". parse is a location (such as "BOSTON' or BOS'); arcs
Upon completion of the parse, the porser would retain a labeled with a number sign "a" mean that a number is
context that contained the information that the receiver acceptable as input (with the parenthesized statement
was ROCK, the sender was SALT, and SALT had asked indicating the meaning of the number, ., (nr - gr) means
ROCK two questions: "What is my signal strength?' and number of groups); and arcs labeled in upper case mean
"What is my intellilbilityr that literal input of one of the specified labels is

acceptable. The system currently contains about 25
Retaining this kind of context helps find the right diagrams with an average comploxity of the one shown in

translation and decide later aniiiuties (such as who is Figure 4.•
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E. RESULTS previously: error-signs, numbers in plain text and many
different types of chatter constructs. 01

Two sources of test data were used We obtained
approximately 30 thousand characters worth of data from We measure the performance of our Morse code
amateur operators and others who could send and system in two ways. First we compare the final relts
receive Morse code. This data was hand-keyed in our with the results produced by the first stage of our
laboratory. Some of this date was obtined using actual translator, which is a MAUDE-like moving threshold
transmitters connected to our cable network (221 This transiator. Second we compare the final results with an

* data was composed primarily of plain text with a small experienced operator's translation. The experienced
admixture of network chatter. Chief Warrant Officer operator had the use of a variable speed tape recorder.

. Robert Boiling at the Army's Morse code school at Fort He at times found it necessary to replay parts of the
Devens arranged to have several instructors at that tape, occasionally at slower speeds.
school simulate an actual network environment From

' that simulated environment we received audio tapes Figure 5. shows a translation by a MAUDE-like
containing approximately 20 thousand characters of hand- translator of one of the plain text message, contained in
sent Morse code. This data was composed of chatter, the Fort Devens data. While it can be read, especally
headers, plain text messages and cipher group mermles. by a person who knows Morse code, a considerable O
It was the most useful data in that it forced us to face effort is reqwred. Figure 6a shows the same message as
many problems and constructs we had not encountered translated by COMOEC, our Morse code system's

IN ANArT E MPT TOALLEVE EE. IALLE4IATE YOUTV UN E MPLOYfIENT I N THE CI
TY MiMl r ................. CI aTY. TSE SUNDAYGLOBE ON MAY30 WILL PUBLISS FREE e
ADVERTIS E MENTS FOR BOSTON T E E NAGERS S E E KING SUMMER JOBS. ANY B OYORGIRL
13TO 18 I ............. }3SOLIVES IN BOSTONCANP LACE AJOG WANTED AD WI THOUT
CAAEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CH#GE SYFILLING OU T THE C.--.. -IFGN ON PAGE B 23 OF TODAYS
PETPERt .......... I { ....... I TODAYSPAPER ANOMAILING I T TO SUMMER JOBS (-...-i
TSE BOS ---- IN GLOBE . BOSTON . MAS S AC S EEEEEEEEEEE MAS SACSUSE T TS 02107.
TE E Nf.---. IERS MAY ALSO TAKE TS E COUPONS T 0 TSE GLOBES OOUNTOCIN OFFICE , *A
T TSE C CIRNER OF WASHINGTON GLYO E AND SCH OOL STRE E
TS.ORATITS MAI N OF FICE . 13 1 ....... ) MORRISS E Y BLVD. DORC4 E STER A(.-.-1
COUPTANS I--..-IS T B E RE CEIVED ( ...... 1Y EEEI P M .WEDNESDAY MI..--I
rMAY ... -- I T EEEEEEEEEEE . MAY2TS.JOBSE E KI EEEEEEEEEEE JOBSEEKERS MAY BE
&SPECIFICAS TH E Y L IKE I N ME'NTIONING TSE SO(..-.-.)S OR DAYS TSEY AR E
AVAILABTIIEI ........ ) AVAILABLE FOR E MPLOYMENT. THE TYPE OF WTI1RK 6 E YDES IRE
I---.-. ICANDOi ----.-.- IV AT W.--.) E S TH E Y E XPECT. THE
.--.. ISWILLAPPE#INTSE MAY30CILASS IFTI EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEET CLSISE I E 0 SECTION

UNDER EH E EHE {.-..)ING SI EEEEEEEEE HEADING S IRE ABOSTON T E E NAGE RFOR T-
E SUMMER

Figure So. MAUDE Translation of Plain Text.

IN AN ATTEMPT TO [xxxxx c] <ALLEVIATE> <YOUTH> UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE [xxxxx a]
CITY <THE> SUNDAY GLOBE ON MAY 30 WILL <PUBLISH> FREE ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
<BOSTON> TEENAGERS SEEKING SUMMER JOBS . ANY BOY OR GIRL 13 TO Cxxxxx W1 13
<WHO> LIVES IN BOSTON CAN PLACE A <JOB> WANTED AD WITHOUT [xxxxx a] CHARGE <BY:,
FILLING OUT THE COUPON ON PAGE B 23 OF [xxxxx ci TODAYS PAPER AND MAILING IT TO
SUMMER JOBS <.> <THE> BOSTON GLOBE . BOSTON . (xxxxx ci <MASSACHUSETTS> 82187
TEENAGERS MAY ALSO TAKE <THE> COUPONS TO <THE> GLOBES DOWNTOWN OFFICE . AT
<THE> CORNER OF WASHINGTON <BLVD> [W AND SCHOOL STREETS . OR AT ITS MAIN
OFFICE . 135 MORRISSEY BLVD . <DORCHESTER> . <COUPONS> MUST BE RECEIVED THEY S
PM . WEDNESDAY [xxxxx c] . MAY <26> . [xxxxx @I JOB SEEKERS MAY BE AS SPECIFIC
AS THEY LIKE IN MENTIONING <THE> <HOURS> OR DAYS <THEY> ARE [xxxxx cI AVAILABLE
FOR EMPLOYMENT . THE TYPE OF WORK <BE> (YI DESIRE OR CAN O OR <WHAT> WAGES
THEY EXPECT . THE ADS WILL APPEAR IN <THE> MAY 38 [xxxxx el <CLASSIFIED>
SECTION UNDER <HE> (xxxxx a] HEADING <HIRE> A BOSTON TEENAGER FOR THE SUMMER

Filgure Se. COMDEC Translation of Plain Text.
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- translator. An *0 in square bracket$ indicates an error- Consequently the translation obtained from the moving
silm -OXXX precedng the *& indicates that a portion theshod first stage translator was used. (Ths construct

of the message, believed to be the part in error, was resulted from a splice in the audio tape.)

suppress"d and "< 3, indicates a word obtained from i~
the dictionary by assumning the sender made a mark- The COMOEC-CATMP tandem translated 19 groiups
error. The COMOEC translator made four errors: incorrectly and the operator 32. It is interesting that both
transcribing WY as THEr", "THEY as "<BE*, ThE as the operator's transletion and and the machine's
"HE"; and not suppressing "BLVD* after the word translation had 13 incorrectly translated groups in

'WASHINGTON". To handle the last error correctly the common. In addition to translating groups incorrectly both

translator would need to know that in Boston, Washington the operator and the machine added 9 extra groups

is a street and not a boulevardt. Lass than three percnt because the semantics of the error-signs were

oeaomae3erositrnltnths seof the words in the message were in error. The aimiguous.

20% error rate. Both COMOEC's result and the One very encouraging aspect of the system is that
operator's result are qute readable. on a DEC 20 it is 2 to 10 times faster than real-time,

depending upon the mnber of irregularties anid errors in
Figpure 5b shows a translation by a MAUDE-like the Morse code.

translator of some chatter, a header and a portion of a
ciphered messaigii Figure 6b shows the identical portion One should net draw hasty conclusions from these

of Morse code as translated by the cooperative efforts results. We have worked very hard-to obtain the results

of COMOEC and CATNIP. Both the operator and the we have but the job is not yet complete, For instance,

COMOEC-CATNIP translations of the chatter and header the chatter and header constructs preceding the plain

were perfect. (The ( at the beginning indicates that text message of Figure 6a are not yet understood by o

*the enclosed sequence cannot be translated. CATNIP. Furthermore, a different set of operators using

'MAUIJE' decoding:

SALT: I. . -VVI fVVVIIJSA? K

SALT: RAE .-.- 1rIETSA S EAEN METS AS UEN METENK 5 GTTC IIATC TN A? K

ROCK: RRRQRVK

SALT: RRR I~~ NUHR TFC HR TFC . .NR IGRZ868440 VOLR OZNT
POTOR TCY...... ..I VLHAP XGJIN NVRLC TJOTI (V.-.-..)AG OTZTZ
PQO1H OIRCNAGZDC E LYII HSS GDTRX H L(-.-..)OE 8 TXTB 81. 32

Figure 5b. MAUDE Translation of Chatter, Heaer and Parts of a Ciphere Messege.

COMOEC decod ing: :]
SALT: lf..-VVVVI) VVV aSA ? K

ROCK: RR RROaSA SOSAS K

SALT: AR UR SA SUR GSASUR aRK S TC aTC GA? K

ROCK: R RR DRY K

SALT: RR R NU NW HR TFC HR TFC [BREAK]
[BREAK] *
(BREAK]

NR I GR ZOO <c8445> [BREAK] 7

VOLVF1 GZONT POTOR TCYUH VLHAP
XGJIN NVRLC TJO!WI VLJLAG OTZTZ
MONI ORCNA GZGCE (xxxxx a] GQOTR 1xxxxx a] LYOCE BTXTB 8153Z S

Figure 6b. COMOEC Translation of Chatter, Header and Parts of a Ciphered Message.-
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THE POSITIONING PROBLD - -"
A DRAFT OF AN INTERMEDIATE SOM4ARO

%" Yechiam emni-

USC/information Sciences institute

AN 2NFORMAL INTRODUCTION However, Wile the formulation of the probleas is
simple, the mathemtical and algorithmic

.he positioning proolem arises when it is necessary intricacies of deriving solutions are perplexing.
to locate a set of geographically-distributed delop some insint into the problems, let us
objects using measurements of the distances between us
some boject pairs. In a Packet Radio Network, for consider a few simple examples. The simplest
instance, any two network members that can talk to positioning problem of interest is to locate three
i.acn other may use a simple time-stamping mechanism points using distance measurements. 3y Means of

o measure the distance between them; a distance simple trigonometry, this may usually be lone
mesurement protocol say then be developed. The easily. However, let us consider a degenerate
;roblem is wnether and how the distance triangle (Figure 1). Because the system is very
measurements can be used to determine the sensitive to errors, a small error in the

geogracnical location with respect to a given measurement may produce a large error in the
system of !oordinates. computed position. Some of the questions to e-

addressed are as follows: Why is the degenerate
A knowl edge of the precise location of each networ triangle sensitive to errors? How can w e determine

enoe i uo.L to ethe operation oef Distributed whether or not other systems are sensitive?

*Sensors letworks. The data collected and
intarpreted by different sensors may be correlated
-and integrated only if we know their precise -.
Szcation. A position-locating system say be
invaluaole to the operation of a fleet of vehicles,
eaan equipped with a Packet Radio Unit. For Figure 1. A Degenerate Triangular System ".S
example, monitoring the location of a fleet of
security enaicles, aircraft, a tank division, or a Positioning systems may be constructed by a simple
fio-K of missiles could all be assisted by a procedure of pasting triangles together, and such
csoition-locating system. Clearly a positioning systems may be positioned by solving the triangles
system would oe an important service to Packet from which they are constructed. For instance,
3adic Aetwork users. - _ consider the system of points depicted in Figure 2.

It is possible to locate the points in the order
A ftw Proolems must be solved before a good numbered. However, the same system admits a few
oositioning system may be developed: solutions (the number of which grows exponentially

with the number of nodes). If we had some further
1. ifficient algorithms to determine the information about the positions of the objects, now

location of oojects by using distance could we use It to identify the true solution? For
measurements should be developed. instance, if one node is known to ae a venicle

moving on a certain road, many of the feasible
2. 'onditions under which a solution exists or solutions that satisfy the distance constraints can

oes not 9xist snouid be identified. be eliminated. because they assign the veehicle to a

position not on the road. How should that
3. Conditions under which there exists a elimination be effected?

unique solution should 1be established.

• . Zonditions under which there exists a
finite number of solutions snould be
identified. It snould also oe understood 7
how to transform one solution into another.

5. Conditions under which the solution is
insesit.'vO to small easuremont errors 3
should be established.

5. 7iint bounds upon the accuracy of the
solution should be determined.

: -conditioned problems snould be 41
identified. Figure 2. A 7riangulated PCstt1o1ng .-'yste-M

o". , " ". .. . - °•,........ .,,. . . . .'.
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:n particular, if a new measurement were liven Contains a suosystem that may De solved
F7igure 3). now can we find the right solution independently. Namlely, any :ncrementaI

*among all Possible ones? A fewi Solutions May match ,onstruction algorithm Must lecide Whetner ir not a
* n mauemnsto witnin a given error.; We nave given Positioning system is primitive i.e..

sncwn that this last decision problem belongs to -onstructible out na v ig no con3 truc tio 1e
trio lassof difficult c-omoinatorial dec1ion Subsystems). Te ls roe em oc

% . prjolems--tie So-called NP complete problems. The difficult combinatorial Oroolem 'Wnlcn We Suspect to
'Afl statement also proves that the existence be MP complete (though -de do not yet .Anow now to
prvolem ie, Does a solution exist?) is 4P prove thils).
complete, If the last Conjecture is true, then tne proolem :f

Constructing solutions to tO PC3itiOning prcolem,
a ne m*3Ureentusing an Incremental algoritha, is NP Complete.
a newmeawrmentThis unfortunate result does not imply that -brute

gforou (i.e., Iterative algorithms) Snould be
preferred. It is reasonable to believe tnat most

7 / actual positioning problems may "be etter solved cy77 means of an intelligent incremental algorithm. The

n" mm 
precise meanig of "Most" is Yet to be 3efinel.

Numerous other Challenging and interesting related
3problems exist. 4h il.e we Will not Mace a

A ~Comprehensive presentation, we will examine so0e 0/ oen the problems formally, expose toe difficulties, and
present some partial solutions weo nave levelopea.
This report is an extended summary if our ;resent

2 state of ',aaowledge. A more detailed report is3 now
being prepared.

F~gre3. A Triangulated ?ositioning System with
an additional Measurement 1.ME PRCBLZM

The positioning problem can on descrized 23
!lot all 003itioning systems may be solved with the follows:
aid of triangles. In fact, for a System possessing
I suff!Cient!7ylarge number of nodes, it is always 1. P = (P1 , P2  a set Of OCtt t.1
Cossible that the Position of the nodes can be tepae
'ccated Only by solving for the location if all tepae
points Simultaneously. Such unfortunate systems e fdsac esrmnsbtensm
r*equire 'in enorMous amount of computation. For a 2 e fdsac esrmnsDten3M
si=ple example, consider the hexagon of Figure 4. pairs of points. Each measuremen~t datum
:tiIs 4MP03sible to solve the location of Its nodes Consists Of the identity of tnc pair 3, and
using an incremental aLgorithm; all must be solved P~, the measured d1stance d, and an

atoc.estimate of the measurement error eI,

3. Position coordinates for at '-east three
points, say P1 1 ?2 P" to be callec, the

'do shall call the set of points P. togSether With
the distance measurements ld,," and the base
triangle, a 50int. JZ

1.2 PRO3L-EAS
igure 4. A Positioning System whichn may only

ce solved Simultaneously A IAIW nomitic i f the point system Is a set of
coordinates tnat satisfies toe distance constraints

and assigns to the oase triangle its actu.al
F'ortunately enough, Such primitive Systems (whose :crdinates. The set of all feasible :csit'cna

*parts cannot be Positioned unless the Whole system will ze caleod the souir Al of the 2osit-4oning
is) seem to b~e rare. Many positioning Systems problem. The posit~lonirg pro:blem consistS :f7
could cc solved using an incremental process :Wni~h chnaracterIzing tne solution set nlamely,

* simplifies the solutton algorithm and increases its
*speed and accuracy). icwever, an algorithm -ha 1. :s the solution set emoty? exzitence)

would construct the location of a given Doint
system cy constructing 3uosysteMs first snould be 2. IoS toe solutiocn set contaln a :Ont,uun
zole to Identif zonst ruct I.cle :ats3. :n f solutIons, or is I lceest
;art iculair, s uo a n &lqormthm snouil o6 iole to it a2 finite set ?.a o u-s

w ecitde wrietner cr nta given pos1icning system



3. If the solution set is finite, what are all for several centuries,1 the solution to Most
trie feasible solutions? (nosition fundamental questions of rigidity are far from
nstruction) laiown. Recently interest in this age-old problem

has been renewed [WHITELI 77,781, and some

4. What is the error in the position due to significant contributions produced.
propagation of measurement errors? (error1
analysis) 2.1.1 Characterization of rigidity

5. What is the sensitivity of the solution set The first problem, i.e., that of characterizing

to measurement errors? (s rigidity, has a few solutions, all of which employ

% analsis) local infinitesimal characterizations. .3osely
speaking, a structure is rigid if it does not admit

.-. hat follows we examine some partial answers to relative motions of its parts, that is, if the only

some Of the difficult problems posed above. motions which it admits are trivial (i.e.,.
translations and rotations). Therefore the study

"ote that in the sequel we restrict ourselves to of rigidity is a study of possible motions. A
the problem of oositioning points relative to each rigid structure corresponds to a positioning
Other, i.e., with respect to any coordinate system problem with a discrete solution set. An
f of ur anoice. This leaves us three degrees of Infinitesimally rigid structure corresponds to an
freedom 'two for translation and one for rotation) error-insensitive solution.
and the orientation for our choice of the
.oordinate system. With the aid of the third item There are two approaches to motions of structures:

on the input list (section 1.1) it is Possible to It is possible to consider the velocity vectors of
;osition the point system absolutely once it hs the nodes or the relative angular motion of edges
"een 0ositioned relative to an aroitrary coordinate attached to a common node. Accordingly, it is
system. possible to develop two notions of infinitesimal

rigidity. Another Possible approacn is to consider
2. ;EOMETRIC RSULTS the stresses in the structure resulting from

applying external forces. Rigidity may be 4efined

"-"e associate wit the oint system a grph whose as the ability of the structure to resolve forces.
vertices represent points and waose edges represent t is pssible to show that both tne aoove
istance measurements. We call this graph the aproaohes are equivalent [GLUCK 75, WHITELY 77,

ZOiHAMnA X= and say that a given property of 78].
a point system is ",hinstnrlal when it can be
expressed In terms of the measurements graph only. CMP

A ftr ntur is a graph together with a mapping of
edges Into positive real numbers which we call I. Characterization of rigid structures which
lengths. A positioning system my oe considered as are not Infinitesimally rigid.

a pin-jointed bar struJcture, i.e., a truss.
Proolems of uniqueness of (i.e., structure of the An infinitesimally rigid structure is
solution set) for the positioning Problem translate rigid, Out not vice versa. (t is possible
into problems of rigidity of the respective truss. for a structure to be rigid (i.e., admit no
,roblems of a solution's sensitivity to errors finite relative motlons of its arts yet
translate into problems of infinitesimal rigidity to admit intintersl perturations (i.e.,
of thne respective truss (i.e., admissibility of be sensitive to errors). A typical example
infinitesimal flexing of the truss). Problems of of an srror-rigid rigid structure is tfte

-onstructing a solution to the positioning problem degenerate triangle in Figure 1.

correspond to construction of the truss. Therefore T
we snaIl use methods and terminology that pertain the difficulty in solvn tens proolem to

t both structures and trusses.o not sess extensive ools r
2.1 t inuthies trussesglobal analysis, while local analysis is
2.1 .RIM.ITY well developed.

The results in this area fall into three classes: 2. Characterization of rigidity with respect
to discontinuous motions such as

1. A number of different characterizations of reflections.

infinitesial rigidity (error sensitivity). Consider the pair of pasted triangles in

Figure 5(a) below. The two triangles may
2. An algorithm to determine wnether or not a be positioned with respect to eacn -ter in

giyen solution of tne positioning problem two distinct Ways. -he two resulting
is sensitive to leasurement errors. structures are rigid 'do not adtit n

rvil motions,' but admit rel ati4ve
3. A combinatorial characterization of plane r i on of ;a t mt r at ,:e

rigidity in terms of a property of the rflection of pars. Ttner struccou-es
inderlying measurements graph.

A partial list of researchers interestec in Ing
While tne proolem of structural rigidity na3 problem Incl.udes Pascal, Euler, Zaucny, Maxweil,
attracted mathematicians, engineers, and architects :ayley, Alexandrcv, and others.
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3d3it a more compl ex form of discrete
movement of their internal p *., The cnaracterization of error sensitivity

6 Figure 5(b). in terms 'of infinitesimal rigidity is too
crude. ie would like to nave an estimate
Of =X Z error sensitivity a given7-,The prl em o caraterizing rigidity with struture poseese.

respect to discrete aotions is dificult,
for we not only have to address a problem 2. Develop sensitivity measures in terms of

[* of global analysis, but aso face difficult tie distance measurements data, not treoro~lm ow o natortl topology. -!
particular solution they yield.

In addition to the difficulty involved in
developing apriori sensitivity measures, we
face the difficulty that the same . -.
measurement data may have a number of ..

solutions, each possessing different
sensitivity. Apriori it is even possible
for a given system of measurement data to
possess some rigid and some nonrigid
solutions. Figure 6 depicts two solutions
of the same positioning problem, one rigid
and the other infinitesimally flexible.

Figure 5(a) %

212

4.- .~%

:.- --1

Figure 5(b)1

Figures 5(a) and (b). Two cases of two rigid struc-
tures solving the same positioning problem.

Figure 6. A positioning problem possessing a rigid
and an infinitesimally-flexible solution

2.1.2 Error sensitivity

".he -ifferent definitions of infinitesimal rigidity We shall now describe the third class of results in
induce different algorithms to determine whether or more detail. 7
not a given structure is infinitesimlly rigid.
4owever, Most of those algorithms have been 2.2 FROM GEOMETRY TO COMDINATORICS
produced oy and for mathematicians unconcerned with
zomputational efficiency. We nave developed a 2.2.1 Stiff graphs
novel algorithm to test whether a given feasible
solution of the positioning problem is The most powerful results of the study of rigidity
infinitesimally rigid, i.e., insensitive to errors. appear to be combinatorial characterizations Of

rigid structures. The ideas behind the passage
* The idea behind the rigidity testing algorithm is from geometry to combinatorics are founded on some
simple: try to solve for an admissible assignment simple intuitive experienoes7' the major idea of
of infinitesimal velocities that flexes the which is that some combinations of bars (edges) and
structur. It is necessary to examine only the hinges (nodes) are rigid for almost any choice of
effecti of a velocity assignments over a set of plane imbedding. For instance, the full graph :n
basic circuits of the underlying measurement graph three nodes is rigid for all plane imbedding3s; it
in order to reduce the problem to the solution of a is not infinitesimally rigid when the three points
linear syst m of equations. are colinear. Similarly, structures whose

sntuition shculd not be pursued blindly, however,
1. Establish measur'es of error sensitivity and when it comes to problems of rigidity, for--as we

algorithms to compute sensitivity. shall see--many intuitive expectations turn out,

surprisingl7, to be false.
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underlying graph is a full graph are rigid for
almost any plane imbedding. On the other hand, The theorem above is a significant tool for
some graphs will produce flexible structures for handling positioning problems, namely, it makes it
almost any plane imbedding (e.g., a circuit on four possible to infer properties of structure and
nodes is almost always flexible, except when one of derive answers to the problems of positioning by
the edges is assigned a zero length or when all SAAMLn1 = M AoMnyn. raph 2 The results
tour points are colinear). The problem is: 1a IL that we derive will be true for almost all
possible chrctrz XI ~Alka = A.ll 9L whose assignments Of distances to edges of the

ridstr ucturs? . This question measurement graph, which greatly simplifies the
as been the major problem of the theory of study of the positioning problem.

' .. ". rigidity.-.rgi.To further appreciate the power of the result let

We shall define a critical combinatorial property us note in passing that the theorem does not

of graphs which we Call (plane) s . First generalize even to three dimensional structures.

we associate with a &raph :t t <VE> a number That is, it is ossible to have a sufficient number
f() A 21VI-ISt-3, Measuring the overall excess of well distributed constraints and yet have a
of un knowns over constraints. (Eah vertex structure with a continuum of solutions no matter
contributes two unknown coordinates, and each edge what lengths are assigned to the edges. Figure 7
constrains the two vertices incident unto it below depicts a typical system. The combinatorial -...
throu.gh a single equation for the distance. Note characterization of rigid structures in spaces of
tnat we discount three degrees of freedom to dimensions greater than two is an open problem.
account for Possible external motion, i.e.,
translation and rotation.) The quantity f(G)
measures the overall freedom 21 mX
of the graph.

The quantity f(G) may be used to express the
property of stiffness, i.e., of having a sufficient 1"
number of constraints to prevent relative Motions
of different parts of a graph. Loosely speak~ng, a
graph is stiff if it is possible to remove some

rdnat edges so that the remaining graph has 0I
degrees of internal freedom. and non of its
subgraphs has an excess of constraints (i.e., a
negative internal freedom). Formally, a graph 0
3z<V,Z> is stiff if it has a spanning subgrap-

':<V,E') (i.e., G' is generated by removing
excessive constraints from 3) such that

1. f(G) 0 (i.e., G a. 0 degrees of internalfreedom)

Figure 7. A counter example to a 3-dimensional
2. if G" is any subgraph of G' then rigidity theoremf(O") > 0. (i.e., V' does nAot 0033083...

internally over-constrained subgraphs).
2.3 41MITATIONS OF THE RIGIDITY THEORM4

2.2.2 The rigidity theorem The rigidity theorem guarantees that a structure - -

based on a stiff ;raph will almost always be rigia.
The Most iportant result of the geometric theory However, it is possible to assign lengths tc edges
of positioning is of a stiff grapo sucn that the resultIng structure

ad its infinitesimal flexing and is, therefore,

THEOREM ?'lane Rigidity) 3: very sensitive to errors. :n fact, the structure
becomes an error-increasing mechanism. One such

AJ 4.g"zI structure Z f a . structure is tre degenerate triangle of Figure 1,
2IAUC3IM2= £r1DL. aonrsal..1LA.la another is ?asC&l's nexagon depicted in rigure 3.
A.lL =2== L A -4tI? ==n A= This hexagon is stiff and t us rigid for alcost all
rJUAid plane lzbeddings. owever, the nexagon s--

infinitesimally flexible wnenever ,and only If) its
(Here "almost all" is used in the topological nodes lie on a :onic section. This 2izarre result,
sense, i.e., the set of rigid plane imbeddings of a due to [CROFTON 18731, na3 been rediscovered
stiff graph is open and dense in the space of independently oy :many reearcners (nclding u.
imbeddings, which further implies that for any ourselves). The proof foilcws from a simpme ..
Sorel probability measure on the space of all applicatlon cf a celebrated ' necrem of Pascal.
imoeoddings, continuous with respect to Lebsegue

measure, the set of non rigid imbeddings of a stiff An even worse i-se !s that :f a stIff -r3on
grapn -s of seasure 0.) admitting a :ontinuous ctizn i.e., an -bedl ng.

fo the Stiff grspn that is nct even gl2cl V 'v'
3 r'A.11 71, 5LUCK 75, "HITFLI 78, 1OTf-ASS-4OW -S rigid). Such a structure Is ieo-2te- 4n .- I,.:r .
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underlying graph is rigid.

Althougn the underlying graph is Stiff (even natural instrument for a divide-and-conquer
overcOnstrained), the solution set of the approach to the Construction problem.)

* - respective positioning problem contains a continuum
of solutions. 3.1 CHARACTERIZATION OF STIFF GRAPHS

To produce such an example We started with a The question that we would like* to address in this
lonrigid structure (i.e., a mechanism), then Section is: Stff WO~hA W ish to
2eticulously added bars that did not constrain the derive necessary and Su4fficient conditions for
motion of the original mechanism. Specifically, WO Stiffness in terms of well Icuown graph properties.
started with a four-bar Mechanism, selected a point The most natural of classical graph properties
on any diagonal arnd connected this point to Points relating to Stiffness is connectivity. %

_ 7 on the original mechanism. By careful selection of
W .the connections to produce two parallelogram, the 3.1.1 Some Simple characterizations

motion of the original mechanism is not pert~trbed
* . ythe additional *Constraints.* Additional Oars We have been able to derive a list Of Useful

are Used Only to hold each of the original four Properties Of stiff graphs:
bars together.

IThe rigidity theorem guarantees that sucht 1. A stiff graph is a block (i.e., has no out
anpleasant positioning Systems are extremely rare. vertex).
'faet we Should bear in mind that they may e9Xist 2. A out-set Of a stiff graph, Separating it(highly Symmetric structures are very likely into two nontrivial components, Must
exceptions). contain at least 3 edges.

3. COMBINATORICS OF POSITTI 3. A 3--cut-set Of a Stiff graph, separating it
into two nontrivial. components, =.Lst 1130

Having seen the significance and limitations of Separate It into two stiff graphs.

stiffness, we will now study stiff graphs in order J4. :f 32<V,E> is a stiff graph and 1T atdevelop methods for recognizing stiffness and v:ertex cut-set separating". into zcmocnents
for tearing structures into stiff subparts, l1ater < Vi,li) and if the suogrion f. 3 '
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spanned by 7' is stiff, then so are the 1. Te exit aho e nodes 2 •M

sugripns spanned by 7' J Ji. ar itr J M d r i¥ree 9=t w AM tif ..

S5. f v is a vertex of degree two in a graph To Prove this result we describe a simple method to

G, then 1 is stiff iff the subgaph of I construct counter examples. Start witn a flexible

- formed by removing V is stiff too. graph, say a four-bar mechanism. Add nodes and
edges to increase the degrees, preserving the

The 3bove results are a sample from a larger class flexlbility. This process is demonstrated in

if results, ill Of whicn serve to establish tools Fgr 2
for a "iide and conquer4 approach to the

stiffness problem. For instance, we "ould like to The above process serves to show that:

determine whether a given graph can be torn into

stiff subparts whioh my later b used to 2. Ther Si= iaCMU MIA a arbitrail Lange.

synthesize the original graph. Figure 10 depicts a -,' A = stif

typical configuration, corresponding to result (3)
in the anove List. Figure 11 depicts another

cofiurtin which aidat3 tear Thus, two of the classical measures of connectivity -

possible are not related to stiffness. Let us now consider

time a particular instance of (4). the strongest measure of ionnectivity,
vertex-conect ivity.

3.1.2 Stiffness and connectivity
'de have seen in the previous section that a stiff

.oosel1 y speaXMg, stiffness is a property of graphs graph is at least 2-connected. it is easy to

•4nin ta to do with the density of edges, i.e., it construct 2 and 3-connected graphs wnich are not

is a measure of how well different nodes are stiff. But with k-connected grapns, k > 4, the

attached to each other. it is only natural to problem is no longer simple. Tndsed any

expect that such a property should bear relation to 4-connected graph must have a minimal degree whizh
classical measures of ede-density. is at least 4. Thus the total number of edges m is

at least twice the aumber of nodes. Therefore the

:here are three major classical measures of overall number of internal degrees of freedom

edge-density: node degrees, minimal edge cut-set, f(G)22n-a-3 is not greater than -3. Not only is a

inimaj vertex cut-set. Here we explore the 4-connected graph over-constrained, but the

relations among these three properties aind

stiffness.

Figure 10. Tearing along a 3-cut-set

stiff vertex cut-let

6-Figure 11. Tearing along a stiff vertex :ut-set -

.4 3
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:onnectivity implies that the edges Must oe wel 3.2 CONSTRUCT-ON PROBL_4S
distributed. Intuitively one would expect that a
4-0cnnected graph is stiff. A position-locating algorithm is essentially I

process that starts With some set of points wnose.
Act so. :t is possible to construct 4-connected relative positions are known and gradually attaches
and even 5-connected graphs which are flexible, new sets of points wnose relative positions are
:wo such examples are depicted in Figures 13 and computed with respect to the original nucleus.

Such a process say be viewed as a (poss~biy
parallel) solidification of parts Of t.he

.he process we applied to derive these two measurement graph into bodies.
surprising grapns cannot oe applied to produce 5-
(or wore) connected grapns Which are flexible. de To be able to describe incremental ionstruction
lo not cnow at all Whether sucn %raphs even exist. Processes we need to introduce a suitable
The problem is open: torma ism. In the following we shall describe such

a formalism. then apply it to develop and implement
3- !a there a M umar X A= =L X n -connectd n struction algorithms.
A* 'U stiff?

3.2.1 Stiff hypergrapfts
At t.iis point, nowever, the problem is mainly of an
acaae.ni: interest, for a 2ondition which requires A Hyperzraph H I <V.T> consists of a set of
sucn a nign connectivit7 seems to be of no vertices V and a set of edges E. An edge is a
practical significance. subset of vertices (not necessarily just two, as in

graphs). We shall use this generalized notion of
o su=arize, we have seen that the relation an edge to describe a set of vertices Whose
*etween stiffness and zeasures of connectivity (if relative ositiOnSs are known. An edge is said to
tnere is any) are not simple, contrary to the be 12 upon a given vertex if it contains the
apricri intuition which leads us to explore these vertex. A vertex is said to be incident upon a
relations.

.igure 12. Constructing flexible graphs with
Figure 13. A -connected flexible grapnarbitrary node degreesA4

Figure '4. A 5-connected flexiole grapn
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given edge if it is contained in this edge. We of nypergraphs3 in the previous stages. In snort,
snail consider only hypergraphs for which the an incremental construction algorithm Is a Process
intersection of any two edges contains at woto eldingcs. nin i te prta rdro* point,.edig

To develop a visual intuition of the processes to We define a wede to oe an operator that takces a -
D eea±ain o tutrs ahr ta iceetlcntuto loih s tu e discussed, one Should consider hypergraphai as a hypergrapa and produces a welding of it. An
considering pin-jointed bars, we consider Process Of Successive applications of welders.
pin-jointed metal sheets Of an arbitrary Snape and
number of Pins (each metal sheet corresponding to We have developed software to represent and

* an edge of the hypergraph and each vertex mnplt tutrs adhprrps w ye
2 orresPondiog to a joint). To draw further on the of welders have been imploomted and 3so Simple
analogy, weo Shall Use the term I" as an construction algorithm tried. We possess the
alternative to an edge; the term i~nt will be tools which are necessary to develop

empoyd a a alerat~e o vrtx.Position-loCating algorithm of increasing
gasp Sophistication.

:.at d i denote the degree of the i-th vertex (i.e.,0

the number of edges incident upon it). Let d.

denote the degree of the i-th edge (i.e., the REFERENCES
* nuner of vertices incident upon It). The J2Zr_-j
* of tne qypergrapnl H is defined to be the number

V d:5d nee ~n isth tta nm-A imow, 4. and B. Roth. 1977. "'he
rigidity of graphs.' 1, 111, ?reprint,

oer of edges (vertices). University of Wyoming, Laramie.

2. Solkier, E. and H. Crapo. 1978. "How to
The numoer fCH) E 2n+3m-Zd(H) is called ~jbrace a One story building." Enirnm n

internal ~ freo A L It is easy to verify that Planning IML1D,.*Lf.
for a graph H the definition of f(H) above
degenerates to the number of internal degrees of 3. Crofton, M. 1878. "On self-strained
freedom def~ned in previous Sections. framework~s Of six Joints." Preeeinzcga 21~

-ae not ion of Stiffness can be generalized to
nypergraons as follows. A Iypergraph H is said to 4. Qloc H. 1975. "lot al sml
De stiff ift' it contains a spanning hypergraph H' connected closed Surfaces are rigid." In
such that Springer-Verlag Notes, 438, Geometric
1. f(H) _ Topology, Heidelberg, 225-239.

2. for any subhypergraph H" of H'f(H") >0 5. Laman, G3. 1970. "On graphs and rigidity of
pl ane siceletal structures." Jora

* .et is introduce a partial order over hypergraphs, Enrnsrn 4 (:4), Pp. 331.340.
wnicfl we call wednt A hypergraph H' is said to
oe a welding of a nypergraph if each edge of H' 13 0. odenoers, 1. 1975. "Structural rigidity In

a uinion Of edges in H which span a stiff the plane." Presprint CHR-510, University de
3uohypergrapnl of H.Mntel

7. Whiteley, W. 1975. "Infinitesimally rigid.. -It is possible to snow that stiffness is preserved plhda" Pern, Capan !einl-
ander welding. M~oreover, each, hypergraph poss9esse Colleera. Lnert, ~ubCapanRgoa
a Unique Welding which is maximal (cannot be welded
any more). If *4H) designates the maximal welding 8
of the hypergrapn N, then f(M(H)) defines the 'htly .17 n 95 Itouto
11&Cr-e ZE freg of H. :t can be shw that to structural geometry." I,I, ,IV
f(M(Hi)) 3 with equality Iff H is Stiff, In which PernOop eRsace oo~~
case M1(H) has a single edge covering all the nodes. Structurale, University de Montreal,

Montreal, Quecec.
3.2.2 Incremental construction algorithms9. diey, .17. rvt csuiaon

An incremental construction algorithm is a process
,Mat starts with a given positioning problem and
deVelops a solution by gradually increasing the
Sets of points whose relative locations are kn~own.
At each stage, the state of thle computation may be
described as a hypergraph whose edges consist Of-

Ssets of points whose relative positions are already
V alownl. Such a hypergrapn is necessarily a welding
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTI-SENSOR SYSTEM B. Alternative Approaches
FOR ASSESSING A THREAT OMDER OF BATTLE#

There are three main options to -onsider for a

Thomas D. Garrey and Martin A. Fischler satisfactory solution to the problem of providing
SRI International near-real-time threat deployment information.

333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94023 The first possibility is a system that

December 1,1978 includes a human operator to control and monitor
data from the sensor suite, and draw appropriate
conclusions. The primary advantage of this
approach is that the operator can interpret sensor
data in the context of a wide variety of knowledge

I INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW and experience, which allows him to anticipate
certain threats, and ignore those areas which are
unlikely to support specific AD systems. The

A. Problem Background drawback is that operator workload quickly becomes
unmanageab le.

The key to survival in a tactical u gi
environment is the ability to understand, assess, A second approach is to sake a semiautomatic
and anticipate the evolving threat situation. This system by tailoring special-purpose combinations of
perception of the threat is a necessary sensors into' * "super-ensors." These specialized,
prerequisite for formulating an appropriate hard-wired combinations (of waich there are only a
response, such as avoidance, countermeasures, or few examples) provide information about a narrow
suppression. range of situations, out lack both the scope and

the flexibility to be of more general use.
While baokground information to prepare the t "

tactical commander for this task is provided from The third approach is to build an automatic
intelligence estimates and reconnaisance data, system that can operate a variety of sensors,
real- or near-real-time information is derived integrate and interpret their data, and have the
during the actual engagement from electronic flexibility to adapt to changing situations. There
support measures (ESM) systems. In the past, an are (at least) two avenues that could be pursued
ESM system (such as a radar warning receiver) could here, a classical statistical approach, and an
identify threat systesM from measured signal approach combining elements of probability theory
parameters of weapon-related radars. Present and with symbolic Inference mechanisms.
anticipated threat system, however, have evolved
to the point where current ESM systems are no A purely classical approach suffers from
longer adequate. number of drawbacks. The rapidly changing

characteristics of the threat situation makes it
In the air-defense environment, several unlikely that an adequate probility model would be. -

factors can be Identified that limit the ability of available. If an acceptable model were available,
current ESM systems to cope with the threat the number of states to be included would be
environment. These factors, which we will mention overwhelming.
briefly, provide driving froes to the development
of an effective ESM system. First, air-defense
(AD) systems are densely deployed in tactical C. An Autonomous ulti-Sensor ESM System
areas, and can, by sheer numbers, cause heavy
operator workloads. Second, since there may be a The problem of interpreting sensor Information
very short delay between the time a threat system to determine the threat situation is viewed as a

emits a signal, and a weapon impacts on the target, perception problem. Our approach to this problem
fast response time s required. Third, many modern is to interpret sensor data in the context of a
AD systems are able to use a variety of sensors for prior model. The approach combines probabilistic ]
target acquisition, tracking, and weapon guidance. techniques with inference meenanisms in an attempt
This means that a system to detect these threats to realise the advantages of the three approaches
must be able to acquire a variety of distinot types mentioned above.
of sensor data itself. Even worse, so= systems
will never emit a signal, and will need to be The problem separates naturally into three
actively searched for. A final factor of concern parts: inferring likely threats from available
is that most AD systems today are highly mobile, information, planning and executing a sensor
and the value of information regarding their utilization strategy, and integration of the sensor
location decays rapidly with time. data into the situation model. A key aspect of the

approach is the idea of using prior Information to
anticipate threats likely to be encountered. By
anticipating likely threats, the system achieves
two important advantages. First, the domain of
discourse is limited. That is, a large number of

C This possible threat systems 2an be reduced to a smaller
Thi work is being supported by the Advanced number of plausible threat systems that actually

Research Projects Agency of the Department of ned to be considered when interpreting sensor :ata.

Defense, and monitored by the Air Force Avionics Second, by determinirg which threats are likely,
Laboratory mder Contract F33615-77-C-1250. 146
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the system can use its sensors to best advantage in provide ambiguous identifications, which must then
acquiring relevant data, be resolved.

The primary inference mechanism is derived Disambiguation involves three steps. The
frcm the Znference 'et (UNET) system developed at first uses information from sensors with
SRI[1 The INET is a production rule system that overlapping coverage. The second uses geometric
incorporates a modified Bayesian approach for and parametric constraints specified by typical
updating the likelihoods of hypotheses. deployment information. The third uses informarion

about plasible threat locations derived In the
The ZSM system is currently undergoing anticipation phase of the system. The resulting

development. Several major components have been threat identifications are integrated back into the
completed, wile others are expected to be finished OB, and the process continued.
shortly. The next section will discuss the system
in greater detail. The remainder of this section will describe

the main steps in greater detail.

B. Threat Anticipation
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This phase uses a rule-based inference system
called the Inference Net (INET) to draw conclusions

A. Overview from a variety of types of prior information,
Including graphic data derived frcm maps.

There are several factors which make this
environment unique with respect to others which in the INET, knowledge is expressed as a set "
have been addressed using either expert system of inference or implication rules, similar to a
approaches or p:reption techniques. First, it logical implication of the sort,
Jnvolves an Intelligent, hostile opponent capable
of deception. Second, the large number of E => H.
decisions that must be made in a relatively short
.ength of time means, a program operating in this This is a logical inference rule which states that
environment Must be autonomous. That is, it must if statement E is known to be true, then 4 is also
require a minimum of human interaction. ,ext, the known true to by implication. In a rule-ased
system Must be able to deal with data from a system, however, it is typically the case that
'variety of Imperfect, "incommensurate" sensors, knowing E is true does not unequivocally establish
Integrating their outputs in order to derive the H, but only allows the truthfulness of H to be
most plausible threat assessments. Finally, the estimated. This necessitates a probabilistlc
environment can change rapidl7, and the program inference approach, where rules are represented as
Must be flexlIble enough that it can be easily
modified to deal with new threats and situations L
not explilcitly anticipated when it was written. E :z> H.

:n this system, we are attempting to comoile a Here L represents the "strength" of the rule, that
threat 3rder of Battle (B) that contains the is, the degree to which knowing the evidence, 5.
IdentIty of all known threats in an area and their allows the system to infer the hypothesis, H. J,
locations. We first determine which threats are then, can be used to "update0 the likelhocd of ?-

plausible at a specific location, based on terrain given knowledge of E..
factors which determine accessability and the
desireability of the location for situating an AD Since It is frequently the case that more -tan
system. one rule may impinge on a given hypothesis, a O

computational procedure Is required to allow tne
-" :n addition, we use an existing OB which determination of the combined effects of the

records locations of known threats. Rules individual pieces of evidence. Typically, an
describing typical deployments of AD systems can be assumption of conditional independence among the
used to iWer the presence (or absence) of one various pieces of evidence is made, and then
threat given knowledge of another. For example, a relatively straightforward manipulation of 3ayes'
rule describing the fact that a particular rule allows computation of the effect of tne
antiaircraft artillery usually provides low evidence.
altitude coverage for a specific missile system
allows the program to infer the presence of one, H may in turn be the evidence for some otner
given knowledge of the other, node. :n this manner, it is possible to create -ar

Interconnected network of rules.
A list of anticipated threats derived from the

ir.ference module is passea to A sensor strategy Several types of knowledge are enccded Int"
planner (which is not yet Implemented, but will be rules for use by -his system. These Inclue:"
based on work described in 21J which prioritIzes descriptions of composite threat systems e.g., an
them and creates a plan for operating the sensors SA-6 surface-to-air misstle zystem ons.,sts of I
so as to optimize the utility of the overall sensor STRAITHT .-LUSH radar and a number of -rnsztorter-
suite. The sensor data that results will typically, erector-launcher venlcles 'TZLjs; deploymen:
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information (e.g., a 23-em antiaircraft gun usually In order to adapt the models to environmental
o;rovides low altitude support for the SA-6); !Onditions, we provide a set of probability
terrain influences (e.g., SA-6 systems are usually degradation factors. These factors are combined
found near roads -- where "near" is a function of and used to modify the tables for existing
terrain); and the desirability of a location (e.g., conditions. In this manner, the program 1s able to
SA-6s prefer to occupy hilltops), estimate the efficacy of a given sensor for

detecting and identifying a specific threat under
A ersion of the NET program was developed nonstandard conditions.

for irawing inferences at each point in a raster
overlaid on a designated area[5] and operates in Certain of these factors are related to "
two passes. The first pass encodes the raster of controllable sensor parameters, such as lens focal
points over the designated area with information length, or the bandwidth of a receiver channel.
- ncluding their distance from items of interest, The strategy system will attempt to select

uc. as roads, areas of clear terrain, or locations appropriate sets of parameters, and balance the
wherea threat has previously been observed. These "coat" of using a given sensor with its utility, in
distances are accessed during the second phase of order to create a cost effective sensor strategy.
the operation in order to determine the likelihood
of evidence nodes, such as "Point x is near a Once sensors have been selected and their
road.' 3Y Propagating such evidence through a parameters set, data is collected and passed to the

series of implications, it is possible to compute Interpretation module.
the likelihood of a location being favorable to a
specific threat.

D. Sensor Data Interpretation
.he output of this program can be displayed to

indicate these favorable locations. The results of Since sensors are not perfect, the
Interest (i.e., the likely threat locations) are identifications they render are likely to be
then passed to the sensor strategy module. ambiguous. An important job for the overall system

is to disambiguate, as much as possible, the sensor
returns.

C. Sensor Utilizatic., Strategies
The first step in disambiguation is to compare

The role of this phase is to examine the list responses from sensors whose coverages overlap. By
of anticipated threats, prioritize them (usually by using the probability models that describe the
probable lethality), compare them to models of the sensors, it is possible to develop identiflcaticns
sensors expected performance, select the based on the composite sensor information and, in
appropriate sensors for detecting the highest general, reduce ambiguity.
prlority threats, and determine the sensor
parameters that need to be preset. While the The next step is to use information describing
module for computing the sensor strategies has not typical geometric deployments of threat systems and
yet been implemented, we can outline its operation. related systems, and their relative parameters to
First we will describe the sensor modules used by further narrow the field of possibilities. This
the system, phase uses geometric descriptions of threat systems

(for example, an SA-6 system consists of a -
:t is appropriate to mention here that this centrally located radar surrounded by four SA-6

effort assumes certain capabilities on the part of TELs in a square array, 100 meters on a side)
the sensors. :n particular, we do not attempt to expressed as templates. Using a variation of a
deal with raw data, but instead assume that each linear embedding algorithm[4] the pattern matching
sensor has an associated preprocessor which enables program attempts to find the best matches of known" -
It to analyze its data, detect targets of interest, templates to the sensor data.
and identify them (although not perfectly). The
data returned from the sensors consists of these This has two effects. It allows the system to
Identifications with whatever location information use typical geometric constraints to aid in the
is appropriate to the sensor. identification of threats. :n addition, since it

is often the case that not all elements of a
Models of sensor performance are designed to template are detected, it allows the system to

rperesent the operation of the sensor with respect specify not only which elements are missing, but
a a specified set of targets. The model includes where they should be located.

probability arrays which specify the likelihood of
tne sensor detecting each system, and the possible The results of this level of interpretation
identifications the sensor could assign with the are compared with the favorability data computed by -

likelihood of each. These tables are compiled the Inference net, and confident identifications
assuming tertain specified environmental entered into the 0B through the INET. This new
zondItions. For example, the probability tables information causes the system to update its
for an electrooptical imaging sensor might have lUkelihods and the process is c!ontinuec. . -

been :compiled assuming a clear day, a certain range
.o 'he target, a certain focal length fcr the lens,
and so on. "
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E. Status Furthermore, the use of point probabilities
(which pervades the whole system) does not allow

This system is currently under development, adequate modelling of many situations. :nstead,
osr elements have been implemented, with the some idea of the distributions involved are

exception of the strategy planner. Kodels for required. In future versions of the system, we
several typical sensors have been developed. A will implement a scheme 'or using intervals as a
revised set of threat rules is being incorporated more accurate model of actual distributions.
into the system at present. The pattern matcher
and the sensor integration have been implemented. "
The next phase will see the integration of the
existing pieces and the development of the planning
module. III SUMMARY

F. Extensions Our approach to the problem of integrating
multisensor data with prior knowledge has several

There are several extensions and improvements key points which should be underlined.
that can be identified at this time. Two main
suggestions concern the operation of the sensors The characterization of the task as a
and the procaoilistic updating mechanism in the perceptual problem suggested many of the
:NET.. subproblems that had to be addressed, and pointed

out the need for a common frame of reference within
The current approach does not address the whicn sensor data could be integrated and

problem of analyzing raw sensor data at all. interpreted. In this system, the reference frame 5
Rather, it assumes certain interpretive is the Order of Battle. Data from sensors is
apabilitles on the part of the sensor interpreted in the context of the OB. :n turn the

preprocessor. The Image Understanding community OB provides information about likely threats.
generally believes that the more relevant, high-

evel information available to a sensor-data Another key point is the use of anticipated
processing system, the better its analysis is threats to both narrow the domain of discourse, and
i kely to beC33 The current approach consolidates to enable the system to plan for effective use of
most of the relevant information in the sensors. In particular, the use of "extra-signal"
interoretation routines, where it is usd to information such as terrain data and deployment
Oriticize sensor performance in an a posteriori rules to produce the list of anticipated threats
fasion, rather than allowing it to be passed to the seems to Mimic the behavior of a trained and J
sensor systems. in a working system, with actual briefed crew member.
sensors, it will probably be critical to make this
information available at a low level. The incorporation of a planning element

provides many capabilities. It provides a
.urthermore, some of the most relevant data mechanism for effective use of modular sensor

ay be that which is being collected simultaneously descriptions, which can be added, deleted, or
oy other sensors. Instead of performing all data modified as the system configuration is altered.
Integraton at a high level, as is currently the Use of a planner also provides the flexibility
ase, it appears more promising to create needed to allow easy modification of threat data,

temporary, direct communication paths between since changing threat characteristics will result
individual sensors. in different sensor strategies.

The second area where improvement could be The modular sensor descriptions could provide
made concerns the likelihood updating computations the basis for extensions to the system. Sensors
n the :NET. There are two primary drawbacks to are, in effect, modeled as knowledge sources. :
the current 3ayesian approach. The first is that appears likely that more abstract sources of
assumpt ions required in order to make the information could be modeled 'n the same manner,
:amputations tractable frequently are not valid in thereby allowing the system access to other types
our environment. :n partIcular, the assumption of of information, such as intelligence estimates.
zcnditional independence among evidence nodes The models will also allow the system to be run .n
.mpinging on a hypothesis is usually not valid. In a simulation mode, in order to determine whion
many :ases of interest, situations are highly characteristics should be improved to make a sensor @1
interrelated. For example, normal encoding of the more effective. It could even be ised to decide
rules linking situations often leads to loops. Use which tradeoffs would provide the greatest
'f the Independance assumption in these cases capabilities in a sensor, before completing ;.ts
provides incorrect results. Our approach has been development.
to perform inferences based on tightly coupled Ail nts a hu.ae
situations outside of the :NET. For example, the A final point is that the up-to-date ZE
pattern matcher was implemented after several determined oy the system should be eas.Iy
attempts to do the matching in the :NET. Another transferraole from one platform to anoter. "h;s
approach would be to extend the :NET formalism to could provide the :apability for removing a tape
allcw weakening of some of the current :NET cassette from a returning aircraft, an.d nsert:r.,. .
S ssunpt4ons, £t Into one acout to depart, tnere:y trnsferr ,-

the real-tLme B to the outbouna aircraft. .h;" -
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would allow maximum Us Of the new information while 0
it is still timely, without requiring the lengthy
debriefing-analysis-briefing process.

In sumary, the approach provides the
potential for an extremely robust ESM system, . -

capable of using a wide variety of information, in

*ways not Possible in any existing program. In
addition, the work suggests several possible7
extensions and spinoffs to related problem areas.
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Language 3esign for Distributed Systems message passing to be attractive, and a

number of proposals have recently been
?eter G. Hibbard based upon these primitives (Hoare, 3rinch

Hansen, Hewitt). 'Ie examine one such tech-
nique (eventual values) in detail, since it
orovides a high level model for intezazocess

n this paper we review some aspects of which closely relates to the maniulation
language design and language imolementation of values in algebraic languages, and dis- *2
s they relate to networks. In particular, guises the details of commnication and

"4e examine how the incremental integration reiwte computation in such a way as to allow
or f software comoonents must lead to a re- specification of .rograms which are reasonably

. assessment of the role of the compiler and independent of the network configuration.

. the linker, and consider what additional
*Facilities might be desirable. We examine

the current oaradigma for expressing parall- 3. Runtims organizations
is= which have been developed for closely There will be several different pat- " g
couoled multiorocessor systems, and explore terns of interaction between the orocesses
how well these satisfy the additional con- which comprise a task. In the pattern of - .
scraints of networks, viz the lack of common interaction which comprises a server orocess
shared memorv and the relatively low communi- serving several client orocesses, it is
cation bandwidth. Ve also consider briefly nossible for an interaction to take olace by
the rm-time organizations which will be only one round of messages passing between
needed to support these facilities. them. In this case the server need keeo no

record of internal state, and it may release *: -*
any resources aquired for the interaction.

'..e asmume.that an! particular task which However, it is possible for the interaction
is being executed by a network will comorise to be a transaction which comorises several
several relatively independent processes messages, and the server orocess must main-
executing on nossibly different hosts. Durlng tain some internal state, and retain access
tte lifetime of the task individual sections to resources until the transaction is corn- "'-.
may need to be rewritten or replaced, or olete. In the case where the comletion does
additional sections may need to be added, and not occur, because either the server or the
it mav e necessary to perform these modIfi- client has catastroohically terminated. it V V
cations while the rest of the sections continue will be necessary to restore the resources
to joerate. Traditionallv such .odifications to a consistent state, or to restore them
-4ould be done by emloving some form of sep- beck to the state which pertained at the
-irate comoilacon, followed by a linkage start of the transaction. Techniques for
editing inase exerting only weak checking on handling these problems, at leant in sinle
the external sioecifcations of the comoonents, cases, have been developed for distributed
However, -4e believe that any interaction which data bases and file systems. Essentially they
takes place between sections of irogram should rely on simulating the effects of the oper-
oe 3ubject to :he usual checks provided by ations requested by the client, without
cortoilation - these checks should at least in- destructive change to the resource. This
ziude t're checking of messages nassed between only takes place -when the client signals
processes. te are currently exploring the that all interactions in that transaction
nossibilit- of checking 3rocesses' specifica- are complete. luring the 3eriod w4hen the
tions of their Dacterns of use of resources resource has not been uodated, it is essen-
aainst system-wide constraints. .ial that the server resocnds to the client's

requests for actions on the resource as
.peciving parallelism though the update had occurred. In the case
Considerable orogress has been made in of file updating and reading, this is rela-

devtsing and assessing the techniques required tivelv sinmle, however investigations still
to coordinate pseudo-parallel and oarallel need to be made for more comolex cases to - -
-asks. However, the diversitv of the tasks ensure that the simulated overations have a
"qhich it is required to coordinate is so great bounded time cost, irresoective of the orlor
that they cannot all be pror-med with a single ooerations performed on the resource. ",
tecnnique. In Dart this 3roblem arises because reoort on exoeriences ;ained in developing
'e lack sufficient experience in Programing bounded-cost pseudo-overations in a related P 0
parallel algorithms, and in part it arises programing environment.
because the current programing control con-
icructs, onto which the iarallel constructs
are ;rafted. overspecifv the seouentialitv in
some cases, and do not nrovide any neans :or
exoressins iarallelism in other constructs.
'ortunacelv, when dealing w-ith networks the
restricted environment causes schemes based an" --
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DEPLO .IENT CONSIDERATIONS to Kalingrad to Odessa to Baku. This

FOR barrier is 5500 Km long, and may, be said
LOW ALTIT'DE DEFENSE* to protect almost all of European Russia.

By The number of sensors required to
john Fielding implement this 5500 Kn barrier depends

Lincoln Laboratory on the spacing and on the depth of the
:azsachaisetts Institute of Technology barrier and will not be further discussed "

L exiniton, '.lass. 02173 here. The number of weapon stations
(SA batteries or manned interceptor

SU!LMARY locations required) depends on their
effective width. For SA4 battery effect-
ive widths between 5.5 and 55 Kin, 1000 to

I :s svstem eodlovments for 100 batteries will be required. The depth
.. ..gan acruiof sensor net required to support these

ra tac erens e ainte Thcruise batteries will depend onthe details of O
itta are orrssenterm T f system operation, but will be approxi-

.eimately equal to the battery spacing.
thei :e:metrical coverage and their
,Vlner~ t-. to offense concentration. Fighter interceptors must be stationed4•neab . t ffneso that they can reach the cruise missile

Perimeter defense, ring defense, and before it leaves the coverage of the

random area defense are considered in themay be cacu-
onteot area efense ofae oiret in h lated from the cruise missile velocitvthe fighter interceptor average velocity,

Assumrticns and the DSN depth. For example, if the
cruise missile velocity is equal to the

It is assumed that a distributed fighter-interceptor average velocity and
the depth is 50 Km, then the fighters maysensor network is available for deploy- be stationed 100 Km apart.

ment which works in the sense that it
crovides the requisite tracking data to Perimeter defenses suffer a serious
some undefined interceptor system in away hat oes ot lmit veral sytemdeficiency, in that the offense may con- " -
wery thades nt limitsoetal stem centrate his attack into a few corridors
pr-aiSe missile attack is massive and by means of local exhaustion, satura-

rthousands 7f missiles) and responsive tion, or defense suppression penetrate

to the defense deployment, but that the the barrier at modest cost. The attackers
ements are nomoresuseare then free to fan out from the pene-elements are no more susceptible to

rect attack than are other defense tration corridors and attack where they
system conponents. will. If the offense requires c corridors

of width w Km per unit length, then we

e'erimeter Defense may define an offense leverage, L, given
by

The total perimeter of the Soviet -
Union is over 65,000 Km, however most of L (Cc-

the Soviet economic structure is enclosed The reciprocal of L is the percentage of
cy a perimeter defined by the line con- the perimeter resource that can be brought

necting Lenangrad with Novosibirsk, the to bear on the concentrated attack. if
line connecting Novosibirsk with Rostov- tsw r';a-Deny and the western border between the offense requires two corridors per

1000 Km of barrier and a corridor width
?ostov-Na-Danv and Leningrad. This area, of 20 Ki, then L is 25 and only 4% of the
shaped like an ice cream cone, has a

periete ofappoximtel 920 K. A defense weaponry is usable. To achieve: erimeter of approximately 9200 Km.1 A-'--I
defensive barrier against cruise missile this leverage, the offense incurs a modest

range penalty and the losses associated
t k with exhausting or destroying the defensethe defense takes advantage of knowledge resources in the corridors.

of crise missile range and possible re-
lease areas, then a shorter and perhaps
more effective barrier might be deployed
as follows: from'rkuta (app.67'N, 64*E)

-he "iy an- conclusions contained an this docuiment are those of the contractor and
shcu not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either
exnresse -I or implied, of the nated States Goernment.

*This work was sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects Aaenct.. of the Department
of efense.
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Rina Defenses where d is the density of sites (z per :C-.2),
b is the effective battery width (Km) x

The defense can reduce the offense is the distance transversed by the cruise
leverage by arranging the perimeter defense missile, and p is the probabiiity of not
into rings which enclose the value to be encountering a defense battery in disance
* efended. If, for examole, rings of 100 - I
Fr oerimeter (16 Km radius) are chosen x. i we set p = e - 37%, we see that
then the offense leverage is limited to the e-fold distance is (bd) if b is
100 divided by . Thus a 20 Km corridor 1of 5 0 Km, and I is 10 then x is 1000. Thatoffers an offense leverage ofis about 37% of the cruise missiles will

The resources to be defended will not survive a 1000 Km trip through an area
in general be found to be conveniently containing 1 defense battery per 10,000

clustered for the purposes of defense. In YM 2 , each battery having a battery width
the absence of detailed information on of 10 Km.
target clusters or value distributions,
Zipf's law- may be used to approximate If the locations are known to the
the distribution. Thus if the rings are offense, then rerouting can degrade the
ordered by decreasing enclosed value, then defense performance. If the presence of
the value in the ith ring will be pro- a random area defense is known, but the

-portional to Ci) . By arbitrarily assign- specific locations are not, the offense

ing a value of 1000 to the first ring, the may still improve its position by routing

following table may be constructed: the cruise missiles in a systematic way
in an attempt to locally exhaust portions

Value Value in of the defense.

i in Ith Ring All Rings Up To i

1 I000 1000
10 10292900 100 5187 "Area Handbook for the Soviet Union,"1O0 10 5187

1000C 7435 DA PAM 550-95 contains a good introduc-

10000 0.1 9788 tion to Soviet geography.

2*ipf's law estimates the size of each
It is aoarent that the laws of social membcr of an ordered set of occial
agglomeration are working against the agglomerations as:
defense designer if he tries to defend
a sizable fraction cf the nation's Si =. (i)
resources with small rings.

A defense based on uniformly defended where i is the rank order and S. is the
rings will be seriously unbalanced. For sizc of the ith mcmber. This i* dis-

example if the first 10 rings are defended cussed further in "System ngineering

b-v 10 batteries each (effective battery by Goode & :Machol, McGraw Hill 3ook Co.,

width f 10 Km), then the tenth ring is 1957.
defended at 1C x the level on a per unit
value basis as is the first ring. To
zroduce a balanced ring defense, the
_.efense must equip -he rings in proportion
to the value enclosed. If the enclosed
value does not justify enough equipment
to fully man each ring, then a balanced
defense of that many rings at that pro-
portion of defense cost to defended value
is not nossible.

Random Area Defense •

The defense may deploy defense
batters at random throughout the regDn•
colntaining t. targets (for the zase of
the Iestern :SSR - about 3.4 x 06s. m).
ift-e Dffense does not know the 1!_car-on "..
r 7_ynres the presence of these ran~oorl-'.-

ir Le a ze:teries, t en we can nc~e! t-1
encounter croress as ranlcm:

• S. ,..
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